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PREF ACE.
-o-

FIFTEEN years have elapsed since the fourth and last
appearance of this Commentary. Among my various
scientific performances I have always had but a very slight
opinion of this. I was therefore the more rejoiced at being
able to make another attempt at a possibly improved execution of this task. The results of incessant labour, subsequent
to 1872, are deposited in this fifth edition. The exposition
is now proportionably carried out in conjunction with the
translation of the text, the analysis more thoroughly effected
according to the previous works of W ellhausen, Kuenen, and
especially Dillmann, while various alterations of arrangement
have made the volume, thus shortened by many sheets, a more
serviceable compendium and book of reference. Nevertheless,
the praise of full and complete scholarship will still be withheld from it. For the spirit of this Commentary remains
unaltered since 1852. I am not a believer in the "Religion
of the times of Darwin." I am a believer in two orders of
things and not merely in one, which the miraculous would
drill holes in. I believe in the Easter announcement, and I
accept its deductions.
I have explained my standpoint in an " Episodic lecture on
Genesis," printed in the 23rd annual series (1886) of the
Journal Saat au/ Hojfnung, of which I am the editor. I
have done so still more· thoroughly in twenty-four papers on
Gen. i - Ex. xx., which have appeared under the title of
Suggutive Jottinga, in the Philadelphia Sunday-School Time.s
(Dec. 18, 1886, to June 4, 1887), while to my eighteen
papers on the criticism of the Pentateuch in Luthardt's
T
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Zcitsclirift (twelve in the annual series for 1880 and six in
that for 1882), has been added a nineteenth, entitled, "Tanz
und Pentateuchlaitik" (in the series for 1886). I state this
for the sake of those who might care to read more of me than
the introduction to this Commentary furnishes.
What author is spared the sad experience that his joy
at the completion of a work is quickly disturbed by that
perception of defects which follows in its track ! It can
hardly be permitted me to send forth a fresh revision of this
Commentary. May the Lord animate younger theologians to
retain what is good in it and to produce what is better I
FR.A.NZ DELITZSCH.
LEIPZIC,

July 1887.

TRANSLATOR'S NOTE.
To this Preface of the author (revised for the English edition
by himself) it must be added, that while preparing the translation, the translator has been favoured by Prot Delitzsch
with such numerous improvements and additions, that it
may be regarded as made from a revised version of the New
Commentary on Genesis.
The abbreviations DMZ. and KA.T., so frequently used
in the work, stand respectively for Deutsche Morger,J,i.indi&chen,
Zeitung and (Schrader's) Keil,insclwiftcn und das alte Testament.

INTRODUCT.ION.
CRITICISM at present fixes the date of the main bulk of the
Pentateuch, the so-called Priest Codex, together with the
Law of Holiness, which has so striking a relation to Ezekiel, at
the time of the captivity and the restoration under Ezra and
Nehemiah. The Book of Deuteronomy however presupposes
the primary legislation contained in Ex. xix.-xxiv. and the
work of the J ehovistic historian. Hence we cannot avoid
relegating the origin of certain component parts of the Pentatench to the middle ages of the kings ; and, if we continue
our critical analysis, we find ourselves constrained to go back
still farther, perhaps even to the times of the Judges, and
thus to tread the soil of a hoar antiquity without incurring
the verdict of lack of scientific knowledge. Even those who
insist upon transfeITing the conception of the account of the
creation in Gen. i 1-ii. 4, and of the primreval histories,
which are of a form homogeneous with it! to the post-exilian
period, do not, for the most part, deny that they are based
upon subjects and materials handed down from long past ages.
For the most part, we repeat ; for there are even some who
think that these primieval histories, e.g. the account of the
Deluge, were not brought with them by the Terahites at
their departure from Chaldea, but first obtained by the exiles
in Babylon from Babylonian sources, and remodelled in
Israelite fashion. Under these circumstances, and especially
on the threshold of Genesis, - that book of origins and
primieval history,-it will be a suitable preparation for our
critical problems to attain to historical certainty as to how far
the art of writing reaches back among the people to whom the
A
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authorship of Genesis belongs, and as to the date at which the
beginnings of lit:.erature may be found or expected among them.
It is a self-understood. fact that writing originally consisted
of ideographic signs (figures of things), and that these were
partly figurative signs (representations of what was meant) and
partly symbolical signs (emblems of what was meant). Picture
writing is the beginning of all writing, not only in Egypt, but
also in ancient .A.nahuac. The Babylonio-Assyrian cuneiform
writing likewise bears evident traces of having been originally
a picture writing. Nowhere however is the progress by
which the invention of writing was developed so perceptible
as in the Egyptian hieroglyphics. The cuneiform never
advanced beyond the stage of syllables, Even in the Persian
cuneiform of the first kind, the transition from syllable to
letter writing was not as yet so complete that the former did
not still encroach upon the latter. Egyptian writing, on the
contrary, exhibits a matured alphabet of twenty-six letters,
and we see plainly how an advance was made in the department of phonetic signs (signs of sound) from those denoting
syllables to those denoting letters. The invention of writing
came to perfection by the discovery of the acro-phamician
principle, and J. Grimm and W. von Humboldt will be found
to be right in regarding the invention of the alphabet as the
world - famed act of the Egyptians. But when Egyptian
writing had distinguished separate letters, one advance had
still to be made. For even after letters became fixed signs
of sounds, the use of pictures of things, partly per se,
partly as determinatives, was continued as a means for the
expression of thought. It was the Semites perhaps, as Stade
((],ramm. § 18) conjectures the Hyksos, who on the one hand
derived their knowledge of writing from the Egyptians, and
on the other settled the supremacy of the acro-phamician
principle by remodelling and simplifying the alphabet contained in the Egyptian system of writing. Although a
secondary relation of the Semitic letter signs of sound to
the Egyptian (hieroglyphic or hieratic) could not be shown
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(as by Bickell, de Rouge, Lenormant, and Halevy), this would
prove nothing against the secondary relation in general, the
acro-phrenician principle admitting of infinite variation. The
alphabetic names-says Jacob Grimm in his history of the
German language-show the natural surroundings of a people.
Accordingly, the pictures of things used in the Semitic
alphabet as signs of sounds correspond with the simple life
of a nomadic people. It was not the variegated and mingled
Egpytian writing, but this sfmple stereotyped Semitic alphabet, to which, as Hitzig says in his work on the invention of
the alphabet (1840), all culture adheres, and with which the
human mind traffics.
It is no slight commendation of the fidelity of Scripture
history that in the transaction between Abraham and the
Hittites respecting the purchase of the cave of Machpelah,
which is related with the accuracy of a protocol (Gen. xxiii),
not a word is said of the use of writing. Nor does the verb
~ occur in Genesis, either in chap. xxiii. or elsewhere ;
while we find in Exodus, and onwards down to Deuteronomy,
both an acquaintance with, and the most various use of
writing. ~ (together with it)e+, in the official designation
ilf)~, which occurs in Ex. Num. Dent.) is, in distinction from
monumental writing (by chiselling), n,n, Ex. xxxii. 16, or
graving on fine plaster (Deut. xxvii. 1-8), and ornamental
writing (by carving rt!:I~). which recalls Egyptian sculpture
and lithoglyphy, the usual word for " to write;" to put anything in writing. To record officially is,~!!>~~. Ex. xvii 14;
Num. v. 23. Of writing on papyrus, not a trace is found. The
Hebrew term for book, "'I~!? (from ,110, to strip oft', to smooth, syn.
t3"10), refers to the skin of an animal with the hair stripped oft'
and smoothed (compare,~, a scribe, a writer, with "'I~!?, the postbiblical term for a barber), or to membrana (2 Tim. iv. 13).1
Hence the patriarchal ancestral families of Israel do not as
yet manifest a knowledge of writing, which first appears among
1 In Assyrian neither ;:in:, nor i!lo is found, the usual word for •' to write••
being la/dru (it)e+).
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the people on their departure from EnoYPt. The Pentateuchal
history itself impresses upon us the fact that Israel learned
the art of writing in Egyp~ where the possession of this art
reaches far back in pre-Mosaic times. For the exodus took
place under Menephthes, the fourth Pharaoh of the 19th
dynasty, and Herodotus already saw the pyramid belonging
to the 1st Manethonian dynasty covered with hieroglyphics.
Thus the people of Israel possessed in the Mosaic period at
latest the prerequisites for committing their memorable events
to writing. In ancient times, however, and especially in the
East, the precursors of all literature were those discourses
which were orally disseminated before they became written
documents. The sword-lay of Lamech, Gen. iv. 23 sq., and
other antediluvian sayings cannot be regarded as such precursors of Hebrew literature, for the Hebrew language
originated in post - diluvian times. But the testamentary
utterances of Isaac concerning his twin sons, Gen. xxvii., and
of Jacob concerning his sons as ancestors of the twelve tribes,
Gen. xlix., were, 888uming their historical nature, delivered in
the language of Canaan, which Abraham and his descendants
had there appropriated. Their contents show them to be no
vaticinia post eventum, and the memory of the Orientals performs marvels ; hence it may be at least esteemed possible that
tradition, i.e. oral narration, propagated them in their original
form. We have undoubtedly such an orally prop11c,c,ated discourse in the lay in Num. xxi. 27-30, which Israel heard from
the mouth of Amorite poets (Cl~?fC) when they conquered the
domain of the Amorite King Sihon, to whose kingdom the
formerly Moabite land northward from .Amon to Heshbon then
belonged. This lay is quoted as a proof that Heshbon, which was
then Amorite, had formerly been Moabite. Its peculiar and
antique stamp speaks for the originality of the document.
It is as follows:27 Come ye to Heshbon,
Let the city of Sihon be built and established :
28 For a fire is gone out of Hesh bon,

OR.AL TRADITION.

A flame from the city of Sihon.
It bath devoured Ax of Moab,
The Lords of the high places of Arnon.
!9 Woe to thee, Moab I
Thou art undone, oh people of Chemosh :
He bath giYen his sons as fub>itive@,
And his daughters into captivity
(Unto Sihon, king of the Amorites).
30 We have shot at them; Heshbon is perished even unto Dibon,
And have laid waste, so that fire was kindled unto M@debA.

No other Canaanite (Phcenician) written record of even
approximate antiquity is extant. Nevertheless, "'I~;> n'"'li', Josh.

--

xv. 15, and l"IJD n'"'li', Josh. xv. 49 (comp. ~• to furrow,
t.o line, to draw, to trace with a sharp instrument), the ancient
name of Debtr, situate on the southern mountain range not
far from Hebron, gives reason to conjecture that the use of
writing dates back to the Mosaic, nay, pre-Mosaic (though not
to the patriarchal), period among the heathen population of
Canaan. Hitzig (Gesck. i. 31) goes too far when he advances
to the hypothesis that the alphabet was invented in Debtr.
But the notice (Num. xiii. 22) that Hebron, the neighbour
town of Debtr, was built seven years before Zoan in Egypt,
certainly gives rise to the supposition that this Debtr has an
importance with respect to culture consisting in some sort of
connection with Egypt.1
In the circle of patriarchal family life, oral tradition was
Sllfficient to hand down the experiences of the fathers to their
descendants,-authorship everywhere begins when the family
increases to the people, and when this people has attained to
such a climax in its development as to have behind it a great
past and before it a great future. Hence we may expect the
beginnings of Israelite literature in the time of the sojourn in
Egypt. But of this time we know little. The Thorah hastens
past these four (Gen. xv. 13; Ex. xii 40; comp. Acts vii. 6)
or two hundred years (Ex. xii 40, LXX.; comp. Gal. iii. 17)
1

The name or the city of Sippar, in which Xiauthl'OII is eaid t.o have hidden

the aacred boob of tho Chaldeea before the Flood, does not mean f!il/e du lioru
(lHu11nt and othen), but is the Semitici.zed Sumerian Zimbir.

Delitzech, Pa.radk,, p. 210.

See Friedr.
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to the history of the exodus, which took place under Mepenthes,
the son of Ramses IL, after the rule of the Hyksos had been
already for a long time terminated by the conquest of their
stronghold, Avaris Pelusium. It is, however, evident from
Josh. xxiv. 14, Ezek. xx., that Israel was secularized and
Egyptianized in Egypt. The silence of the Thorah can only
be explained by the fact that the period was, with respect to
the history of salvation, a barren waste. But the more Israel
was then blended with Egypt, the more would it be influenced
by Egyptian culture,-God so ordained it that Egypt was to
Israel a secular preparatory school for its future national life
:and authorship. No people of antiquity was so adapted for
this purpose as Egypt, which to a certain extent became to
mankind in a worldly sense what Isniel was to become to
it in a spiritual sense. The influence of the legalism and
multiformity of Egyptian national and private life is of great
importance in forming a judgment of the Mosaic legislation
and its codex. Whatever may be the case with respect to
Deuteronomy, such precepts as those respecting the king,
Dent. xvii, the prophets, chap. xvii., and others, which presuppose a settled habitation, are by no means surprising
after Israel had dwelt for centuries in a country with duly
constituted king, priests, and prophets.
There too the impulse to authorship was powerfully excited. No Egyptian-says Herodotus, ii. 82-neglects to
record unusual and striking occurrences. Besides, it was just
under the Pharaohs of the 18th and 19th dynasties that
national science and art reached their highest splendour in
Egypt. It was then that the poem by .Pentaur,1 the court
poet, on the victory of Ramses II. over Cheta, which has
been compared with a lay of the Iliad, appeared ; then that
the passion for writing led to competition in every variety of
composition, that literature flourished, and even epistolary
1 See on the poem of Pentaur, Lenormant, .Anfit11gt dtr Oul.tur (1Si5), i.
195 aqq. Id. Roman oon den zu,e, Brluurn, i. 249 sqq. On fictitiou~ literature, Bntgsch, .Au., cltm Orient (1864); and on epiRtolography, Lincke, Beitrllgll
zur Kmntnua dtr oltitf]. Brv.ftiteratur (Leipzig 1879).
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style was cultivated. Hence a beginning of Israelite literature in tl1e period succeeding the exodus would be by no
means too early.
We know nothing further concerning the 'n nmn~ ,mo
(Book of the Wars of Jahveh), which is quoted Num. xxi. 14 sq.
to show that the Arnon was the boundary of Moab towards
the Amorites, ie. in the time of the Entrance, when the
Moabites had been driven southwards over the Arnon by the
Amorite king Sihon. The quotation 1 sounds ancient, highly
poetic, and to us partly enigmatical,Vaheb in Suphal1
And the rivers of Amon
And the valley of the rivers.
That stretches thither where 'Ar lies
And leans upon the border of Moob.

If it is the Jehovist who here cites this book, it is a source
unknown since at least the Assyrian period (the eighth century).
It was, to judge from its title, a collection of heroic songs.
If we take into consideration the fact that the poem of
Pentaur exhibits verses with internal parallelism, and offers
various parallels to the lyric poetry and prophecy of the
Bible, it is not too fantastic a notion to regard it as possible
that the component parts of this ancient Israelite HamA.sn
reach back to the Mosaic period.
The history of Israel does not begin with the condition of
an ignorant, mde and undisciplined horde, but with the transition to a nation of a race which had come to maturity amidst
the most abundant means and examples of culture. This is
a fact which all criticism of the Pentateuch has to take into
account.
Moreover, this developing nation possessed undoubtedly traditions concerning its ancestors, the patriarchs,
who had come from Chaldea and Aramea through Canaan
to Egypt,-remembrances of the events of their lives, and
especially of their religious life, by means of which this
1

Seo my article on the quotation from the Book of Wars in Lutlumlt'a

&it«hr. 1882, p. 337 aqq
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people, though for the most part Egyptianized, might attain to
a perception of the religious knowledge granted and the
destiny allotted them sinco the time of .Abraham. The
critic of the Pentateuch has also to reflect, that however
late a date may be assigned to the patriarchal histories, their
roots must reach as far back as the sojourn in Egypt.
The man, in whom the revived national and religious consciousness reached its climax, was not only, as an Israelite, a
man of deep religious feeling and great endowments, but had
also, as the adopted son of Pharaoh's daughter,-the favourite
daughter, as it appears, of Ramses 11.,-been brought up at
the court, and initiated into the science and mysteries of that
priestly caste which ranked next to the king (EL ii. 10 ;
.Acts vii. 22). This, too, is a fact which criticism must not
fail to take into account, lest it should form too low an
estimate of the share of Moses in the legislation codified in
the Pentateuch. .And the more so, since it cannot be denied
that this legislation points in various institutions, tendencies,
and matters to the Egyptian fatherland of the legislator. The
ark of the covenant recalls the sacred chests (,clrrra,) of the
Egyptians, and the Urim and Thummim the sapphire image
of the goddess of Truth, who wore the aPX,8'"tuT'"l~, hanging
from a goiden chain on her bosom. The law of leprosy in
Leviticus is best historically accounted for by the fact that
leprosy was an epidemic disease among the Egyptian Semites
as well as among the Israelites, whose exodus was hence
transformed in the national Egyptian view into an expulsion
of lepers. .And the monumental writing upon plastered stones,
Deut. xxvii 2-4, as well as then,~~ 'l:lN, Lev. xxvi. 1; Num.
xxxiii. 52), cannot be more aptly illustrated than by the monuments of the land of hieroglyphics. The admission of these
and other references to Egypt may be refused, but even the
most negative criticism cannot deny that the legislation of
the Pentateuch bears in its matter the impress of Egypt.
If we insist on making the history of Israel begin with the
free and unrestrained life of a half-savage people, it would be
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necessary, in order to make room for such a beginning, to
pl11nge the sojourn in Egypt in prehistoric darkness, as Stade
does when he says (Gescl,,. i. 129): "If any Hebrew clan
ever sojourned in Egypt, no one knows its name." Bnt
who will follow the bold doubter in this 1 It is true
that, as Ranke says, only history which has been critically
investigated can be esteemed as history ; but if history is
critically annihilated, what is left but to fill the tabula rasa
with ruodem myths 1 If, on the other hand, the Egyptian
sojourn is a f'act not to be got rid of by -denying it, then
Pentateuchal criticism and the reconstruction of the history
of Israel cannot refuse to take account of the consequences
of this fact ; then there exists an internal connection between
the sojourn in Egypt and the Sinaitic legislation ; then the
:Egyptian sojourn could not have failed to prepare Israel for
its destiny as the people of the law; and then, finally, the
tyranno11s oppression, which made Egypt a house of bondage
and an iron furnace, completed this preparation by calling into
new life that national and religious consciousness which had
disappeared when it was a hospitable place of refuge. We
shall never be persuaded that the proper names in Ex. vi,
Num. i., ii, vii., x., and elsewhere, are just hit upon at random,
-they are a significant mirror of contemporary history, and
especially of the religio11s disposition of the time.
The
reawakened consciousness of God is expressed in such names
as ~ . ~ . ,m,-,1:1, •ilM'IY, and the reawakened national
consciousness in such as i,i"IIJ::lJ1, ::ii:1•037, ...,l"0J7, tn0J1, the name
of Moses' father, declares that Israel is an illustrious nation ; 1
and that of his mother, ,~•, that the glory is J ahveh's.
These two names are as it were the anagrams of the great
ideas which filled the soul of Moses, and made him the
deliverer of his peopl~.

':Pf and 01'?l'; the
.
rormer may be connected with the An.bier ~ ) , wliich meana culture md
1

lile.

In oppolition to Niildeke, DJIZ. zl. 186, we llel'&l"'te
...
...
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It is generally acknowledged, except perhaps by a few
ultra sceptics, that the time of Moses must be regarded as
that really creative period of Israel which is the type and
standard for after ages. For our part, we thence infer that
a Mosaic Thorah is the basis of the Pentateuch, without
desiring on that account already to pronounce a judgment as
t.o its form and extent, although it seems to us a priori
probable that it consisted of more tho.n the ten sayings of the
Decalo1,rue. We are convinced that the history and literature of
the post-Mosaic age demand the existence of a Divine revelation of which Moses was the mediat.or, and which raised the
now independent nation t.o the self-consciousness of being the
chosen people of Jo.bveb.
The circumstance that the national life of Israel, with the
exception of a few brighter intervals, shows an absence of the
normal influence of such a Thorah, does not perplex us as to
its existence. The history of the result of laws does not
coincide with the history of their composition. This applies
especially to the law of Israel, which is not a law sanctioned
by custom, but a revealed, and therefore an ideal law which
aims at becoming custom.
Undoubtedly the unity of God and His worship without
the medium of an image formed the fundamental dogma of the
Mosaic Thorah.1 Nevertheless, Israel was never during the
whole period of their pre-exilian history entirely free from
idolatry and the worship of false gods, and the masses were
mostly even steeped in it. If the religion of Israel was, as
Kuenen conceives it, an ethic monotheism, the constant
resistance offered to it by Israelite nature shows that this
ethic monotheism was no spontaneous growth, but was
the requirement of a document of revelation, which set up an
ideal whose realization was frustrated by the natural inclinations of the people. It is at most but comparatively that
the religion of Jahveh manifests itself as a ruling power
during the reigns of Saul, of David, and the early years of
1

See Ed. Konig, Biltlloaigl:eit dt, koitimm Ja.htothctdt111, 1886.
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Solomon, and that indeed without having, as under .Asa,
Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, and Josiah, obtained recognition by
means of a violent reaction. This is a circumstance which
can hardly be otherwise explained than by assuming that
after the barbarism of the time of the Judges, Samuel effected
the same kind of reformation as Ezra did after the captivity.
That is to say, that he obtained a victory for the religion of the
law, though only for its substance; for a complete accordance
of the community and of public custom with the letter of the
law can at no period, not even the poet-exilian, be predicated
of Israel.
The pre-exilian history requires on its bright side also the
existence of a divine Thorah falling back upon the mediatorship of Moses. The regulations of David and Solomon, the
reforms of Hezekiah and Josiah, are based upon it. The
sacred authority of the prophets, and the oneness of spirit
shown by the prophets of both kingdoms, notwithstanding
the totally different circumstances in which they found themselves, are, apart from the radical unity of a God-given
documentary foundation, incomprehensible.
The just claims of the postulate of a Mosaic Tborah :find
confirmation in post-Mosaic literature also from unhesitating
historical testimony. It is true that neither ')'D nor :1":!h are
mentioned in the :fifteen prophetic books, but the song of
Deborah, J udg. v. 4, celebrates the revelation of God
upon Mount Sinai as taking place amidst wondrous
phenomena of nature. Micah, vi. 4, names Moses, Aaron,
and Miriam as leaders out of the house of bondage in
~nypt, at the same time testifying that this time of
deliverance was a time of miracles, which will, according to
vii 15, be repeated in the latter days. It is not only in the
Pentatench that Moses is exalted as a prophet, Hosea also
regards him as such in a pre-eminent sense when he says,
xii. 13 : By a prophet did J ahveh lead Israel out of
Egypt, and by a prophet was he preserved. .And Jeremiah,
with unmistakeable reference to what is related Ex. xxxii.
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11-14, 31 sq., speaks of him (xv. 1) as powerful in prayer.
What we read, too, Isa. lxiii. 10 sq., is, though belonging
to the period of the exile, a noteworthy historical testimony.
The prophet here declares that when Israel was delivered
from bondage under Moses, the Holy Spirit (vipn m,) manifested His agency in the midst of the people. Thus postMosaic prophecy confirms what is related, Num. xi 23xii. 13, of the activity of prophetic life in the time of Moses,
and of the closeness of his communion with God ; it affirms
that the deliverance from Egypt, and what followed during
the forty years between Egypt and Canaan (Amos ii 10), is
that act of God which impressed upon the people of Israel the
charader indelebili.& of their nationality; and thus justifies us in
assuming a Mosaic Thorah, a Mosaic basis for the Pentateuch.
Nor less does psalmody, in which David has at least an
epoch-making importance, afford such justification. Ps. xix.
is held by Hitzig to be Davidic in all its three parts, and he
pronounces the second part especially to be in every respect
of great antiquity. The Thorah, which David here extols,
must be a documentary instruction of God as to how we are to
walk according to His will, and it must have had a fixed form,
for David speaks of something universally known, while the
series of synonyms mv,, nn31, ..,,?II, nm,, nMi', ' t ) ~ (with
which Riehm compares xviii 23, 31) testifies to the copiousness of its contents. That the piety expressed in the Psalms
is not a fruit of the prophecy of the eighth century, results
from the fact that acknowledged Davidic psalms already
spiritualize ceremonies into symbols and condemn their
merely external performance. Ps. iv. has, as Hitzig acknowledges, its historical foundation in 1 Sam. xxx. 6. Whether
pi~ •n:1r, iv. 6, are here meant of sacrifices, which consist in
righteousness to their offerer, or of such as are offered with a
right disposition (which with regard to Ps. li. 21, Deut.
xxxiii. 19, I prefer),~ •n:irstill remain a contrast to sacrifices
as dead works, which are worthless before God.

•
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Before endeavouring to obtain a historico-critical view of
the origin and composition of the Pentateuch, we will take
a view of the work according to its traditional appellation,
division, and plan. It is divided into five parts, into which,
in its present state, it naturally separates. For the second
book begins with a recapitulation, the third has a boundary
towards the second in the homogeneousness of its contents,
and towards the fourth in a subscribed formula, the fourth
is also terminated by a formula, and the fifth concludes
with the death of Moses, as the first does with the deaths
of Jacob and Joseph. Hence it is called,; 'ff'EVTaTroxor;, viz.
/Jl/Aor; (Lnt. penta.teuch'U8, viz. liber, therefore masc.), which is
composed of ,rl.vu and Tdixor;, according to Alexandrian
diction, the same as oolumen. In the Hebrew Codex, and
as the chief book preserved in the sacred chest (riiac) of the
synagogue, and read in divine worship, it is called mv, (n),
the instruction, viz. of God (from m\ to throw, Hiph. to
throw out, i.e. the hand to point), in the New Test. ollOp.or; (from
llEJl,E'", to assign), the rule of life or the law, i.e. of Israel,
and the five parts (books) are called rrnnn '~" nwn, for
~n (the Aramaic noun form answering to the Hebrew
segolate ~ ) means the fifth. But as J1;1h means not only
the fourth but also the square, so ~n may also mean something divided into five (~~) ; consequently ~n is not only
the name of each of the five books, so that, e.g., the first book
is called mv,n '~" n~rt, J'E'ln ~n, but also that of the
five books together. The Thorah in it$ extra-synagogal use, and
more externally and, so to speak, secularly designated, is called
~n. The Talmud also pluralizes it r~. e.g. Chagiga 14•;
but the Masora already calls, e.g. a manuscript of the Thorah
coming from Jericho, or perhaps Lunel in France, irM' ~n.
That the division into five parts is testified by Philo
and Josephus, is merely in conformity with the LXX.; but
Hiivernick and v. Lengerke were mistaken in thinking that
it proceeded from the Alexandrians. The Psalter also is
divided into rw,n nwn (Kiddushin 33a), and indeed ii,:,, i.e.
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corresponding to, the five books of the Thorah (Mid.rash on
Ps. i 1). It was thus divided after the pattern of the Thorah,
as its echo from the heart of the Church, as early as the time
of the Chronicler (see chap. iv. of our introduction to the
Psalter). Hence the division of the Thorah into five parts
was a sacred custom long before the end of the Persian
period.1 We are however entirely without a settled point
from which to date backwards into the pre-exilian period, and
here already the view presses itself upon us that the Pentateuch, though coming down to us, so far as its foundation is
concerned, from the days of Moses, is as to its present form
and final redaction post-exilic.
The five books are in Hebrew each designated by names taken
from their opening words : n1n1::i 1EID, n,~ 'o, tni"'I 'c,, 1:rn,::i 'c,
(not Va;'r,daliber, as we find it in Jerome, and which is its
Masoretic name), ci1,:nn n,~ 'c,. Less usual is the enumeration i,n-i ~,n, 1)~ 11:'C,n, etc. But the title ci1,n:, n,m (the
Thorah of the priests) of the third book is in frequent use, as
is also the name of the fourth book, ci..-,,p!ln 11:'C,n (the fifth of
the mustered), by which it was already known to Origen.
The designation of the first book as ilie"'n 1EID appears in the
Talmud (ier Sota i 10) as a private view connected with
2 Sam. i 18, but it also occurs elsewhere.1 Ben-.Asher
(I>ikduke haieamim, ed. Baer and Strack, p. 5 7) gives it as
Cl'11ie"'i1 'c, (book of the upright, i.e. ancestors), in conformity
with .Abodak mrak 25a (C1111ie"' ncip,~ ::ipp,, PMY' cim::iN 'c,).
The names
'c, and n,n:,m 'c, denote the second and fifth
books synecdochically according to prominent portions, the
former (book of those who commit injuries) after Ex. xxi.
and xxii, the latter (book of the curses) after Deut. xxvii.
and xxviii. The third book bears the name t-...,EID (the

ri,,,

1 The division into seven books, spoken of Sha.bbath 116a, rests only upon the
private view that the important passage, Num. x. 85, 86, constitutes a scparato
host, and supports itself by Prov. ix. 1, M]t::11::1 n1i,t:>]1 n::i~n.
1 See Raphael Kirchheim, Preface to the Hebrew commentary on Chronicles of
the tenth century, oditeil by him (1874); comp. Schiirer, Neutut. Zeitgeschichu,

p. 439.
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book) only as the title of the Midrash upon it, j11St as the
Day of .Atonement bears the name ~~ (the day) as the
title of the Talmudic tractate upon it. The title mv, MJ~
of the fifth book will come into special consideration
farther on.
The .Alexandrino - Greek designations of the five books,
copied in the Syriac, are short and good. The first book is
called revEtr~, complete re.,,eu,~ ICOtT/J,OV, Syr. b'ritka, translated
back into Greek, KTlu,~, according to which a commentary of
Theodore of Mopsuestia (Fragments edited by Sachau, 1869)
was entitled, 'EpJll'111efa
tc-rltre~; the second, "Efo~,
complete "EfoS~ Abymov, Syr. map!cdntl; the third,
Aev,Tt~o11 (the uvites book, Lat. Leviticus, ie. libtr), Syr.
sefra d'kal,ne (the priests' book); the fourth, with reference to
the enumerations of the people in the second and fortieth years
of the exodus, 'Ap,Oµ.ot (Numbers, or also, according to the
phrase ti.p,(Jp),11 ,roc.ew, censum habeTe: enumerations), Syr.
menjan.e j the fifth, .AEVTepo11op,io11, Syr. tenja(n) nam'IZBa
(Deuterosis of the N omoe).
We will now endeavour to make a survey of the contents
and plan of this whole of five parts, in which it will be shown
that the order, not only: of the historical, but also of the
legislative matter, is, or is intended to be, chronological. For
regulations and la,vs are always described just ,vhere the
course of the national history or even more fortuitous incidents
gave occasion for them. It is no systematic code that we
have to deal with, but a historical work, which, following the
thread of the national development, describes how Israel,
after becoming a free nation, obtained by degrees a legal
constitution.
The first, book begins with the creation of the world ; the
Thorah has no corresponding conclusion: the five primreval
Toledoth (of heaven and earth, chaps. i-iv., of Adam,
v.-vi 8, of Noah, vi 9-ix., of the sons of Noah, L 1-xi. 9,
of Shem, xi. 10-2 6) form the foundation of the history of
redemption in its entire world-embracing course. The call

*
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of Abram and his entrance into Canaan are, on the other hand,
the first direct preparation for the setting apart of the people
of the history of redemption, and to this end the five patriarchal
Toledoth (of Terah, .xi. 27, xxv. 11, of Ishmael, xxv. 12-18,
of Isaac, xxv. 19, xxxv., of Esau, xxxvi., of Jacob, xxxvii.-1.)
contribute. Here the covenant line is carried on, with the
branching off of the collateral lines down to where we have,
without further ramification, in the ~welve sons of Jacob, the
ancestral family, which was transpl,mted to Egypt, there to
mature into a nation of twelve tribes.1 In the second book
Egypt is the scene of the history till chap. xii. 36, when upon
the occasion of the tenth Egyptian plague, the slaying of the
first-born, and of the now imminent exodus, the Passover
and Feast of Unleavened Bread were instituted. A continuation of the law of the Passover and the law of the First-born
is interwoven in the history of the march from Ramses to the
Red Sea, xii. 3 7.:..xiv. The song of praise for deliverance,
xv. 1-21, forms the partition between the exodus and the
march in the wilderness. Israel arrives, under God's gracious
and miraculous guidance, at Sinai, xv. 22-xvii. In two
ascents of Sinai Moses receives the fundamental laws,
xix.-x.xiv., ~nd the directions concerning the sanctuaries to
be prep_ared, xxv.-xxxi.
Having again obtained pardon
from the Lord for bis rebellious people, xxxii.-xxxiv., the
preparation of the sanctuaries advances, and the abode of
Jahveh is set up, xxxv.-xl. This took place on the first
day of the first month of the second year. The third book
contains throughout precepts and proceedings during this one
first month. The offering Thorah, i.-vii, is followed by the
account of the consecration of the priests, viii.-ix. (the performance of which was anticipated Ex. xl 16), interrupted by the
trespass and catastrophe of Nadab and Abihu (viii.-x.). A
1 Lagarde, Orientalia, ii. 40 aq., enumerates the ten Toledoths differently: he
sets uide ii. 4, and looks upon Num. iii. 1, the Toledoth of Aaron, as the centre
or gravity or the ten. It is also in bis eyea a proof of the post-exilian standpoint
of the author of the Hexoteuch.
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series of laws concerning cleanness, uncleanness and purification
begins, eh. xi., with the laws concerning cleau and unclean
animals. .All these laws find their climax in the ritual of the
day of atonement, xi-xvi The laws that follow, XYii.-xxvi 2,
with the peroration, xxvi 3 sqq., are all pervaded with the
sentiment that the God of Israel is the Holy One. They form
series- which are in part connected with each other (xvii
prohibition of blood, xviii. incest, xx. penal appointments),
but are without premeditated succession. It is striking that
directions concerning the candelabra and the shewbread, xxiv.
1-9, and a further carrying out of the penal law, xxiv. 10, are
inserted between the cycle of annual festivals, eh. xxiii, and the
cycle of epoch festivals, eh. xxx., while eh. xx. is a mosaic of
moral, ritual and judicial precepts. The series of laws concerning sacred consecrations, eh. xxvii., already gives to Leviticus
an outlook towards Numbers. The fourth book transports us
from the first month of the second year to the beginning of
the second month. It begins, cha. i-x., with measures to be
ta.ken preparatory to decamping ; but this compact whole,
concluding with the signal words of l\:loses, is interrupted by
interpolations of laws which seem inserted where the occurrences of the time call them forth. Manifestations of God in
mercy and judgment during the second year follow, chs. xi.-xiv.,
and laws for the period of their future settlement in Canaan,
eh. xv. Theu we have in its chronological place the history of
Korah's rebellion, chs. xvi.-xvili. The law of the red heifer
comes in not unexpectedly, eh. xix., in view of the great field
of dead bodies. But eh. xx. leaps quite without notice or connection from the second to the fortieth year. Israel is now as
it was thirty-eight years ago at the fatal Kadesh-Barnea. The
sad events of eh. xx. are followed by circumstances tending
again to exalt the people, especially the frustrations of Balsam's
curse, xxii-xxiv., which however is rendered vain by Israel,
eh. xxv. A second numbering of the people takes place in
the plains of Moab, eh. xxvi. A demand on the pa.rt of the
daughters of Zelophehad gives rise to the law concerning
~
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heiresses, eh. xxvii. 1-11. After Moses has, in view of his
approaching death, appointed the man who is to lead the
people into Canaan, xxvii. 12 sqq., follows the completion of
the law of sacrifice with reference to the ritual to be more
abundantly provided for by the people now soon to be settled,
chs. xxviii., xxix. The law of vows of the second year (in
Leviticus) is also expanded by new ones, eh. xxx. Moses
takes vengeance on the Midianites, and on the occasion of this
war laws are given concerning spoil and the rights of war,
eh. xxxi Reuben, Gad, and half Manasseh receive the possessions awarded them in the land east of Jordan, eh. xxxii.
In eh. xxxiii., Moses specifies the stations, the boundaries of
the land are laid down and its division arranged for, eh.
xxxiv., the cities of the Levites and the cities of refuge are
set apart, eh. xxxv., and a new law restricting the marriage of
heiresses, eh. :xx.xvi., brings the Moabite legislation to a close.
The fifth, book now follows ; it contains discourses nnd
institutions of Moses during the first days of the eleventh
month of the fortieth year, and hence stands chronologically
in its right place. But it may be abstracted from the structure of the Pentateuch without destroying the latter. For at
eh. xxxii. 48 the history continues in the tone of Numbers.
The divine command to ascend Nebo, one of the mountains
of Abarim, and to die there, is repeated ; and the narrative
continued to the death of Moses and there concluded.
Before proceeding to our analysis, we affirm upon the ground
of the survey just taken-(1) that the Pentateuch is no code of
law like the portions of the Justinian legislation in the Oorpus
juri.s civil-is; it contains separate codices legmn, but is not iuielf
a codez legum. Nor is it a code in the form of a history of
law, its contenui are not exhausted in the legal and historicolegal portions,-it is a historical work, in which the previous
history of Israel and their history till the death of Moses are
depicted. It is true that the history of the Sine.itic legislation
and of its Moabite development and completion forms the
chief body of the historical matter. And an observation with
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respect to this fact, which pressed upon us in our reproduction
of its contents is (2) the correspondence between the succession
of the laws according to their period of origination and the
character of the historical work as such. For even where the
historical circumstances are absent, the sequence of internally
disconnected matters can only be comprehended. on the
assumption of an intention to give them in chronological ·
order. We find an example of this in the fact that the law
of the later celebration of the Passover, Num. ix. 1-14, an
addition to the Passover law of Exodus, stands in the midst
of the history of the second month of the second year, while
it is expressly said that, when the Passover was to be celebrated in the first month of the second year, an additional
celebration of this festival was permitted to those who were
prevented by defilement. The position of this law is not
indeed that of its origination, but it is found with a retrospective statement of this, where it was first put in practice.1
This circumstance affords matter for thought. Could the
author, instead of placing related matters in their naturnl
connection, have thrown together things dissimilar for the purpose of giving an artificial appearance of historical succession 1
We are here placed in the dilemma between unfair suspicion
and the acceptance of a historical knowledge apparently
surpassing probability.
The Pentateuch is then a historical work which chiefly
relates the circumstances under .which the legislation arose.
The book of Joshua carries on the history, that of Judges
starts from the close of Joshua, the books of Samuel begin
with a continuation of the times of the Judges, the books of
Kings are characterized even more than the others as parts
of a whole by their beginning with \rr,-the Pentateuch in
its present form appears as the fundamental portion of the
collective historical work continued in Joshua, Judges, Samuel,
and Kings, which beginning the history of Israel from the
1
See my " Pentateuch-kritiachon Studien," in Luthardt's ZeitacA,vl (1882),
p. 114 sqq.
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Creation relates it down to the middle of the Captivity
(2 Kings xxv. 27 sqq.). It was not till after the Captivity and,
as may be inferred from the book of Sirach, in pre-Maccabean
times,1 when the whole of these specially distinguished
national writings were divided into mv,, 1:1,tt,:ll and 1:1,:iru, that
the Pentateuch received the name n,v,, as containing the law
of Israel. Nowhere in the canonical books of the 0. T. itself,
when the expression the Thorah, or book of the Thorah, the
Thorah of God, the Thorah of Moses is used, is the writing
there intended equivalent with the Pentateuch in its present
plan, composition and conclusion. This is not the case either
in the history of Joshua, Josh. i. 8, or Jehoshaphat, 2 Chron.
xvii 9, nor finally even in the history of Ezra-Nehemiah, Neh.
viii. 1 sq. Besides, this denomination has more frequently in
view Deuteronomy alone (Josh. viii. 30-32; 2 Kings xiv. 6,
xxii); moreover, as we shall presently see, the book of the
Thorah, which Moses, according to Deut. xxxi, delivered to the
Levitical priests, was not entirely identical with Deuteronomy
in its present state as a fifth part of the Pentateuch.
All individual criticism, i.e. investigation of the character
and origin of a work-says Bockh '-ultimately rests on the
testing of the credibility of external evidence. The name
nw n,v, ,110, Josh. viii. 31, xxiii. 6, 2 Kings xiv. 6,. Neh.
viii. 1, or briefly nw ,110, Ezra ~ 1 8 , Neh. xiii. 1,
2 Chron. xxv. 4, xxxv. 12, comp. Mark xii 20, cannot be
regarded as such external evidence for the composition of the
whole Pentateuch by Moses, even supposing that it referred to
the Pentateuch exactly as we have it. For although in this
case nw is gen. subjecti and not, as e.g. in c,::i,c i£10, gen. oide,eJ.i,
yet the name, in the most modem writings also, tells us no
more than that Moses was the mediator of the law codified in
1 It ia more than questionable whether what Ezra read in the year 440 (Bleek,
Ei11leitung, § 273) WBS the Pentateuch in its present form of a historical work,
it can only be assumed that this great collective work was edited by Ezra.
1 Encyldopildit und .Method.olcgil (1877), p. 230,
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the Pentateuch. In the later synagogue indeed (Sanhedrin
99a), and also according to traditional church opinion, Moses
is esteemed the composer of the whole P.entateuch from its
first letter to its last. The last eight verses are indeed
declared by the well-known Mishnic tradition (Barajtka) in
the tractate Baba batkra to be an addition by Joshua. But
besides this view there is another, that no letter could have
been missing in the book of the Law which Moses delivered to
the custody of the priests, and thus that down " to no"I
(xxxiv. 5) the Holy One, blessed be He, spoke, and Moses
repeated and wrote down, and that from this n0"1 on wards He
spake, and Moses wrote with tears." 1 What an unpsychological view of the act of inspiration I Certainly on the ground
of Deut. xx::d. 24-26, if we identify the laws and the history,
the opinion might be established, that Moses was the author
of the entire Pentateuchal history.-In the N. T. also the
Pentateuch is called ~ {3i{Aor; Mo,ii,rlo,r;, Mark xii. 26, or just
Mo,va~, Acts xv. 21, 2 Cor. iii. 15; and when injunctions or
sayings are quoted from it (e.g. from Exodus, Luke xx. 37;
Leviticus, Marki 44, Rom. x. 5 ; Deuteronomy, Mark xii. 19,
Rom. x. 19), Moses is named as the speaker and writer.-For
our Lord and His apostles conceive of the Thorah as might be
expected of them as members of their nation ; it is to them
the work of Moses. They regard it; as proceeding from the
revelation of God. But it is not yet God's full and final
revelation, hence they intentionally emphasize the human side
of its origin, without regard to the directness or indirectness of
the authorship of Moses, which lay outside their exalted and
practical object, and was, moreover, alien to the character of
their age. It is important to ns, that they too were penetrated
by the conviction, that Moses was the mediator of the law,
through which Israel became the people of God; but historicocritical investigation as to his share as author in the composition of the Pentateuch is left free as far as N. T. statements
nre concerned.
' Ballira 15CJ, and also .Mtnadaoth 30cl.
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From external traditional evidence, we tum to the evidence
of the Pentateuch itself concerning the share Moses had in its
composition. Thero are certain passages in the three middle
books, the writing of which by Moses is expressly testified.
1. The Book of the Covenant contained in Ex. xx.-xxiii. (iE>O
n"'Un, xxiv. 7) or the fundamental laws of the Sino.itic covenant, combined with the Decalogue, which laws Moses is said
(xxiv. 4) to have written down. 2. The laws of the renewed
Sinaitic covenant promulgated in connection with the restoration of the two tables in Ex. xxxiv., which, according to
xxxiv. 27, Moses was to write. 3. Jahveh's decree to destroy
Amalek, which Moses was to write in a book for the observnnce of Joshua, Ex. xvii. 14 (where we have ,~!!>~, as in
1 Sam. x. 25).1 4. The list of the stations (Num. xxxiii.) which
Moses is said (xxxiii. 2) to have written. To these must be
added, according to the statements in Deuteronomy, 5, the
Thorah contained in Deut. xxxi. 9, 24, and, 6, the m•e'
appended in eh. xxxii. which Moses and Joshua were enjoined
(xxxi. 1 !l) to write, and which, according to xxxi 32, was
written by Moses. This testified writing of certain passages by
Moses does not justify the conclusion that he was the author of
the whole, which is besides inconceivable with respect to the
narrative of his death and such eulogiums as we find Ex. xi. 3 ;
Num. xii. 3. For even supposing that MKTil i'li,ni'I, which Moses
is said, according to Deut. xxxi, to have written to the end in
a book, had begun at Gen. i 1 and closed with the final testamentary words of Deuteronomy, still all lying between this
beginning and ending could not be without exception intended.
Where MKTil m,ni'I or i'lti1 itcn or i1Til m,nn itc occurs in
Deuteronomy, we are nowhere obliged to extend this expression
beyond the Deuterosis of the law in the plains of Moab.
Retrospects of the Sinaitic legislation appear in another form,
v. 12, 16, xxiv. 8, while, on the other band, nNm mv,n is at
1

In both passages illl!l:il
...... :in:,, to put in writing, the article is the specific,

u in il)l!l:il in Isa. xxxi v. 4.
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iv. 5 limited by the addition " which I set before you this day"
to the legislation of the fortieth year. mv,n MMT, iv. 44, points
onward to what follows, and "this book (of the Thorah),"
xxviii 58, 61, xxix. 19, 20, 20,is evidently that which, when
the speaker alludes to it, is still in process of formation and
approaching its completion. According to this, n.un mv,n
also, i. 5, points not backwards, but forwards. "Moses made
plain the following Thorah," i.e. he set about delivering it
(comp. nvii. 8), so as to be gene1'8lly understood. And
it is self-evident that the command, xxvii 8, to write "all
the words of this law upon the stones of Mount Ebal"
(comp. Josh. viii. 30 sqq.), refers not to the whole book of
Deuteronomy, but only to a nucltua kgia contained in
Deuteronomy.
Hence the evidence of direct writing down by Moses refers
to certain passages of the Thorah, not to the whole Thorah,
and by no means to the whole Pentateuch. And criticism
of the Peutateuch, if it is to proceed methodically, must
commence with an examination of this evidence.
We must not be beguiled from admitting a just claim by the
fact, that adversaries of Christianity aud of revealed religion
were the first to deny that Moses was the author of the five
books of Moses.
A philosopher in the 'A'TT'otcpm,cl,r: of
Macariua the Magnesian (edited by Blonde}, Paris 1876),
asserts, that nothing written by Moses was preserved, but that
all was burnt when the temple was reduced to ashes, and
that what now bears the name of Moses was written 1800
-Ads V'IT'o
• \ "E uopa.
t'
,.
'.,,,,.,
'
'
The
years tui,t,rwar
Ka.,l -rc.,v
a,-,,
a.vrov.
emperor Julian (in Cyril of Alexandria) pronounced a more
moderate judgment; he regarded the Pentateuch, of whose
religious contents he forms a low estimate, as not entirely the
work of Moses, but partly of Ezra: 'IT'oTe 8e -rov "Eu8pa.v a'IT'o
"fl'O>P.'f/r: l8lar: 7rpotrwe,y,cew T"1a. 8ia.-rell'E'Ta.t. There is somewhat
more reason to be assigned for what Carlstadt, de canonici,
BCripturiB, 1520, Hobbes in the Leviathan, 1670, and Spinoza
in the Tractatu, tkeol<>gico-politicuB, 1670, already say concern-
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ing the Pentatencl1.1 But the beginning of critical analysis
dates from the French physician Astruc, a believer in Scripture (died at Paris 17 6 6), and the author or Conjutures sur lts
Memoires origi,nau:r:, dont a paroit <JU6 Moyse s'eat servi pour
r,ompoaer le liwe de la Gen~, Brussels 1753, of which Goethe
says: "Astruc, a physician or Louis XIV., was the first to lay
line and plummet to the Pentateuch ; and what have not
amateurs, interested in science and unprejudiced guests, been
already guilty of! " Astruc is the founder or the document
hypothesis, and above all of a discrimination or two chief
authors nccording to their use of the name of God. Accepted by
Eichhorn, this document hypothesis was extended to the whole
Pentateuch, other indications of authorship besides the name
of God being discovered. In thus straying beyond Genesis, it
became the fragment hypothesis. This was confirmed by the
Englishman Geddes, and developed by Yater and Hartmann,
who regard the Pentateuch as a variegated mosaic in the
composition of which there is more of chance than of plan.
Dissatisfaction with this opinion, and the endeavout to throw
light upon the origin of a book, which was on the whole and
in its greater portion a single work, transformed the document
hypothesis into the completion hypothesis. This was ingeniously carried out by Tuch, who in his Commentary on, Genesis,
1838, distinguishes throughout the Jehovist as the completer
and enlarger from the Elohist, the author of the fundamental
work, but without taking any further part in Pentatench
criticism. In place of this simple state of affairs, Ewald puts
a complicated succession of five, or, reckoning Deuteronomy,
six authors. This incited to fresh analysis, but without any
decided advance. Hupfeld's paper on the Sources of Genesis
(1835), on the contrary, represents an advance which has
stood the test. He shook the completion hypothesis, by
making it probable that the Jehovistic portions of the Penta1 The most thorough information concerning theso precursors or Pentateuch
criticism is given in p. 1 or Curtis's "Sketches on Pi-ntateuch Criticism," in the
Bibliotli«a,~ vol. xlL (Oberlin, Ohio), 1E84 and onwards.
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tench had originally formed an independent history, and by
showing (what Ilgen, Urlcundt:n, de, jeru&. Tempelarchivs, 1798,
bad already remarked) that two Elohistio narrators are to be
distinguished. Thus the question now arose as to the relation
in which the Jehovist and the second Elohist stand to each
other. Hupfeld regards them as two independent authorities ;
but Noldeke, in his Ununuchungm mr Kritik de, A. T. 1869,
endeavours to show that the work of the second Elohist was
quoted and worked into his own history by the Jehovist.
The author of the so-called fundamental narrative was still
esteemed the older of the two Elohists, till Graf (who died
1869 as gymnasia! Professor at Meissen), propagating and
developing the views of Reuss, his Strasburg tutor, transformed
the theory thus far held with respect to the Pentateuch, by
pointing out, on grounds some of them beyond the mark, but
some convincing, that the Elohistic fundamental narrative is not
the most ancient, but the most recent, and indeed a post-exilian
element of the Pentateuch, including also the primroval history
section. This latter statement is as he admits, when pressed
by Riehm, the consequence of such a date (his chief work is
Die gud,,ichtli.chm Bacher de, A. T. 1866). Kayser (Das
tJOre:r:ilisclu Buch fU'T Urgeschickte Israels und seine Erweiterungen, 1874) and Wellhausen ("Composition des Hexateuchs,"
in the Jakrb.fti,r deutsche Theologi.e, 1876-77) have carried out
the analysis of the Pentateuch and the book of Joshua in conformity with these principles. Wellhausen's Geackichu Israels
(vol i. 1878, ed. 2, 3, with the T. Prokgomena wr Geschickte
l&raels, 1883, 86) is the most important work on this standpoint. It has attained in the region of Scripture a power over
minds, which may be compared to Hartmnnn's Pkiloaophie de,
Unbew.uatm. It has, as the Emng. KZ. says, " on a sudden
completely captivated a great number of our academic theologians." It has gained its most learned and influential allies
in W. Robertson Smith (chief work, The Old TeBtarMnt in the
Jewi,J,, (Jl,,urcl,,, Edinbu1-gh 1881), aud Abr. Kuenen, whose
lectures on national and universal religion (German 1883) are
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an ingenious attempt to fit the legislation of the middle books of
the Pentateuch as post-exilian into, and to make them appear
as essential members of o. state of development aiming at
Christianity. Dillmann, in his new edition of Knobel's Commentary on the Pentateuch, takes up an independent separate
position. All the divergences of his analysis, however, are of
small note before the one that he embraces, the pre-exilian origin
of the legislation of the middle books, although he makes the
final redaction of the whole take place in the time of Ezra.
I have purposely sketched the course of development taken
by the criticism of the Pentateuch only in its main points,
and therefore incompletely. Much has in this department
been produced laboriously, only to be forgotten, and to serve
as litter to prepare the soil for a fresh aftergrowth.
No intelligent observer will however deny that the work
of investigation has gone onwards and not moved in a circle.
The fsctors which have to be taken account of with respect to
the composition of the Pentateuch have obtained recognition,
and since the completion hypothesis has been set aside, fellowlabourers in this field are divided less by the different results
of analysis, than by their different religious position towards
Holy Scripture, and their different manner of turning such
results to account with respect to sacred history.
In the first edition of my Commentary on Genais, 1852, I
already advocated the claims of critical analysis, and obtained
herein the concurrence of J. H. Kurtz. In the later editions
I acknowledged the necessity of distinguishing two Elohistic
narrators. Later on the more recent revolution in the criticism of the Pentateuch so far influenced me that I now per<'.eive also, as my eighteen articles in Luthardt's Zeiischr. 1880
and 1881 show, that the writer, with whose account of the
Creation the Pentateuch opens, is not relatively to the narrator
of the occurrences in Paradise the more ancient, but the more
recent, and that the historico - legal and literary process by
which the Pentateuch was brought into its present form, was
continued down to the post-exilian period. Nevertheless my
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view of the circumstances differs essentially and on principle
from the modem one. This difference will come out more
and more distinctly, when, before investigating the selfevidence of the Thorah, we have exp]ained the present state
of analysis and its technice.l terms.
The work, which we.a formerly ce.lled the Elohistic fundamental work, and may still be entitled the £undo.mental work,
inasmuch as it forms the scaffolding of the whole in the
form in which the Penta.tench at present exists, begins with
Gen. i. 1-ii 4a. Dillmann designates this portion, which relates mainly to worship and law, ...4. ,· we, following the more
usual and significant appellations of W ellhausen, call it Q
(book of four covenants). It is simply impossible that Gen.
ii 5-iv. should proceed from the same author. The writer
whose book opens with these primreval histories is the J ahvist.
Dillmann calls him C; we name him J. With chap. xx., if
not before, a third narrator makes his appearance, who like
Q calls God CN1,N down to the Mosaic turn of the history, but
is distinguished by a mode of statement and tone of speech
peculiar to himself. As long as Q was regarded e.s the more
ancient Elohist, he was ce.lled the second Elohist ; but their
relation is reversed : he is the older Elohist. Dillmann calls
him B; we ce.11 him E. The works of J and E seem to have
been blended into a whole even before Deuteronomy received
its final form; we call this whole JE, while Wellhansen calls
the writer who blended J and E the Jehovist, to distinguish
him from the Jahvist.
Q moreover has been gradually
enlarged, and the work which thus came to maturity, at
all events within the priestly order, called as it was to
propagate the law, is now called the Priest-Codex, the letters
for this being PO. To the collections of laws included in
PC belongs a special corpus legum in Lev. xvii.-xxv., with the
peroration in xxvi., which we, after Klostermann, ce.ll the
Law of Holinese, and designate by LH, because it enforces its
prescriptions by nlil~ ~)lit, and therewith lays stress on the fact
that Jahveh is the Holy One, and He who makes holy. It
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forms a middle term between the Jehovistic-Deuteronomic
matter and diction and that of the Priest-Codex, with which
it is now blended. The sign for Deuteronomy in its original
and independent form is D. We call its a~thor the Deuteronomian ; while, on the other hand, we call the writer, who
among the re-touchers of the Pentateuch manifests in his
insertions the Deuteronomic view and mode of statement, the
Deuteronomist. His interposing hand makes itself felt throughout the whole Pentateuch, the purely legislative part of PO
excepted, though not by far t,o the extent and with the
frequency that it does so in the post-Pentateucbal historical
books. Perhaps he may be identified with the author ot
Deuteronomy in its present form. If a Jetter were wanted
t,o denote him, Dt seems appropriate, as does R, set down by
Dillmann as a joint designation for the hands tbat rook part
in the final redaction and form of the Pentateuch. .Analysis
will have t.o continue uncertain and often to be contented with
possibility and probability in particulars ; but, in general, the
constituents above described may all be distinguished.
Such
distinction naturally involves temporal succession, but not a
prejudgment concerning the date of composition of each component part. And though in more nearly determining such
dates we should have t,o advance to far more recent times than
the Mosaic, yet this does not exclude the facts, that the narrative is based on tradition and that the codified law grows from
Mosaic roots. Dillmann t.oo acknowledges ancient foundations in the Priest-Codex and in Deuteronomy, which he sometimes marks with S (Sinai), his cipher for the Law of Holiness.
This leads us back to that self-testimony of the Pentateuch
which we were about t.o examine, and first to that Book of the
Covenant, with the Decalogue at its head, which according to
Ex. xxiv. was written by Moses and read by him in the audience
of the people when they entered into covenant with God at Sinai.
The Decalogue announces itself as tl1at which is relath·ely
most Divine in the Law; but even it forms no exception to the
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universal fact, that in Divine revelation, whether by word or
writing, everything is, at the same time, both Divine and
human. The mind of the mediator must have been the factory
in which the Divine thoughts of " the ten words " took
linguistic expression. The human words in which God's
revelation is here set are the words of Moses. Now the
Decalogue being esteemed the most radical document of the
Sinaitic legislation, and (assuming that here all is not doubtful
and obscure) the most genuine of genuine productions (comp.
Ps. xxiv., acknowledged by Ewald as Davidic, with Ex. xx. 7),
we may to some extent form from it an idea of the mode
of thought and language of Moses. The Decalogue then,
not only in the text of Deut. v. 6-18, but also in the text
of the Book of the Covenant, Ex. xx. 2-17, is JehovisticoDeuteronomic, comp. 1:3..,:1!1 M':10, and Ex. xiii. 3, 14 ; Deut.
vi 12, viii 8, etc.; 1:1.,,nK C'n,K (in the Decalogue and in the
Book of the Covenant, xxiii 13), with Deut. vi. 14, vii. 4,
etc. ; !,yo 1:1~, found only out of the Decalogue, Deut. iv. 3 9 ;
r,tc~ nnno 1:1,on .only Dent. iv. 18; ~i2 ?K as in Deut. iv. 24,
vi 15; ffl?l$ as in Deuteronomy, where, except xxviii. 68,
nnw nowhere occurs ;
as about twenty times in
Deuteronomy and nowhere else in the Pentateuch. .Also l:l'JI>
of the Person of God, m,on form, ion with an accusative object,
probably also
testifying= to bear witness to, to enhance
the Jehovistico-Deuteronomic expression. The circumstance
however that 1' j~ Tn,tot 'n iceitc is a formula of promise nmning through the whole of Deuteronomy from i. 20 to xxxii. 52,
and that ''.n 'l:l.,,M, JJ10? is a favourite Deuteronomic motive, iv.
40, vi 2, xi 9, xvii. 20, xxv. 15, weighs more in the balance,
and most of all, that '~:k~ is based upon the saying : " Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God," which in the Pentateuch is exclusively
Deuteronomic, vi. 5, xi. 1. This one expression ':li'IN? shows by
itself that the Decalogue is written in the spirit of Deuteronomy,
for just the thought, that man can and must love God, is of
central importance in this book .And if with Ed. Konig,
Offenl>aru'fl!Pbegrijf,ii 346, Kittle, Geschickte, i 225, and othel's,

,.,,n,:i
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the Decalogue is regarded as "copiously provided with commentating additions and enlargements," there still remains in
the original form t.o which it is reduced the J ehovistico-Deuteronomian Cl'iMM 1:1\rtiac (xx. 3, and in the Book of the Covenant
xxiii. 13; comp. Deut. vi 14, vii. 4, viii. 19, etc.). \~ll?Jf,
comp. Deut. iv. 37; Cl•)ll=person, nn011, comp. Deut. iv. 12,
xvi. 23, 25 (Reminiscences of the Decalogue), and also Num.
xii. 8 (Jchov), ip, the same as mip, Deut. xxxi. 21 ; ion with
acc. of object, like Deut. vii 25 and Ex. xxxiv. 24 (Jehovistic).
How then is this J ehovistico - Deuteronomio composition
of the Decalogue to be explained 7 "Some passages," says Wellhausen,1 "have a Deuteronomic tinge; there is certainly a back
current from Deut. v. in Ex. xx." Dillmann t.oo does not get on
without the admission of such a current from the Deuteronomic
text of the Decalogue into that of Exodus. We however
relinquish these expedients, and renounce the reduction of
the Decalogue to an imaginary original form ; and the ten
words being in both texts equally J ehovistico-Deutel'onomic,
we infer, that if, of the two characteristically distinct modes
of statement in the Pentateuch, one falls back upon an original
Mosaic type, it is the Jehovist.ic-Deuteronomic and not the
Elohistic. Nor does the grounding of the observation of
the Sabbath, Ex. xx. 11, on the seventh day of creation
contain anything characteristically Elohistic. If it did, it
would show itself to be thereby a more recent interpolation.
It does not follow from Deut. v. 15, where another motive
for the Sabbath commandment is given, that it is such. The
Decalogue is there freely rendered in the flow of hortatory
oratory, and not literally reproduced On the other hand it
may be inferred, from the lyric echo in Ps. viii, that this
narrative of the creation was extant in the time of David
Much more then may we assume, that the tradition therein
committed to writing was already known t.o Moses. .And
why should we not admit that in Gen. ii. 2 sq. Q is conforming
1 "

Composition of the Hc:uteuchs," in Jahrb. fur dtuuche Theol. 1876, p.

558 sq.
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with the reason for the Sabbath commandment found in the
Decalogue 7
We now turn to the Book of the Covenant and the law of
the second tables. The former comprises the fundamental
laws or the first covenant, xx. 22 sqq., xxi.-xxiii., the latter
those of the renewed covenant, eh. xxxiv.; both portions
come from JE. The fundamental laws of the renewed covenant are a compendious although in many points an extended
repetition of the former fundamental laws. Ch. xxxiv. is
characterized as the more recent recapitulation by the circumstance, that it gives for ci,~fl Id,~, xxiii. 14, the more generally
comprehensible Cl,l?i' ~,~ (ver. 23 sq.); that Pentecost is not
here called, as at xxiii. 16, ,,~p;, Jn, but n~~f JM (ver. 22), as at
Deut. xvi 10, 16 (in PO simply niv,.:i~), and that in speaking
of the feast of ingathering or close of harvest (whose name
feast of tabernacles first appears Deut. xvi. and xxxi. 10, the
reason for it being stated Lev. xxiii. 42) the vague expression
Mlffl Ne¥,, xxiii 16, is exchanged for mffl n~PT;I (ver. 22). The
legislation is extended vers. 19, 2 0 (this ver. 2 0 verbally= xiii
13 J), the law of the first-born, which was only sketched in the
Book of the Covenant, xxii. 28b, 29, being here more closely
defined. The fact that xxiii. 19 is verbally repeated in
xxxiv. 26 also speaks for the secondary relation of the law
of the second table to the Book of the Covenant. Thus the
double testimony that "Moses wrote," given at xxiv. 4 and
xxxiv. 27, is reduced to the one, that according to the account
in JE, i.e. both according to J and E, Moses committed to
writing the fundamental laws of the Sinaitic covenant, and
our investigation is limited to the question, whether the claim
of the undoubtedly older series of laws, xx. 22-xxiii. (a.part
from the editorial additions which here as everywhere are
not to be excluded), is to be acknowledged as justified, or at
least as having no decisive reasons &.o<T&inst it. We believe
that this question must be answered in the affirmative. That
these fundamental laws were issued in connection with the
Decalogue is confirmed by their grouping. Ewald first and
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after him Bertbeau (l)i,e sieben Grupptn, mo,aisclur Gesetze,
1840) called attention to their tendency to form decades,
which here and there, as Ewald subsequently remarked, may
be separated into two pentades. The law too of the sacrificial
altar, xx. 24-26, is unquestionably older than the directions
concerning the tabernacle and its altar of burnt-offering, and
older than the institution of the Aaronic priesthood. This is
the only passage in the Thorab, which under a ~rtain condition legalizes the n,0:i ; there is not a second. The language
bears the impress rather of the Decalogue than of the Priest
code, to which e.g. :1':1Ni1 lie"1M (xxiii. 15) as a name of the
feast of the Passover is unknown. Characteristic of the Book
of the Covenant are the undoubtedly antique i\:lr xxiii, 17,
transferred thence to xxxiv. 33; Deut. xvi 16, xx. 13; the
designation of rulers by Cl'mKn and nlso by 1:1,½£,, which
occurs elsewhere only in Deut. xxxiii. 31 and thence in
Job :xxxi. 11 ; Cl'~l, for Cl'Cllll elsewhere only in the section
on Balaam, Num. xxii. 28-33. Much is without further
authority in the A. T.; we only bring forward'~~~ NY', xxi 2,
and
n,c,, xxi 26 sq.; i~~. with his person=he a.lone,
xxi. 3, and :iri,, to release, xxiii. 5, with which Dillmann compares :ini,, Deut. xxxii. 3 6. The colouring is altogether different
from that of the PO and also of E (for words such as MCN and
rcec, the latter only again in the history of Joseph, are no
marks of E in contradistinction to J and JJ), but is just
that which is peculiar to J and in a more developed manner
to D. Especially has the conclusion with its promises and
the peculiar figure of the angel, an unmistakable J ehovisticoDeuteronomic ring. We have before us in the Book of
the Covenant as well as in the Decalogue the special
Mosaic type, and that in its relatively oldest and purest
form.
On the other band God's penal sentence, " I will utterly
blot out the remembrance of Amalek from under heaven,"
which Moses was to write in m,emoriani, contains nothing
linguistically characteristic. The account is however histori-
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cal, for Deut. xxv. 1 7 calls it to remembrance, and 1 Salll. xv.
declares, thnt Saul has forfeiteu the throne for not having
acted in strict accordance with it.
The fnct too that Moses wrote a list of the stations is
incontestable; but that Num. xxxiii. is his autographic list, is
neither said, nor could be proved to be such if it were said.
It is bowe,;er no fictitious record of either E or J, but an
ancient extant document. For (1) we have here the names
of twenty stations occurring nowhere else, of which the
sixteen, from Rithmah onwards, xx:x. 18, seem to belong to the
thirty-seven years between the 2nd and 40th. (2) Instead of
the three stations from Ijje Abarim, xxx. 45-47, seven others
are named in xxi. 12-20. (3) Four of the forty-one stations
are also brought forward, Deut x. 6-9, but with statements
not in harmony with Num. xxxiii. The biblical historians
reproduce with fidelity traditions differing from each other,
and abstain on principle from forced harmonistic interference.
In the present case, the testing of the mutual relation of the
historico-geographical details is withheld from criticism. On
the whole there is striking harmony. For the Pentateuchal
narrators are agreed in the two facts, that the sojourn in the
wilderness between Egypt and Canaan lasted forty years (comp.
Amos ii. 10, v. 25), and that the people having arrived at
K.adesh or its neighbourhood, were turned. back to wander
in the desert for yet thirty-eight years.
Next to Ex. xxiv. 4, the most important self-testimony of
the Pentateuch to the nw :ln:I.., is Deut. xxxi. 9, 24. To be
able to examine it critically, we must first call to mind the
structure of this book. It is a historical book. In the prophetic
books there follow after a short title the words of the prophets
named, but here Moses is introduced as a speaker, and indeed
in such wise that his discourses are set in a broad framework of historical introductions, conclusions and insertions.
Two introductory discourses, i 6-iv. 40, and v. 1-xi. 32,
between which occurs iv. 41-43 (comp. Num. xxxv. 14), the
appointment of the three trans - J ordanic cities of refut,re,
0
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prepare for the final legislation in view of the approaching
occupation of the land and unite it, by a recapitulatory retrospect of the events from Horeb to Kadesh and Moab, with the
fundamental legislation. The middle of the book is taken up
with the oorpU8 legurn,, c. xii.-xxvi., which, as it was introduced
by two prologues, is followed by two perorations. The first
of these, xxvii.-xxviii., begins with the command to write after
their entry all the words of this Thorah on stones in Mount
Ebal, and to proclaim the blessing and the curse upon Mount
Gerizim and Mount Ebal ; the speaker himself developing
both in chap. xxvili. (a pendant to Lev. xxvi). In the second
peroration, xxix.-:xxx., the covenant with Jahveh is renewed
with a reference to the acts of God that have been experienced,
and the will of God that has been made known : the blessing
and curse are set before the people for their choice, and at the
same time a future return from captivity promised them if
they repent. Moses then confirms Joshua in his calling, and
delivers to the Levitical priests and the elders the Thorah
written by himself for periodical public reading, xxxi. 1-13.1
He and Joshua are also commanded to write the song which
follows in chap. xxxii., and the book of the Law completed by
~bis appendix is delivered to the Levites to be kept by the
side of the ark of the covenant, xxxi. 14 sqq. The song,
together with the concluding exhortation, is purposely placed
at the end of the book. At xxxii. 48 the diction of the
former books begins again, so that the blessing of Moses, xxxiii.,
lies outside Deuteronomy properly so called. The historian,
who in Deuteronomy relates the testamentary discourses and
last directions of Moses, neither is Moses nor intends to be
tR.ken for him, for he introduces him as speaking (i. 1-6, iv.
44-49), and admits into the discourses of Moses all kinds
of historico.l (iv. 41-43, x. 6-9) and antiquarian details
(ii. 10-12, 20-23, iii 9, 11, 13b, 14), which look the more
1 That Mt(tn mmn here is Deuteronomy, is also acknowledged in Bifri on
Deut. xvil. 18 (105b, ed. Friedmann) ; mm mW IIC;IIC ;ijP.i'.'.I o,,:i r•np

r.c

,::i;, i.e. "on the day of aaaembly (;i:!l?rt, xui. 12) only Deu~ronomy is read•.,
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strange the more admirable the deep psychological truth of
these discourses as to both their tone and contents is felt to
be : they breathe the sincerity of one about to depart, and
his grief at the refusal of permission for him to enter
the promised land gives them throughout a melancholy
keynote.
When Eichhorn says in vol. iii. of bis Introduction, that
• Deuteronomy bears on every page the stamp of a work
written on the borders of the grave," this is a testimony to
the great natural and spiritual gifts of the Deuteronomia.n.
We assume for these testamentary discourses a traditional
substratum, which the free reproduction follows. This is
moreover so spirited and artistic, that neither the freely
reproduced discourses of the older prophets in Kings and
Chronicles, nor those Psalms in the Psalter composed on the
subject of David's condition and state of mind, equal it. The
relation of the Deuteronomian to Moses may be compared to
the relation of the Isa.ianic author of Isa. :xl.-lx. to that king
among prophets, and to the relation of the fourth evangelist to
his Master and Lord. The Deuteronomian has completely
appropriated the thoughts and language of Moses, and from a
genuine oneness of mind with him reproduces them in the
highest intensity of Divine inspiration. The writing of
history with a tendency or a free invention of historical facts
would be contrary to that veracity which is the first of all
the requirements to be made of a historian ; on the other hand,
the historian shows, according to the view of antiquity, the
measure of his gifts and the dignity of his vocation in his free
reproduction of the discourses of great men.
We cannot then lightly disregard the historical nature of
nw ~"'• Deut. xxxi. It is not the self-testimony of Moses,
but testimony concerning him. The Deuteronomian testifies,
that Moses before his departure left behind with the priestly
order an autograph Thorah to be preserved and disseminated.
If this nrm :i.,:"' were intended to apply to the whole book of
Deuteronomy in its present state, it would be a pseudepi•
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graphic work.
But the premiss must be denied, and
consequently also this conclusion. The Mosaic Thorah of
the fortieth year is indeed contained in Deuteronomy, but not
identical with it.
That the testimony, Deut. xxxi 9, 24, is to be referred
merely to the kernel of the Moabite legislation, framed as it
is in history and introduced by prologues, may be infe1Ted
from xxvii. 8, according to which the people having arrived
at Jordan were to write "all the words of this Thorah" in
plastered stones on Mount Eba.l. The demonstrative necm in
neun m'IMn, as already remarked, always points in Deuteronomy
forwards or to the present, and not backwards to the Sinaitic
legislntion. So does the necrn m'IMn, i 5 ; for it is again taken
up at iv. 44, vi. 1, and also the nN?n m'IMn in necrn m'IMn i'll!C'D
of the law concerning the king, xvii. 18, where it is questionable, whether we must translate : a copy of this law, the
rare occurrence of nee before indeterminate nouns seeming
to speak against it, or : the deuterosis of this law
this
Deuteronomy. In this latter case mn would have been
clearer, but was not necessary, for xxviii. 61 also changes
nN?n m'IMn ,1:10 for the more frequent nrn m'IMn ,1:10, xxix. 2 0,
xxx. 10 ; Josh. i. 8. The synagogue tradition is itself
uncertain; the Midrash,1 like the LXX., understands it of
Deuteronomy, Onkelos, and with him the Peshitta, of a copy
()l='1!1, another reading is )l~n!I), the Talmud, of a du plum (comp.
;u~, Gen. xliii 15 ; Deut. xv. 18), i.e. a double copy. The
account of the carrying out of Moses' injunction, Dent. xxvii.
1-8, which we read in Josh. viii. 30-32, is decisive for the
meaning copy, as translated by both the Targum and Peshitta
in Josh. viii. 32. As in xvii. 18 so here it is a copy that is
spoken of, in the law of the king a copy in a book, here a
copy upon memorial stones. And that m'IMn 1'1llt'0 is not a
designation of Deuteronomy, may be inferred from the fact
that this book is called in the paragraph immediately
preceding Josh. viii. 31, n!C'D ni'IM ,1:10. Besides, if it were
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used to designate Deuteronomy we should rnther expect mc;-i,
nz,c :111:) , ~ m,nn than :111:) ,~tt nz,c n,,n mt:10. Hence we
must translate, "he wrote there upon the stones the (a) copy
of the Thorah, which Moses had written in the presence of
the children of Israel."
And the Thorah here meant is the recapitulated, completed
and in some respects modified Thorah of the Moabite
This
covenant, contained in the codex, Deut. xii-xxvi
codex does not however give such an impression of being a
document inserted in its original form, as does the Book of
the Covenant or even the Law of Holiness. For Deuteronomy
is in like manner as St. J ohu's Gospel entirely a work of one
cast. Its historical connecting links, conclusions, transitions
and narratives have all the same colouring as the discourses ;
and this oneness of tone is true also, though in perceptibly
slighter force, of the Deuterosis of the Law contained in
chs. xii.-xxvi. Here too the mount of legislation is called
~;,, xviii. 16 ; the day of legislation, ,npn c,\ xviii. 16 ; the
land of promise, r:,:i,, ::i,n n::ir rue, xxvi. 9, 15; the people of
God, n,lo Cll, xiv. 2, xxvi. 18 (comp. vii. 6); the taking in
possession, :=IJ;lr-,?, xii. 1, xv. 4, xix. 2, xxi 1, xxiii. 21,
:xxv. 19.1 The codex moreover nowhere stands in actual
contradiction with the prologues ; for in iv. 41 it is the
setting apart of the three trans-Jordanic, and in xix. of the
three cis-Jordanic cities of refuge and their eventual increase
that is spoken of. Nor are references to the Book of the
Covenant, which forms the basis of the legal codex, wanting
in the prologues, e.g. vii. 22; comp. Ex. xxiii. 29 sq., where the
contradiction to ix. 3 is obviated by the consideration that
~ "' has the meaning usual in Deuteronomy of moral
shall or must not).
impossibility (thou canst not
Thus not only the Mosaic discourses, but also the Mosaic
laws are throughout pervaded by the subjectivity of the
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1 Comp. also 'lll0 Y,ll, xx. 8, with vii. 21, :u:i. 6;
(for n,ttn), xix. 11, u
in iv. 42. vii. 22, and ';J"IBM,
xiii. 6, anu xiii 11, xx. 1 (= Ps. 1:u:xi 11), as i11
I •
viii. 14, 15, 16.
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Deuteronomian. In the historical orations he gives a sketch
of traditional occurrences, and this, in his consciousness of
unanimity with Moses, he enlarges and further developes
from the standpoint of the condition and frame of mind of
the speaker. In the codified law he renovates the traditional
legislation of the fortieth year as the moral and religious
needs of his time required. Not a few laws, which were
without an object in the later times of the kings, the times of
the Deuteronomian, afford a proof that Deuteronomy contains
actual testamentary injunctions of Moses. This applies to
xx. 15-18, for in the later times of the kings there was no
longer war with the old Canaanite races; to xxv. 1 7 sqq., for
then the decree of extirpation against Amalek was already
executed ; to xxiii. 8 sq., for the exhortation to a grateful
demeanour towards Edomites and Egyptians is opposed to the
subsequent change of relations between both these nations
and Israel ; to eh. xii, for that the slaughter of animals for
domestic use might take place anywhere in the country, was
self-evident in post-Mosaic times and needed no concession ;
to xvii. 15, for the prohibition to make a foreigner king is
comprehensible in the mouth of Moses, but without motive or
object in so late an age as Josiah's, and generally during the
period of the undivided and divided kingdoms ; to xviii 21 sq.,
for the criterion of the true prophet here laid down could
no longer suffice in the seventh century. And why should
not this legislation be in its root and stem Mosaic, since it
must be admitted beforehand that Moses ,vould before his
death once more impress the law of God upon the hea1·t of
the people, and give a further exposition of the will of God
with reference to their dwelling in the promised land ! If
the Book of the Covenant is genuinely Mosaic, then Mosaic
foundations must be assumed for Deuteronomy ; for the
legislation of the fortieth year is the Mosaic Deuterosis of the
Book of the Covenant, but Deuteronomy in its present form,
as the work of the Deuteronomian, is a post-Mosaic Deuterosis
of this Deuterosis.
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All the laws of the Sinaitic legislation · codified in the
Book of the Covenant are repeated and emended in Deuteronomy; the penal enactments concerning injuries to limbs or
property, Ex. xxi. 18-xxii. 14; the warning against lightly
speaking against rulers, Ex. xxii. 2 7 ; and the prohibition of
even uttering the names of idols, Ex. xxiii 13 (comp. Ps. xvi
4), alone excepted. All other fundamental laws are at least
brought t-0 remembrance, and in some cases also remodelled
Instances of such remodelling are Deut. xv. 12, comp. Ex. xxi
2, according to which the Hebrew bond-maid is to go out free
in the seventh year, as well as the Hebrew bond - man ;
and xxiv. 7, comp. Ex. xxi. 16, by which man-stealing is
tio be punished with death only in case he who is stolen and
sold as a slave is a fellow-countryman. The actually most
important modification relates to ,vorship. In Ex. xx. 24
sqq. the erection of a place of sacrifice is not restricted to one
locality, in opposition to which Deuteronomy, in eh. xii. and
throughout, has in view a central sanctuary, which God will
choose out of all the tribes as the exclusive place of sacrifice.
But the discrepancy between Deuteronomy and the Book of
the Covenant is in this matter also only a relative one. The
process which regulated the origin of the Thorah being
both human and divine, it is quite comprehensible that the
first saying concerning the place of sacrifice should be rudimentary, sketchy, vague, and should, in the further course of
legislation, be outdone and modified. This is howe,·er already
done in the Book of the Covenant itself, for the law there
given of the three great pilgrimage festivals, Ex. xxiii 14-18,
assumes the future establishment of a central sanctuary. Still
a central place of worship and an exclusive place of worship
are not as yet one and the same, and it was the legislation of
the fortieth year which, in view of the approaching occupation
of the promised land, took this further step and limited the
worship of God by sacrifices and other offerings exclusively to
the one sanctuary. The history too of Israel runs on with a
tendency to this end. Even the period of the Judges shows
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in the tabernacle at Shiloh at least an attempt at the institution of a central sanctuary. David and Solomon built
the splendid stone temple at Jerusalem. Nevertheless the
Bamoth (local places of worship) were never entirely and
permanently done away with in pre-exilian times. Deuteronomy, as we have it, reproduces the testamentary Thorah
of Moses with the evident purpose of giving support to that
effort for centralization which aimed at the abolition of local
worship, but the exertions of Hezekiah (Isa. xxxvi. 7) and
the still greater ones of Josiah had only a temporary success.
Besides, the jU8 reformandi of these kings extended only to
Judah. For scarcely had David and Solomon built a central
place of worship, than the dismption of the kingdom
occurred to thwart the recent unity of worship. The prophets and psalmists of Judah know but one holy city, and
one sanctuary, the temple on Zion. But the prophets of
the northern kingdom must have esteemed as permissible,
on Ephraimite soil also, the worship of Jehovah by sacrifice
(see 1 Kings xix. 10 ; Hos. ix. 4), for the disruption of the
kingdom was an authorized, providential fact, and hence the
condition of the kingdom of Israel a God-decreed exceptional
condition.
What however was the case with the tabernacle, that
anticipation of a central place of worship 1 The people
needing during the forty years a central sanctuary as well
as single direction in general, the tabernacle is no anachronism.
Graf, however, in his article, d8 templ.o Siwnensi, 1855, began
his critical investigation of the Pentateuch with the assertion,
that the Mosaic tabernacle was a copy of the temple of Solomon
diminished to a portable tent. Now all who side with him
have this in common, that they refuse all value to the historical
element, which in the Priest-codex forms the frame and basis of
the legislation. And in fact this depreciation of the historical
element is the result of relegating the narrator to post-exilian
times, for it is inconceivable that so vigorous and fruitful a source
of genuine traditions from the Mosaic age should at so late a
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date be still extant. We nevertheless firmly maintain (1)
that the preceding history of Israel, from the Elohistic account
of the creation to the history of Joseph, was written in ancient
pre-exilian times. For it must be assumed thnt legends ancl
reminiscences of these matters were extant, while it may be
concluded from the pre-exilian literature that they had on the
whole the form in which they appear in Genesis ; (2) that
the historico-legislative element, as well in PO as in JE and D,
was not independently invented for the sake of foisting a
Mosaic origin upon the legislation, but derived from tradition,
which in many points, as e.g. in respect of the tabernacle
(whether oracle ~r place of worship), did not everywhere
furnish the same views and statements; and (3) that the
foundation of the legislation codified by an Elohistic pen was
already laid at the time when Deuteronomy originated. For
(1) Deuteronomy points back, xxiv. 8, to the law of leprosy,
which is found, Lev. xiii-xiv., as a component part of the
Priest-codex. (2) The law as to what animals might be
eaten and what were forbidden, Deut. xiv. 3-20, is a passage
adopted from the Elohistic legislation, Lev. xi. ; the reproduction breaking off, Deut. xiv. 19 sq., where Lev. xi 21-23
continues. (3) The setting apart of three cities of refuge
~t of the Jordan, Deut. iv. 41 sqq., is the fulfilment of the
Elohistic law, Num. xxxv.; and the injunction, Deut. xix. 1-13,
is a repetition and completion of this law. (4) What is said,
Deut. xviii. 2, of the priestly race is a retrospect of Num. xviii.
20, 23 sq.; and (5) wherever else Deuteronomy is content to
give a general outline of an injunction, it presupposes the
existence of more special appointments. (a) When it gives
the name rn:icn ln, xvi 31, 10, to the feast at the close of
harvest, which in the Book of the Covenant (Ex. xxiii. 16)
and in the law of the second tables (Ex. xxxiv. 22) is called
arcacn ln, it alludes to the historical reference in the Law of
Holiness, Lev. xxiii 42 sq., of which this more racent name is
the expression. (b) When it is forbidden, xvii. 1, to sacrifice
an animal which has any blemisl1, there was required for the
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layman, and still more for the priest, information (by no means
completely given xv. 21) as to what was and what was not t.o
be regarded as I\ blemish (c,0) involving incapability for sacri~
fice, and the rules respecting this being given in the Law of
Holiness, Lev. xxii. 20-25, are therefore essentially preDeuteronomian. (c) Also when it is forbidden, xxiii. 1, to take
a father's wife, it is not intended t.o limit the crime of incest
t.o this one case, but the lawgiver has in view, beside this
one chief case, the other nearly resembling criminal acts
mentioned Lev. xviii. 7 sqq., as shown by the anathemas,
xxvii. 20, 22, 23.
These .references of Deuteronomy to the Elohistic element
in the Priest-codex suffice to show, that together with
the Mosaic type of legal phraseology Rnd the J ehovisticoDeuteronomic mode of statement formed upon it, the Elohistic
type already existed in the pre-Deut.eronomic period. The
difference of time does not suffice to explain the diversity of
these types. They must, equally with the Asaphite and
Korahite psalmody, be referred to authorities at once creative
and dominant ; the J ehovistico - Deuteronomic type is of
Mosaic origin, the Elohistic originated with some eminent
prie.~t, after whose example this legal and historical phraseology was further developed within the priestly order, just as
the prophetico-historical style was within the schools of the
prophets. The PO is the product of a successive development and formation, which, even supposing it to reach down
t.o post-exilian times, has still its roots in the Mosaic period.
Very erroneously have certain linguistic characteristics been
urged in favour of the contemporaneousness and high antiquity
of the component parts of · the Pentat.euch. M',:t occurs only
eleven times in the Pentateuch (never in Deuteronomy), Mi,:t
195 times (thirty-six times in Deuteronomy). This feminine
Min, which is by means of the final redaction inseparably
impressed upon the Pentateuch in all it.a component parts, is,
on the assumption that distinction of gender was not con.
eistently carried out in the ancient language, an archaism.
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This assumption is questionable;' while, on the other hand,
.,,,, which occurs twenty-one times in the sense of girl, is a
veritable archaism; Deuteronomy even has frequently M~ "IJ.IJ,
and only once, xxiii 19, mP). i\V!,!, Deut. viii. 3, 16, is no
archaism, and cannot pass for one (comp. rli'Y, Isa. xxvi 16);
the t is an appendage conforming the perfect to the imperfect
as in Syriac, and here lllld there in current .Ara.hie; the
Arabic, ancient Ethiopic and Ammean show that ,~ without t
was the primitive form. ,~ too (with the article~~), Gen.
:nx, 8, 25, xxvi 3, 4, Lev. xviii 27, Deut. iv. 42, vii 22, xix.
11, is no mark of an ancient period of the language, for the
Arabic ,)JI, ..Ethiopic ell12, Ara.mean r~, ~ (with a
strengthening n and k), show that this pronoun as the expression
of the plural had originally a vowel termination. No more
is nee, which is twice, viz. Num. xi 15, Deut. v. 27 (a.s also
Ezek. xxviii 14), pointed J;ltt as masculine. And granting
that in-:!: exclusively occurring in the Pentateuch is, as compared with ir,,"')~. the older form of the name, yet this admission
cannot be utilized for critical purposes ; for in the Hagiographa
also (Ezra, Neh. Chron.) this town is always called 'l'T1'. in
opposition to which in the Nebiim (from Joshua onwards)
always 'M¥'!' (except 2 Kings xxv. 5). So that in this case
also the uniformity has to be set to the account of the final
redaction. Nor can '~~ and •;i::i~ be so critically handled as
by Giesebrecht; for 'JM is in agreement with the Arabic \.i\, the
Ethiopic ana, the Ara.mean Ni~; the older form (with analogica.lly
influenced transition of d into t), •;,::i~ (from ana + ki with d
obscured to ~), has a secondary relation something like that of

1-yo,,ye to E"f°'•
In speaking of Deuteronomy we have not yet given an
opinion concerning the M~ ~ " • :xxxi. 22, as applied to the m•~,
Deut. xxxii. We now do so by taking a view of the poetry
of the Mosaic age in general. We have already spoken of the
Amorite song of victory, Num. xxi27-30, and also of the highly
1 See No. viii. ofmy "Pentateuch-kritiachen Rtudien," in Luthardt'a ZeitticA.
for 1880.
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poetical quotation from the Books or Wars, N um. xxi. 14 sq.
The former is not Israelite, while as to the Book of the
Wars, its title and the fl'llo<71Ilent of three lines given as an extract, will only allow of very uncertain conjectures. There is
however nothing against the supposition, that the foundation
of this Israelite Iliad was laid at the time of the Exodus. It
is possible, for a history of such poetic tone and form as the
Exodus must of necessity bear poetic fruit. The people of
Jahveh came indeed from that land which was intellectually
the most productive of all lands, bringing with them writing
materials and castanettes for dancing. One of the lays which
the occurrences of the wanderings brought forth is the song of
the. well, Num. xxi. : 17 Spring up, 0 well; sing ye unto it:
18 To the well, which princes digged,
Which the nobles of the people delved,
With the sceptre, and with their et.aves.

It is there given in explanation of the name of the trausJ ordanic station Beer.
That Moses was himself a poet is understood when we
contemplate his life, a life so idealJy fashioned by God Himself.
The poetry of thought and feeling, which wings and animates
the language in the words ·of the Book of the Covenant, as in
Ex. xx. 4, xxii. 25 sq.. culminates in two original Mosaic
formula, as we believe them to be. One is the harmoniously
rising triad of the priestly blessing, Num. vi. : The Lord bless thee and ke<?p thee !
The Lord make His face to shine upon thee, and be gracious to thee!'
The Lord lift up His countenance upon thee, and give thee peace!!!

In the original the first clause consists of three, the second of
five, the third of seven words, and the seventh and last word
is c,~. seven being the number of satisfaction nnd peace.
The other formula is the two sentences at the setting out and
at the resting of the ark of the covenant : 35 Rise up, 0 Lon], and let Thine enemies be scat.tere<l ;
And let them that hate Thee flee before Thy face !
36 Return, 0 Lord, to the myriads of the thousands of Israel.
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The introduction, Ex. xv. 1, does not require Moses to have
been the author of the song of praise at the Red Sea ; the carrying out of the theme, lb-3, may not have received its present
form till the arrival in Canaan (see ver. 13), but must have
done so in pre-Davidic times, as the echoes in Ps. xxiv. 8,
lxxviii 13, 54, lxxxix. 7, demand, or at least make probable.
It is here, ver. 18, that the theocratic relation first finds
expression, here that we find for the first time (ver. 2) the
Divine name ~. which returns, Ex. xvii. 16, in the very
poetically expressed saying of Moses concerning Amalek : A
hand (is lifted up) upon the throne of Jab (to be explained by
Deut. xxxii. 4 sq.); Jabveh bath war with Amalek from
generation to generation (i.e. from the most distant generation
onwards; compare in the similarly expressed Divine saying,
Ex. iii 15, ,, ,,,, in generation, generation-i.e. to the latest
generation).
We must bring before us these poetical pieces, for the purpose of not too lightly denying the testimony in Deut. xxxi. that
the song 'U~Mi1, Deut. xxxii., was written by Moses. Although
only this one thing is certain, that the signal words, N um. x.
3 5 sq., were the product of the lofty and powerful mind of
:Moses, he may also have been the author of this song, which,
as I have elsewhere shown, contains nothing which may not
be conceived as the production of the natural gift of insight
of a deeply religious and patriotic poet. It is a picture, from
a supernaturalistic, theocratic standpoint, of the inwardly
necessary concatenation existing between the vicissitudas of
Israel's history, - a picture thoroughly original, containing
nothing that gives an impression of being obtained from elsewhere, and probably one of the models of the Deuteronomian
employed by him as sources when reproducing the testamentary
discourses of Moses.
Equally original is the blessing of Moses, eh. xxxili., appended to Deuteronomy. Setting aside ver. 4, which is a more
recent interpolation, this pendant to the blessing of Jacob
hns throughout the Mosaic period as its historical basis.
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It coincides with the great song in the national name J!l"lt,
and in Cl""iDM n,:ui and l'lC'JC 'El'N with the signal words. But
it does not, like the great song, form an original portion of Deuteronomy, but was admitted into it by the
redactor, who incorporated Deuteronomy in the Pentateuch,
i.e. the collective work on the period of legislation and its
previous history. Till then the blessing of Moses would have
been disseminated as a separate composition, like Ps. xc.,
whose title is similar in form, and whose commencement
sounds like a development of the three words 'n,tt n:'ll/0
ci,r,, xxxiii. 2 7.
The physiognomy of Ps. xc. is like that
of the blessing undeniably Mosaic, although this is still no
irresistible proof of the authorship of Moses. For as the
Deuteronomian imitated the Mosaic type in orations, he might
nlso have imitated it in poetry. The fact that the fourth book
of Psalms begins with this Ps. xc., speaks more for its being
written according to the mind of Moses than for its being his
own composition. The title is fully justified oven in the
former case. They who judge otherwise are unacquainted
with the spirit and custom of ancient, and especially of
Biblical, history and poetry, which esteem it one of their
tasks to appropriate completely the thoughts and phraseology
of great men, and by thinking their thoughts and experiencing their feelings, to make themselves their organs. There
are however no internal grounds for compelling us to deny the
Mosaic authorship of Ps. xc. It corresponds with the condition
and frame of mind of Moses in the fortieth year, and the echoes
of the original Mosaic diction of the Pentateuch resounding
in it increase the impression of its authenticity.
There was a time when the horizon of Pentateuch criticism
was bounded by Genesis and the beginning of Exodus. We
now know that the mode of composition found in Genesis
continues to the 34th chapter of Deuteronomy. It extends
moreover beyond Deut. xxxiv., and continues in the
book of Joshua. Hence, both on this account and because
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the exod118 and the occupation of Canaan together form a
whole, viz. the history of the deliverance of Israel and of
its becoming an independent nation, we are justified in
comprising the Pentateuch and the book of Joshua as a
hexat.euch. And this hexateuch also is only a component
part of the great historical work in five parts (viz. Moses,
Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings), extending from Gen. i to
2 Kings xxv., of which the Pentateucb 'forms one.
The
connection of the Pentateuch and Joshua is however a
closer one than that of Joshua and Judges, for the book of
Judges only borrows twice from Joshua, and gives extracts
only four times from the same sources, while the book of
Joshua is composed in entirely the same manner as the
Pentateucb. In Judges are found a few scattered fragments
from JE (i. 10-15, 20, xxi. 27 sq., 29). In the book of
Joshua, from the beginning to the end, the three chief modes
of statement-the Jehovistic, the Deuteronomic, and the
Elohistic-may be distinguished one from the other.
The history of the conquest,cbs.i-xii.,is Jehovistico-Deuteronomic; we meet with but few traces of the mode of statement
of the Priest-codex (Q, iv. 19, ix. 15b, 17-21, LH v. 10-12).
On the other band, the part relating the history of the division
of the land, xiii.-xxi, together with xxii, is written in the style
of Q, but only as far as the main bulk is concerned, for we there
meet also with the J ehovistic mode of delineation, e.g. xviii
3-10, which is a Jehovistic as xiv. 1-5 is an Elohistic prologue
to the b118iness of division. An impression of the diversity of
the two styles may be obtained by comparing xviii. 7 with
Num. xxxiv. 14, of which it is, so to speak, the Jehovistic
translation. Peculiar to the Elobistic style are the use of n~r::,
for t)2' (Deuteronomy also has always c~r::,:i~ and not m00);
the designation of the trans-J ordanic land by ,"1~
for
JTl'~Jtt:l ; the statement of direction "'?1~ for nmt0, and as
a favourite expression n,:nc n~:i, or shorter only m:iK,-all
these peculiarities are got rid of, xviii 7. More difficult is
it to distinguish the Jehovistic from the Deuteronomic style.

r,,~, ,~
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There are Jehovistic passages which keep throughout within
the limits of the Jehovistic mode of statement, e.g. xiv. 6 sqq.
(the endowment of Caleb). Elsewhere however the two
nearly related modes encroach upon each other, yet not so
much that we should fail in tracing them to two different
hands.
The relation of the book of Joshua. to Deuteronomy is
similar to that of the book of Nehemiah to the book of Ezra,
the one is planned after the model of the other. The book
of Joshua begins eh. i (the summons to Joshua and the
engagement on the part of the people) in Deuteronomic style,
and maintaining it throughout terminates in the same fashion
in eh. xxiii. (Joshua's farewell discourse to the representatives of Israel). The section, viii. 30 sqq., beginning with nc
m::i', is just such an intermediate portion as that in Deut. iv.
41-43 beginning with ~,::i, nc. The account of the •id-Altar,
eh. xxii., which excludes separate places of worship beside
the central sanctuary, is indeed as well as eh. ix. (the
successful stratagem of the Gibeonites) of a mingled mosaiclike kind, but in tone Deuteronomic. And finally the book of
Joshua runs parallel with Deuteronomy in the circumstance,
that as Moses left behind him a testamentary book of the
law to be preserved beside the ark of the covenant, so did
Joshua, according to xxiv. 25, set before the people in
Shechem " a statute and an ordinance (the same expression
as that used at the beginning of the legislation at Marah,
Ex. xv. 25), and wrote these words in the book of the law
of God." The expression c•:,,ac n,v, ice, occurs only here ; for
c•:i,ec:, n,v, ,cc, Neh. vii 8, 18, is not quite the same. It
sounds as if that Elohistic and directly Mosaic Thorah were
intended, which, together with the Book of the Covenant, is
presupposed in the Deuteronomic code of laws as the lowest
and most anci.'ent stratum of the priest codex.
That the literary activity of the Elohistic pen reaches back
to ancient times nearly approaching those of Moses is also
confirmed by the book of Joshua. Modern criticism indeed
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greatly depreciates the historical authority of the priestly
narrator in matters relating to the history of the conquest ; but
the priestly narrator wrote also the main bulk of the account
of the division, and this may lay claim to documentary
authority. For that this history of the division is based
upon written documents may be conjectured from its very
natU?e, while the i1>0 of the commissioners entrusted with the
task of describing the land, xviii. 19, shows that the division of
the land was carried out with legal accuracy. Now as there
were never during the course of Israelite history boundary
disputes between the tribes (for the migration of the tribe of
Dan, Judg. i. 34, was caused by the pressure of the Amorites),
it may be inferred that the records of the division of the
land transferred to the book of Joshua had the respect and
gave the sanction of a public document reaching back to
,vell-known authorities.
It is therefore quite an arbitrary
assertion, at least with respect to. the history of the division,
that the priestly narrator of the book of Joshua was of more
recent times than the J ehovist and the Deuteronomian, and
it is certainly possible that the Deuteronomian himself composed and formed the book of Joshua from J ebovietic and
Elohistic models. But we may here leave the origin of the
book of Joshua undecided. Two observations only are of
importance with respect to Genesis, which is the goal and
centre of all these preliminary investigations : (1) that the
book of Joshua also exhibits a similar structure with Genesis,
though with an unequal mingling of the component parts
(especially of the Deuteronomic, which occurs but rarely in
Genesis); and (2) the circumstance, deserving a further discussion, that it was the last redactor of the entire history
from Gen. i. to 2 Kings xxv. who incorporat.ed into it the
book of Joshua.
It is mistakenly urged against regarding the book of
Joshua as a sixth and integral part with the five books of
Moses, that if this had been the case the author would not
again have narrated the conquest of the country on the east
D
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of Jordan under Moses, and its division by him among the
two and a half tribes, nor the appointment by Moses of the
three cities of refuge in that land. For (1) the installation of
the two and a half tribes in their inheritance, xiii. 15-33, is not
a mere repetition, but a 1·ecapitulatory and completed retrospect
of Num. xxxii. 33 sqq.; comp. xxxi. sq., and Deut. iii 13-15;
and (2) the establishment of the six cities of refuge, eh. xx.,
is the fulfilment of the injunction, Num. xxxv. 9-29; that of
the three east of Jordan being but recapitulated according
to Deut. iv. 41-43. The final redaction however certainly
dissolved the hexateuchal relation of the book of Joshua to
the five books of Moses, and placed these by themselves as
the Thorah. For tn;:i occurs no more in the book of Joshua; 1
and the city of palm trees is not here called ,"".!' as in the
Pentateuch, but as everywhere in the P1·ophetce priores, with
the exception of a single passage,
The final redaction has
thereby emphasized the assumption, that the Pentateuch is a
completed whole to the exclusion of all that follows, is the
fundamental book of the canon, and that the book of Joshua
belongs as a separate book to a more advanced period.

,r,,,,_

Thorah and Pentateuch are not identical ideas, and it wns
not till post-exilian times that their identification was arrived
nt. This is a fact of supreme importance. Its conside1'8.tion is of
1 Of the three e:r.tra-Pcntateuchal passages, in which the received Maeoretie
te:r.t recognises tc,n with the Keri tc'M (1 Kings xvii. 15 ; Isa. :r.:r.x. 33 ;
Job :r.:r.xi. 11), none is or the same kind as the double gendered Pentateuchal tn;:t;

but wh&t is said, p. 394 sq., or No. viii. or my Penta.teuch-lTiti8chen Studien tiber
den Tt:zt du Cod. Babyl. tlOffl J. 916, needa the correctiun given in Buhl's Gammeltutamtntlige Skriflverlellering {1887), p. 179 : this te:r.t, &ecording to the
recension of the •tcmic (Orientals), h&S in many pe.,isages tmi with & Khirik
written over it, in which N,n can neither be me&nt to be neuter nor refened to
a noun, which in any case m&y also be muculine, e.g. Jer. x:r.viii. 17, mi,~
tc1MM; Ezek. xiv. 17, tc,nn r,tcn; xviii. 20 (the sinniJJg soul), n,0n tc,n (see
llaer's Ezekiel, p. 108)-an evident proof that the separation of the fivo books of
l1oses from the book ol Joshua by certain ch&raeteristies esteemed archaic, such
as

tc,n and im'
":

(for

in•i'),
·:

comes down from a time in which the P~ntateuch

as M"l'ln W&S disconnected from the entire history reaching from Genesis to
2 Kings, nnd thnt the process from 'l\'hich tho Old Testament te:r.t in its present
Pulratino-Masoretic final form resulted, first came to an end in Christian times.
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itself well adapted to raise us above scruples of conscience with
respect to the criticism of the Pentateuch, and to deliver us
from all sort., of inveterate prejudices. Their identification is
not more ancient than the construction of the Old Testament
canon, with which the final redaction. of the entire historical
work reaching from Gen. i to 2 Kings xxv. is connected.
When the book of Joshua originated, the priestly historical
book from the creation of the world to the death of Moses,
with the extracts from JE which had entered into it, was
already enlarged by the insertion of Deuteronomy in the
Pentateuch, with which the book of Joshua was combined as
a sixth. To this Hexateuch were added as its successive
contiuuations Judges, Samuel, and Kings, as we at present
have them. All the three books have a different form from
that which they had in their separate state. The book of
Judges is fastened on to the book of Joshua by ii 6-10
Josh. xxiv. 28-31: the close of Joshua's life). It
originally contained also the history of Eli and Samuel, at
least down to the victory over the Philistines at Ebenezer (as
certainly appears from Judg. xiii. 5, Jrii,\i1'
ec,n); this
concluding portion is now detached from it and made the
introduction to the history of the kings. In LXX. Samuel
and Kings are, in conformity with their subjects, entitled :
BGO"&MtGHI '11'f"M1J, &vrepa, -rplT-,j, TE-rapT'I/, For 1 Kings i
does not begin like a commencement, but like a continuation
of the history of the kings ; the notion of a c•:,,c,i ir:,o involving a similar treatment of the history of David and
Solomon. Some author, under the influence of Deuteronomy, which became after Joshua a spiritual power, worked
up Judges, Samuel, and Kings, as we have them, into each
other and linked them to the Hexateuch.
This final Deuteronomic redaction of the collective historical
work undoubtedly stands in connection with the construction
of the Canon, but the redactor or redactors of the Canon are
more recent than this Deuteronomist ; the construction of the
Canon being prepared for by the condensation of similar

(=
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writings into one whole (see Dan. ix. 2; 2 Mace. ii. 13 f.).
We do not know when and how the Canon was brought into
the state of an entire body of writings in three parts, we only
know that this was already accomplished in the times of the
son of Sirach (about 200 years before Christ) ; for the
prologue which the grandson of Ben-Sirach prefixed to his
Greek translation, composed in Egypt, of his grandfather's
book of proverbs, testifies that in the latter's lifetime the
holy writings as a whole were divided into 110µ.o~, 'lrpocfwrru.,
and lJ;>,,}l.a, 'lf'a:rpUI, {3,{3'>..{a (i.e. ci•:i'ln::i).
It was not till the five books of Moses were severed from
Joshua and the latter thrown among the Cl'K'.1l that the
Pentateuch, upon which the tone of its language also impressed the mark of priority, obtained the name of the Thorah.
mw1 is not in itself an apt name for a historical book and its
object and form ; and it is only per s y ~ partu pro toto
that the Penta.tench can be so called. Wherever the Thorah
is quoted in any Old Testament book, it is always with
reference to Divine legal (2 Chron. xxv. 4; Neh. xiii. 1-3)
or ritual enactments (Ezra iii. 2; Neh. '1iii. 14), including
the curses and blessings, promises and threats, by which the
law is fenced round (Josh. viii 34; 2 Kings xxii 12).
n,w, is everywhere instruction concerning the will of God
in either a legislative or hortatory form ; the idea is a wider
one than 110~, though narrowed in the plural, n,i'ln everywhere meaning legal precepts, Ezek. xliv. 24 ; Ps. cv. 45 ;
Dan. ix. 10; Neh. ix. 13 (comp. 'IJ'!, Ezra vii. 25), and Isa.
x.xiv. 6. The book of the Thorah, which, according to Josh. i.
7 sq., was not to depart out of Joshua's mouth, is the law codex
of the law, not the Pentateuch; and when Malachi says,iii. 22:
"Remember the Thorah of Moses, my servant," it is the law
of Moses and not the Pentateuch that is intended. It is even
uncertain, as we incidentally remarked above, whether · the
nw mm illo, which Ezra read publicly on the 1st Tishri of
the year 444 (Neh. viii.), was the Priest-codex or the Pentateuch as we have it as an historical work. The former is the
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more probable. It was not till after the canon was fixed as
a whole collection of writings, in three parts, that the name
min., coincided with that of the Pentateuch. The materials
of which it is formed were old: traditional primreval histories,
a traditional history of legislation, and traditional though
not throughout ancient Mosaic laws. Assuming even that
a share in the formation of this collective work must be
accorded to Ezra, still the process of formation was also carried
farther on after him. The texts of the Samarito.n and of the
Greek Pentateuch show that the form of the text at the time
when these translations were made was in many places
unsettled. This is seen especially in the section concerning
the completion of the sanctuaries, Ex. xxxv. sqq., which
betrays a more recent hand than the section containing the
directions concerning their formation, and is in the LXX.
from the hand of a different translator, and displays many
variations.
The perception that the Pentateuch contains the Thorah,
but is not identical with it, and that it subsequently received
this no.me as though it were so, exercises a liberative effect.
For, if this is the case, it is self-evident that the book of the
Thorah, which according to Deut. uxi. was written by Moses,
can have been neither the Pento.teuch nor Deuteronomy in
its present historical form. Hence we need entertain the less
scruple in holding that the Pentateuch, like the other historical
books of the Bible, is composed from documentary sources of
various dates and different kinds, which critical analysis is
able to recognise and distinguish from each other with more
or less ce1fainty.
If inspiration is the mental influence which contributed to
the formation of an authentic record of the history of re•
demptioo, such inspiration holds good not of the several docu•
ments of the Penta.tench, but of that extant whole into which
these writings, which, considered in themselves, might perhaps
have been incomplete, one-sided, and insufficient, were worked
up. The Christian as such regards the Pentateuchal historical
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work and the Holy Scriptures in general as a unity, the
product of One spirit, having one meaning and one object.
And this unity really exists in everything which concerns our
redemption and the history of its preparation and foundation.
and is exalted far above the discoveries of critical analysis.
Criticism seems indeed, by breaking up the single int.o its
original and non-affinitive elements, to threaten and question
this essential unity of Holy Scripture. Hence it must
always remain unpopular; a congregation has no interest in it,
but on the contrary takes offence at it. And indeed there is
a kind of criticism which, while dismembering the Pentateuch
like a corpus vile with its dissecting knife, finds such pleasure
in its ruthless hunt for discrepancies as to thoroughly disgust
not only the Christian layman, but also the Christian scholar
with analysis. Still the just claims of analysis are indisputable, hence it is scientifically necessary. It is an indispensable
requirement of the history of literature, which it supplies with
copious material, and of historical criticism, to which it
furnishes the foundation of the various traditions and authorities.-In the department of Holy Scripture it is, however, a
dangerous matter exposed to that arbitrariness, ill-will, and want
of moderation, which thinks to see through everything and
crushes everything to atoms. And yet believing investigation
of Scripture will not subdue this nuisance of critical analysis,
unless it wrests the weapon from its adversary's hand, and
actually shows that analysis can be exercised without thereby
trampling under foot respect for Holy Scripture. Of such a
process however scarcely a beginning has been made.
It is true that the present destructive proceedings in the
department of Old Testament criticism, which demand the
construction of a new edifice, is quite fitted to confuse
consciences and to entangle a weak faith in all kinus of
temptation. If however we keep fast hold in this labyrinth
of the one truth, Ohristus vere 1·esurrexit, ,ve have in our bands
Ariadne's thread to lead us out of it.
God is the God of truth, ncN c•n,:( : The love of truth,
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BUbmission to the force of truth, the surrender of traditional
views which will not stand the test of truth, is a sacred duty,
an element of the fear of God. Will ye be partisans for God?
(j,Krn '')lll'1), exclaims Job (xiii 8), reproving his friends, who
were assuming the part of advocates for God towards him,
·while misrepresenting the facts of the case ad majorem Dei
gloriam.
This great saying of Job, admired also by Kant
the philosopher, has always made a deep impression upon me.
Ever since I began to officiate as an academical tutor in
1842, I have taken up the standpoint of inquiry, freely surrendering itself to the leadings of truth. I have not been in
sympathy with the Heogstenberg ten~ency, because it allowed
the weight of its adversaries' reasons to have too little influence upon it.
But in my view a correlative obligation is, combined with
freedom, an obligation which is not so much its limitation as its
foundation. I esteem the great fundamental facts of redemption as exalted far above the vicissitudes of scientific views
and discoveries.-The certainty and security of these facts
have no need to wait for the results of advancing science; they
are credibly testified, and are sealed to every Christian as
such by inward experience and by continual perception of
their truth in himself and others. And to this obligation
of faith is added an obligation of reverence, and, so to speak,
of Christian decorum. For faith in these facts of salvation
naturally involves a reverent relation to Holy Scripture,
which is to the Christian a Holy thing, because it is the
record of the works and words of God, the frame and image
of the promised and manifested Redeemer. Certainly Holy
Scripture is not a book which has fallen from heaven,-on
the contrary, the wf-testimony therein given to the Divine
is affected by all the marks of human, individual, local, temporal and educational diversity. But to the end of time
the Church 1-enovated by the Reformation will confess that,
Primum toto -pcctore Pro-pkttica et Apostolica scripta Veteria et
Novi Testamenti ut limpidiuimos puris8i,111.0IJIJ1U ltrraelis fontea
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recipimua et amplectim.ur. And they who thus confess with
her will not make a boast of uttering depreciating, insolent,
and contemptuous criticisms concerning the writers of the
Bible. Their attitude towards Holy Scripture will be free
but not free-thinking, free but not frivolous. And this will
be especially the case with respect to Gene.sis,-that fundamental book in the Book of books. }'or there is no book in
the Old Testament which is of such fundamental importance
for all true religion, and particularly for Christianity, as the
religion of redemption, as this first book of the Pentatcuchal
Thorah, which corres-ponds with the first book of the quadriJorme Ecangdium.
We do not belong to those modems who, as the children
of their age, are so charmed by the most recent stage of Old
Testament science as to see therein the solution of all
enigmas, and to disregard with au easy mind all the new
enigmas created by such solution. But as little too are we
of those ancients who, as the children of an nge that has been
overtaken, see in the new stage a product of pure ,vantonness, and are too weak - brained or too mentally idle to
take up an independent position \\'ith respect to the new
problems by surrendering their musty papers. Only in one
point do we remain now as ever faithful to the old school.
We are Christians, and therefore occupy a position with
regard to Holy Scripture quite different from that which
we take towards the Homeric poems, the Nibelungen, or the
treasures of the library of Asurbanipal. Holy Scripture being
the book of the records of our religion, our relation thereto is
not merely scientific, but also in the highest degree one of
moral responsibility. We will not deny the human element
with which it is affected, but will not with Hamitic scom
discover the nakedness of Noah. We will not with Vandalic
complacency reduce to n1ins thnt which is sacred. We will
not undermine the foundations ot' Christianity for the sake of
playing into the hands of Brahmosamajic, i.e. of Brahmanhic
or Duddhistic, rationalism. F.or the notes that are struck in
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German lecture-halls and books are at last re-echoed from
distant Asia, and make vain the efforts of our missionaries.
We will not give up what is untenable without replacing it
wherever possible by that which is tenable. We will interpret
Genesis as theologians, and indeed as Christian theologians, i.e.
as believers in Jesus Christ, who is the end of all the ways
and words of God.
There is no people of antiquity that possesses a historical
work that can be compared with the book of Genesis. Not even
the Egyptians ; for supposing they had possessed one, it would
have been a mere history of the Egyptians, beginning with a
mythological jumble, which cleaves to the soil of Egypt.-But
here, before the history of Israel commences in the remote
patriarchal era, are related the beginnings of the human race:
Godhead and mankind are strictly distinguished ; mankind
exists before nations, and the nation which this history, commencing as it does from the beginning, has in view, does not
deny its later origin. This circumstance already bespeaks
our confidence in the history. But our interest in it is not
merely historical, but religious. For the essential truth of
what is here related and the truth of Christianity stand in
closest mutual connection. Its essential truth, we say,-for
Christianity has no direct relation to such questions as
whether Adam lived 930 years or not; whether the descent
of one or another nation can be ethnographically or linguistically verified ; ,vhether the chronological network of the
ante-diluvian and post-diluvian history appears in presence of
the Egyptian and Babylonico-Assyrian monuments to need
extension; whether many narratives are but duplicates, i.e.
different legendary forms of one and the same occurrence ;-no,
Christianity has a height and depth at which it is unaffected
by any verdict pronounced upon such matters as these. But
if it were true that geology can follow back the age of the
earth for myriads, nay, millions, of years (Lyellism), and that
man was in the struggle for existence developed from the
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animal world (Darwinism), if in the place of the child-like
innocence of the first-created pair we have to place the
cannibalism of the half-brutal manhood of the stone period,
and in that of the Divine re-elevation of the fallen, the
gradual upward steps of self-culture during ten thousand
years,-then indeed, we admit it without reserve, the Christian view of the world is condemned as from benceforth
untenable. For documentary Christianity professes to be the
religion of the redemption of Adamic mankind, and has for
its inalienable premises the unity of the first creation of man,
the fall of the first-created pair, and the curse and promise by
which this was succeeded. Hence, were we even to grant
that Gen. i.-iii. speaks of the beginnings of human history
with the stammering tongue of childhood, it must still be
maintained, if Christianity is to maintain its ground as the
religion of the recovery of the lost, and as the religion of the
consummation aimed at from the beginning, that man, as the
creature of God, entered upon existence as at once human and
capable of development in good, but fell from this good beginning by failing to stand the test of his freedom. Menken
is right when he says : " If the first three chapters of Genesis
are taken out of the Bible, it is deprived of the terminus a
2uo ; if the last three chapters of the Apocalypse are taken
away, it is deprived of the terminus ail guem."
Genesis is the most difficult book of the Old Testament.
It is esteemed the easiest by reason of its mostly simple
diction ; but it deals all along with tl1e great historical
realities of the world and of redemption, and problem upon
problem, through which we have to beat our way, rises in our
path. We hope however to get tltrough without making
shipwreck of our faith. J?or the ground on wbich our faith
is anchored is independent of scientific evidences.
The scaft'old of Genesis in its present state is formed by
the genealogically planned pre-Israelite history, as related by
the Elohist (in Dillmann .A, in Wellhausen Q), from ancient
sources. We distinguish E (in Dillmann B) as the older
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Elohist from this Elohist Ka-r' lE., whose work forms the
plan of Genesis, and is in this sense the fnndamental writing.
Hebrew, like all other historical writing, begins with geneaHence, down to the Exodus from Egypt,
logies, n,i,v,.
genealogy takes the place of chronology, i.e. the reckoning
according to this or that era, the historical narratives being as
to their foundation genealogical. The history encamps upon the
genealogical table of descent, and is quartered upon them. These
tables have Jacob-Israel in view, the direct line is that of the
chosen race, from which proceeds the chosen people. :But the
genealogy of the most nearly related collateral lines proceeding
from the direct line is also noted,-and indeed in such wise,
that the branching off of the collateral lines al ways precedes
the continuation of the main line, for the purpose of giving
free space to the latter. The direct or main line begins with
the genealogical table from Adam to Noah (eh. v.), reaches its
twenty-second member with Jacob, and spreads out into the
genealogies of his twelve sons (eh. xlvi.) There are in all ten
Toledoth, five belonging to primitive and five to patriarchal
history, as we have already stated in our survey of the contents
and plan of the Pentateuch. The number ten is not accidental.
The Elohist, to whom we undoubtedly owe all these main genea•
logical tables, deals with significant numbers, which the other
writers also use. The Elohist however, more than any other,
makes them, as St. Matthew does, eh. i., his 3 x 14 ,yeV£a{,
the framework of his matter. Ten was in ancient times regarded as the number of completeness and the signature of the
finished whole.

l
THE TOLEDOTH OF THE HEAVEN AND THE
EARTH, I. 1-IV. 26.
THE CREATION OF THK WORLD AS THE FOUNDATION OF
ITS HISTORY, I.-I(.

4.

Thorah, or rather the book of the History of Israel,
begins with the Creation ; for (1) the history of the world
presupposes its formation ; the origin of Israel is later than
the origins of the nations and of mankind ; the theatre of the
history of redemption lies within the circumference of heaven
and earth. (2) The seal of the Divine nature of the revelation
given to Israel is tbe identity of the God of this revelation
with the God who created the world. (3) The creation of the
world is also the first beginning of the Thorah, inasmuch as
the sanctification of the Sabbath is traced to the order of
creation (Ex. xx. 11, comp. xxxi. 1 7 sq.). From this subsequent self-stated foundation of the Sabbatic command it is
also evident that the creation of the world in seven days was
regarded as a fact by the religious consciousness of Israel, and
was hence no invention of him who conceived this account of
the creation.
It is 110 visionary revelation which he commits to writing,
for where would be found in Holy Scripture an example of a
revelation of things past in visionary pictures 1 Even in
1 Cor. xi. 23 the circumstances are quite different. No, the
author is reproducing what has been handed down. We
meet in his account the same keynote which "resounds from
tho Ganges to the Nile" (Tuch). The cosmogonic legend is
the common property of the most ancient of cultured peoples,
THE
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and even beyond the ancient regions of culture strikingly
similar notions have been found by those who have set foot
among the hitherto unknown nations, of e.g. Northern India
and interior Africa.
The cosmogonic legend has experienced the most various
mythological transformations ; we have it here in its
simplest and purest form, in which, no human being having
been a spectator of the creation (Job xxxviii. 4), it points
back to Divine information as its source. It is part of that
primitive revelation which resounds throughout all heathendom in reminiscences of every kind. It is God who disclosed
to man what we here read. It was impossible for him to
know all this from himself, exclusively famine naturCB.
We, who have been acquainted with this narrative of the
creation from our youth, only too easily overlook its uniqueness in the world of nations. Its true greatness is not
dependent on the confirmation afforded or denied to it by
physical science, though the latter is obliged, on the whole,
involuntarily to confirm it. An " ideal harmony" (Zockler),
i.e. an agreement in fundamental features, actually exists.
For it is established, or at least remains uncontradicted, that,
setting aside primitive matter, light is - as this account
teaches us-the first of substances ; that the formation of
stars was subsequent to the creation of light; that the
creation of plants preceded that of animals ; that creatures
form an ascending scale, and that man is the close of the
creation of land mammalia. The true greatness however of
this narrative of creation consists in its proclaiming, at a
period of universally prevailing idolatry, the true idea of God,
which is to this very day the basis of all genuine piety and
culture. This monotheism is specifically Israelite ; . and the
fact that the natural heathen disposition of Israel unceasingly
reacted against it, shows that it was no product of nature, but
a gift of grace.
They are tmths of infinite importance w hicb are expressed
in this account of creation, not as dogmas, but as facts which
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speak for themselves. These truths are : 1. There is one God
who, as the One Elohim, unites in Himself all the Divine which
was by the heathen world shattered to pieces and dispersed
among their many Elohim. 2. The world is not the necessary
and natural emanation of His being, but the free appointment
of His will, and brought to pass by His word. 3. The world
originated in an ascending gradation of creative acts, and this
successive nature of its origin is the foundation of those laws
of development according to which its existence continues.
4. The object of creation was man, who is on the one hand
the climax of the earthly world, on the other the synthesis of
nature and spirit, the image of God Himself, and by His
appointment the king of the earthly world. These are the
great truths with which we are confronted in the tradition of
creation, as we here have it, free from mythological deformity.
If we have in the Scripture narrative a heathen form of
that tradition reduced to what the critical fusion of the spirit
of revelation insists on, its Phrenician or Babylonian form
affords the nearest comparison. Our sources for the Phrenician
cosmogony are Philo Byblios in Euseb. pr~. ev. i 10, and
Mochos and Eudemos in Damascius, de principiis, c. 125; for
the Babylonian cosmogony, a fragment in Damascius on the
origin of the gods, the detailed narrative of the process of the
world's origination by Berosus (Eusebii Ohronica, ed. Schoene,
i col 11 sqq.), and the clay table inscriptions from the
library of Asurbanipal (see F. Delitzsch's German edition of
Smith's 0/wJdee Genesis, 1876).
It is true, as Dillmann
urges, that it is only in the Phcenician legend that B&av
('i'l1=\M:l) occurs as the name of primitive matter (personified
as a female), and there too alone that we meet with the
notion of the world-egg ('1011), that widely disseminated myth,
which is found both in the Finnish epos Kalewala (i 235)
and in the Indian Mahablu1rata (DMZ. xxxviii 229 sq.), and
a glimmer of which is seen in the biblical nllmc. The
Babylonian legend however also offers, even in the fragments in
which it has been preserved, many still closer points of contact
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with the Scripture narrative, and these Lotz (De hi&toria
Sabbati, 1883, p. 98 sq.) has in my estimation undervalued.
Chaos is there called ti4mat ( = ciiru;,), the origin of the world
starting from the primal flood instead of from the tohu-wabohu. The creation of the heavenly bodies sounds very like
the work of the fourth day. Three kinds of animals are
distinguished : b1U = n0,i:1, umdm ~ = r,tcn n~n, and nammam
~ = noitcn ~- The twofold ubaasim (-a)," he made (they
made) good," is also a parallel to the sevenfold
of the
Scripture account. To this must be added, that as n11mo
alludes to the world-egg, so does 1:1,•n n~r:h to King •Samas;
sun and king are written with the same ideogram. And what
is the chief matter: the hebdomad of days point to Babylon.
For the week of seven days is, as Lotz has shown, a Babylonian
institution. There too the seventh day is called sabattu,
which is explained by 11,m,u nu[!. libbi (day of the heart's rest).
After every fourth week one or two days were there inserted,
that the beginning of the month might. coincide with the
beginning of a new week. Israel had from Babylon the week
of seven days, but with the abolition of the inserted days, the
Israelite computation of the week being no longer combined
with that of the month.
If then it really is a fact, that the account of the creation
shows notions and expressions which are common both to it
and to the Babylonian legend of creation, and if it is besides
in other respects established, that there is an historical connection between the Hebrew and Babylonian traditions, the
question arises ns to the period at which this picture of
creation or of single features in it was accepted. Dillmann
in his commentary and in his academical essay on the origin
of the primitive historical traditions of the Hebrews, 1882,
does not admit the premisses to the same extent that we do ;
but the grounds on which he opposes the assertion ventured
upon on the part especially of Assyriology, that this period
was that of the captivity, are also ours. l. This dating from
the captivity is frustrated by the fact, that the Babylonian
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parallels in the account of Creation as ,vell aa of the Deluge
extend beyond the Elohistic and into the Jehovistic portion.
Now it is universally acknowledged, that tl1e Jehovistic book,
or if the expression is preferred, the Jahvistic extracts of the
Pentateuch, are pre-Denteronomic and therefore pre-exilic, and
pertaining to the period previous to complication with the
Babylouinn world- empire. 2. It may indeed be perceived
from the book of Ezekiel, that life in the midst of Babylonian
surroundings was not without influence upon the ideas and
diction of the prophets, but " it is incredible that the exiles
should have adopted whole portions from the writings or
traditions of their oppressors, nnd have even placed them in
the forefront of the Thorah. The national and religious
antagonism was at that time too pronounced to allow of the
formation of a mythological syncretism; and it was but slowly,
and not till they were in general use under the Persian
sovereignty, that the Jews adopted even the Babylonian
names of the months." 3. The Babylonian legends in question
were already in their ancient cuneiform character, and how
much more then were they subsequently, " so overgrown and
interspersed with coarsely sensual notions and a polymorphous
mythology, that it would have required such eminent religious
genius, as was not to be expected from the Jews of the exile
and restoration, to reform them to the purity of their original
state, and to restore to them the monotheistic simplicity,
beauty and truth in which they appear in the Bible."
Moreover it is quite arbitrary to give so recent a date to
the contents of the account of Creation, and to regard them as
borrowed. That which is common may indeed be derived
from a common source. Might not a tradition of the Cosmogony have existed among men before they parted into
nations and paganisms 1 This might take various forms
among the several peoples of Semitic speech, according to
their national and religious peculiarities, without however
denying the common root. The sons of Terah, who subsequently emigrated from Ur of the Chaldees, would have their
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own notions of the process of the world's crention, these would
be mythological and probably akin to those of their Babylonian
abode. The spirit of revelation, who delivered Abraham from
the bonds of heathenism, would free these notions from their
mythologic deformity and reduce them to the form of majestic
simplicity, which belief in the One premundane and supermundane God induces. The essential matters in this account
of the creation are among the most ancient foundations of the
religion of Israel.
There was a tradition believed in at least as early as the
Mosaic peri~, that God after six days' work sanctified the
seventh as a day of rest. We infer this from the circumstance, that the institution of the Sabbath is in the Decalogue
of the Book of the Covenant (Ex. xx. 11) based upon the six
days of the week of creation. This testimony may indeed be
got rid of by deciding (as e.g. Lemme does in his paper on
the religious and historical importance of the Decalogue, 1880,
p. 8, 123), that Ex. xx. 11 is an insertion in the Decalogue
of more recent date. But this does not follow from Dent. v. 15.
For here it is not, as in Ex. :n. 11, the institution of the
Sabbath (compare xxxi. 1 7, probably from LH), but the duty
of observing it, which is founded on the favourite Deuteronomic
motive, the ten words being freely recapitulated in the flow
of hortatory discourse.
Another testimony is Ps. viii, of which Hitzig says : "This
psalm has on no side the appearance of a recent one. In
expression, in perfection of construction, and in genuine poetic
value it is thoroughly worthy of David, and forms the correlate
of the assuredly Davidic Ps. xix." Well then this Ps. viii
is a lyric echo of the tradition committed to writing in the
Elohistic account of the creation ; especially in the fact, that
here just as in Gen. i the position of man as supreme over
the earthly world is regarded as flowing directly from his
being made in the image of God.
When the ancient traditionary material received the written
setting found in Gen. i-ii. 4 is another question. We do not
E
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ignore that certain linguistic indications seem to require a
recent date. We do not reckon Mil among them, for though
eci,::i (D'11rn::i) becomes more frequent as an appellation of God
in Old Testament literature the farther down we come, yet
aci::i as denoting Divine creation is guaranteed to us as preexilian by c•:,~ 11ti::i, Deut. iv. 32, and m~ Ki::I, Isa. iv. 5. Nor
,rp,, for the antiquity of the name for the firmament of heaven
is defended by Pe. xix. 2. Nor in:r:i (i 24), which occurs ten
times in the 0. T., for Zeph. ii. 14 shows that pre-exilian
literature also was not averse to the use of this archaism. Nor
nT'I (i. 26, 28), for it is found also in Ps. lxxii. 8, against
whose Solomonian composition nothing valid can be objected.
Nor even rt', though it is certainly striking that this word, so
frequently used by the Elohist, only occurs elsewhere once in
Ezek. xlvii. 10, and several times in the reproduction of the laws
on food, Deut. xiv. 13-18; for we do not regard the law of
clean and unclean animals with the classifying ,,"CS, ,:i,•r.,':,, m"CS,
there reproduced in Deuteronomy as the insertion of a more
recent redactor, but as an ancient pre-Deuteronomic element of
the Elohistio Thore.h. There is therefore no reason why ro, specus,
should not be a word belonging to the most ancient Hebrew.
On the other hand, it is striking that the Elohistic word Mlj)l
(especially in the formula n::ip,, ,:it, i. 27, or :i::ip, nc i:ir) is only
found, besides Deut. iv.16, in the enigmatic saying, Jer. xxxi22.
It must however be nevertheless assumed that the word is
pre-Deuteronomic, for there is no other word in the language to
designate the woman in her sexual distinction from the man.
It is moreover striking that the Elohistic :i::i,, mll (i 22, 28)
occurs elsewhere only Jer. iii. 16, xxiii. 3; Ezek. xxxvi. 11;
comp. Zech. x. 8 ; but this pairing of the two synonyms may
indeed be regarded as a peculiarity of style, but not as a
characteristic sign in any language. Again, it is striking that
mc"l (i. 26, v. 3), apart from the chronologically uncertain
passages, Ps. lvili. 5, 2 Kings xvi 10, is found only in 2 Isa.,
Ezekiel and Daniel, and still more so that the word c'n, used
by the Elohist, i 26 sq., v. 3, ix. 6, to express man's likeness
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7 and -lxxiii. 20 even
entering into collision with this application of the word. ffiD'!
however may, like
Hos. iv. 11, vi 10, belong to the classic
period of the language, and c'n is not found for the imago
di1,-ifl,Q, even in post-exilian writings, although we meet in them
with tones in unison with those of the Elohistic account of
the creation which are absent from pre-exilian writings, e.g. the
waters that are above the heavens, Ps. cxlviii. 4, and the c,nn,
which covered the originating earth like a garment, civ. 6.
Accident and choice have here prevailed, as is shown e.g. by
allusions to the primordial ,.,.:n ,nn, being found only in J er.
iv. 23 ; Isa. xxxiv. 11 ; Ezekiel nowhere uses the word 'bin
ao frequent in 2 Isa. ; while on the other hand its appearance
Isa. :uix. 11 is a pledge that it belongs to the classic period.
We might beforehand expect that more points of contact
with the Priest-codex would be found in the priestly prophets
Jeremiah and Ezekiel than elsewhere. And if it is, as we have
shown, the case that Deuteronomy does not indeed as yet presuppose the Priest-codex in its complete form, but an Elohistio
Thorah, it is easily conceivable, that subsequently to the era of
Josiah literature would not only be under the preponderating
influence of Deuteronomy, but would here and there receive
also an Elohistic tinge. The style too of the J ehovist, in
passages where no suspicion of interpolation can arise, already
assumes sometimes an Elohistic colouring, e.g. the expression
for the plague or frogs, Ex. viii 3, corresponds with Gen. i 20.
The non-Elohistic verses, Gen. vii 8 (comp. Ezek. xxxviii. 20)
and Dent. iv. 18 (comp. Ezek. viii. 10), approach in their use of
the peculiarly Elohistic w, the Elohistic style, while Hos.
ii. 20 sounds like an echo of Gen. i. 25, vi 20.
There are then no marks or style which constrain us to
relegate the Elohistic account of the creation to the period of
the ei:ile. If it is to be regarded as the portal of the historical
work of Q, which embraces the ancient Elohistic Thorah and
is homogeneous with it, no appeal can be made to the account
·of the creation for relegating the origin of this historical work
ic> God, is without parallel, Pa. xxxix.

~r.
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to the period of the exile. It is in any case a tradition reaching
back to the Mosaic period, which the account of the creation
reproduces ; for the foundation of the Sabbath upon the
Sabbath of creation is defended as a matter of ancient
tradition by the Decalogue. Neither Ex. xx. 11 (heaven,
earth, sea, ~,. \M!7'11)¥1) nor Ex. xx:xi 1 7 (~~ JU~) proves itself
to be taken from the Elohistic account of the creation.
We are able to separate into its component parts the fabric
of the Pentateuch (Joshua included); but when we proceed to
inquire when the separate elements here interwoven came into
existence, we are but groping in the dark. Budde in his
work on the Scriptural primitive history, 1883, hazards the
conjecture, that the original account of the creation (in the
Jahvist, whom he letters as J 1) came to the Israelites from
Mesopotamia, and that in the time of Ahaz-that is, at the
time when the cowardly unbeli~f of Ahaz purchased the help
of Assyria, and thereby delivered up not only Syria and
Ephraim, but his own kingdom also to Assyria. He also
designates as " one of the most ancient inheritances of genuine
criticism " the knowledge that the original account of creation
enumerated eight works (light, the firmament, the dry land,
plants, the stars, air and water animals, land animals, man),
and that Q impressed upon this older model, which made
creation take place in eight works, the period of six days
with the concluding Sabbath. This is not shown by the
diction, for all is of one style, of one cast. But it is said to
be indicated by the fact, that the third and fourth works (dry
land and plants) are forced together into one day, the third,
while on the contrary the second and third (the firmament
and the dry land) are torn asunder and assigned to two days,
although the creation of birds and fishes form one work, and
consequently the firmament and the dry land should also be
the work of one day. In any case however there is more
sense in the Hexaemeron than in the unorganized eight works.
Besides, the history of the world confirms the fact that in
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processes of development the middle is "·ont to be comparatively weaker and the end comparatively stronger than
the beginning. In accordance with this, each triad of creative
acts in the process of creation forms a whole in which what
made its appearance in the first is continued in the second
and attains its aim in the third. There is delicate contrivance
and, as we think, fundamental import.ance in the circumstance, that the course of creation is effected according to the
rhythm -u...!...
The Hexaemeron of the account of creation as now extant
falls into two groups of three days, so arranged that the
days' works of the second group accord with. the co1Tesponding ones of the first. On the first day light was created, on
the fourth the heavenly light-giving bodies; on the second
day the vault of heaven dividing the waters from the waters,
on the fifth the birds of heaven and the animals of the
waters; on the third day, after the appearance of the dry
land, the ngetable world ; on the sixth land animals, to fill
the dry land now provided with herbage for their nourishment,
and man, in whom the whole animal creation reaches its
climax. This parallelism strikes the ey.e at once. It remains,
even if an older account enumerating eight works without a
division into days is assumed, when two equally co1Tesponding
groups of four take the place of the groups of three. In both
cases the second series begins with the creation of sun, moon,
and stars. It is questionable in what sense ; for only if no
consistent connection at all could be perceived could it be
admitted, that the beginning of the second series is out of
connection with the first (v. Hofm.). But this is not the case.
It may be conceived, that an advance is made from the plants
which are bound to the soil to substances moving freely in
apace, the stars above. So Drechsler, Dillmann, etc., and also
Riehm, who at the same time remarks, that this is not as
prominent in the Hexai;meron as formerly : that the fourth
day's work has now a hybrid position, forming on one side
the commencement of the creation of the freer individual
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existences, and being on the other, as the equipment of the vault
of heaven, the corresponding half to the clothing of the earth.
For plants clothe and adom the earthly floor as the heavenly
bodies do the superstructure of the whole edifice. Then
would the narrative intimate, as we read in the poets, that
the flowers are the stars of earth, and the stars the flowers of
heaven, as Riickert saysDie Sonn' ist eine gold.ne Roe' im Blauen,
Die Ros' iat einc rote Sonn' itn Griinen. 1

The connection however of the several acts of creation is
throughout closer, more genetic, and brought about in a more
inward manner. For this very reason, the view that the
creation of independent individual existences began with the
stars and then continued in the animals of air and water is an
unsatisfactory one. From plants to the lower animals, and
from these through the land mammalia to man, there is
progress ; but that in this scale of being sun, moon and stars
should form a degree between plants and the lower animals,
is too unnatural and far-fetched a notion to be the meaning of
the account. To me the placing of the stars in the midst of
the gradually progressive creation of this earthly world has
always seemed and still seems to have another intention.
The fundamental condition of all creative development is light,
therefore light opens the series of the creative acts. But
after the Divine fiat bas called forth the vegetable world, the
creation of this fundamental condition of the continuance
and growth of o.11 life upon earth is completed by the creation
of sun, moon and stars. Hence this follows the creation of
the vegetable and precedes that of the animal world. It was
not possible that plants should arise without light ; but when
the creation of the independent creatures is about to take
place, the light is parted into bodies of light, and at the same
time a stable, regular and visible measure of time is established.
The alternation of day and night had hitherto been effected
1 The BUn is a golden rose in the blue,
The rose is a red 1un in the green.
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by the exercise and the cessation of God's creative agency,
but henceforth they alternate for the good of the creatures_
according to the universal timepiece of the heavenly bodies.1
Even Budde concedes, with regard to the Decalogue, that
the Hebdomad of days was not invented, but met with by th~
author of the account, even supposing that his original did not
contain it. It is no plan of his making, but one Divine and
traditional, and there is objective truth in the circumstance that
three creative acts of God twice form a whole, and that the
third is in both instances a double one. For the rest
however the author has given play to his subjectivity by
impressing on the process of creation, even within the frame
of the seven days with its twice three work days, many
judicious arithmetical proportions. A creative and dire~ting
word of command, introduced by itllM, is ten times isaued (the
m,z:,au:, m~, .A.both v. 1, of which i. 3 gives the first, i. 2 9 the
tenth) and a seven times repeated w, (inc-1;,~, ver. 3, and 1:,--i;,~,
vv. 7, 9, 11, 15, 24, 30) confirms the accomplishment of the
uttered will of God
A threefold MifM refers to God the
distinctive names of the separate creations; a threefold
(vv. 22, 28 and ii 3) records His blessing upon animals, men,
and the Sabbath day; a sevenfold :m:> impresses upon the
creature the seal of the Divine approbation. These relations
of number are significant, but no inward necessity requires
their statement, for a
might have followed ver. 25 also, but
is omitted because the narrative hastens on to the creation of
man; the threefold Mi?" (vv. 5, 8, 10) is completed, v. 2, by a
fourth ; and with regard to the ten ictc~, Dillmann is right in
saying, that in ver. 22 also ictc~ might stand instead of~).

, ::i~

,,::i,,

The text of the account of creation, as translated by the
LXX., differs in many though non•essential respects from our
Hebrew text. This was at that time not as yet so unalterably
1 In this view the relation or the narrative to physical science is not one of
euch rude antagonism as Driver thinks, who in his article "The Cosmogony or
Genesis," in the E:q,o,itor 1886, 1, lays apecial atreaa on this discord.
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fixed as subsequently. Besides, the treatment of his text by
the translator was then freer than is now thought consistent with
the duty of a believer in the Bible. Hence it is in most cases
difficult to sa.y, whether their Hebrew text of the LXX. was a
different one from the Masoretic, or whether their divergencea
are free modifications. Their Hebrew text seems to have
actually contained another verse after ver. 9, viz. JUJ£ avvlrx,6"1
'TO ~&,p TO vtrOICaTO> TOV ovpa.110v ei~ Td.~ tTVVat'f°"'fd.~ t.iV'TCdJI
,ca,l lxJ,6.,, ,; Er,pa, for here tTV1JDl'f(JJ'Ya~ a.vT';,,, (cm,c,i'I:)) presupposes, instead of ,ea., tTV11lrx,6'1 TO ~&,p, the Hebrew ";r.l
o~:i.-In the second day's work the '"'' byooo oiirta>~ stands
in the LXX. not aft.er 'm w,, a.s in the Hebrew text, but
after the creative co~mnnd ver. 6, which in itself, and as ver.
14-16 shows, is the more fitting place. On the other hand
the insertion of the ,ca,l eUiw 6e~ oTi 1ea.A011 after the second
day's work rest-s upon a short-sighted desire for conformity ;
it is there purposely absent, because the gathering of the
waters under the firmament was not as yet eft'ected.-In ver.
11 it inserts after lMf lMtc, ICa.Ta 'YEii~ ,ea,£ oµ,oio.,.,,Ta, and
places 'l.l'C' as it stands in ver. 12 of the Hebrew text after
u ,1nr ,w. It also translates the ,m•c~ of ver. 12 ,ea.Ta ryb,o~
,ca,l op,o,oT'TJTa., and after the second 'i1)'C~ reads f1Ni1-,P as in
ver. 11, translating 0~ TO cnrepp,4 ,J,VTOV EJI t.iVTf, ICa.Td. .,,,,~
lwl rij~ ,yfk.
These divergences give an impression of
arbitrariness; the superfluous ,ca,l op,otOT'TJTa. may be a gloss
which has slipped into the Greek text, especially as
is besides not a Septuagint word,-,cal l,ye11f.'To Mta>~, after ver.
20, is in accordance with the matter, but unnecessary; the
other divergences are not worth speaking of. It is just where
a various reading in the LXX. would be acceptable, that it
leaves us in the lurch. Like the Hebrew text, it bas the
striking ""' wcur11~ ~ ~ . 2 6b, and the extraordinary ,ea,~
rywf.'To oih~ after ver. 30.
L 1. The fact of creation in a 11111,iversal stattment.-In the
beginning Elohim created the hta1:ens and tht earth. The
account is at once designated as the work of the Elohist by th&

o
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Divine name ci•:i,tt, for the Creator of the world migl1t just as
well have been called m.i•, as e.g. in Ps. xxxiii. 6; comp.
mi,, tn~, Isa. iv. 5, with ci•:,~ aci:::i, Deut. iv. 32.
This Divine
name c•~ is the plural of !:"~~. which occurs only in poetry.
It is certainly striking that the singular !:"~~ is unused in
prose literature, and that in proper names also there is not a
trace of its employment. But there is no reason for inferring,
with Nestle (Thed. Studien aUB Wilrtemberg, iii. 243), that
ci•ibtc is related to D~, as n1M9~, Aram. n;;r?~. is to the nearest
plural forms of l'l9t$, :::11$, and that in this case as in those
n is only an insertion to be deducted, and hence that i:li~
cannot be regarded as the original singular of c•:,,ae, but on
the contrary as an additional secondary form from this
epenthetic plural This inference rests on the assumption
that C':mt and ~!'.C are derived from the same verbal root.
We shall have occasion to speak about ~ at xiv. 18. But
whether the verbal stem from which it is derived is ~N (,,tt)
or ~. and means to be strong, or to be foremost, or anything
else, ~. from which D'l'l~N is derived, is at all events another
verb, to which the signification of violent inward anxiety,
.... :a , ,

discomposure, fear, is assured by the .Arabic ~I C<l!J).

iii.

JI <lll

means in Arabic exactly the same as ~tt inE>, H~s.
5, trepide
cun,/Uffcre ad aliquem, and hence c•n~, with its singular m~N,
coincides as an appellation of God with ii)!I, Gen. xxxi. 42,
. 53; and 11e110, Isa. viii. 13; Ps. lxxvi. 12. Eloah, Arab. ildk,
means reverence, and then the object of reverence. Primus
in orbe DWll fecit, timor, says Statius (Thebais, ix. 661), the
religious sentiment was and is in its deepest foundation a
feeling of dependence and limitation. The plural c•:,~ee ranks
with ci•~~. D'?,V'; in heathenism it is an external (numerical),
in Israel an internally multiplying (intensive) plural God is
thus designated as He who is in the highest degree to be
reverenced. c•~l'.i as an appellation of the all-exalted Creator,
Eccles. xii. 1, is a similar plural (though, according to Baer, not;
~u, but -:itti,:i, is the Masoretically authorized reading). The
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verb tti.:i, together with which the Elohist has used ne,JP, but
never ,~, has, as its Piel, It':!~, shows, the fnnda.mental meaning
of to cut, to cut out, and then of the forming and fashioning
to be thus effected. In other languages also the verb! used
to designate the creative agency of the Godhead fall back
upon similar original material meanings, e.g. ABsyr. patd[cu
(whence pdtilfl", creator, synonymous with Mni), to break, to
split ; Arab. ulc;..., to make, properly to smooth. With the
withdrawal of the original material meaning tn.:i in Kal has
become the special designation for Divine production, which,
whether in the realm of nature (EL xx:x.iv. 10; Num. xvi. 30)
or of spirit (Ps. Ii. 12), brings into existence something new,
something not yet or not thus existing. Nowhere is tn.l used
of human production, nowhere is it found with an accusative of
the matter. It designates the Divine causality as unconditioned, and its product as being, with respect to its real state,
absolutely new, and, as to its ultimate cause, miraculous and
God-originated. There a.re many modes of creation, e.g. the
creation of man was a. different process from the creation
of animals ; the kernel of the notion expressed by tn.l is the
origination of the absolutely new, and both the beginning in
time of such origination and the finiteness of the originated
are essential marks of the notion.
The account begins with a.n alliteration significant to eye
and ear, tci.l n•=1tn.:1. The accentuation distinguishes as far
as possible each' word of this supremely import.ant verse.
Tifcha, the separative of Athnach, stands in n•=1tn.:1 as the
definition of time which is separated from what follows; in lb
as the separative of Silluk it keeps the two objects apart, and the
two n~ a.re made independent by means of Mercha, the servant
ofTifcha and Silluk, while Athnach has its Munach as a servant.
Ancient translators all regard ver. 1 as an independent
proposition. Rashi however, and among modems Ewald,
Bunsen, Schrader, Budde construe : In the beginning, when
Elohim created heaven and earth-and the earth was waste and
desert, etc.-then God said; otherwise, Abenezra and Grotius:
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In the beginning, when Elohim created the heaven and the
earth, the earth was waste and desert. The former is, according to Hos. i 2, syntactically admissible. The latter might,
according to vii 10, xxii. 1, seem equally so, but neither of these
examples is exactly similar: vii 10 follows the plan of contemporaneousness, Josh. iii. 3, and xxii.1 that, viz., of making the
circumstances preceding the principal sentence, xl. 1. If the
account had begun with n•t11n:i '""• xxii. 1 would be similar: It
came to pass in the beginning, when God created . . . that
when the earth was . . . God said. Since however no 'M
stands first, we must admit that the language proceeds paratactically. The sole ground for the periodizing construction
is, that M'l'-'Mi:i requires a nearer genitive definition, and that
without such it must rather have been, instead qf n•l','Mif,
n~~. as it is transcribed in Greek /3aP'IJa~O (Lagarde, Symmicta, i 113; comp. Gotting. .A..nzeiger, 1882, p. 327 sq.),
although even then the a may be but a disguised shevl.
We have here however a similar case with Dent. xi. 12,
Isa. xlvi. 10, where M'l','Mi has neither genith-e nor suffix, but
the nearer definition has to be supplied from the nature
of the case or the connection. n•titti occurs only once, viz.
Neh. xii. 44, with the article, where M'l','Min signifies the
n'l','Mi demanded by the law (Ex. xxiii. 19 and elsewhere),
the first- fruits of the ground. Everywhere besides it is
either defined by the following genitive, or by its suffix, or
the completion of the definition is left to the hearer (reader).
It has been said that n•t11n:i is in a twofold sense an Ammaism :
(1) because in being without an article it ranks with r;>it'f (so
here Onkelos), and (2) because in old Hebrew M't'ln does not
mean the beginning of an event, but the first (and generally the
beat) part of anything. The latter is however untrue; Driver
rightly refers, in opposition to it, to Hos. ix. 10, where a figtree "in its beginning" is equal to, in the beginning of fig-time ;
also at Gen. x. 10, M't'ln signifies not the first part, but the
temporal beginning. The beginning which precedes or stands
at the head of a series or course is · everywhere called n•~
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(from ~tc"!=~K,, the head as the foremost). And with respect
to the absence of the article, it corre.':lponds, without being an
Aramaism, with the spirit of the old Hebrew tongue, which
here as often is undefinable. We find "?1:U;'.P, but never
n~ni;t~; always na~~. never M.lmt; and on the other hand
Cl'?~?, nip, Cl;~!?. always without an article. The Aramaic
also frequently uses and omits determinatives only according
to a certain feeling not to be more precisely accounted for.
The Targum, J er. ii., translates n•ce,ec,:i by ~~ii?, but
Hos. iL 10 means an undetermined
in the beginning
(early), and ~:!?:~-ii is used as well as t't?1i?1 for initio (e.g.
Gen. xiii. 4). In Greek too ev apxf, is used (LXX. here and
John i. 1), not EJ/ TV apxu; but TT}J/ aPX~ll (John viii. 23) is
under certain circumstances used for initio.
Besides the relativity of the n•1t1tti is involved in the notion,
the article does not abolish it. The question still remains:
Beginning of what 1 First part of what 1 What is the
relation of the relative notion which must be here added in
thought ? Lyra (dissenting herein from Rashi) explains: in
pri:ncipio, scil. temporis, but this is too abstract, vet productionia
rerum, but this gives a tautology, for heaven and earth are
rea, and indeed the very res, with which the Divine creation
not only began, but in which it came forth. Nor can the
meaning be: In the beginning of the world (of things) God
created the matter of the universe, for heaven and earth are the
universe itself in its twofold order, not the prima materia of
both. Hence n•ce,ec, will here be the beginning of the history
which follows, as ev apxii is meant absolutely of the beginning
of existence. The history to be related from this point
onwards has heaven and earth for its object, its scene, its
factors. At the head of this history stands the creation of the
world as its commencement, or at all events its foundation.
The relation in which ver. 1 stands to ver. 2 is questionable. If the heaven, whose creation takes place farther on,
on the fourth day, coincides with Cl'Cle'M of ver. 1, ver. 1 would
be a summary of whnt follows. But the heaven which was

'\~.P
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created on the fourth day is only the heaven of the earthly
world, while Scripture speaks also of the heaven of heavens,
Deut. x. 14, and of the heaven of heavens which are of old,
Ps. lxviii 33, therefore of heavenly spheres above the heaven
of this earth. Besides, the Ml:'ll.l, /a<:iamU8, ver. 26, presupposes
beings in the immediate presence of God, of whose creation
(prior, as it appears from Job xxxviii. 4-7, to that of this
world) nothing is said in the narrative. Hence ver. 1 states
the fact of creation in an extent which the account that
follows does not exhaust. It is within the all-embracing
work of creation, stated in ver. 1, that ver. 2 takes up its
position, at the point when the creation of this earth and its
heaven begins: .And the '4rth was in a state of deaolation and
rigidity, and darknas was upon the surface of the primaroal
waters, and the Spiri,t of Elokir,i lJT'ooded upon the ffirface of the
waters. The perfect thus preceded by its subject is the usual
way of stating the circumstances under which a following narrative takes place, iii 1, iv. 1, xviii. 1 '7-20; Num. xxxii. 1;
Judg. xi 1, vi. 33 ; 1 Kings i. 1 sqq.; Prov. iv. 3 sq.; Zech.
iii 3 sq. The chief accent of rip:~ could not here before
~nh seem to have fallen back upon the penultima, because
then the two similar tones tnlJ and thit would have been in
danger of being indistinct ; in truth however there is a
very subtile accentualogical reason.1 This nn•n is no mere
erat, it declares that the earth was found in a condition of ,nn
~. when God's six-days' creative agency began. Its primitive
condition is designated by a pair of words of similar sound,
1 The ,ervu MerCNJ before Paa'hla remains u a rule in its place, beeause
it it were to recede it mu.at be changed into IJIIOtller sign, and indeed into Mthupach. It therefom maintaina its position unaltered - especially when the
\

\

accent Rebia precedes. Hence here ,nh ~:~
(:dvii. 3), Dm

U)p; •~
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and such-like endings (rhymes) and alliterations (comp. Jnia,i;
Ka£ bro,;) are found through""'' 'XP;;a,,;, ¼9> ml tn9>,
out the Pentateuch, iv. 12; Ex. xxiii. 1; Num. v. 18, 24;
Deut. ii 15. ~,h (=,~h=\~1;1) comes from the V. n~, Aram.
tc~, Arab. a\J, to roar, to be desolate, to be confounded
(attonitum esse), and means desolation, -oastitas, emptiness,
formlessness. \~ (=,~:i=:~f) has, according to the Syriac
and the secondary verb ciri~ (to be closed, deaf, stupid), the
meaning of heaviness, unconsciousness, lifelessness,-the ,r,n
paired with ,:i::i does not with the separative accent read
regularly ,n::11, but with the first sound kametz, \M:1) (see Ps.
Iv. 10). The sound as well as the meaning of the pair of
words is awe-inspiring ; the earth according to its substratum
was a desolate and dead mass, in a word a chaos (xdoi;). The
book of Wisdom xi. 18 has for it the philosophic appellation
iiA.71 IJ.µ,optpoi;, in opposition to which the LXX. by translating
a6pa.To<; ""'' aKO.Ta.O'UVCZO'To<; fixes in the a6pa.To<; that stage
of ideal pre-existence in the Divine plan of the world con•
ceming which the account is silent. The question whether
the ,n::i, ,nn is to be regarded as potentially including not
only earth but also heaven, must according to the meaning
of the narrative, which herein agrees with other ancient
cosmogonies, be answered in the affirmative. The chaos,
as which the developing earth existed, embraced also
the heaven which was developing with and for it. The
substance of the ,n::i, ,nn is left undefined; ,M is the synonym
of r.e.t, c~, n91 ~~, and the like, and is therefore a purely
negative notion. Or does the narrative, when it continues ic,m
c,nn 1)1)-';y, mean that the ,n::n ,nn were as to their substance a
c,nn, i.e. a mass of surging waters? No, the c,nn is not the
,n::i, ,nn themselves, but the flooding of the chaos, and, especially
if the earth in its as yet chaotic state, already forms part of the
preparation of the six days' work. In this sense Ps. civ. says of
the earth : Thou coveredst it with the tnM as with a garment
(m1c:,, per attract. for nn1c:,, comp. Isa. Ix. 18, lxvi 8); and in the
book of Job we read of the sea, xxxviii 8 : " I protected the sea
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with doors, when it brake forth, issued from the womb; when
I made the clouds the garment thereof, and thick darkness a
swaddling-band for it." This means the state of chaos out of
which the primreval waters, at first enveloped in vapour and
clouds, came forth as from their mother's womb. It corresponds to B&av (ffl,), personified as a woman in the Phoonician
cosmogony; but in the Babylonian in Berosus it is the dark
priuueval flood which as 'Oµ.op"'"a. (perhaps the same ns
Umm-arka, Mother of Erech, a second name of the wife
of the moon-god Sin, honoured in Erech or Warka) is
personified as a female. This becomes the m,n, i.e. the
originating cause (matriz), there combined with 8a'A.arra., of
heaven and earth, which arise from its being rent asunder. In
the cuneiform fragments also of the Babylonio-Assyrian legend
of the creation, the primmval deep and chaos are identical.
Chaos is called ti'amtu (td.mtu), and this (o. synon. of apsu,
Ocean) is the producing mother of all things. Hence the
word is in Babylonio-Assyrian feminine, as are in Hebr.
almost all nouns formed with the prefix ta, e.g. i11$1:IJ:1, n~
The form Dii1J;I is an ancient formation like ~~. ip1_:1·; comp.
~. which is just as old a noun-form with the prefix ja. If
the stem were 1:1,,n (DMZ. xxvi. 211 sq.), DiMJ;I would be a form
like "ric!1, Aram. '!)i~, ii"? ; to us however it seems more probable
that c,n (akin to ilcn), to roar, to bluster, is the stem-word.
"A created chaos," says Dillmann, " is a nonentity. If
once the notion of an Almighty God is so far developed that
He is also conceived of as the author of matter, the application
of chaos in the doctrine of creation must consequently cease.
For such a God will not first create the matter and then the
form, but both together." Certainly the account does not
expressly say that God created chaos, on which account the
so - called restitution hypothesis, as Zockler, its first postReformation advocate, disclosed to the Arminian Episcopius,1
fancies itself justified in assuming that the chaos was the
1 But compare Joh. Delitzsch (t 8 Feb. 1876), "Ein al tea Theologumenon,"
in the Lwh. ~ . 1872.
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consequence of a derangement connected with the fall of tbe
angels, and that the six days' creation was the restoration of a
new world from the ruin of the old. But (1) if by chaos were
meant the deposit or such a process in the spirit-world, we
should have •~ instead of nn•m ; (2) this notion is a Theologumen read into the text, and not one to be proved by
Holy Scripture; and (3) we have no need of it to
understand that the creation of the earthly world had its
beginning from a chaos. For on the one hand the allcomprising statement, ver. 1, at the head of the narrative,
declares that God is not only the former, but the creator of
the world, to the exclusion of anything originating apart from
Him ; on the other hand, the circumstance that chaos is not
expressly stated to have been creat.ed by God, is explained by
chaos being only a means not an end, only the substratum
of the work of creation and not properly such a creative work
itself; God made it the foundation of His creative agency, for
the purpose of gradually doing away with it. For the world
is the non-Divine, the creation of the world is the realization
of something different from God. Hence the world comes
forth first of all in a condition which answers to its contrast
to God, and it is in the course of the six days' work raised
out of this condition into one pleasing to God, and in which
the problem of its history, concentrated as it is in man, is to
develop an ever-increasing likeness to God. If it does not
contradict the idea of an Almighty God that the development
of the cosmos was effect.ed in a series of gradually advancing
creative epochs, neither will the fact of His having made
chaotic primitive matter, as yet formless and confused, the
foundation of this development. Such a foundation is even
of the highest cosmical and ethic significance, for the raising
up of the world out of chaos involves the possibility of its
reverting thereto, and of the relapse of man to that materiality
which is the foundation of his being. The possibility of such
a reversion to the tohu-wa-bohu is pointed out by pictures
of jndgment, such ns Isa. xxxiv. 8-11, Jer. iv. 23-26,
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which go :&ear to representing primitive matter as a fiery
stream ; the process of formation was indeed prepared for by
the thohu being flooded over by the theh8ru.
Darkness (!J~ ./ ~. to press together, to thicken, see
comm. on the Psalms on 2 Sam. xiii 12) settled over this
flood of waters, in which the fervid heat of chaos was
quenched ; but though there was now present in water the
solvent which brings all matter into contact and interaction, only accidental forms devoid of plan would have
retmlted had not the Spirit of God hovered over the waters.
Dillmann rightly finds in this n&!;l1'? a " delicate allusion " to
the myth of the world-egg. Cheyne (art. "Cosmogony" in the
Encycl. Britannic.a) translates " the wind of Elohim.'' Certainly
m, means breeze and spirit, ')m however cannot be said of
the wind, but indicates that the action of the Spirit is
similar to that of a bird, as Milton says :
" Dove-like sat'st brooding on the vast abyss."

For '1'!1 means, according to its root, to keep the wings
loose, so that they touch and yet do not touch (DMZ. xxxix.
607), and then both to brood with loose wings over and
The Ethiopic
to hover down in flight upon anything.
translates j~lel, he overshadowed, with reference to Luke
i 35, but the real New Testament parallel is Matt. iii. 16.
The sanction of the Spirit of God, even Him who came
down in the form of a dove upon Jesus, is compared with the
brooding of a bird. The J erus. Targum calls this Spirit atmi
rrm,,, the spirit of love, and the Midrash on Genesis eh. viii. is
even so bold as to say that He is n~wr: ,~ ~ ~mi, the
Spirit of the future Christ.

The First Day of Creation, i. 3-5.

Ver. 2, beginning with the chief historical tense icaM,
states the circumstances under which the creative acts of the
}'
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six days now take place, in a verb sentence and two noun
sentences : Then Elohim. said, Let light be: and light was. The
first of the beings of the Cosmos, i.e. of the ordered universe,
was light (iiac with the vibrating sound ,, which is also
The creation of light forms the
characteristic of naci).
commencement of the acts of creation ; for as water, the
primitive matter, leads to new material combinations, so are
the forces manifesting themselves, as light with heat (iiac,
luz, and "1\te, calor), the wn.dii.io sine qua non of all further
origination of separate beings. Primitive light comes into
being, light not at first restricted to the heavenly bodies,
especially to that source of light the sun ; for the source of
primitive light is God. But not in an emanative sense, for
it comes into being through the creative word of command,
the fiat of God, that word in which His will is comprised and
energised-•ti, icte ~n, Ps. xxxiii. 9, comp. 6. His calling
the light into being is the commencement, and its appearing
good in Hia sight is the close of its genesis, ver. 4: .And Elokim
saw the light, tltat if, was good: and Elolii'm divided between the
light an.d the darkness. Instead of te,n :n~ (comp. Ex. xii. 2;
Eccles. ii. 24) it is here briefly :n~, as in the Hodu Ps. cvi. 1,
and frequently; and instead of: He saw that the light was good,
it is said: He saw the light, that (it) was good, that which
was perceived being divided into a nearer and a more distant,
i.e. a predicative object (corresponding with the classical
acc. c. inj., inasmuch as the accusative is after the model of
Apollonios Dyskolos attracted to the finite), as in vi. 2, xii.
14, xiii. 10, xlix. 15; Ex. ii 2; Ps. xxv. 19; Prov. xxiii. 31;
Eccles. ii. 24, viii. 17; Gal. iv. 11; comp. the similar,~ ~ICE'
n,c~, 1 Kings xix. 4; Jonah iv. 8; and on the other hand, the
construction with the undivided object, iii. 6. Chaos _with
the dark primreval waters is far below the ultimate purpose
of God, who did not create the earth, ,M, i.e. not that it
might be and continue a ,nn, Isa. xiv. 18. The creation of
light was the first of those works by means of which the
world, now being brought into existence, became step by step
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an object of the Divine complacency.
The separation
between light and darkness henceforth secures to both their
independent peculiarity. The appearance of light is the first
morning of creation, but does not absolutely do away with
darkness ; light and darkness are separated, that from this
time forth they may alternate in conformity with law. In
place of a single r::i. the account with circumstantial solemnity
prefers r::ri ••• r:i, as e.g. does also Cicero in Laelius, c. 25:
quid intersit inter popularem . . . et inter constantem. The
testimony, ::ric ~:i, is given to the light, not to the darkness, but
both are named by God, ver. 5: And Elohim calle<l the light
•• Day," and the darkness called He "Night." And it was euning
and was '111,()'1'71,ing~ day (the first day).
He called the
light "day," i.e. by the name day
gave it this name; comp.
xxxi 47 with ii 20, xxvi. 18, where cc, also stands. The
name, as given by God, is the expression of the nature and
the seal of the future mode of appearance of light and darkness ; the many - tongued human names are but lisping
attempts to denote the nature of things. Day is called in
Hebrew Cli\ Assyr. 'IZmu, perhaps related with eh (xviii. 1 ;
comp. Cl"'?~ xxxvi. 24 = Cl~, therni<B), as the time of warmth
and hence of light; night, M?~ (here in pause 1'?~}.. with a toneless and therefore an accusativo-adverbial a, like modem Greek
,; vv1'Ta., 11'V)(,8a.),perhaps as the time of veiling and enveloping
(from ~~ out of
in Assyr. the plural is lildii, which
presupposes a fem. sing. lilatu, Ultu, and besides usually means
the evening in distinction from mtlsu, night. When then it is
evening the terminus a quo is the morning, which dawned
with the creation of light, and the morning which follows the
evening is that which begins the second day, and therefore
terminates the first-Hence the days of the Hexaemeron are
not reckoned from evening to evening, wxO~µ.epa (Dan. viii.
14; 2 Cor. xi. 25), according to the computation of the
subseqnent ecclesiastical Mosaic calendar, but from morning
to morning, as the Babylonians reckoned their days. For,
says Pliny, k. 11. ii. 79, alii aliter observavere, Babylonii inter

=
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duos solis exortus.1 The evening seems to be called ::J~, as
being the mingling of light with darkness, the twilight, in
which the darkness begins to be overcome by the light.
According however to the Assyr. irib samsi, sun going in
~ Mi::JC, it means the time of the going in (setting) of the
sun, from btbu, to go in, to go down, like Isa. xxiv. 11, n:::n,
nnov,:,, all joy is gone down. ,~~ without doubt means
properly the breaking, viz. of light, hence early morning
(comp.,;:,~, ~::i~. ~n~. a youth, where the breaking forth, the
first appearance, the early, is everywhere the fundamental
notion). ,~~ Di' is found instead of Tlft'lt"i er, inM being used
as in ii. 11, iv. 19, and in
i,:i~, µ.la TMu uafJ{JaT0111,
Matt. xxviii. 1, equivalent to )'='lti; the day which forms
the card() O'l'dinis is designated by the cardinal number, the
article is absent as it regularly is in a casting up enumeration. With respect to the length of the days of creation we
would say with Augustine (de civ. Dei, xi. 6) : Qui dus cujuJJmodi sint, aut perdifficile nolns aut etiam impossi}Ji.le Mt cogi.tare,
guanto ma.gis dicere. Days of God are intended, and with
Him a thousand years are but as a day that is past, Ps. xc. 4.
M'Donald, Dawson, and others, who are convinced that the
days of creation are, according to the meaning of Holy
Scripture itself, not days of four-and-twenty hours, but reons,
are perfectly right.2 For this earthly and human measurement
of time cannot apply to the first three days, if only because
the sun, the measurer of time, did not as yet exist ; nor to
the Sabbath, because there the limiting formula is absent ; .
while it by no means follows that the remaining three days
were days of four-and-twenty hours, because they elapsed

=

n~,~

1 This twofold manner of reckoning days, sometimee from morning, sometimes from evening twilight, is found in the Avest.a &9 well as in the Thorah;
aeo Spiegel, "Zur Geach. des Avest.akalenders," in DMZ. xn:viii. 433 aq.
1 According to a subsequent Indian view, the history of the world runs its
COUl'lle in an infinite series of creations and destructions (comp. a similar statoment in Weber, Svnagogak TMclog~, p. 193 sq.) : "The entire duration of
the continuance of one of theae creations is called a day, the interval or
destruction until the next renovation a night of Brahma ; " aee Holtzmann in
DMZ. xuviii. 192.
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between morning and morning. The account represents the
work of God according to the image of human days, which
together with the Sabbath form the primitive type of the
human week. It lies, however, in the nature of the copy
that it should correspond only on a very reduced scale with
the incommensurable greatness of its original.1 .A limit is
put to the ·six work-days only to give them in distinction
from the Sabbath the character of terminated periods. The
time at which the creative agency ever began anew is called
morning ; the time at which the Creator brought His work to
a close, evening! It is a childish, or to speak plainly, a
foolish notion, Brbitrarily forced upon the narrative without compulsory reasons, to make it measure the lapse of time
from morning to evening and to morning again by a clock
of human manufacture.

The &cond Day of Creation, i. 6-8.
Darkness having been on the first day broken up by light, the
primreval waters are now also broken up and separated, ver. 6 :
Then Elohim said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the
waters, and let it 'be di'IJiding 'between waters against waters, more
accurately towards waters; the !, (with a fore-tone Kametz) is
that of relation, here, as in Jonah ii 1 7, the local direction :
between the waters towards the other waters ; in ver. 7, when
stands instead, as at 4b.
the division is effected,
The LXX. translates V'i?;, crTepla>µ,a, Jerome firmament1,m, Gr.
Ven. coming nearer to the root notion with a self-made Tap,a.
(after Thaµ,a, from Telva>). The stem-word l1p-l means to tread
(comp. ip,, ~J to stamp on the ground, as in the Horatian
nunc pede libero pulsanda tellus), then also to make thin, close

r~, ... r~

1 Drinr also admita "that the writer may have conscioualy used the term
figuratively." We assert it.
1 I formerly thought : at which the Creator left Bia work to its own now
flltabliahed de'l"eloproent. But ir the evening means a paue in creating, a
pau:;e of rest extending from the evening of the sixth day till the morning or
the 11Yenth woold have preceded the Sabbath oC creation.
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nnd firm, and in this way to extend, to stretch out. The
higher ethereal region, the so-called atmosphere, the sky, is
here meant ; it is represented as the semi-spherical vault of
heaven stretched over the earth and its waters, Prov. viii. 2 7 ;
Job xxvi. 10. What Peta.vius (de opifoio mundi) here
remarks : O<Btum alreum crrepla,µa, dicitur non naturm propria
conditione, sed ab ejfectu, <JU(Jd perinde aquas separet, ac 8'i, mttrua
esset solidissimus, must have forced itself upon ancient observation also. rn•r? might, agreeably to the meaning, have taken
the place of 'i'.''1. ~:ii;, is not to be understood as a sub•
stantive in the meaning of a partition, but as "let it be
dividing," which includes the notion " permanently " (Driver,
Hebrew Tenses, § 135. 5). It is intentionally that½;~ is not
used, but that the statement or what is to be henceforth a law of
nature is expressed in the tempU8 durans (comp. Num. xiv. 33;
Deut. ix. 7). Ver. 7 gives the carrying out of that which was
thus called into being : ..4..nd El-Ohim made the firmament, and
divided between the waters beneath the firmam.eru and the waters
alxme the firmameru ; and it was so. This t,-.M"'I is placed by
the LXX. after ver. 6, where, according to vv. 9, 15, 24, its
original place may have been. It everywhere else stands
after the creative fiat, but here after its accomplishment,
declaring that the Divine will which had been expressed was
fulfilled in and by the Divine operation. Instead of" between
the waters towards the waters," it is here said, " between the
waters which are below and the waters which are above the
firmament ; " n~r;, meaning beneath, ~~ above, whereas
nM~ with a genitive following means from beneath, 9a, and
Sl.lC with a genitive following means from above, Ex. xxv.
22, vii. 17. The upper waters are however called in Ps.
cxlviii. 4, "the waters C~Z'l"I Sin,;" ~J.IC with a gen. following
sometimes coincides (e.g. xl. 17) with ~ ,in:,, as "over" does
with "above." The upper waters are the mists and clouds
which move above us, the watery masses clinging to the arch
of heaven, from which rain, bursting from t.he clouds, descends
upon the enrth,-or, to use a scientific term of similar meaning,

?
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"the meteoric " water. Rain is described in the Old T~tament
as the emptying of the water-stores of heaven, the water-gates
or sluices of heaven being opened (vii 11; Ps. civ. 3, 13), and
the heavenly wat.ers, as it were, drawn off (Job :xxxvi. 27),
and channels, the paths for the lightnings, cleft for them (Job
xxxviii 24 sq.); the ancient representation is herein still
incomplete, but in such descriptions the poetic form of stat.ement chiefly prevails. .After God had called forth the firmament
by His creative word, and then effectually carried out His
purpose (as is stated by nt,,, which corresponds more with
the Latin p,:rji,cere than with fautre), it received from Him its
name, ver. 8: .And Elohim calle,d the .ftrma'1Mllt "HmV611,."
.And it tDaB evmilflg and was 'ITt(J'f"Mng-a 86C01Ul day. The
form D~~ is only apparently a dual (DMZ. xviii. 104), being
really just as much a plural as the Phc:en. D~, r;,~, Assyr.
Jami, with the ret.ention of the third letter of the stem
(comp. the Chald. participles of verbs n',, which make r1~,
pass. r.~~). for the primitive form of the verb m;>r is ,~. whence
the .Arab. plural samawat, or~. whence the .tEth. plural is
1a1m.ajat.; it means, to be high (.Arab. Lt...,, with y, to raise,
eztolkre); also in ancient Greek trap,<>£, according to Strabo
(viii 19, x. 17), means Tc& iS,(r,,. The spirit of the language
as little thinks of a plurality of heavens in c~~ as in ovpa11ot~
cali ; here especially is meant the atmosphere stretched overus like a vault. The plural (see on this matter Dietrich'&
.Abhandlung zur hebr. Grammatilc, 1846) denot.es the immeasurable heights and distances among which the up-looking
eye loses itself. Scripture calls the heavens which span in
continuous circles the heaven of this earthly world ~f
c~. The LXX. has, after the Divine naming, ~ai e18w o
8e~ &T, ~taM>P. The account however contains seven well considered :l'IC ':l, the seventh and last of which is ,Mt) .::i,c. And
here •• God saw that it was good " would be as yet out of
place, for the firmament divides the upper from the under
waters, but the wat.ers beneath still form a boundless continuity, which still holds imprisoned within it the developing
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Hence the :no 1:i is reserved for the work of the next

TI~ Third Day of Creation, i. 9-13.
The first creative act of the third day's work consisted in
the embanking of the lower waters and the formation of the
dry land, ver. 9 : .And Elohim ,ai,d, Let the watera gatl&er
togethl;r from unt:kr the h«ivm to o,u plau, and let tM dry lafld
appear: and it wa, so. The Niphal "!P,~ has here a reflexive
meaning, to gather t.ogether, as at Jer. iii. 17, to accumulate.
c•cc:m noo;, is not a virtual adjective t.o D"CM: the waters
situated under heaven, but belongs to the jussive : they are
to gather together while in sinking they recede from heaven
(comp. Jer. x. 11). The intensive form n~~~ denotes the land
according to it.a permane!lt quality of dryness. The jussive
ntt;IJ1 commands only the appearing which strikes the senses.
The account does not tell us the manner in which the at first
embryonic earth floating in the waters with it.a relief of hills
and valleys came into existence. What made its appearance
when the waters gathered into one place is graphically pa.rtioulariz.ed, Ps. civ. 7 sq. The mountains rose, the valleys
sank, as Hilarius Pictav. says in his Gen.au, ver. 9 7 sq. : ooUa
tunwr ardvu, tfferl, Svl>aidunt valla.
The LXX. had in
their Hebrew text the description of this event: ,ca.l av,,lrx.O,,
nX. after f:J '"''· In our text the allotment of the name
follows immediately on t:i-1n"I, ver. 10 : .And BkJMm ~ tk
dry land ".Earth;" and the gathering place of the waters r,a/J,ed
He "8eaJJ:" and Elohini aaw that it (was) good. While God
separates things according to their natures, He by this very
act separates also notions and names ; human naming is but
the distant echo of this Divine act. Above it was the earth
in its entirety, ver. 1, and then the chaotic mass, ver. 2,
which was called l;\C;;i (as it is always written instead of
now, after the separation of the dry land and the
waters, the land obtains the name }1' (Assyr. imtuv, with
a feminine ending), which probably means properly the

n,~) ;
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ground under our feet, from T11$ related with
~.J• to
tread down, y.,, to run, i.e. according to Virgil, celeri pede
ptdsare humum. And the gathering place of the waters
receives the name Cl~~ (different from Cl'f?:, and therefore not
derived like it from a middle vowelled, but from a geminatum
verbal stem), the seas or ocean, for the plural is here conceived of as singular and intensive (and construed accordingly,
Ps. xlvi. 3 sq.). The sea in its origin is represented as a
connected whole, in respect of which the lesser reservoirs,
especially the rivers which it receives into itself, are unnoticed. After the basin of the sea, that Divine bulwark
a,,nainst the pressure of-the waves, Job xxxviii. 11, Jer. v. 22,
has come into existence--God finds it good. The dry land however, which is still bare and empty, He cannot as yet find good.
Hence a second creative act is on the third day added to
the first, the world of plants arises, ver. 11 : .And Elohim
,aid, Let the earth 8'Jl'l'OUting sprout forth green, seed-yidding
kerbs, jntit trus bearing fruit after their (the fruit trees) kind,
i• which (in which fruit) their (the fruit trees) seed is, upon
the earth : and it ioas so. NV?J:1 has the euphonic Gaja to
ensure a clear pronunciation to , before ~. as in "W1r!, Ex.
xxviiL 22, to , before ~- n~ has the tone falling back
regularly on the penultima, and ':,, Dag. forte conjunctivum.
It is a question whether in i.:i~i;,? ~"'!~ n~ the suffix of ,.:i.,,; falls
back on 'ill or ,,I) fJ1 ; but certainly reference to the fruit
tree (which is also accented accordingly) is intended, the
fruit of the fruit tree is diltermined according to its species.
The fruit is called ,,I), as that which has come forth or from
(Fr. Delitzsch, Proleg. 114), i.e. in virtue of the productive
vegetative power of the plant. The seed is called ]Ti-!, like
~

semen, from serere, the kind rt?, from J't:>, fingere (comp. 4:Jt..c,
t.o think, t.o consider; 4:J'-• fut. i, to feign), whence also n~,or;i,
thus answering exactly to the Greek Eloo~, and the Latin
sp,,cit,s. The meaning sulcare, to which Dillmann refers this
word in the sense of division, seems 1.:J'-• fitt. i, t.o have first
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first day we have :no'"":, once, on the second not at all, on the
third twice.1 Both triads represent the scheme -u..,!_ ver. 13:
.And it 1Da8 eun,ing and was mmr,,ing-a tkird day,
The Fourth Day of Creation, i. 14-19.

The fourth work - day is parallel with the first. On the
first light was created, on the fourth the firmament was
endowed with the light - giving bodies. The generation and
existence of plants was not possible without the light created
on the first day; but now, when creation rises from plant-life
to animated living beings, light is separated and united to
heavenly bodies as regulators of the application of its benefits
to the earth, ver. 14: And Elohim said: Let there be lights in the
ftrma,ment of hea'Ce'll,, to divide between the day and the night; and
let them be for signs, and for seasons (serving to measure them),
and for (the measurement of) days and years. The Divine:
Let there be, is still ~;:i~ though followed by a plural subject,
as at v. 23, ix. 29, Num. ix. 6; and the same enollage numeri
is found Ex. xxviii. 7, even with a not subsequent but preceding material subject (Ges. § 146. 3); here too it is apparent
that the notion which is in Hebrew combined with the plural
is originally and predominantly rather cumulative than multiplicative. The light is called iiK, the lights (light-bearers,
light-bodies) niit'?, LXX. tpo,<TT7JP~ (once, Ps. cxxxvi 7, with
poetic boldness D"'!iK; and once, Ezek. xxxii. 8, with peculiar
accuracy iiM ~;Kf?). The lights called into existence in the
.firmament of heaven have (A) the double special purpose : 1.
of dividing the entire day into two halves, a day-half and a
night-half; 2. they are to serve (\~~1, et fiant, ruled by the preceding jussive) (a) for nhk, signs (plur. of niK=awajat, from milt,
related to mn, nw,),' i.e. signs of the weather, of the quarters
of heaven, or also of historical occurrences (comp. Jer. x. 2,
where D'Ov.1 rnnK refer to astrological prognosis), whether in a
1 Hence Tuesday ia called by tho Jews Ki-tob, and reckoned a lucky clay, and
therefore a favourite wedding-day.
1 So a1ao Friedr. Delitzscb, Prol.eg, 116 aq.
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designating by describing them. And it is intentionally that
he does not say that God gave them names. The Semitic
names of the sun and moon are of so accidental a nature, that
the reference of them to Divine appellation is deliberately
omitted. The giving of nnmes by God is restricted to day,
night, heaven, earth, sea, to which is only added a.a a sixth,
v. 2, the name of man (tii.t). The creation of the st.ars is
desJ>6tched in two words : Cl'~JtJ n~. The name designates
the stars as round bodies, for ~, is softened from ~?~ (from
::n:i, to be rolled, to be round), just as rabrab, Syr., becomes
raurab. The narrative intends the starry heavens of this
earthly world, in which the sun and moon appear as great
lights. The formation of the heavenly lights is followed by
their local establishment with a recapitulation of their destination, vv. 17, 18: .And Elchim placed tlum in the firmament
of htaflen, to gifM light upon the earth, and to 1,de tM dag and
the night, and to divide between the light, and the darkn.aa : and
.Elohim aaw fhat it waa good. The verb )N combines the
notions of OliJIQ., and Sovvcu, like the "!'ri~ concealed in
:un, Ps. viii. 2. Light and darkness here stand for day and
night, 14a, and the destination, to be for signs and measures
of time, which there follows, 14b, is unmentioned. The Divine
:nc acknowledges the work of the fourth day to be completed,
and an evening and morning now produced by sun and moon
closes it, ver. 19 : .And i.t waa evening, and was morning-a

/ovrlh day.
Tiu, Fifth Dag of Creation, i. 20-23.

The time of all earthly occurrences being determined
by the creation of the suns, and the regularity of light,
that fundamental condition of all earthly life, secured,
the first self-moving animated beings are now called into
existence. The work of the second day had separated the
watel'!I below from the waters above by means of the atmosphere, that of the fifth peoples both the waters and the air
with beings moving freely in them, ver. 20: .And Jflok.im
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said, Let the waters swarm forth a swarm of .li'Vi?l,!J souls,
and let fowl fly 'Upon the earth 011, the face of the .firmament of
heaven. The component matlier of the birds is left undefined,1
that of the water animals also not being distinctly stated.
For ~~ with the accus. (like flp6n11, Jas. iii 11, with the
intransitive {:Jp6ew nvt or T'11~) does not necessarily mean: to
bring forth out of itself in a swarming mass, but like Ex. vii Z8
(Jahv.), Pa. cv. 30: to bring to light in a swarming mass.
Meanwhile the narrative places the water animals and birds
even at their origin in a relation to their elements water and air
which limits their condition. The LXX. translates n:,:i ti&?, n_~.
iprrETa VV](.01'11 'O>CTl»JI ; but
does not mean merely creeping
animals, but, without respect to magnitude (see ver. 21), swarming, i.e. numerous, animals actively moving about among each
other. On the other hand it is correct that "'" ~ is not
in apposition to r,t-t (Dillm. according to the supposed requirement of the acc.), but is governed by it in the genitive. Plants
are not, according to Scripture, without life (Job xiv. 8, 9; Ps.
lxxviii.47; Isa.xiv. 3; Jude 12, comp. Ps. lviii.10), but animals
of even the lower classes which now come into existence are
,t,-vxa.l t~a.,,, i.e. beings who are indeed material (for r.,,Dl is
always m,, combined with matter), but who have the life
centre of a soul or conscious self-hood. n:i:i in this connection is not a governed genitive (for VVX~ t0~ is a really
inadmissible expression, see on ii. 7), but a descriptive
epithet : soul which lives and animates, viz. bodies, and
" living souls," stands synecdochically for animated material
beings, bodies having souls. '?.' of the firmament of heaven
is its side turned towards earth ( comp. Isa. xxv. 7).
The
double command of the Creator is fulfilled as stated, ver. 21 :
.And Elohim creatd great whales, and all kind of 80'/ds, the
living and. moving, which, the waters swarnud forth after their

n~

1 Not indeed according to the Vulgate, u voltuile auper ttrram Bub firmamento cali, the influence of which upon the ecclesiastical observance of fasts
J>roduced abundant results ; see Zockler's <h&ch. der Bmeliml{Jen zwi8chen
Theologie und N a.turwisaenacha,ft, i. 174, etc., ii. 183, etc.
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the blessing M?~T as a prosperous advance (Prolegomena, p. 46);
the admission however of the pond, ~'!:i1, in this tissue of
notions, is a difficulty. Here where God blesses, or better
perhaps, pronounces a blessing (benedicit), the wishing word
is at the same time the imparting deed, the bestowal of generative power. The pair of words n::1,1 Fnll is characteristic of
the Elohistic sections ; ::11~ is the jussive of Kal. The fifth day
closes with the Divine blessing, ver. 23: .A'lld it was evening,
and was morning-a fifth, day. The number is written in
full, ~IJ ; the Dagesh does not appear till the form increases, though not then without exception; for we find nl§'T?r!
and 0~~Q. n~~ and "?l?Q ; still guintus is throughout ~~r;,rJ.
Tke Sizt.k Day of Creation, i. 2 4-31.

The sixth day's work, like that of the third, consists of two
creative acts, the land which appeared on the third day being
uow peopled with land animals and men. The work of the six
days kept man in view. The animals were created in increasing approximation to him, and now, ver. 24, the land animals,
which most nearly approach him,are created: .And Elokim said:
Let tke earth bring forth li'Ding souls after tkeir lr:i.nd (that of these
living beings), r,a.ttle, and creeping animals and the wi/,d beast of
the earth, after its kind (that of these wild beasts and of these
animals in general) : and it was so. The land animals are
divided into three classes : 1. n9~ (Crom D~~. to be dumb,
dull, heavy), here as elsewhere (though not exclusively) the
name of four-footed domestic animals. 2. "91 (from ~. to
move, to swarm, a synonym of r,rei), in this connection: the
smaller creeping animals, which keep closer to the ground.
3. f"Jtn"~IJ, the wild beast of the earth, which, as representing
the most active kind of animal life, is called ff!IJ ,ca:i ef. ; the
connective form is in ver. 25 given in the narrative tone as
n~IJ ; but here in the divine fiat the more ancient and therefore
more solemn in:r:i is used, as in Ps. l:x:xix. 2, 1. 10, Zepl1. ii.
14, and frequently, the second word being always without the
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article (because the oldest form of the language had no article);
the final i is certainly not the ancient termination of the
accusative (o obscured from a), but the nominative (u enhanced
to o), Ges. § 90. 3 (comp. the forms, Num. xxiv. 3, 15, Ps.
c:riv. s. with the same case-vowel faded into a connective
sound). The creative word which calls into being_ the three
kinds of animals is addreBBed to the earth : producat te:rra.
Their genesis takes place with the maternal participation as it
were of the earth, hence their bodily _nature is, as compared
with that of fishes and birds, pre-eminently earthy. While
the creative word goes forth, what it declares is realized by
the Creator, ver. 2 5 : And Elohim m.ade the wild beast of the
earth, after its kind, and cattle after its kind, and all cruping
animals of the gr<YUnd after their kind: and Elohim saw that it
(was) good. ~ is here used (as vv. 7, 16) instead of ac,:i.,,
ver. 21 ; the latter means to bring forth by creating ; the
former, to carry into execution. The succession of the three
classes is here different from that in the former verse ; there
the advance was from the nearer to the more distant; here, from
the greater to the less. The creeping animals are here called
more definitely il7?1~~ l'M)i, the addition m:ntcn not merely
colouring but defining (comp. ver. 21; Lev. xi. 46; Ps. lxix.
35); an echo is found Hos. ii 20. The earth is called r·ac,
as a solid body, and especially as the solid ground under our
feet ; r10"1M is the earthy covering, especially the mould or
.humus, which covers the body of the earth as the skin does man.
We are not specially told that God blessed the land animals.
This is understood from ver. 2 2. The intentionally only
(vv. 22, 28, ii 3) sheds its light on all sides,
threefold
while here the narrator hastens past the blessing of the land
animals to the creation of man.
The creation of man forms the second half of the sixth day's
work He is made last of all the creatures of the six days as
the noblest, but also as the most needy of all ; for he is in need
of all the creatures that precede him, without their being in
need of him. Man does not come into being by a fiat addressed

,,:l'l'I

G
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to the earth. A solemn declaration of the Divine will here
answers to the creative Let there be: ver. 26, .And Elohim said,
Let UB make man in O'Ur image, after O'Ur lilr,,:n,us ; and let them
wul>ject to themselves the fish of the sea, and the birds of heaven,
and the cattle, and the whole earth, and every creeping thing
mwi,11,g upon the earth. The indicative form M~~ has a
cohortatory meaning ; the intentional ah of the cohortative only
occurs once in the Kal of a verb rb, Ps. cxix. 11 7 (but comp.
also lxxvii. 4), and once in the Hiihpael, Isa. xli 23. But
how are we to understand this plural faciamus 1 It is not a
self-objectivizing plural (Hitzig on Isa. vi. 8), for there is no
example of a speaker speaking of himself in the plural, while
his ego is addressing his words to himself as object. On the
other hand the so-called plur. majestatis is by no means unusual in the East (DMZ. xxii 109). He who speaks in the
plural of greatness proper, appears to himself (without being
comprised with others) to be of the value of many. In this
sense God frequently speaks of Himself in the Koran (e.g.
88. 25 sq.) as We. But such a plural cannot be shown in
Holy Scripture where God is speaking of Himself. Where
it seems to be found, we have to admit that God the Father is
comprising Himself either with the Son and the Spirit or with
the celestial spirits. Scripture itself confirms the latter, for
from beginning to end it testifies that God communicates to
the spirits who surround Him what He purposes to do upon
earth, 1 Kings xxii. 19-22 ; Job i; Dan. vii 10 ; Luke ii.
9 sqq.; Rev. iv. sq., with Ps. lxxxix. 8 and Dan. iv. 14, where
compare the Chaldee representation of the r,~37, bfp,ryopoi, as
8eol. f:Jov).a'ioi (Diodor. ii 30). It is in this comm1micative
sense that l'WJt) is intended. Just as Jahveh comprises Himself
with the true Israel, Isa. xli 21 sq., so does He with the
seraphim, Isa. vi. 8, and here, as also iii 22 and xi 7, with
the heavenly spirits in general. This is the explanation of the
Midrash (Pesikt,a de &:b OahaM, ed. Buber, 34a; comp. Targ.
J er.), and in accordance with this of Philo (i. 556, ed. Mangey):
8ui>.byertu Toiv &A.a>v '11'4TTJP T4ii iavroii 8wa,uuw. Elohim
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no more concedes thereby a share in creation itself to
tbe B"ne Haelobim than He does in sending (Isa. vi. 8) ;
but He does give them an interest therein as to their
knowledge and will.
The communicative speaker ever
remains, in relation to those whom he thus comprises
with Himself, the Higher. But He imparts to them and
gives them an interest in the matter in hand. It is in
accordance with this that we must understand " in our
image and in our likeness" as including the angels. According to Scripture, the angels form together with God one
family, and man, being made in God's image, is ~or this very
reason made also in the image of angels (ftpax6 -n 'Tf'ap'
a,y,ytAov,;, according to Ps. viii. 6, LXX.), though this is not
directly stated, and is therefore denied by Keerr as well as
by most ancient teachers (DMZ. xxiv. 2 8 3 sq.). We do not
question that \))JU:J1~ is a more particular nearer definition of
u ~ (Frank, System der ih,r. Wahrh-Mt, i. 348); the LXX.
arbitrarily inserts a too sharply separating ,ea.( : ,eaT' el,el,va.
;,,wrepa11
,ea(! op,olaHru,.
But it is not a secondary, "an
adverbial ., determinative (Wendt, VollkommmMi.t, p. 200),
for then the exchange of the words (ver. 3) would not be

iw,

admissible.

The noun

D~

(from c>Y = (>..r'• to cut, to cut·

away 1) means the image, and fflC'I! - die Gkiche - a good
German substantive, mid. high. Germ. gd·kl,,e, which we
prefer to the too abstract sounding ( J l t ~ or ..4.ehnli.cl&bit
(likeness) ; both words admit of a twofold use, and are t.hen
thus distinguished, c'n me&Iling original image or imitation ;
rnt1'1, model or copy.
The idea of 0'n is more rigid, that
or mm more fluctuating, and so to speak more spiritual ;
in the former the notion of the original image, in the latter
that of the ideal predominates. It is in accordance with
thia that the prefixes :1 and :l are used, although they
' lried.r. Delitach thinb othenriN, Proldg. 141, from 07'= ~ • to be dark

(whence ~ ) ; bui it i1 difficult thenoe to arrin at the idea ahadow,imap

(10111et.hing like adisJIIOnllio).
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might be exchanged (comp. Lev. v. 25 with xxvii. 12 ;
2 Chron. xxxi 17 with 16). With :2 the original form is
thought of as though it were a form for casting. in ::, as a
model set before one (comp. on the other hand v. 3).
Hence the Greek and many of the La.tin Fathers started
from at least a correct feeling when they referred the ,ca:r'
"l,cova of the LXX. to the physical, and ,ca,8' op.o14'tn11 to
the ethic side of the i11Ulf}O ditrina, though there is no
linguistic necessity for this distinction. The narrative does
not expressly state wherein the Divine likeness consisted.
for the dominium tm-m promised to man, 26b, is not, as the
Socinians think, ita content but its consequence, or as Frank
thinks it better to express it (ib. i. p. 349), not ita natu:re,
but the manifestation of that nature. Nevertheless it results
as a retrospective inference from this sovereignty (Pa. viii. 6b),
that the Divine image in man consists in his being a cree.ture
who has mastery over himself (self-conscious and self-determining), and therefore exalted above all other earthly
creatures. Because cmt is used of man in a sense which
includes the species, the sentence goes on in the plural:
.and let them subject (il'TI, 111t'l,igere, with :2 of tJ:i.e object as
usual in verbs of rnling). n~r:i seems to have fallen out
between S::i:2, and r,1tn ; for if the sentence had concluded
with r,t<n ~:,:2,, we should have had a significant dimaa:
ascendem, while now the enumeration of the kinds of animals
is continued contrary to expectation. The deficiency must
however be an old one, for the LXX. has ,cal Taa"fl'> ~
'111'> both at 26b and at ver. 28, which it enlarges from 26b
(comp. Jas. iii. 7, where only four kinds of animals are
enumerated, and not five, as would be the case iC n•n had
stood here); the Syriac a.lone among ancient versions inserts
n•n. Next follows the carrying into execution of the resolution
formed in the Divine counsel, ver. 27: .A.ff.d Eloki,m, creaud
man in Hu own image: in tlu image of Elohim, He creat,,d hi~;
male and fcniale He creatt.d them. We experience a trembling
joy at these words ; the three propositions are like a tripudiam,
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i.e. a dance of victory of three measures. What is related in
more detail in the Jahvistic narrative is here comprised in o.
few winged words : God created man, and that with difference
of sexes. The notion of the pair predominates in i'l~ tr~,
that of sexual distinction in i'l?e~, ,?! (LXX. 11,puw Ka, 8ij>..v,
Lith.: tin. Menlin tm,d Frewlin), stem-words i.:>r ./ .:>r, in.figere,
and :lj)l ,./ :ip, e:,,eavare. The origin of man, though not
brought to pass by a creative fiat, is nevertheless called a
creation, H"'1l, and may be also so called in respect of ii 7.
For the essential characteristic of creation is not the exclusion
of existing material, but the achievement, and indeed the
miraculous achievement, of something hitherto non-existent ;
for to appoint that anything shall henceforth exist according
to law is a miracle. The narrator now the more opportunely
reiterates, that man was made in the image of God. He has
now reached the point towards which he was steering. What
follows concerning the Divine blessing announces also an
exalted frame of mind, ver. 28: .And Elokim blessed them: and
Eloliim said to tl,,em : Be fruitful, and increa.Be, and fill the
mrth, and sulxlue it, and subject to yoimd:oes the fish of the sea,
and (he birds of kta'IJe'n, and e'DeT'!J bea.st that 1l'W"'68 ttpon the ea1·tk.
The brief ,t>IO at the blessing of the animals, ver. 22, is here,
in the effort for poetical parallelism, extended to cin, io11t"l
r::mSac. The authorization and vocation to dominion over the
earth employs such strong expressions as !e'l.:>, proculcare, and
rm, sttbigere, because this dominion requires the energy of
strength and the art of wisdom. We have translated ~n
by Getier (- all beast.a), because the word has here a wider
meaning than at ver. 24 sq. The tenth 101C"I of the narrative
points out to man a.nd beast their means of nourishment in
vv. 29, 30: And Elokim said: Behold, I giw 11°"' "er'!I seedyielding l&erb upon the face of the whok earth, and all trees in
dich are aeed-yuldit"fl fruits; let it aen,e you for food. And
to ererg 'betut of the earth, and to all the birds of hea'Dffl, and to
all that 'IIWDetk upon the earO,,, in which is li'Ding soul, (have I
given) ewry !J'",ffl kerb for food: and it wa& so. The perfect
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'Ml is usual in 9.oareements, grants of authority, engagements,
givings of names (:xli 45) (Ges. § 126. 4). On ;::)•mt with
an indeterminate noun (all and each of the after - named
kind), see on ver. 21.
followed by Y'l-! here means, in
distinction from Jl"'J0, ver. 11 sq., seed-yielding or containing.
In ver. 30 we must supply •r;u:i~ before :::11',']7 P:....~::)-ntt, omnem
virorem herbm (recurring ix. 3 ; comp. Ex. x. 15 ; Isa. xv. 6);
it was absent also from the Hebrew text of the LXX. The
latter agrees with the Masoretic text in also making ver. 3 0
conclude with itai byble-ro 01"01~. This J::)-.;,-, declares, that
the will of God which directed man as well as beast to
vegetable diet was also carried into effect. There wllS only
an unimport.ant difference between the food of both, herbs
only being allotted to beasts, but to man fruit trees as well,
the inexhaustible nature of such food being indicated by J!!f
Jnr. The announcement of the will of God is but cursorily
sketched. ni:,,-u is included in r,aen n•n ; certain articles of
food, such as milk and honey, are left out of consideration,
without being said to be forbidden. The main point is not
what is expressed, but its reverse ; for the direction to vegetable diet means the restriction to this, to the exclusion of
the flesh of animals. It was not till after the Flood that man
was authorized to kill animals for his food, ix. 3. The
creation of God was designed for propagation, not for destruction. The subsequent order of the world is not the
original ; at the beginning peace prevailed between man and
the beasts, and among the beasts towards each other. Ewald
and Dillmann rightly see in the p·wt an indication that in
the beginning of the world's history a Paradisaic peace prevailed, and find that .A. (Q) and a (J) are agreed on this
matter. Outside of Israel too the tradition is widely spread,
that men and animals were originally satisfied with vegetable
food ; it is not merely a notion of Pythagoras. Such prophecies also as Isa. :xi. 6-9, lxv. 25, Hos. ii 20, presuppose
it, for they promise the restoration of this aurea a:tas. We
cannot admit that this Paradisaie peaceful commencement of
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life is but a pleasant dream, a shadowy picture of the imagination, if it were only for the fact that there is more wisdom in
the traditions of nations than in the views of individuals. The
objection, that the teeth and intestines of men, as well as of
many beasts, are adapted for both animal and vegetable diet,
does not perplex us,-the whole of the six days' creation is,
so to speak, supralapsarian, i.e. so constituted that the consequences of the foreseen fall of man were taken into acc01mt,
and that there should be no need of remodelling of creation.
That man can live and thrive without animal food is a fact
confirmed by experience, and there are nations who live almost
entirely on vegetable food and the milk of their flocks, very
rarely eating flesh, e.g. the nomadic Arabs and the Indians,
,vho are nevertheless very fine and intelligent races.
Nor
does the reference to the animals of the primreval world,
among whom devouring each other was already customary,
seem to us any counter-proof. For such animals belong to
the time prior to the world of man, while the peace, which
restriction to vegetable diet would secure, refers only to the
animal world contemporary with man, and appointed to live
along with him. It is indeed true that, if we would enforce the
thesis, that the killing of one living creature by another was
not the direct will of God for the universe down to the world of
the infusoria, we shall encounter insuperable difficulties. But
the scriptural narrative concerning the first beginning requires
no such far and deep reaching consequences. For why then is
it silent concerning the animals of the waters 1 The dominion
over the D'n ru,:i also was indeed allotted to man, ver. 28,
but in ver. 29 sq. the fish are purposely left out of consideration. Men and animals are here in question only so far as
they associate together; it is only in this department that the
Divine will, which excludes killing for the purpose of food,
attains legislative expression. The inference, that it was not
then also a law and appointment of nature, that apart from
men and those animals who formed their nearest surrounding,
the life of one creature might be preserved by the killing of
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another, would be unjustifiable. All living creatures within
this earthly world exist in a state of constant war. It is in
the nature of certain animals to torture their prey with refinement of cruelty. And it seems as if it ought to be and must
be thus, that as a limit is set to the encroachments of the
vegetable world by means of the frngivorous animals, so the
immoderate increase of the latter is prevented by the beasts
of prey, while these are in their tum kept under by the
weapons of man. From the sanction however of the peace
implied in ver. 29, we may conclude that the present world,
subjected as it is to p,q.Ta.io:'I~ and &v°MUJ. rlj~ tf,6opa~ (Rom.
viii 18-26), is not that absolutely best world, that adequate
exponent of the holy love which is God's nature, but only the
preliminary stage of a glorified world, in which love will bear
sole sway, and death in every form be cast out. The word of
God, which made peace the fundamental law for mankind,
and for the animals most nearly approximating him, was now
followed by the close of the Hexaemeron, ver. 31: And
Elohim saw a/,l that He had made, and, behold, i,t was very
good. And it was ewn.ing, and was morning--thd Bi:dh day.
The Creator surveys all that He has brought to pass, and
finds it very good. The result is introduced by :t~i:,. Each
single item is :i,t,, if not in itself alone, yet in its relative
adaptation to the whole ; but this whole, in which are harmoniously comprised all the single suitable items, is iNc :1U:).
The adverbially used ikl;) means mightiness, and the fundamental idea is either weight (from inc, to burden) or extension,
as it seems to be according to the .Assyrian, from ieco,
ma'ddu, to be much (.,; ~ to extend, to stretch).1 Prominence is given to the sixth, as the concluding day of
creation, by the article : a day, viz. the sixth. That the
connection of the words is not intended to be a genitive one
1 In the Thorah of R. Meir it is pessimistically Did, after Beruhith mbba,
eh. 9, n,c :::ni:> i'Um, by which is meant certainly not the roll of the Thor&h,
but the reading of the Thorah of this B. Meir; - Roaenfeld'a c~,c nMl)Z'tl
(Wilna 1883), p. 59.
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is seen e.g. from Jer. xxxviii. 14, ~"~tr Mi~, entrance (to the
temple), viz. the third. That this connection of the determinate adjective with an indeterminate substantive (like e.g.
:xii 26) is no sign of a later period of the language, has been
shown by Driver (JouNl,(1,1, of Philology, vol. ix. 1883, p. 229).
~ Di•~ with the preposition is constantly found, e.g. Ex.
xvi 5, xxii. 29; but Neh. viii. 18, Dan. x. 12, are the
first examples of ~tr Cli•tr, so that the statistical discovery
rather proves the contrary of what Giesebrecht tries to prove.
The Sabbath of Creation, ii. 1-3.

H the days of creation are regarded as the periods inter
d""8 occa8'U8, the Sabbath of creation begins with the
evening, i.e. late in the evening of the sixth day. Then however we have the incongruous result, that evening being the
beginning of rest, is also the beginning of work. The matter
is rather as follows : the days of creation consisted of a morning half and an evening half, the morning reaching its climax
at noon, and the evening its lowest point at midnight, and
this whole day is reckoned a work - day. For if it is the
meaning of the narrative, that the Creator rested at the beginning of each evening, we should then have seven Sabbaths
instead of one. This is what we do find in the Avesta, which
is here evidently under Semitic influence (DMZ.xxvi 719 sq.;
comp. xxxv. 642 sqq.). Ahuramazda, in conjunction with the
Amschaspands, creates heaven, the water, the earth, trees,
animals, men, in six periods, each containing an unequal number
of days, each period being followed by a festival of rest on his
part (Bumouf, Yasma, pp. 294-334). The Scripture narrative
however knows nothing of six Sabbaths and a final Sabbath,
but of one only, which began when the sixth day, with
its morning and evening halves, was over, and the morning
of the seventh day was beginning. Having arrived thus
far, the form of the narrative becomes imitative of the now
approaching rest ; the hitherto more rapid flow of speech
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divisions or time, explains !a-bat-tu by dmtt d!J. libbi, henoe
the Sabbath is also in ~bylonio-Assyrian expreesion a day
of delightful and festal repose. At the end of the account of
the closing day of creation we find no " there was morning
and there was evening," for the Divine Sabbath has an infinite
perspective : it terminates the creation of the world, and after
becoming at the close of the world's history the Sabbath of the
creature, will last for ever and ever. Le Sabbat cu Dieu. ,,.,•e.,
plus un j01.tr, une periock, mau 1ffl fait (Theophile Rivier in
~ Recil. Bibliq_tu ck la Creati<>n., 1873).
II. 4. The endorsement of the Elohistic account of the
creation is here given in such terms as to form at the same
time the transition to the J ahvistic : TJwe are. the gmet·atioM
of tM keaf!ffl and of the «zrth w'hen they were. creat~, on. tA.t day
that Jakr,el,, El-Oh.im "1UUk MafJtn and earlJt.. It is a question
whether this verse is the subscription to what precedes
or the superscription of the section following. Ltw:atto
and Reggio (as already Raschi), Ewald, Knobel, Stii.helin,
Hoelemann, Dillmann regard it ae the former; Hengstenberg,
Baumgarten, Kurt.I, HoCmann, Keil, as the latter. The chief
ground for viewing it as a superscription is, that n\"1?in ~
cannot mean: this is (was) the origin of the heaven and
the earth,1 for the plural n,~ (of the sing. ~ A or i'l~A,
occurring only in post - Biblical Hebrew, Assyr. tdlidt11,),
which comes from wf,, in its Hiphil signification, does not
mean 7J11e,ni; (as might be thought from a mistaken
inference from Matt. i. 1), but as Gr. Ven. translates it,
,ya,..,,cre,i;. The word appears only in the atat. conJJtr. or
with a mj/l:c, and the genitive is always the ge.n. niJiecti not
objedi, which always denotes the given beginning, and
nh~n the genealogical, and hence aleo more generally the
historical progress of this beginning (comp. Syr. ...01-,1, 'l:>1-1,
genealogy, history).' As in the title of the Jewish crime~ Whether n~M iii in thiii formula subject or predicate ii a lliee queetfon ;

·····

according to Arabic syntax it would be subject.
1 Such it ia also e.g. in tho inference drawn in the llidruh from <ttn. vi g:
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gradually peopled. Whether ii. 4a originally stood before
n,n,:i, i. 1, and was transferred to its present position by the
redactor 1 as a boundary mark between the Elohistic and
Jahvistio narratives, or whether the author hiD11Jelf, for the
sake of making his historical work begin with n~:i, placed
here the n,,,v, n,-c, which he elsewhere puts in the first plaoe,
cannot be ascertained. Nor is it easier to discover whai
share Q or J may have had in the form of ii 4b. For as
this ho.If verse reads, it is a link connecting the two narratives
and leading from one to the other. In the transposition
c•·c;:,, Y,IIC (occurring only again Ps. cxlviii. 13) the endol'88ment likewise points onwards. The earth st.ands :6.mt, becaul!e
the narrative now about to follow and continuing the former
one, confines itself thereto as the dwelling-place of man and
the scene of the history which revolves a.bout him. And
that we may even beforehand gain an impression of the
harmony between the two narratives, we have here already
in the prelude the twofold name of God, o,n!itt mn•, which
predominates from this passage onwards throughout chs. ii
and iii It is only in the mouth of the serpent and of the
woman that God is called merely c•n~tt, the narrative as such
everywhere (twenty times) speaking of Him as o•n~llt m.,,_ la
it the redactor who effects in this manner the transition from
o•n~. i-ii. 3, to mn\ eh. iv., by D•mtt mn\ or is it the Ja.hvist
himself who has impressed upon the momentous history of
Paradise the special stamp of this twofold name ? Looking
at the Jahvistio verse, Ex. ix. 30, the latter also must be
esteemed possible. It is the single passage in the Hexateuch
in which c•n~IIC mn• occurs besides Gen. ii and iii., and there
are but four more passages in the entire Old Testament
Scriptures in which c•n~IIC mr,, is repeated to as many as three
1 According to Vatke'a reaiduary Introduction, ~116, J ia the author of the
tranapoeition, for th6 111oceeaion or documentary 110urcea ia in hill opinion u
follow•: B QJ LH D. H6 adhere1 to the completion hypotheeia, and hia Introdnotion in it, preeent form, in which he would certainly never han publlahed
it hi111.1elf, ia behind the much of progna, but calculated to put a check
upon it.
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times, viz. 1 Chron. xvii. 16 sq. (twice), 2 Chron. vi. 41 sq.
(three times), 2 Sam. vii. 22, t5 (twice), Pa. lxxxiv. (once
ci•met 'n, once mM:::i'll' c•n,ac 'n)-the accumulation here be~ng unexampled, and hence designed to serve certain unusual purposes.
We have already spoken of the Divine name c•;:iS~. i 1; God
is so called as the summary of all that commands reverence,
as absolute majesty and power. The name designates Him,
not as subject, but as object; moreover the plural brings into
the foreground rather the fulness of the Divine substance
than the unity of the Divine personality. This applies both
to c,n~ without an article, which, when used of the true God,
is equivalent t,o a proper name, and to c,n~~. in which the
article lays stress, not on the personality, but on the uniqueness
of God. In the name n,n, on the other hand, which is formed
from the Kal of the verb mn,1 and was, according to ancient
tradition in Theodoret and Epipbanius, pronounced 'Ia,fJe, i.e.
~-or"!~~ (for 'Am is~:. and 'ICU:,, '1,'1'),1 the idea of personality
is more impressed, if only because this name was originally a
proper name, while 0'i1'at on the contrary only became a
proper name from c•n,atn. According to its meaning, nw is,
God as the absolute Being, i.e. the Being unlimited by time,
the super-temporal, or, since the idea of the verb mn (n•n) is
not so much Being at rest as Being in movement or selfmanifesting, as He who exists and lives in an absolute manner,
ie. who is perpetually positing and manifesting Himself, whose
Being coming inoo appearance is the supporting foundation,
and essential content of the universe and its history, and
especially of the history of redemption. His own declaration,
"!?~ ,~ ";~~.• Ex. iii 14, which makes this name of God
1 See my treatise, " Die ncue l[ode der Herleitung des Gottemamens mn,,"
in the LvtA. Zeiuchrift, 1877, pp. 593-599,
1 See the letters of Franz Dietrich published by me in Stade's Ztitachri/t,
1883, on the pronunciation of the Tetrsgrammaton.
• Compare the diagram of uplanations of the M'i1K iw M1i1K in Griinbaum'a article "On the Shem hammephorssh," DMZ. xui.x. 562-566, none of
which hits the centre of the meaning ; nor is it correct that ~,men C;:;t
means nomm ,eparatum «cru•a (arcanum). If it meant this it would
H
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the sign-manual of tlie period of the Mosaic deliverance, adds
to the notion of absolute Being (awitern.itas) according to the
syntactic .Schema, Ex. xxxiii 19, 2 Kings viii. 1, Ezek.
xii. 25, that of absolute freedom (auita.s), and gives to that
which ie in itself a personal name a still stronger personal
stamp : God is the absolutely sell - determining ego, ever
equal to Himself. Such is the appellation of the God who
unalterably and inobstructably accomplishes what He ha.a
determined historically to be, the God who fashions and
pervades history by freely working according to His own
oounsel.1 While 1J1n,11e is the more especially appropriate
name of the Creator, mn1 designates more particularly the God
of history, and indeed of the history of redemption, hence God
the Redeemer. The combination of the two names denotes,
according to Pa. o. 3, the oneness of the supermundane God
and the God of history, the oneness of God -the Creator and
the God of Israel, or the God of positive revelation.
TM Creation of Man, and the Nature of Ai&
Surroundings, ii 5 sqq.
The so-called J ahveh-Elohim document is divided into two
parts : the Hutcrry of the Creation of Man, ii. 5 sqq., and the
Hi.&tory of the Fall, eh. iii. Part i goes back into the process of
creation, but only so far as its occurrences had man for their
centre and object, and formed the foundation of the eventful
commencement of human history. This diversity of tendency
must be considered, that the two accounts may not be involved
in unnecessary contradiction. La Peyrere, in his Preadamitm,
1655, brought forward the daring view, that eh. i related
the origin of natural and heathen mankind, and oh. ii. that of
be written l:"11llt)M Otf. E"'IU)~M 0~ means - • e:i:plicit.m, the name pro
nounoed u it i■ written, but not ae it ought to be spoken (tho oppolite of,
the o~n, ■tanding in its place, and fll'llt of them 1Jitt).
1 A survey of pM!ent views concerning the origin and me&ning of the
name Jahveh, with a careful discuai.on of their aeveral degree■ of probability, i■
given by S. R. Driver in the Oxford Btudia Biblica, 1885.
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Jewish mankind, i.e. of man as the subject of the history of
redemption.1 But this is self-deception in the interest of
polygenesis. The scriptural cosmogony begins with .one man,
and one race of mankind developed from him. The difference
between the two accounts is, that eh. i. relates the origin
of the human race, and eh. ii. that of the first man and of
the first human pair; and that in the former man appears as
the object and end of the line of creation, in the latter as the
centre of the circle of creation.
There are expoaitors (Knobel, Hoelem. Kohler) who make
the apodosis to 4b begin with r,,~, ver. 5 ; but this is
opposed by the division of the verse, and is even, if syntactically possible (though without a preceding •~, xxii 1, it is
hardly so), yet with the form Dit>, seq. impf., very improbable.
If 4b really belonged to what follows, we should have, with
Hofmann, Bunsen, Schrader, Dillmann, to take iM, ver. 7, as
apodosis ; and this would correspond with the fact that the
narrative has in view the creation of man and the history
which starts from it. But vv. 5, 6 would then be a long
parenthesis, and we should get a clumsy interpolated period
such as we rejected at i 1-3, because it was not to be expected
in this simple narrative style. To this must be added that
4b has, according to Num. iii. 1, if not according to v. 1, the
presumption of belonging to 4a in its favour. Hence we regard
vv. 5 and 6 as independent sentences related by way of preparation forver. 7, which opens with ,~'I\ as an expression of the chief
fact. The second account begins, like e.g. the history of Isaac's
marriage, xxiv. 1, with a double sentence descriptive of the
circumstances. And M plant of the fie/,d was yet upon the earth,
antl no kerb of the ji.eld kad as yet sprung '/If): for Jakvek Elohim
luuJ, not yet caused it to rain upon the earth, and men there were
'l&Ot to till tl,,e ground. If Dit> comes from i'lt>=it>~ with the
termination em(~, Ruth iii. 14), it would mean expectation,
which most easily explains the construction with an impf.
1 See on Peyrere, S. 1. Curtia, "Sketch• of Pentateu,ch Criticism," in the
North-American Biblioth«a, ,acm for 1884.
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following (e:r;epeetandu,n erat 1't jkret); but supposing the stemword to be cm:, ( ("_rJ ), which indeed no Semitic dialect
presents with such a first letter, it would signify originally
"a cutting off," then remoteness from existence (compare the
nouns
become particles). It is COtD;bined in the
adverbial sense nondum, as ~ is in that of tum with the
second tense, in historical connection in the imperfect meaning (nondum u;istebat), :xix. 4, xxiv. 45, and out of historical
connection in the present meaning, Ex. ix. 3 0, x. 7 (M71l.lvni.
timetis, an nondum 11C1s) ; a perfect following it has a pluperfect meaning, xxiv. 15 (nondum dme,-at), 1 Sam. iii 7
(nondum ~rat).
The almost tautological synonymous
parallelism of the two sentences, 5a, bas its equal in the
Elohistic narrative, i. 2 8a ; other examples in historical prose
are xxi. 1; Ex. iii. 15, xix. 3. The repeated n1,~::i denotes the
broad and open plain (comp. n,i:m n~n, ii. 19 sq., iii. 1, with
in eh. i.), in distinction from the enclosed dwelling
of man. There was a time, says the narrator, when there were
no shrubs (IJ'~, properly that which sprouts, from rri.e', to sprout,
Assyr. &a~u1),no herbs (.n~, from :lt\'P, .Assyr. ~bu, to shoot up, to
grow), not to mention trees,-a time when the world of plants
had not yet appeared. And why not ? The two conditions
of their appearing were not yet effected. .As yet there was no
rain for the fructification of the germs creatively deposited in
the earth ; and as yet man, to whose care the vegetable world
is for the most part relegated, was still absent. The construction of the double sentence, 5b, is like Isa. xxxvii. 3b, with the
subject emphatically preceding the r.~, as it does both there
and Num. :xx. 5, where we must translate: water there is not;
and here: men there were not, for r.~ (eonstr. r~) denotes in
all tenses non-existence. The two " nots " are in meaning
equivalent to "not yet," for in post-biblical speech 16 r.1V,
means 11,ondum, but in biblical Hebrew K)
Job x:xiv. 20,

=

o~,. '?,, ~.

ruu, "'"

.,,lf,
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In Arabic

jwda,ka 1), the

is the name of the thorn plant

or the deaert (..trletlliaia

of which ia the principal fuel of the ~douinL
Wetatein in the Rq,oru of the Anthropological Society, 1882, p. til6.

See
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and r11e
have the meaning non amplim, and M~ alone stands
also for Mftdum, Job xxii. 16 ; Hag. i 2.
The fil'!lt condition effected, ver. 6 : .And a t1iist 10tnt up
from the earth,, and watered flu
of tM 9'1'01'M.
In virtue of the historical connection
has also a past
meaning ; it here denotes, in distinction from ~. a reiterated
event (with a perfect following, like vi 4, xxxi. 8 ; comp.
on ii. 10). itt (from 'rlM, Ji, with the fundamental idea
of compressing, massing, making heavy) moons condensed
vapour, as does also the Arab. ijad, atmosphere, a synonym or
Aawa, atmosphere ; the mist developed from the moist air filled
with watery vapour and which trickles down as rain, Joh
xxxvi. 27, and here descends as dew, is thus called. From
this point onwards the deposition of mist rendered the appearance of the plant-world possible. The LXX. translates
on which account Diestel regards
as original; but ,ae is far
more appropriate, and n,ii only occurs once, Num. xxi 17, of
the water-flow of a well. Now follows the first act in effecting
the realization of the second preliminary condition : man comes
into existenoe as a formation from the earth, 7a : .And Jal,,TJdt.
Kwhim formul. man out of the dust of the ground. Thus the
formation of man does not take place till the necessary measure
has been taken for the springing up of the plant-world, that is
to say, of what is appointed to form his nearest surrounding
and to enter into closest relation to him, for the interest of the
narrator adheres to man and his territory. While according
to eh. i. the creation of the land animals culminates in man,
and that in such wise that he, as made in the image of God, is
at the same time of higher nature and therefore no production
of the earth, we here learn further particulars of the peculiar
mode of his origin. It is not said : God formed the dust into
a man, but He formed the man pulw:rem <k humo, i.e. so that
this was the material of which he consisted ; i~p is the predicative accusative of the material, as in Ex. xxxviii 3,
xxv. 39 (Ges. § 139. 2). The La.tins translate, <U limo te~,
and the Arabs call the material from which man was formed

r.i

wm,
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~--and rightly so, for man was formed of moistened dust.
Symm. and Theod. translate : '"" hrAacTe 1Wpwr; o 8eor; -rov
aUI' Xofn, ,1.,,.a ~ ~ a8a.µ.a, to give us to understand that
man is called Dille as being formed of nD"TM ; bot at the same
time, if the reading a,ro njr; ,yijr; a&iµ.a is correct, from the
same view which Josephus expresses, Ant. i 1. 2, that Adam
meant 'TTVppO';, because formed a'11"o njr; 'Trvpi,&r; ,yijr; 4'vpa8el~,
for this was virgin and genuine earth. He means the
wonderfully fruitful and aromatic red earth, ar<J ~amra, of the
slopes of the Hanran chain of mountains, which is esteemed
of marvellously strong and healing power, and which is believed
to be self- rejuvenescent. Theodoret also says ((Jiuest. 60)
that ci&p.(J&. (~1~. Aram. = "'?1~;:i) is so named from its
red colour.
But whether nci11e is to be referred to the
fundamental notion of a flat covering, as the Arabic, which
transfers the name of the earthy-covering to the skin, ,s
covering (.t.J\, cutia), makes probable, or, as is inferred from
the Assyrian, to the fundamental notion of tilling (Fr.
Delitzsch, Hwrew Language, p. 58 sq.), it is in no case derived
from a word expressing colour. The appellation of man as
"the red" would be just as superficial as that of" the beautiful
being" (Ludolf Kn. Sehr.). The derivation of the name from
the Ethiopic adma, to be pleasant, 21oareeable, charming, may be
looked upon as done away with by Dillmann. The meaning
" begotten, created," after the Assyr. admu, child, especially the
young of a bird, synonymous with lidd.nu (Fr. Delit.zsch in
HebretD Language, ibi.d., and Prolegom. pp. 103-105), would be
more judicious if only a trace of this ciec=ru:i could be shown
in Hebrew! In the Babylonian myth in Berosns, man arose
from a mingling of the drops of blood running from the decapitated head of Bel with earth ; thus making man the incorporated
blood of the god (Assyr. d4mu'; Aram. C"!~, blood). The scriptural
account however combines ci11e with nc,ac, and thus designates
man as 'Y'l'YE11f/r; according to the earthly part of his nature.
Schrader (Jenaischc LZ. 1875, No. 13) calls this derivation
"linguistically absurd ; " and this is true, for there is no second
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denominative thus formed, all such names as r,:,a,, '1911$, ~
being verbals. We are therefore of opinion that C"IM is not a
denominative, but an acceBBory form to MC"IM, as in Arabic
,s

besides ~..>\,

r"' also

occurs as the name of the skin.

Man

is called " earth," as it is said to him, iii 19 : i11p, i.e. xoi:.r:or,
thou art. The creation of man, as of the whole present creation, was planned in view of the foreseen fall, and therefore eo
to speak in an infralapsarian manner. His origin from dust
makes his return thereto possible ; man beal'S in his primaival
condition the possibility of death. The second act now follows:
the material form, only at first anticipatively called D"IM, is
animated, 7b: .Aftd He breathtil in.to hi.a n.o8triu breath of life;
and M> man 'became a li.mng aotd. The two acts, though near
to each other, were not simultaneous. The body of man was
first formed of the moist dust of the ground by divine 'ff'X4a,r,
and then man became an animated being through divine
lJ."IOlfVa,r. n~~~. i.mpf Kal, from Mll) Jp,if,uuav, John xx. 2 2.
The genitival combination D'!!'.I rtt,;,f~ with relation to the
adjectival n:,:, ~. supposes an important difference of idea&
For in M'M n:i (four times in eh. i.), M'M is an adjective. If
eometimes l"l'Ml'.:I ~ ie met with (i. 21, ix. 10; Lev. xi 10,
46), this must, according to Ges. § 111. 2a, be syntactically
condemned; and when M'M n:i is construed as masculine (e.g.
ii. 19), this is always done only ad &tMUm. That n•n is an
adjective is shown by the difference of this M'M lt'lll from
D"M J"IOt::'l and C''M m"I, for which "!IJ n~ is nowhere said.
"!tti::i r_:Ri, '1f"IIWJ.14 ~77r, is found only a few times in Ezekiel,
i 20 sq., x. 17, but in such wise that M'M is a subst. (comp.
1 Cor. xv. 45 with Rev. xvi 3, where the text is uncert.ain,
tVX'J t'maa however deserving the preferenoo to Y'VX~ ta,~).
The breath, which creatively went forth from God and entered
into man, becoming the principle of his physical life, manifested
in breathing and of his life in general, is called D"M nee-,,
...,,,iiµ,a {an,~, that created spirit of which the soul is the manifestation conformable to oorporeity. Animals too are, accord-
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ing to ii. 19, though according to i. 24 sq. not directly,
formations by God, and the animal soul also is the effect of
the Cl"'M m, which entered into the animal world. m, and '"-'Ill
everywhere bear to each other the relation of the primary and
secondary principles of life ; but the spirit and soul of man
have this advantage over the animal soul, that they are not
only the individuation of the entire natural life, but a gift
bestowed on man expressly and directly by the personal God.
The consciousness of this exaltation above the beast is innate
in man. Man is as to his physical nature the most perfect
and highly developed of animals ; nor is his inner nature, hie
spiritual soul, categorically different from the animal inner
nature, which equally consists of mi and ti~,.-The difference
however is this, that the spirit-soul of man is self-conscioua,
and capable of infinite development, because it is God.descended in another and a higher manner. If it is asked
whether ii. 7 is iu favour of trichotomy or dicl1otomy, the
question is not, as I have shown in my BiblischeA P,ychologw,
2nd ed. 1861, correctly formulated, the Scripture view of man
being trichotomous (Ps. xvi 9; 1 These. v. 23), and yet
dichotomous. It distinguishes in man spirit (heatt, Povi), soul
and body; but spirit and soul belong to each other as pri,t.eipitt,M
and priffcipiatum ; the Cormer is TJ1roµ.a ~7Ji, pri,u;ipium
principiana, the latter V'VX~ t'lilo-a, principium prit&Cipiat¥fll ,·
the former has its life immediately from God, the latter mediately from the spirit. Hie having a soul is the consequence
of hie having a spirit, and the latter is a mysteriously creative
act or God, exclusively appropriated to the creation of man,
repeated whenever a man comes into existence, and specifically
distinguishing him from all other beings who are also n•n nl.
The plantation of Paradise and the placing of man therein,
ver. 8 : ..A.nd Jahveh Elohim. planted a garden in EdeA ttatward; and plaud tht:rein the man iohom He had foTfMll. Both
events are first but summarily related, to form as it were the
theme of what {ollows. The garden wns of God's planting ;
by its beauty it gave the impression of being more directly
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of Divine ongm than all the earth and vegetable kingdom
besides. The garden was in fW-, which means delight, and
here land of delight; it was then, as thus indicated, the centre
of the land of delight, the m plw, ultra of delightfulness.
This primreval seat of man is elsewhere called ~ ~. ver. 15,
iii 23 sq., Joel ii 3, or the garden of God, ci•mtt t~. Ezek.
xxxi. 8 ; c•n~n p, Ezek. x:xxi. 9 ; 'n p, xiii. 10 ; Isa. Ii. 3 ;
sometimes I;~. the name of the district in which it was
situated is transferred to itself, Ezek. xxviii 13, xxxi. 9;
Isa. Ii. 3. The name r,,, though of appellative signification,1
is meant to denote a definite country ; but the Assyrian Eden,
Isa. xxxvii. 12, Ezek. xxvii. 23, and the Crelesyrian Amos
i 5, are written f'?¥, with two Segols. Perhaps the meaning
of the two names is the same ; at least the Crelesyrian Eden
is similarly explained, for r,rn•~. Amos i 5, is certainly the
same place as Ilapa&ia~, PtoL v. 15. 20. Paradis·u.a, Plin.
v. 19, nea1· to Ribla (different from the village mt 'Genn, near
the heights of Bettagene on the eastern declivity of Hermon),
the valley between Libanus and Antilibanus, is in the Moslem
Sunna reckoned as one of the four earthly Paradises. Jl in
this passage is translated '11'apa8eia~ by LXX. Sam. Syr.
Jerome ; it is the 0'1!1111 occurring in the Song of Solomon and
Ecclesiastes, which, since Spiegel, is identified in my Monograph on the Song of Solomon, 1857, with the Zend. pairidaba (from pairi=npl, and db, heap, II/ dw, to heap, from
which also comes diata, hearth), in the 3rd and 5th Fargard of
the Vendidad (see Jnsti, Handbucl,, der Zmd,pra.che, p. 180).2
The word there indeed means only " a heaping round," and
not a walled garden; bnt where else than in Persia, if not
:Babylonia (see Fr. Delitzsch, Paradies, pp. 95-97), should
the root-word of the Armenian pardlz, Arab. firdaus, Heh.

......
1

Compare, not the Arab. ..:.,~, mauio (u Beidhawi on Sur. xiii. 23
,

explains :...'.iii ~olall), but ~.).i., mollitiu. On the first explanation,
eomp. DMZ. xxxix. 580 aq.
• See Wetzstein in 2nd ed. of ruy Juaia, p. 68914.
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D:!1~, be sought for ? It is not the idea of fencing, but of
shading from above, which is connected with the stem-word
of ll, so that 15 means a place roofed over by foliage, as the
Aram. JU~ means the Baldachino (Fleischer on Levy's Cludd.
WB. i. 435). God planted this ga.tden in a delightful country,
J:l'!~I;', not : from ancient times (Trgg. Syr. Aq. Symm. Theod.
Jer.), but from the east (i.e. the quarter of heaven being
regarded as the fixed p_oint whence the eye looks forth to
determine the locality of the place 1) : eastwards, viz. east of the
Palestinian standpoint of the narrator. In the Qumsti<Ynu of
Jerome is found besides ci,pc, the reading n,Tt)t.); in many texts
the word is wanting entirely (see Lagarde, Gt,,n,esi,s, p. 23 sq.).
In this eastwardly situated garden God placed the man
whom He had formed ; CIV, not "?I?, for tro. ponendi are construed in Hebrew as in La.tin (Jer. in q:u,o p<»¥11,it).
Particulars concerning the planting of Paradise follow,
ver. 9 : And Jali,vel,, Elokim made to lfjJ'l'ing out of the earth,
ewry kind of tre.a plea.sant to the sigkt, and, good for food; and,
the tre.a of life in the midst of the garden, and the tree of tke
'/r:nowledge of good and, evil. The article of rw'!i:i shows that
J.11! ~t) (the whole idea of these contrasts will be discussed
subsequently) is the accusative object (n11i:, is a substantivized
infinitive like M:!,'ri, Num. iv. 12); the emphasis falls upon
the knowledge in this accusative connection more than in the
genitive (comp. Jer. xxii 16). The nouns :,~1P and ~?~9
without an article, but supplied with are also used infinitively
(for seeing, for eating=to see, to eat), and are of really the
same nature as the nomina action.is (similarly formed with a
preformative o in the Aramean manner), Deut. x. 11; Num.
x. 2. The tree of life is distinguished, as standing in the
midst of the garden, from the fruit trees, which were so
pleasant to look on, and which excited the appetite. The
chief emphasis being here laid upon the Divine authorship,
~ with what follows is to be regarded, as by Jer. Luth. and

?,

1 See Niigelsbach's 2nd Exc"lll'IIWI in hill .A.mnerhfflgea zw Ilias, Autenrleth's
Srded. 1864..
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most expositors, as dependent on ~~
It is however
striking that the tree of knowledge is mentioned incidentally,
and that it is questionable whether it also is to be conceived
of as standing in the midst of the garden or not. Hence
Budde conjectures, that the original text was runn ri: µn iiru,
:im .:l,t), without C¥inM r,.
This conjecture seems confirmed
by the circumstance, that the woman only designates this one
forbidden tree as standing in the midst of the garden, iii 2.
From these and other indications, especially that, according to
ii. 16 sq., the eating of the tree of life, as well as of all the
other trees of the garden, one only excepted, would have been
granted to man, be draws the conclusion, that the history of
the fall, which tums upon the tree of knowledge, is a specially
Israelite theologumen of the Jahvistic school, and that the
tree of life was afterwards introduced into it from popular
tradition not specially Israelite (comp. Prov. iii 18, xi. 30,
xiii. 12, xv. 4). We should thus have here an attempt to
explain the origin of sin in the form of a myth, which was
subsequently embellished with an alien element. The main
support of this conjecture lies in the fact, that as the narrative
reads, the partaking of the tree of life appears to be freely
conceded to man, while we nevertheless afterwards learn,
iii 2 2 sq., that it was reserved as a reward in the case of
their standing their test. But this is in appearance only.
The state of the case is as follows : the narrative testifies
indeed to the presence of the tree of life from the beginning,
but nothing is said to men concerning it. Only one tree, the
tree of knowledge, is put in the foreground for their notice;
as for the tree of life, it is at first not present to their notice,
and is, so to speak, not unmasked till after the fall
But before proceeding to the history of the fall, the nature of
Paradise and its relation to the rest of the world are described,
var. 10 : .And a stream went forth from Eden to 'WO,ter the
gardm; and tMTt,Ce it was divided, and became j01J,r MW rivera.
Jerome rightly translates egrediebatur, LXX. incorrectly EK1ropevera., ; the writer is indeed speaking of Pamdise as a thing
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of the past, and the temporal sense of such a noun sentence
is always determined by the connection (e.g. Obad. ver. 11,
where juvti has to be thought of). The connection here
however is a historical one, and M!~ ,~?1 therefore equivalent
to l<li"' n:,:i ,:-m, like Ex. xiii. 21. sq.; Judg. iv. 4 eq.; 2 Sam.
ix. 11-13; John i. 11, comp. xviii. 16 (an adverbial sentence
in historical connection). Hence too
must also be taken
1
in a past sense, dirimebat 8(,. The stream was parted D,r?
from the garden onwards, i.e. o.t its departure from it, into
four 0•~:it1. According as the movement of the representation
is upwards or downwards, does c:t1ti mean either the upmost,
that in which anything culminates (head, chief matter, sum),
or the foremost, that whence anything advancing proceeds.'
If waters are spoken of, t'tn may mean either capsd /ow or
caput jf:uvii. tP~ li::-ti, Arab. ra':, el-'ain, is the name given to
the starting-point of a spring, whence it flows onwards as a
brook. Many localities get their names because the source of
some river begins in their neighbourhood, e.g. the famous
Mesopotamian town Ra'a el-'ain (in Steph. Byz. Reaaina), with
the remarkable much sung of four sources of the Chaboras
0.f.~). We can hardly understand Cl'!Mn in our passage
thus of r» ,i,tn, beginnings of rivers; the notion would then
be, that the stream of Paradise flowed on subterraneously,
and broke forth farther on in four springs, whence proceeded
four other rivers. We must on the contrary conceive of D't'ln
as 0':~~ •~,, Assyr. rt& nari (Fr. Delitzsch, Paradiea, p. 98).
Arab. ra'a en-nahr is also said of the place where a river
branches off from another, as e.g. " there is in the ~ of
Damascus an important river called Haras, which is divided
near the village Nola into two rivers, the northern and the
southern Ha.nu; the place where the two rivers go forth

i:!,~

1 The Hebl'l!w impf. denote& in hiatoric&!. connection coutiunauce in t;he i:-t,
~-0· ii. 6, xxix. 2, but frequently ab,o only what bap~n~d while 1omething
el11i wu h11.ppeniug, e.q. Ex. xx:xiii. 7 ; 1 8nm. ii. 19. In the latter cue it
anawen to the Latin impf. as an expression of the synchronistic.
I So by Orelli, Spo111ma. dtr Zeu ad Ewigl:eu, p. a.
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from the one is called _All V'JJJ• capi,ta jlu'IJiorum" (Wetzstein). Hence the meaning here is that the stream, which rose
in Eden and flowed through Paradise, became at its exit therefrom TETpa.a~, i.e. separated into four tributary rivers.
The considerable size of the bmnch may be hence inferred ;
for "if from the ~ • i.e. from what remained of the stream
after the watering of Paradise, four others could be formed,
the stream must have been very large, the garden of great
extent, and its flora wonderful ; for we have to imagine, that
the P.~n~ ni~ was not effected, as it is with us in a park,
by the stream simply flowing through it, but by its being
divided into many rivulets, and thus led everywhere, that it
might from time to time overflow the whole surface of the
<,

~

garden,-a mode of irrigation which is called ~f (~_,k), and
is found in its greatest perfection in the Gu#a" (Wetzstein). Two
of the rivers formed from the fe~ (overflow of water) of this
stream of Paradise are unquestionably the Tigris and Euphrates;
the two others which are named first are enigmatical. According to the traditional view, one is the Nile, the other an
Indian river. The first branch river, vv. 11, 12: The name
of the one was Pillon: it is that wkicl,, flows around tke whole
land of Havilak, where is gold; and the gold of that land is
fim: there is lxlellium and the y Sokam ,t()'Tl,6. We translate
not: the name of the one is, but was, like iv. 19, xxviii. 19,
and frequently ; the narrator is describing the network of
waters as it encircled the outer world from Paradise. But
when · he continues :i~bm ann, he at once identifies the four
rivers with such as still existed. No such name of a river as
~ , occurs elsewhere, hence we are reduced to conjecture and
inference from the description. But we remark beforehand,
that whatever may be the inference drawn from names and
description, such a state of things as will answer to the
picture cannot in reality be pointed out. The Tigris and
Euphrates neither rise from one source nor branch off from
one parent stream; hence a common starting-point of these
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up their hills in a soil abounding in gold. The abundance of
this district in golden-sanded rivers, in auriferous earth, in
gold-diggings, has lately been brilliantly confirmed. Hence
~~ nl$ seems to signify the land of sandy soil (from
~n, the sand as driven about by the wind), and especially of
golden sand ; the Targ. J er. i. translates it by 'P"l:J'M, i.e. India ;
but it is by no means India alone that is so called ; for the
latter the name 'Ah ( Hun.du) first occurs in the book of
Esther-Havilah is the name of a distant south-eastern
country inhabited by Ishmael and A.malek, with which antiquity combined what it knew of Hither India (see the article
"Eden" in Riehm's HW.). When it is said of Pison that it
compasses the whole land of Havilah, this does not necessarily
mean, that it surrounds it like an island, for :i:ic is also said,
Num. xxi. 4, Ps. xxvi. 6, of a crescent-shaped movement.
Arabia was in ancient times esteemed as the second gold
country, but the combination of the Pison with the South
Arabian rivers .Bais and .Bl,sa, and of Havilah with Chaulin
(Jl_p-), attempted by Sprengen in his .Ancient Geography of
.Arabia (1875), is devoid of all probability. r#,~ is named as
a second product of Havilah. The word occurs again only
Num. :xi 7, where neither the name of a precious stone (perhaps "71.l =t1a1i4fi:,ja, according to Garbe, I>ie indisikm Mineralien, 1882, the stone which we call cat's-eye) nor of a pearl
is suitable. r6i.l is undoubtedly the same word as fJ8e>.."Jl..wv
{:J&'>..>..a, bdellium Mella (see Saalfeld's Thesaurus Italogroxus,
1884), and this is the name of the aromatic gummy resin of
certain Amyrides (balm-trees), such as the Indian .Amyris
Commifera Ro:drurgl,, and .Amyris .Agallocl,a (see Geiger,
Pkarmac. Botanik, 2nd ed. p. 1215 sq.). The Indian rootword (Lassen: madalaka, musk-scented, otherwise Lagarde,
Guammclte .Abl,,. p. 20, No. 39) is not yet certain; the Arab.
~ is a word dependent on a name of Bdellium commencing
with m (comp. Pliny, xii. 35: gummi alii l>roclwn, appellant, alii
malackam, alii maldacon). That bdellium was chiefly received
from India is testified by Dioskorides and Pliny (Lassen,
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Indiacke .AK. i. 339). It is also the chief mine of the vsoham
stone, for D~'E.l means according to LXX. Ex. xxviii. 20, xxix.,
and indeed our passage also, where it translates o >.,/,8~ o
7rpturivo~, and according to the Targums Syr. Saad. the beryl,
according to LXX. Job xxviii 16, Aq. Symm. Theod. the onyx,
according to Aq. in our passage the sardonyx, and according to
LXX. Ex. xxv. 7, xxxv. 9, the sardis, both which stones are
of the same species as the onyL India was a chief treasury
of the sardis, onyx, and sardonyx (see v. Veltheim, Uekr die
On,'!P-G,J,irge des Otesias, 1797; Lassen, .AK. iii 12), and
also of the beryl, of which Pliny says: India eos gignit raro
alibi. repertos. Sprenger explains the name as the " stone of
Socheim" (~), which is the name of a Jemanic district,
producing a specially fine onyx, but this is opposed by the
article in D~, and n from t is also improbable. Rodiger
compares with the name the Arab. ~L, pallidua; but this is
no word of colour, but means thin and dried up by heat.
The second branch river, ver. 13: .And the name of the second
ri.ver was Gihon : that is it which compasses the whole land of
0121. The name ~,,,I, from nu (,i,.:i), to break forth (like ~,~~.
from i,:::, ~:::,), is so appropriate a name for a river, that several
are so called. 'Gailj,,O,n is the Semitic name of the Oxus, and
'Gai/..uin of the Pyramus in Asia Minor and Cilicia (see the
explanation of both names in the Geographical Lexicon
MeralJ'id, edited by Juynboll); the Araxes is also, according
to Brugsch, Persische Reise, i. 145 sq., called Gih,0,n by the
Persians. On this account he combines the Gihon of Paradise
with the Araxes, and Phison with the •au~ o Ko>..xo~
(Herod. iv. 37 sq., 45), whence, as also Kurtz, Bunsen, and
others assume, n,,,n would be Kolchis and w the Asiatic
Kouuala. This view obtains a support in the Armenian
tradition, that the lovely oasis of ()rdul,ad beyond 'Gidja on
the left bank of the Aras is a residue of the garden of Eden.
Other transmitted popular opinions, however, place Paradise
elsewhere, and the otherwise interesting combination is
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decidedly opposed by the circumstance, that though Havilah is
an extensible geographical notion, without fixed outlines, it
must not be sought so far northwards between the Black and
Caspian Seas. There is far more weight in the ancient and
powerfully advocated view, that fl,,,l is the name of the Nile
which \Vinds about ro = 1Ethiopia and especially Meroe. The
objection, that the Nile is in the Old Testament called by other
names, is not to the point. For such names as ,~.. ,~. 1:1:,
cannot be taken into consideration, but by the side of fl,,,l only
and solely the name ,in,~ ( ~,p,r, according to Dionys. Perieg.
v. 223, comp. Pliny, v. 9, the native name of the Upper Nile).1
This very name is however rendered rf/0>11 by LXX. Jer. ii 18,
and that I''f](»11 was accessible from the Nile is seen from
Wisd. xxiv. 27
/,c,fw./110>11 ~ ~ .,,.a,,&ta,,, ~
Ell
?Jp.EfHUt Tpuy,rrov), where &>i r/>mi, the parallel of ~ r'f/f»,,,
rests on a mistaken translation of ,~:) C,iN~~ or ii~~). i.e. is
as the Nile. Kem11 too, registered in the Coptic Glossaries
(Journal .A.siatique, 1846, p. 493 sq.) as a name of the Nile,
must be also noticed in this connection. That the Nile was
so called in its upper course is shown by the Samar. Targum,
which paraphrases fl,i,.:i : riii'DJ7, which flows about the whole
land of rE>1:) (for which the Arabic translation, edited by

(o

r~,,

Kuenen, gives the 1.:>~• which flows about the land of Sudan).
This ri,?DJ7 needs no emendation, as M. Heidenheim (Sa11iar.
Gtnesis, 1884, p. 76) thinks; the Gosohop, which surrounds in
a spiral-shaped course the Abyssinian Kaffa near the sources
of the White Nile (bahr d-abjat!), and is therefore taken for
one of the original sources of the Nile (see Ritter, Ein Blick
in daa NiJ-QueUand, p. 31 sqq.), is intended. In the Avesta
and Bundehesch also one river, in which the stream of
Paradise descending from heaven communicates itself to the
earth, is the eastward flowing Indus (Veh-nul), the other the
1

Brogach in the March number of the German Reflie1D regards ii,i,e, aa Shi•

Hur, watercourse of the Horns, Hebr&ized, and thinks that the eastern frontier
channel of Egypt on the lower C01ll'8II of the Pelnaian arm of the Nile was ao called.
I
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westward flowing Nile (.Arg-rofl), or rather the Araxes f ApaE-r,,;,
Herod. i. 202) and the Nile together. For the Nile was
regarded as the R.agha (Vedic, Basa)
Araxes, flowing on
subterraneously, and reappearing in Egypt. According to
the ancient view, the Nile comes from Asia into Africa, the
Persian Gulf and the Red Sea being considered inland seas.
· Inspiration does not in things natural raise it.s subject above
the stat.e of contemporary information, and we need not be
astonished to find that the picture of Paradise exhibits
some of the incompleteness of the most ancient state of
geographical knowledge. Every Israelite knew indeed that the
course of the Nile in Egypt was from south to north, but
antiquity had only uncertain conjectures as to the mouth of
the river, the Egyptian priests knew nothing of it, and in
Egypt Herodotus could not learn anything even tolerably
probable about it. Alexander the Great was during his
sojourn in India the subject of a strange delusion concerning
the sources of the Nile (see Geiger, .Al.exandri M. Historio.rum
Scriptores, p. 118 sq.); Hekataos too, the most ancient of Grecian
geographers, launches forth into fables : he transposes the
origin of the Nile beyond Africa, and does this with a reference to the Argonaut.a, whose ship the old Hellenic tradition
makes to come back into the Mediterranean Sea through
the Nile (see Ebers, .Jig. und die Bb. Mose's, p. 31 ; comp.
Hecaton Fragmenta, ed. Klaueen, pp. 119-121 ). Similarly
does Pomponius Mela teach, that the Nile rises in the
Antichthon (the land lying opposite to our inhabited part of
the earth), which is separated from us by the sea, flows on under
the bed of the ocean, and at last arrives at Upper Egypt.1
The third branch river, 14a: .And the nanie of the third
ri'DM' was lfiddekd, : that is it that flo'weth to the east of
.Assyria. The Tigris, named again in the Old Testament only
Dan. x. 4, is meant. The original name of the river is

=

1 See the article of Letronne on the situation of Paradise (especially on the
subterranean course of the rivers) in Alex. v. Humboldt'& Kritischen Unters.
,wer die hiat. .Entwideltfflg dt:r gtcgr. Kenntniaae wn der Neu.en W'tlt, vol. ii.,
1862, p. 82 sqq.
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Accado-Sumerian, i.e. belonging to the language of the nonSemitic original inhabitants of North and South Babylonia,
viz. Idign,a (see on the meaning, Friedr. Delitzsch, Paradies,
p. 171), whence the Assyrian Idilflat, which the Hebrew has
so assimilated by changing the weakly aspirated id into -,n
that the name sounds like ,n, ruutUB, and ~. cekr, and
also like i"!':', acuktu. In the Bundehesch it is JJa.grad, in the
Pehlvi n-u,, and in the inscriptions of Darius Tigra, which,
according to ancient testimony, means both the arrow and
the river of arrow-like swiftness, the modem Persian too ..r.fi
(tt-r), which has been abbreviated from it, and is just such an
Eranian popular etymological assimilation of a foreign word
as ~pin is of a Hebrew one, combines both these meanings.
Other forms of the name, e.g. Aram. n~f'!, Pehlv. mrr, Arab.
c.

~.,) (in ancient Arabic always without article and diptoton),
.,

are on the other hand only phonetic changes, with which no idea
or image is combined, as in those others which denote a stream
bursting from the mountains with fearful rapidity, and continually altering its bed. In what sense however is it said
that the Hiddekel flows -nl'~ "P;I? ? Most modems (Knobel,
Keil, Schrader, Dillmann, Fr. Delitzsch) translate: i11, front of
.ABBUr, for from the West Asiatic standpoint of the narrator
the three chief cities of the Assyrian empire lay east of the
Tigris ; Nineveh and Kelach close to its left bank, arid DurSarrukin farther landward; hence the Tigris flowed in a
westerly direction from this centre of the Assyrian worldpower and formed the front of the land of Assur, which lay
to the east of it, and of which it thus formed the western
boundary. The LXX., which here and at iv. 16 translates
nt:Mj) by JCGTE'IIO,JIT,, may be appealed to in favour of this translation. But it ia very improbable that nc,p anywhere means
the front of a thing, and not on the contrary everywhere, both
here and iv. 16, as well as 1 Sam. xiii. 5, Ezek. xxxix. 11,
that which is the front to any one going eastward, i.e. the
eastern region.
The proposed rendering of Pressel too :
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t.owards the eastern side, which from it onwards forms Assyria,
cannot be accepted ; for ncip does not mean the east side of
a thing, but the eastward direction from it. The Targums
translate : eastwards from Assyria, and
nc,p cannot, even
if it were an incompatible statement, be otherwise underst.ood. In fact, the Tigris bisected the Assyrian region, so
that it might equally be said of it, that it flowed
ncip as
,,r&ilb n~;,;i. The oldest capital of the empire, called Assur,
now buried under the hill Kalah-Shergat, lay on the west
bank of the Tigris, and the plain of ancient Assyrian ruins
extends from the western bank of the Tigris t.o the neighbourhood of Chaboras; the centre of gravity of the Assyrian power
in general lay west of the Tigris towards Mesopotamia, and if
we take iiC'N more in a geographical than in a political sense,
so as to make it--as Tuch after Huet agrees-comprise the
aggregat-e of the lands of the Upper Euphrates and Tigris (as
distinguished from Babylonia, "IJl)C'), we may say with perfect
accuracy that this Assyria, as to its main body, has the
Tigris on the east. The fourth branch-river, 14b: .And the
fourth ri:ver was the Pkriitli.. The Euphrates is meant. Its
name, like that of the Tigris, is radically Accado-Sumerian,
viz. Pura, i.e. stream, fully written Pura-nunu, i.e. great
stream, quite corresponding with the Hebrew name of the
Euphrates "li1.l (Isa. vii 20; Micah vii. 12), "ll'1.lM, ,rf.)M "li"l)M.
This original name is in Semiticized Babylonio-Assyrian
Purat, Heh. n1, (Paradies, p. 169 sq.), as derived from
i"l"IE>: the fruit-bearing, or, according to Beclwrotk 55b, the

,,n

,,AC

abounding in water, Arab. Furat, as from ..:.>_}, to be loose,
soft, mild (especially of water), for the Euphrates with relation
to the Tigris is, as Philo, Qua,st. in Gmesin, says, mitior et
salvhrim magiaque nutritoriUB. The Greek form of the name
Ev,pp&.~, with J, sounding like commendation, resemblea
the ancient Persian Uj1·atu. What the narrator says concerning this fourth river is strikingly brief, because there was
no need of any more particular designation of whnt was so
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nnh-ersally known, and the memory of which is eutwineu in
the name of all C\:7~ (= Tranaeuphraten.Ms). The western
Euphrates (Frat-,u) rises upon the Domlu-Dagh, a summit
gorge valley of the Gianr - Dagh near Erzerum ; the eastern
Euphrates (Murad') upon Tsohir-Geduk, one of the ridges of
the Ala-Dagh in the Pashalio of Bajazid; but the Tigris
northward of Diarbekr in the highlands, sm:rounded on three
sides by the course of the Upper Euphrates. The main
sources indeed of the Tigris nre only 2000 paces distant from
the bank of the Euphrates, but the notion that the Tigris and
Euphrates were originally only ramifications from one mother
stream, is inconsistent with the present condition of the land
We shall be obliged to admit, that with the disappearance of
Paradise all certain knowledge of the four rivers has been lost,
and tho.t the narrator is reproducing the tradition which regarded
the lndus, Nile, Tigris, and Euphrates, the four largest and
most beneficial streams of the ancient horizon, as hand-posts
pointing backwards to the lost Paradise, as disjuta membra of
the no longer existent single stream of Paradise. A traditional
saying of Mohammed is of similar import : " The Saihan (i.e.
the ~apoi; or 'l'apoi;) and the 'Gai~an and the Nile and the
Prat-these all belong to the streams of Paradise (.Arnold's
(fl,,rettl,om. arabica, p. 23); and a like idea finds expression in
certain Puro.nas, viz. that the Gangl\ which fell from heaven
upon Mount Meru near the city of Brahma, flows through the
earth in four arms.
We have now only to sketch two more views 1 which try
to make the picture of the five rivers more conceivable and
admissible, so far as this may be done by bringing the
Pison and Gilton into close connection with the TigrisEuphrates. I. Preseel (in the art." Paradies," in the supplement
1 We Jeue ont of COD.llideratlon Moritz Engel'a Lotr11.11u ckr Paradiue~fra{]IJ
(Lpr., Otto Schulz,•, 1886), which plftcea Paradiae in the ouiij el-Ru~e in the
D1idat or the Harra eutward, or Hamtn, on the tutern aide of the terrible
Tolcanic platnu of ~-/$«/a, and alto designates the Hiddeltel and Frat u rinra
of thill ouis ( IYadi tl-Garz and ra-•&im). See Ryi,eel'a notice of the boolr. in
the Pala,ti111a-Zdt,clr. Tiii. {1886) p. 288 sq'},
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to Herzog's Real,-Erwycl. and in his Gesch. und Geographi.e der
Urwit, 1883) seeks for Paradise in the midst of the western
shore lands of the Shatt el-arab, i.e. the united TigrisEuphrates, the region in which lies B~ra, formerly esteemed
by Moslems as one of the four earthly Paradises. The Tigris
and Euphrates join near the town of Koma, and the united
stream flows a distance of 40 leagues to its mouth. Eight
leagues below Korna the Kcrkha (Choaspes), from the east,
empties itself into it, and twenty leagues farther down the
Karan (the ~!IC of the book of Daniel, the Eulii.os of the
Greeks), two leagues farther on the now quadruple river
begins to divide into two branches, in which it finally flows
for a distance of ten leagues to its mouth in the Persian Gulf.
Pressel regards the Shatt el-.Arab as the stream out of Eden,
.and the Kerkha = Gihon, the Karftn = Pison, the Tigris and
Euphrates as the four " heads " of the giant-body of the Shatt
-el-Arab.
But this hypothesis is built upon the present
condition of the South Babylonian Delta, and the junction of
the Tigris and Euphrates into one stream before their reaching
the sea did not as yet exist in ancient times. Nor is it
consistent with the language of the description in hand. The
Tigris and Euphrates uniting into one stream, and the Kerkha
and Ka.run flowing into this double stream, cannot be called
C\fe'Ni of that one, and are not c ~ into which it divides,
since, on the contrary, it arises itself from the union of the
four rivers. II. It is more conceivable that Pison and Gihon
should have branched off from the Euphrates, and it is according to this supposition that Friedr. Delitzsch, in his Wo lag das
Paradus, 1881 (comp. Sayce, .A.lee Denkmiiler, p. 24), reconstructs the picture of the one river with its four branches.
According to Sa, Paradise lay cij:IC; the Jahvist who tells us
so was a J udean, or at least a Palestinian ; but eastwards
from Caanan, and separated from it by the great desert, lies
Babylon, not Armenia, for which we should have expected rmm
instead of c,pc (n,'100). The stream out of Eden is the
Euphrates in its upper course; lilin and Jen,, are Babylonian
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synonyms for depression, lowland, plain.1 As the valley of the
Jordan is called g(n, so i s • still the name of the great valley
through which the Tigris and Euphrates flow into the Persian
Gulf. Accordingly Eden is the lowland of the twin streams
and the garden in Eden, the district near Babylon, so renowned
from of old for its Paradisaic beauty, and called by both
Babylonians and Assyrians Kar-Dimiai, ie. garden of the god
DuniM. The stream that waters this garden of God is the
Euphrates, and in a certain sense the Euphrates-Tigris, since the
Euphrates at its entrance into the plain of Babylon flows on a
higher level than the Tigris, and is blended as it were into
one stream with it by many rills flowing in its direction.
Below Babylon this large body of water divides into four
great water-ways, by which it is led southwards into the
whole country. The first branch-river, the Pisanu (the Babylonio-Assyrian word for water reservoir), is Pallakopas, the
great channel of the Euphrates, by whose southern course lay
Ur of the Chaldees. n,-,n is the great desert contiguous to its
right bank. The second branch, the ~d,nu, is the next largest
channel of the Euphrates, the so-called Nile channel (Shatt
en,..Nf{), formerly a deep, broad, navigable river surrounding
mid-Babylon in the form of an arch. ~ is Northern Babylon
proper, as the land of the
(see Friedr. Delitzsch, Die
Bprac1,,e der Ko8811,er, 1884), the name of which stands in an
as yet unexplained connection with Ethiopia-Egypt. The products of the country, mentioned ver. 11 sq., do not oppose
this combination. Tiglath-Pileser IL says concerning one of
his campaigns in the year 731, that he received as tribute
from Merodach Baladan eur~ lpir mAtiiu ana ma'dJ, gold
of his country in great quantity. There was also Bdellium
in Babylon, and this was the nearest land from which the
Isnelites could become well acquainted with it (Num. xi. 7).
The stone "'Soham, Babyl samtu (fem. of samu), was a chief
product of the province of Mllu/i!}a or of the Kassu-country,
so rich in precious stones. We do not consider it impossible

Kassu

1

Sippar lay, u a clay tablet states, in the land of Edinv.
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that Fr. Delitzsch's view may receive further confirmation
from the monuments. Friedr. Philippi's objection, in the
Tktol. LZ. 1882, No. 7, that it is no less Utopian than that
which is rejected, is not to the point ; for though the picture
thus obtained does not answer the requirements of scientific
hydrography, it contains nothing impracticably fantastic. Of
Dillmann's objections, one only is at first striking, viz. that
the region of fig cultivation (Gen. iii 7) is excluded from the
lower course of the Euphrates and Tigris.1 For that it could
never enter into the mind of a Jew to regard Balylonia as
the primitive seat of mankind, and the environs of Babel as at
one time the garden of God, is contradicted by Berachotl,, 3 9a,
and especially by Beclwroth 55b, according to which the
stream out of Eden, N"ii'JIC mE>, is the Euphrates at its rise
(therefore its upper course). In the Talmud, Midrash and
Pijut it is everywhere assumed that the unnamed mother
stream, the trunk as it were of the four, was continued in the
fourth branch,1 and that this is indicated by the brevity of
expression in ver. 14.
The narrator having developed Sa, and the planting of
Paradise, and more particularly described its situation, now
developes Sb, and describes the placing of man and the beings
8880Ciated with him therein, ver. 15: .A.nd Jahvi!,, Elohim took
the man, and placed him in the garden of Eden, to dress it, and
to kup it. The verb nu has two Hiphil forms, one of which,
~~!'.'. means to bring to rest. to quiet, the other IJ"~;:i (comp. the
half passive in Zech. v. 11 ), to settle, to leave. According
to this, man was not made in Paradise, but made out of
the earth somewhere else, and then transported into Paradise ;
and indeed 1=11~ 1=11,m, to dress and to keep this garden of
1 Sprenger, .Bab1l<mien, daa relcliate La.lid, dsr Yor:.~ 1886, p. 24', says, that
Babylonian figa were not ao good as thOllll of Asia Minor and Syria. Tittu =timu,
the name of the fig, is a common Babylonian word.
t See Getwai4 rabba, eh. uvi. ; Lffl. rabba, eh. nii. ; Num. rabba, eh.
:ui. end. Tanchuma on Num. nviii. 2, and Kalir in Baer'■ Siddur .A.bodath.
J"aarael, p. 653, nw·u ')~ il~ U>i'ffl mE>m, i.t. the Euphrates included
In itae1f the waten of the Pison and Gihon.
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God. I, elsewhere masc., is here treated as an ideal feminine.
Hupfeld thinks that the narrator adds this "from the present
order of things in momentary self-forgetfulness." Budde also
sees in it a disturbing addition by the embellisher of the
original history of Paradise which was analysed by him; for
" man was in Paradise for happy enjoyment, not for work and
care-taking." The world of nature was however designed to
be tilled and tended, it runs wild without man, who can and
ought (as is shown, for example, by corn, vines and date
palms) to make it more useful and habitable, and to ennoble
it by taking an interest in it. Besides, " happy enjoyment " is
impoBSible either in heaven or earth in a life of contemplative
laziness. As in ii. 1-3 work is ennobled by creation itself
being called a M:lM~O, so here in the Jahvist it is made to
appear as Paradisaio. It is however intelligible that the
horticulture here committed to man differed from subsequent
agriculture, as the garden of God differed from ordinary
ground, and still more from the ground which was cursed.
No creature can be happy without o. calling. Paradise was
the centre whence man's dominion over the earth and the
drawing in and lifting up of the no.tural into the region of the
spiritual thereby aimed at, was to make its beginning. This
his nee.rest duty has both a positive (ad colendum) and a
negative side (ad csutodimdum). From what follows we may
infer that the meaning of mo~ is not restricted to keeping
the garden from running wild, or from injury by animals.
He was also to keep it by withstanding the power of temptation, which was threatening to destroy him and Paradise with
him. In Paradise itself was not only the tree of life, but
aho the tree of the knowledge of good and evil (ver. 9), and
what man was threatened with in respect of the latter we now
learn, vv. 16, 17: ..4.nd Jahvih Elohi.111 commanded tM ma",
raying : Of every tree of tM garden thou mayut fruly eat, but of
th.6 tru of tM k,wwl«lge of good arid t'IJil thou mayut not «r.t,for
Oil the day of thy eatinu thereof th()'U, shalt die.
The verb ~
with
signifies to command strictly, on which account thia

»
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was not thereby a tempter to evil, He did only that which
could not be omitted, if man was to attain to moral decision
with respect to God. Only in communion with God does
the creature attain ideal perfection ; but the idea of a personal
being implies that this communion should be union in free
love, that therefore power and occasion must be given to man
to decide either for or against God. Hence the primreval ~
gave man occasion to advance by his free avoidance of evil
from the potential good implanted in him to actual good, and
from his innate liberum arl>itrium to libertas arbitrii, i.e.
positive freedom-in other words, from the freedom of choice
implanted in his nature to freedom of power independently
acquired. The result, according as the test of freedom !alls
out one way or the other, is either completeness of communion
with God or separation from Him, happiness or unhappiness,
life or death. In this history everything turns, not upon
the externalism of what is related, but upon the realities
which have assumed this form. The question however as to
whether death, which was threatened for the eating of the
tree of knowledge, is thought of as the direct penal consequence of disobedience, or as indirectly such by means of
the nature of the tree of knowledge, cannot certainly be set
sside. We shall have to admit, that as the tree of life
possessed in a sacramental manner, so to speak, the power of
immortality, so also did the tree of knowledge the power of
death; not however like a poisonous tree, as e.g. the Upas, but
in virtue of the Divine choice and appointment. Hence it is
said n~t,i,, not n9\A-death will not be a judicial execution,
but a consequence involved in the nature of the transgression.
The narrator cannot directly proceed to the conduct of the
man with respect to God, for man did not transgress the
Divine command as a single being, and the creation of
woman, now to be related, intervenes between the command
and the transgression. In ver. 18 we have the resolve of
the Creator : Thm Jakvih. Elohim IKLid, It ia not good t"l&al
man ihouJd be alone ; I will ~ him a help mut for him. A
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help (Tob. viii. 6, f)o,,,Bov <TT~p,,yµ.a,), i.e. a being who might
be his 11elpmate, and indeed such an one as should be his
counterpart, the reflection of himself, one in whom he may
recognise himself. ,~~~' only here in the Bible, is a customary
post-biblical expression for anything correlative and parallel
The Divine words are not : I will make him one like to him,
that be may propagate himself. ,!F., adjut01'Wfft, ia not
intended of one ad procrea11,dcs liberos (Augustine, <U Gtttui ad
lit. ix. 3), but, according to the connection, of a helpmate f'or the
fulfilment of his calling, which, as 15b shows, was the tilling
and keeping of Parndise. To be alone, to remain alone,
would not be good for him ; only in society could he fulfil his
vocation. For this he needed the assistance of one who
should be his equal, or rather what \'ii~.?~ in distinction from
\;rit)~ denotes, one who by relative difference and essential
equality should be his fitting complement. The preparation
for realizing the Divine purpose, vv. 19, 20: .A.nd Jah.r,el
Eloki,n formed out of the ground er;ery wil.d bea/lt of tJu field,
and tVery fowl o/ the hear;en, and brought tlum. to tlt.e maft.,
to &ee what ke would call i.t : and wlw.tetJer the ma" called u,
the living creatun, was to be its name. .A.nd the ffl4ff. gaw
names to all eattle, anti to thr, jowl of heaven, and to eve171 -wild
beast of the field: and for a man ke fo1m.d. no fitti'ltfl Mlp.
Much fuss has been made about the contradiction between
this and the former account of creation. In the former the
creation of animals precedes that of man, in this the creation
of man that of o.nimals.
Dut could this narrator really
mean that the environment of man was till now exclusively
a vegetable and a mineral one 1 And if his meaning had
been, that animals were now first created, he would not have
lea water animals and reptiles unmentioned, whereas he
speaks only of wild beasts, cattle and birds. The animal
creation appears here under n peculiar point of view, which
the na1To.tor certainly did not regard as ite motive in general.
It is the first step towards the creo.tion of woman, for the
matter in question is an associate, his equal in dignity, for
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man formed n0iacn-J0. On this account ,~~ will have to be
understood as the foundation, recurring to what is past, for
19!! : et formarni; • • • et addwcit = et cum formai«t adduzit.
This is possible as far as style is concerned, and suitable to
the scriptural mode of writing history (e.g. Isa. xxxvii. 5 ;
iJonah ii 4; Zech. vii. 2; comp. Hitzig on Jeremiah, p. 288,
2nd ed.). The Arabic
also does not always introduce
the successive in time, but frequently goes back to the
cause, and is thus like the Hebrew , oonsec., an expression
for a consequent connection looking either backwards or
forwards. This backward regard is moreover brought about
with a. certain necessity, by the fact that this second narrative has man for its centre, and not like the first, which
relates in a. continuous line, for its end and climax. The
chief matter is that God, after having created beasts, brought
them to Adam that he might name them. n:i::i lei~., 19b, is
in apposition to i,, AJ being, as in enumerations (see Num.
xxxi 38, AJ inac), regarded as masculine. The addition is
strange in itself and also in the position of the words, but
e,ca"J\,eCT(!V a.lrro '.&81¥'
defended by LXX.: o2 'ff'Q;I) &
tvxJ,v ,t»<Ta.11. The purpose of the bringing together of the
animals and of naming them was, that the desire for a being
who should be like himself and complete him, might be
aroused in the man. He found however none such among
the animals
for a being such as man is. 1:1,ac is not as
yet a proper name, but is used without an article because
qualitatively: He found among the animals no creature
fitted to be his helpmate, if only because his language
remained without response on their part. For this result
was arrived at while he was naming them. No Divine command is laid upon him to do this. He sees the animals,
conceives notions of what they are and appear like, and such
notions, which are in themselves already inward words, become
involuntarily uttered names, which he gives to the animals,
and through which he places the impersonal creatures in
the first intellectual relation to himself the personal being.

u

,a.,,
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The narrative presupposes man's power of speech, for it makes
God speak to man, ii. 16, and man understand Him. Now,
however his power of speech obtains external realimtion, it
is only a portion of the genesis of speech which is here related.
As the man in naming the animals finds none among them
adapted to his exalted poeition and requirements, and the
desire for human interconrse and assistance has become active
within him, he is placed in a condition in which the creation
of such a being can proceed, 2 la: Then Jal,,veh Eloh,i,flt, r.aU&ffl
ili::ep to fall upon the man, and M skpt. The man had to be
placed in the condition of sleep ; because as all creation external
to us is withdrawn from our perception, so too must all creative operations of God upon us be effected in the region of
unconsciousness, and not come into our consciousness until
they are accomplished. .All the Greek words which signify
deep sleep a.re used by Greek translators for "9".!~ (from ci,,
to stuff; ~~ to shut, to close); Aquila 1ea.Ta,f,opa, Symm.

,ea.par;, Greek Ven. 1etiµa, LXX. l1euTau,r;, from 6JC<rTf,-,,a,, to be
removed from the actuality of waking life and placed in a
state of mere passivity (the opposite of uM</>pove,.., and 7evlu8a,
i11 eavri,). In the present case this mere passivity does not
contribute to susceptibility to impressions of the supersensuous world ; it is no ecstatic sleep (like the so-called
trance of somnambulist.a) that is intended, but natural though
Divinely effected sleep. The process of crea.ting woman
follows in 21b, 22: And He took OM of hi, riba, and clOMd vp
tAe fltih in ita atea.d. And Jahvih EloM.m bvilt t"'4 rib, vmi.d&
He had taken from t'Ad man, into a 1o00111an, and brovg'liJ hfr to
the man. The woman is ef t¾..,Spor;, and not the m&n of the
woman, says St. Paul, 1 Cor. xi. 8. Her production is
designated neither by M"l:l nor ,:ir, but by ru::1 ; she is neither
made Crom nothing nor from the dust of the earth, but from
the first man, ie. from his spiritual and material nature, and
already organized substance. For it is the pre-eminence of
mankind above the animals, to have come into existence, not
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as a pair and species, but as a person. This pre-eminence
and the unity of origin of the human race in general would be
forfeited if the woman had not sprung from the one first man.
Bot now all men without distinction are as our old poets say :
Ei11, Genppe, V<m des ersten Adams Rippe.
from
to bend
sidewards, signifies as a part of the human body, the rib placed
at the side and bending forwards and backwards towards the
breast bone. The rib which was used for the building of the
woman was consequently a supernumerary one. Man has
twelve ribs; a thirteenth above the first or below the last only
occurs as an anomaly. Thomas of Aquinas remarks in the
spirit of the narrative: Costa iila fuit de perfectione Adre, non
prou,t erat individuum <J:U,<Jddam, sea prout erat princi:pium spec'iei.
It was, as the Targ. Jerus. conceives, the thirteenth upper rib of
the right side ; but that God closed up the flesh in the place
thereof, ie. filled up the hole with flesh, leads to another
notion. ,~, Heh. and Aram. flesh, Arab. skin, from ,ru:i, to
streak something on the surface, means properly materia
attractaJ,i/,is ; the palpable exterior of animated beings, and
especially that which manifests the distinction of sex, is so
called. n~r;u:i, from n~, not l]'e'i;t'.:I, from the extensive plural
~ . is not intended to mean, like the latter, l,or,o efus, but in
locum eju,s, and has therefore the suffix, which expresses the
accusative and not the genitive relation, the verbal instead of
the nominal suffix. If what is related is, externally regarded,
a myth, it yet covers a kernel of fact. The Elohistic account
also indicates that mankind was originally created as one.
Man's existence in a union of the as yet unseparated contrasts
of male and female preceded the sexual differentiation of mankind, and his glorified condition in another world will correspond with this first beginning, Mark xii 25; Luke xx. 35 sq.
The exclamation of the man when the woman is brought to
him, ver. 23: T/,rn, the man said: This is MW 'bone of my
lxmes, and .fteil,, of my flesh; this shall be callul. Woman, for this
was takm from man. When reviewing the animals the man
found himself again and again disappointed, he fell asleep

m,

m,
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longing for a companion; his desire was now suddenly fulfilled. All three nMt point to the woman, on whom his eye
gladly and admiringly rested with the whole power of first
love. If C)JtEln rntr is taken according to the accusative
connection, the sentence would want the subj. lC'n, or a predicate
like~~ or •i:,•~~. hence n11tr is the subject of the sentence 23a.
Nor is tlfb MMT needed for the idea: this time, by this time;
CIJll>M has even without nM? the meaning this time, pregnantly :
now at last (tandem aliquando), xxix. 34 sq., XXL 20, xlvL 30;
EL ix. 27. MMf? is like Job xxxvii. 1, while on the other hand
Ex. vii. 23 has
pause with fore-tone Kametz nact]. To M~~
must be supplied in thought Cir?, xxxv.10, as in Isa. lxii. 4, 12.
Instead of n~~? we have "~P:~ without Dagesh, and with if as an
echo of the u instead of simple vocal Sheva, like i?f:~, Isa. ix. 3.
The expression is a Tristich, whose close returns retrogressively
to its beginning. The poetry of love is found here in its first
origin, and gives poetical movement and flight to the words of
the man. Perhaps (for it is neither necessary nor certain) the
narrator regarded np as not only the logical, but aleo the
etymological feminine of le"l!t. Adam however did not speak
Hebrew, nor is scientific etymology our subject, but in nacr,
'm lt"MC •:, n~ llni" the thought finds expression, that the
woman is acknowledged as an offshoot of the man, as coming
into existence after him, but of like nature with him, and is to
be named accordingly. For n~ is etymologically related to
le"~, not as (according to Jerome) 'Virago is to 'Dir, and (according to Luther) Mannin to Man;_l. Because~~ is not contracted from ~l!t, its plural being not Cl'~ (which means ignes,
from W~). like Cl'fl', from r~=t?l!, but ci•~11;1. the long , pointing to
a middle vowel stem, probably ~!IC (whence ~~11, Isa. .xlvi. 8,
and the proper name ti\Cil'I',), to be strong. 2. Because, as the
dialects show, the ri of MW is not of the same phonetic value
as the re' of lt"M; for the Aramaico - Arabic equivalents are

in

-~ 1

~l!t.
~

tl.AJl, ~I, hence

~ comes from a stem ~,111 whose

is of equal value with 4.!.1, and for which the meaning "to
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be soft, t.ender," must be assumed, a meaning which the Arab.
,. ~:a

~ , perhaps has, but as a denom. and hence more generally,
viz. to be weak, frail Thus n~ and .;il~, iv. 26, come from
a like verbal stem and fundamental notion (see Fr. Delitzsch,
Proleg. 160-164, and comp. on iv. 26).
Now follows a
statement turning upon marriage as the deepest alfd closest
union, ver. 24 : Therefore shall a ·man leave his father and his
mother, and cleaw to his wife, and they shall be cnu: flesh. Is
this a reflection by the narrator, or are these the words of the
man 7 The New Testament Scriptures, which quote this
verse as the word of God, Matt. xix. 4 sq., do not decide the
question ; the statement is the word of God as being a component part of the inspired Scriptures. The narrator's custom
of interweaving remarks beginning with ~"½ in the history,
x. 9, xxvi. 33, xxxii 33, speaks for its being a reflection of
his own. Such remarks are however of an archroological kind,
and in their position within the historical statement, while
ver. 24 is on the contrary a reflection concerning a thing
future, and, since the history of the creation of woman does
not close till ver. 25, an interruption to the historical connection. On this account we view ver. 24 as a continuation
of Adam's speech. That he perceives the woman to have
been taken out of himself, is the natural consequence of her
proceeding from his being. But he also predictively reads in
'her countenance .the nature of marriage, he penetrates the
Divine idea realized in the creation of woman. The future
~ too, with the preterite ruled by it, speaks for the words
being the continuation of Adam's exclamation. Marriage is a
relation in presence of which even the filial relation recedes, a
relation, as eli; aap,ca. µU1.JJ declares, of most intimate, personal,
spiritual and corporeal association, and to say this is at the
same time to designate monogamy as the natural and Goddesigned form of this relation. Supermundane facts are,
according to Eph. v., shadowed forth in this mystery. The
creation of the woman too is typical : Su:ut dormiente .Adamo
K
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fit »oa de lakre, Bic mortuo OhNto lancta ptrw.titvr latu,
tu profluam 1JaC1-amenta, quib1l.8 jormetvr eccleiia. State of
innocence of the first pair, ver. 2 5 : .And they were both. ~ .
tlu man and his wife, and were not aahamed. The formation
with the eaphonically doubled ~ and the incorrectly
retained mater lectioni.s, is plur. of 0i~, of the same formation
0 1~1~,

~1, from 01).1, ('.r' to peel, to expose, in opposition to which
0,n~t iii 7, plur. of the sing. 0"1 H, iii 10 sq., seems to be derived

a.a

1

from

,,p related to,,,, mr, u.,
,,;, to strip (comp. St:.ade, § 327a).

Instead of " they were not a.shamed " we might also, in conformity with the meaning, translate : they were not ashamed
before each other. Hoelem. rightly refers to xlii. 1, where
nK"!nn mea.ns not to sliare at themselves, but to sare at one
another; comp. on Ps. xli. 8, and on the root notion of 11\l
(with tl l.!.t, n), pertvrbari, on Ps. vi 11. Shame is the
overpowering feeling that inward harmony a.nd satisfaction
with oneself are disturbed. They were not a.shamed of their
nakedness; and why not 1 Shame is the correlative of sin
and guilt. They had no reason to fea.r that the body would
show sin in them. Their internal condition wa.s holy, their
external excellent, though their holiness was only of the kind
belonging to the unclouded innocence of childhood, and their
excellence was not as yet glory. It was however a pure and
bright beginning, which might have been followed by a like
but progressive development.

=

THE l'ALL OF THB FIRST OREATBD HUMAN B:&INGS, OH. III.

The second part of the so-called Jahveh-Elohim document,
the history of the trial of ma.n's freedom and his fall, now follows.
The ma.n has now his vocation, beside him a.n a.ssociate therein,
a.round him a flora. and fauna. created for his service and
delight. Wbat a blissful beginning ! how overflowing with
Divine blessings ! Among the trees of Paradise there is but
one behind which death is lurking, and this one is forbidden to
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man, that he may not fall a prey to the power of death, but
conquer it by obedience to God It was possible for man to
remain in the happy oondition in which he was created, and
to establish it by the submission of his own to the Divine
will But it was also possible that this subordination to God
as Sllch should be repulsive to him, and that he should
entirely of his own accord rebelliously as.crert his ego against
the Divine. .And it was possible in the third place, that,
t.empted from without by an already existing power of evil,
he should lose sight of the Divine will and, seduced by the
charm of the forbidden, should fall into disobedience. This
last possibility, the comparatively less evil of the two latter,
was :realir.ed. He was tempted from without, and by whom ?
The object of the temptation was found in the vegetable, the
tempter came from the animal world, la: And the serpent
was wise a1m,e 6'0erJI beast of the field which Jahwh Elohim had
made. The adj. °"f, rdlidus, is, like Cl"W, 'fltudw, formed from a
stem ci,11, concerning whose root-meaning on this side nothing
satisfactory can be said (see Gesen. IAc. 10th ed.). The serpent
is called wise (cf,pov,p,oi;, Matt. x. 16) in a sense by which
praise is accorded to it. n7t;ir;t and "'t1i appear in Prov. viii. 12
,,

as associates.

The name ~ however (Arab. ~ . ~~. of

reptiles in general) is taken from its present nature (from ~l,
related to '111'-b, to hiss), and reminds of mischief (Arab. na!J,s,
against which the Assyrian ntz!!,su, by means of a setting apart
of the notion omen to faustwm omen, means fortune). The
comparison : prm om:n.ibus animalibus aroi <J:U,IB, etc., assumes
that there are not two creative principles, but that all beings
have the one God for their Creator. The question of the
serpent, lb : And he said unto the woman, Is it rea/,ly
so that lllohim kath said : Ye shall not eat of all, the
trea of the garden 1 ! It is a half-interrogatory, half-exclamatory expression of astonishment, similar to xviii 13
( ~ 'I~!:!) and 1 Sam. xxii 7 (~ for ~~. as here 'I~ for
CJ~!:!), but peculiar because in this ~ 'I~, which elsewhere
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has mostly the culminative signification quanto magi., 'IM
represents a whole sentence: diamne (ve1-umne) tl!t qvod, like
Ruth ii. 21, ' .!I Clf = accedit quocl. Has Elohim really-uks
the serpent-forbidden you all use of the trees of the garden?
Instead of o~n~n 'n the serpent says only C'MSM; the combination of the two Divine names subserving indeed a didactic
purpose only in the historical style of the narrator. Even in
the mouth of man God is not called o~n~M 'n, nor is He called
'n till after the promise interwoven in the sentenoe of the
serpent was given. The astonishment expressed by the serpent
is aimed at inspiring mistrust towards God ; he speaks as
though God had gone so far as to say, that they might not
eat of any of the trees of the garden. Had then the serpent
the faculty of speech ? If we regard the narrative as ~tory
clothed in figure (and to a certain extent we may let this pa.81!,
if it is held to be really a history of the all-decisive first sin,
and not, with Reuss, as a representation of the genesis of sin
in general, and therefore a myth in the proper sense), this
question of astonishment is obviated, and the talking of the
serpent stands on a level with the talking of animals in fables.
In no case is the position of the narrator with regard to the
matter of this mythic kind. He is consciously reproducing a
tradition which, transmitted to the nations from the original
home of the human race, underwent among them transformations of all kinds. He reproduces it in the fashion
which stood the criticism of the spirit of revelation. Transposing ourselves into the mind of the narrator, we have t.o
ask: Did he then conceive of the animals of Paradise as
capable of speech 1 By no means; man only, into whom, ii. "T,
God directly breathed the breath of life, is regarded by him
as a personal being, and therefore as capable of speech. I.et i~
not be however forgotten that the deepest conceivable wickedness is speaking from the mouth of the serpent, when it i&
seeking to make men mistrustful of God. It is not more
surprising that the serpent should speak, than that it should
speak such thorough wickedness. That it should speak ie a
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miracle, though only a phenomenal one. And that it should
utter such thorough wickedness comes from its being the
instrument of a higher and deeply fallen being.
Hence
its spea.king is a demoniacal miracle.
For it is contrary
to the impression ma.de by la to consider it as the intention of the narrator to have the serpent regarded as a
mythical symbol or a deceptive phantom. .An animal is
intended, but an animal not speaking of its own accord, but
as made the instrument of itself by the evil principlo. By
the evil principle we understand the evil which had before
the fall of man penetrated the world of spirits, and which
is subsequently spoken of as Satan and his angels. The six
days' work, eh. i., concludes with the seal i1CO :in:, ;-um. It
was in view of man that, as eh. ii. relates, the flora and
fauna which was to form his environment were called into
being. That Satan would seek to ruin this good creation
might be expected ; the shelter of Paradise and the trial of
man's freedom were designed to make him contribute by
obedience to God to the triumph of good over evil It is also
evident why Satan should seek to tempt man to partake of
the forbidden fruit of the tree of knowledge. He desired
that man should open the prison of death, and thereby deliver
him, even Satan, from his bondage. The narrator confines
himself to the external appearance of what took place, without lifting the veil from the reality behind it. Elsewhere
too the Old Testament speaks but very sparingly of the
demoniacal; and it is characteristic that the very same narrator,
in Num. xxii., where Balaam's ass speaks as the serpent does
here, and where the secret causality is a purely Divine one,
mentions the author of the miracle. Or was what he narrates
veiled to the narrator himself? The horizon of Old Testament
believers was narrowed after the preparation for redemption
entered within the limits of nationality. Besides, it is a law
of the history of redemption, that the kingdom of grace and
the kingdom of darkness should be only gradually and in
mutual relation unveiled to each other. It is in the Book of
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WisJom ii. 2 3 sq. that we are first told that it waa the devil
himself who tempted man in the serpent. But it was not;
merely the Alexandrians, but also the Paleatinianl!l, who judged
thus, when they called the devil ~011!1'.:1 ief~;:i ; and the fact;
of the temptation of Jesus, when the tempter encountered the
second .A.dam in direct personality, makes it quite certain that
the serpent and Satan are in some way identical, John viii 44;
2 Cor. xi. 3 (comp. 14); Rom. xvi. 20; Rev. xii 9, :xx. :3.
Granting even· that the trees of Paradise and the serpent
were mere symbols, this much is still left, that man fell away
from that first good development which was implanted in him
through the temptation of Satan,-if this is given up, there
remains instead of Christianity as the religion of redemption,
nothing but a rationalistic Deism, which excludes the supernatural. It is said that the serpent is an emblem of the
seductive charm of the earthly. But why is it jUBt the serpent
that is chosen for the purpose 1 Why, but because it appeared
to antiquity, and still appears to the natural man, as an uncanny being. In Sanchnniathon it is called T6 t'a,ov T6 'ff'PC!VJl4T'"d,-ra-ro• '1f'aV'TalV TWJI 6p7r6TMV ; according to popular
.Arabic faith it is no ordinary creature, but a' O.nn; among
the Romans too a71f!Ui.lJ was an image of the genius, and in
7rv0cx,v serpent and dremon are united, just as in Heb. also
tmJ is a homonym for serpent and witchcraft.
The serpent
was regarded as a ghostly instrument, not only of ruin, but
also of blessing and healing, and it is on this view that it.s
adoration as an a,1ya0o'Sa{µ.cx,v, of which an Israelite trace also
is found in N nm. x:ri. 8 sq., comp. 2 Kings xvili. 4, is
founded. 1 Hence, even if the form of the narrative is regarded
The 'l~»t;> '11~• "flying serpent,'' in tht1 natural world, Ia. xiY. 2(1, hu
ita celestial counterpart in the C'EIDUIC Cl'llic:t, Isa. vi. 2. The former ia au
emblen1 of the lle111iab, who u with o. fiery poisnnoua bite kilk the worldpo,r;er, which ia tleatructive to the people of God. The heavenly •raph on th•
other hand (la vi 6 1q.) burns away the ain which destroy• man. The araph,
lifted up by Moats u an antidote to the alaying C'Elit, (Num. xxi. 6), ia au
1

image of a more exalted seraph, who slay, not tho sinner, but the liu and the
ruin celfected thereby, and is thereforo a serpent ns ;.,,,,1.},..,,.,.,.
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as mythic or symbolic, the serpent was pre-eminently adapted
to represent an earthly power of seduction with a mysterious
background. .And this mysterious background is, as revelation in ite onward course discloses, the evil which before the
tall of man had already invaded the world of spirits. The
ancient Persian tradition is that which has remained moat
faithful to the original meaning of the scriptural tradition.
The serpent (Dahiika) is the first creature by means of whom
A.hriman destroys the first created land of Ormuzd (AirjaM•
txd(,a); it has" three jaws, three heads, six eyes and a thousand
senses," and is called the powerful devilish monster, the ungodly one who is destructive to all beings (DMZ. xxxvi 571).
Ahriman is represented as appearing in serpent form, nnd is
himself called the serpent. The Tri.ta of the Vedic legend,
who falls in conflict with the serpent (ahi = ~,~), has ita
counterpart in the Persian iu TAralt6na, one of its three
great heroes, who slays the destroying serpent (Zend. a,hi
daJt.lika), "made by Ahriman for the ruin of the world:••
the serpent, the enemy of all good, according to Aryan
belief, destroyed peace, annihilated Paradise, overthrew Jim.a
( ~ i . i l ) , the noble sovereign of the golden age, who ia,
as Roth, Muir, Spiegel have shown, one with the Indian JQ/111.a,
"the first man who died," according to A.tharr;eda, xviii. 3. 14.
The Babylonio-Assyrian tradition too stands in unmistakable
connection with the scriptural history of the fall In it the
serpent aa a beast from the abyss is called Ti' dmat, and as
the enemy
if. ailw.. Merodach goes forth against him,
treads him in the dnst and kills him. He is thus a diemoniac
being. If the biblical account had placed in the stead 0£
this serpent, the serpent of natural history as a. symbol of
sensuality and the charms of sense, it would have imparted
a moral shallowness to the national legends, while in truth
the scriptural reproduction of such national popular legends
has stripped them of their mythological tinsel, and reduoed
them to the germ of the genuine and simple state of the

,,,u'

case.
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The whole depth of Satan's wickedness is d.isc1oMd in the
words of the serpent. It is impossible that we should «Dlc.eive too highly of the rank assigned to this spirit amoag the
heavenly spirits and in creation in general. Bia rebellion
against God, his efforts to supplant Him and to pat himself in
His place, bis acquirement of the eovereignty of this ...c:dd
through the fall of man, can only be explained as the aba.le of
an exceptionally high place of power bestowed upon him by
God. His subtilty is shown in his application to the ..-oman
as the weaker, and by the manner in which he begins his
temptation by representing in apparently inoffensive ign<nDCB
the barrier which God had drawn round man as general. and
thus making it sensibly felt. The answer of the woman, vv. i
and 3: .And the tcoman aaid to tlu: lle7"?'11t, We may tlld of tk
fruit of tlu trua of the ga1·den, axd of tM frt1,il of tk tms
whi-ck u i,c. tM midst of tke gardew., El,ohi• Aas and: Yot1
ihall not eat of it, ,wr t01ul,. it, lat you du. The pausal ~
is certainly not equivalent to u,:,}~ C??it, but first of all a
potential : we may eat of it, and are also doing so. The JD of
"'!~ does not answer to the Latin de, Greek 'ltt(X,--it. is only
so used in a bad modern Hebrew style,-but the words : and
of the fruit of the tree, etc., stand first as the apodoeia: and
as for eating of the fruit of the tree, etc. ~ ' 3a, refers to
the fruit, or even, according to 1 7a, to the tree. The woman
shows herself fully conscious of the Divine prohibition, and
of the penalty with which its transgression is threatened. I!
states the consequence by way of warning, and the paragogio
imperfect IV1~1:' has a more energetic sound than ~ . Lev.
x. 7. The addition i:!1 ~ry M~ is mostly understood as a dist.ortion (Ambrose: dcccloratw) of the prohibition, betraying a
feeling of its harshness and strictness. But the command not
to eat of the fruit of this tree really involved the command
not to touch it ; besides, it was not touching but eating to
which the charms of the tree finally seduced the woman,
and, which is the chief matter, the tempter would not hue
immediately found so receptive n soil for the seed of mistrust
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which he was sowing. It is more probable that the woman,
seized with alarmed foreboding of what the serpent was
trying to persuade her to, sought by this addition to cut off
any further allurements. The slight attempt to excite mistrust, which had been so far successful that the woman did
not flee at his utterance, was now followed by the bold
denial of what God had threatened, ver. 4 : Then the serpent
,aid unto tke woman : Ye shall not surely die. This denial of
the truth of God sounds as stJIOng as possible : the brevity
and completeness of the expression make the contradiction
absolute. The finite verb is strengthened by the inf. intenai111U1; the imperfect form for moriemini is energetic, and tt~
does not stand between the infinitive and finite, but before
the former, which is anomalous and rare, Ps. xlix. 8 ; Amos
ix. 8. Mter denying the truth of God, the tempter disputes
His love, thus exciting first doubt and then ambition, ver. 5 :
For Elohini knows, tha.t in the day of your eating thereof, your
eyes will be o-pened, and you will be like Elohirii, knowing
good and etiil. The antecedent 'tn tn•~ is followed by the
ptrJ. consec. with , apodosi,, like Ex. xxxii 34, xvi. 6 sq.;
Prov. x:xiv. 29; comp. Driver, Hebrew Tenses, § 123. LXX.
and Jerome here translate : sicut Dii scientes bonum et
mal1im, thus leaving it uncertain whether Yr is meant as
an adj. to c~n~ (for which iii. 22, comp. 2 Sam. xiv. 17,
may be referred to) or (which is favoured by the accentuation) as a second predicate to cn~m, " ye shall be like
God, ye shall be knowing good and evil."
The meaning
is however the same, whichever the combination.
The
tempter promises man, as the reward · of a participation
which sets aside the prohibition of God, a knowledge
which shall make them like God. This is to make envy,
which selfishly grudges man the highest good, envy the most
hateful contrast to love, the motive of the prohibition. There
is however in the pro1nised eritua sicut Deus an element of
truth which makes its falsehood a blinding one. :Man
certainly was to attain by this tree to the knowledge of good
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and evil, and so to self-dependence and thereby to likeness
to God. But the progress brought to pass by partaking is
the exact opposite to the progress which, according to the
purpose of God, was to be brought about by abstaining from
partaking. To eat contrary to the command of God was selfemancipation from the restraint of law, self-elevation to antitheistic autonomy, self-completion by deciding against God, in
one word self-apotheosis, not by direct rebellion against God,
but through subjection to the power of sense, 6a: Then the
u,oma11, aaw that the tree waa good for food, and that it was a
deUgkt to the e'/J"8, and that the tree was pkasant to look on.
The~ of'?~~ is like that of nllflc,, Josh. xxii 10, and indeed
like that of r,,;!,, Song of Sol. i 3; while in
Job xxxii. 4,
it is on the other hand an expression of the relation, and not
at the same time of the end intended. That which causes a
feeling of delight combined with desire for possession is here
called ~~- The reason for the repetition of the subject rP.~
in the third sentence is, that this third sentence gives the sumtotal of the other two. Hence it does not mean to say that
the tree appeared to her desirable, because it seemed to give
her that of which the serpent held out the prospect, viz. the
means of higher knowledge, perhaps because she imagined that
it was to his partaking of this fruit that the serpent was indebted
for his superiority to the otrer beasts in wisdom. Then ,~~r,:i
would mean to make intelligent, wise (like Ps. xxxii. 8; Prov.
xvi. 23, xxi. 11, according to which Gen.. rabba, c. 19 and 65:
it appeared to her nc:,n crcnc), or rather (which would better
suit "19~) to become intelligent, to acquire knowledge (like Ps.
ii 10, xciv. 8). The translation however of the LXX., &,paiov
Toii ~Tavm}o-tu, comes nearer to the apparently summing-up
character of the third sentence. The consequence of the tree
appearing to her as one good to the taste and pleasant to the
eyes, was that she found it agreeable, and to give herself to its
contemplation. For the Hiph. ;,:,v,i, starting from the notion
of thought and reflection, means attendtre, attente contemplari.
(with an accus. following, e.g. Deut. xxxii 29, or a preposition,
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e.g. ~. Ps. xli. 2). In any case, ~,V,t; nm ,cm, means that
the tree had not only a charming exterior in her eyes, but
that it had also gained an attractive background. She
looked at it in the false light thrown upon it by the serpent,
and thus regarded, it reacted so irresistibly ·upon her, that
lust conceived and immediately brought forth sin, 6b : And
,Ju took of its fruit, and ate; and gave to her J11usband with her,
t.ind he ate. The pausa1. ~;,IC'! and ,;,~ have the tone upon
the ultimate ; the extra-pausal, xxv. 34, Lev. ix. 24, x. 2,
upon the penultimate ; comp. below on ver. 12, " To h;er
husband, ~'J!:' does not mean added to her (which would
rather have been expressed by r!J;I~, comp. NllDl. xviii. 1),
but found near her. He whose existence in the Divine image
preceded that of the woman remains at first passive in the
transaction against God, and then becomes the follower of his
wife in sin. The woman ,vho was the first seduced lost her
human dignity to the serpent, and the man next seduced lost
over and above his manly dignity to the woman. They in
whom that work of love, creation, culminated, act as though
God were mere arbitrariness and ma1.evolence. A beast seduces
men made in God's image. The lord of the world and his
helpmate fa1.l through a tree: their natura1. environment,
which they were to keep and to rule, entangles them, and thus
becomes their and its own ruin. Human sin has to be
variously labelled, and it. is in this respect characteristic that
the fa1.l of man was brought to pass by Satan by means of a
beast and about a tree. All sin begins by being sensual, then
becomes bestia1., and fina1.ly, if the sinner advances on this
course, Satanic. The first results of sin are shame and
avoidance of God, vv. 7-10. The promise of the serpent is
fulfilled : they gain knowledge, but of what 1 Ver. 7 : Then
the eyes of "both 'UJ6Te open,,d, and they knew that they were
flAlk,,d ; and tk.ey sewed lea'D68 of the fig-tree together and made
tlum&elTJeB ap'l'O'll,8- The verb ll"'I' means not merely intellectual
knowledge, but at the same time profound inward experience
(nOB116 cum afutu et effectu). n~r;i?.~ states the actus dircctU8 of
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.knowledge. and the ~ that follows the adas re},e:l;u of
feeling nakedness t.o be a shame. Their spirit had broken
away from the God of its Ol\,ain. their body was no longer
pervaded by spirit in union with God, naked sensuousness is
stripped of its innocence. it manifests the inward stirrings of
sin, and reacts on the soul in t.emptatioo. Therefore they
were now ashamed, and this feeling was indeed the consequence of sin, but also a reaction a.,oainst it. The verb ,a,
means, like pa.TTS11, to sew together with a needle, or to join
in some other way. e.g. by means of string. The apron is
called ~~. from -un, to surround. whence the Arab. 'IJ,igr, bosom.
where the mother holds and embraces her child. ~~. Assyr.
tiUu = tiflla, according to the common use of the word the
fie,u mrica, is, according to Fiirst, from rote=lilJ, to be bent,
as growing crooked. But the lea,·es of the common fig have
no tough tendrils and are too soft for aprons. Some kind
of fig no longer ascertainable is meant by the fig - tree of
Paradise. The J/ua. paradisima bowever is. botanically
regarded, no fig-tree at all They made themselves aprons of
foliage like that of the Pisang or Banana. to cover the parts
where the generative oigans, called both in scriptural and
human langDBb-e in general the privy members, are situated.
These are called MP,\' (e.g. ix. 22 sq.) and ~ (e.g. Lev. xv. 2 ;
comp. Ex. xxviii. 42), becanse nakedness and flesh, which shame
bids men to cover, colminate in them. Here. where all the
radii of the natural life, now stripped of the consecration of
the Spirit. meet, as in its source, the contrast of the natural
and the spiritual. now severed from each other, came forth in
its greatest sharpness. But it is a wrong inference of recent
writers (Wendt. Lin.re t10a der flU'll.ld,J,. Yolllr.omm.ml,eit, 1882,
p. 203, Budde and othem), that nakedness in itself falls,
according to the view here present.eel. under the idea of the
J"I from which the tree of knowledge gets its name. Evil is
disobedience, and the feeling of shame. now excited by nakedness. was only one of its evil consequences.
M:aoldnd had now decided a.,nainst God, yet not directly, not
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unaeduced, and not as purely spiritual beings, but as beings
composed or spirit and body ; hence this first sin, notwithstanding its infinite guilt, did not, as is immediately shown,
exclude their capability or redemption, although redemption is
only a work of free unmerited mercy. The Creator approaches
His fallen creatures, and that not merely as a judge, Sa:
Tkm they heard the BO'll,M of Jahvel,, Elohim tl8 He v,alked,
into the gardffl in the wind of the day. ~j) is found also at
2 Sam. v. 24, 1 Kings xix. 12, for the sound which shows
that some one is approaching. =l~::u;i7:3 may be taken either as in
genitival apposition, or like ~~z:,, Ps. lxix. 4, as an accusative
of circumstance (according to the Arab technical term as J~);
comp. on iv. 10. Modem expositors take delight in making
this child-like narrative as childish as possible. But the
Hithpael ~".', spoken of God, does not mean an aimless
walking in security, like Job xxii. 14, in the mouth of the
Epicurean, but a majestic walking in the midst of Israel, like
Lev. xxvi. 12 ; Dent. xxiii. 15 ; 2 Sam. vii. 6. i:n-.:i i:n, is the
time of evening coolness, as l:n';:l Dh, xviii. 1, is the time of
mid-day beat. At evening the distracting impressions of the
day are weaker, the mind is in repose, we feel more alone with
ourselves than at other times, and the feelings or melancholy,
of longing, or isolation, of home sickness are awakened. And
thus it now came to pass that at eventide our first parents
began to recover from the intoxication or Satanic deception ;
they grew quieter, they felt their isolation from communion with
God, their separation from the home of their origin, and the
approaching darkness made them aware that their inward light
was extinct. In this condition they became conscious of the
sound of God's footsteps. It was God their Creator, who now as
God the Redeemer was seeking the lost. The anthropomorphic
character or the event must not be entirely set to the account
of the narrative, it corresponds with the Paradisaic mode of
God's intercourse with man, which culminated in the incarnation, as the restoration and completion or the first beginning
in Paradise. God did not come down from heaven, but dwelt
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as yet on earth. A golden age, in which God or the gods
have not yet withdrawn to the distant heaven, but hold direct
and intimate intercourse with men, forms the outer rim of
most national histories. At the approach of God they were
afraid; shame was the first consequence of sin, avoidance of
God the second, Sb : Tkm the man and his wi.fe hid themsel'l)f,8
before JaJ,,fJM Elokim amid the t1U8 of the gardM, properly the
wood of the garden, which is just such a collective word as n.t.
Here Pentateuchal diction avoids the plur. Cl~ in the sense of
trees, which it bas in the more modem usage of the language,
and 1m1ploys it only in the sense of words as plural of the
product. ac~i::u;i,-, (Ht~, 10b) means a temporary concealment
occasioned by fear, differing from "'IJ:11;)~. to hide oneself (iv. 14).
A reproving conscience manifests itself in this concealment,
as well as in their covering their nakedness, while it is at
the same time shown that as delusion is the cause, so also is
folly the consequence of sin ; for though it is impossible that
man should make himself undiscoverable by God, the sinner
attempts the impossible. Ver. 9: Tkm Jalwd,, Elohim calkd
umo the m.an, and said to him, Where art tlwu 1 · ni:i•~ is used
in inquiring after the place of an object which is being sought
for, e.g. xxxvii 16, and il~ (=ajjaj, as "!i'.l=hinnaj, according to
the formation •~~)in inquiring after the place of a person
who is missing, xviii 19; Judg. vi 13; Ps. lxxxix. 50; hence,
where art thou, why art thou not in the place where thou
shouldst be looked for and found ? The question is not where
are ye, for the first man is the man 1taT' ef. responsible for the
woman and for all mankind. God seeks him, not because he
is lost from His knowledge, but from His communion. He
answers, ver. 10 : I heard Tlvg BOW1Ul in. the gartl.M,,, and I was
afraid, for I am 'IIDked; and I hid myself. The consequence, ·
~•~ (from IC".'.!, with the root notion of trembling), denotes,
like Hab. iii. 16, the effect of hearing. After the tie of
loving intercourse is broken, man occupies the position of a
disobedient servant towards God. The answer he gives is not
untrue, but it conceals the sin itself behind what was only its
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consequence, disobedience behind the feeling of shame. And
as the examination continues, both he and the woman avoid
open and penitent confession by excuses for sin. The question
to the man, ver. 11, is: Who s1wu,ed, t'iut, that tlwu, wast Mked 1
Hut tJw,u, eaten of the tree of whiih I commanded thee Mt to eat 1
As ~ is combined with a double accusative, e.g. vi. 22,
,~ must be taken accusatively : which I commanded thee,
viz. not to eat of it. ~1 suggest.s confession to the man ; but
instead of frankly owning his sin, he lays the blame upon
the woman, and indirectly upon God Himself, ver. 12: Tken
the man aaid, The woman whom Thou gavest to 'be toi,th, me, she
ga:oe me of the tree, and I ate. The certainly preferable accessory from ~ for ~ was here desirable, even on account of
the rhythm. ~~Ml is the pausal form of the first pers. with
Tsere, while out of pause it is written ~~. xxvii. 33;
both have the tone on the ultima, for a distinction even by
means of the tone is only found in the impf. cons. (apart from
a recession caused by a word following with the tone on the
first syllable, as in~~. 2 Sam. xii 21; 1 Kings xiii. 22)
in the second pers.

(S;,MAi,

iii. 17a) and the third pers. (e.g.

~~~. iii. 6b; ~ac,. xxv. 34). The question to the woman, and.
the answer, ver. 13: TMn, JaJ,,'IJih Elohim said to the woman,
Wha.t is this thou hast done 1 .And the woman said, The
serpen,t 'beguued me, and I ate. The demonstrative NEr or
M? makes the question in such cases more vivid, and gives it
certain definite reference ; when nw follows, ntt~ is usual
(Gee. § 37. 1), Ex. xiv. 5; Judg. xv. 11; with other verbs,
l1fi1;1, xuii. 20; Judg. xviii. 24; 1 Sam. x. 11. The man
had laid the blame upon the woman, she lays it upon the
serpent. ~ means to deceive, to lead astray, to beguile any
one, i.e. to represent to him that such and such an evil ,vill
not happen to him, 2 Chron. xxxii. 15; Jer. xxxvii 9; comp.
lfa.'lraTa11, 2 Cor. xi. 3; 1 Tim. ii. 14. It is the right word
for what the woman had experienced, but the wrong thing is
that both did not first of all smite their own breasts. Every
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subsequent human sin looks so like this original sin, because
we have not only inherited the sinful nature of our first
parents, but also the nature of their sin.
The judicial examination is now followed by the penal
sentences. The first falls upon the tempter, vv. 14, 15:
And Jah'IJih Elohim, said unto the 86rpenl, Beca'll,M thou hast
done thu, thou art cursed a'bove all cattle, and every beast of the
field : upon tliy belly skalt tkuu, go, and dUBt shalt thou eat all
the days of thy life. .And I toill put enmity between thee and
the woman, and between her aud and thy swl: it shall bruise
thy head, and thou shale bruise hu heel. The penal sentence
begins with •~ as the relative conjunction of the reason. ,,,~
(from ,,ec, a word imitative of the sound used under the

-

indignant experience of insolent behaviour, comp. J.Jr>, detesta1·i,
al,horrere 1), similar to /CQ,T-ap-a.-r~, " accursed," and then also
" deserving of a curse," is stronger than ~~ (disesteemed,
extremely depreciated, execrated). The Semite uses for such
formulas of desire the simply assertive form of expression
is not comwithout an optative verb. The It;) of the two
parative (more cursed than . . . ) but selective, like e.g. J udg.
v. 24. ~nt, belly, is an old word formed from ;n.,, to bend, like
~,, from r,ec. To go upon the belly is to crawl (comp. Sanscr.
uraga, breast-goer= serpent) ; animals of this kind are, according to Lev. xi. 42, unclean. To eat dust does not mean the
proper nourishment of the serpent, either here or Isa. lxv. 2 5
(a retrospect at the history of the fall), but, like Micah vii 17,
to lick the dust (comp. Ps. lxxii. 9; Isa. xlix. 23), the involuntary result of writhing in dust. ~r:i •~~~ means the duration of
the life of this serpent as the representative of its species.
It is on the animal that the penal sentence is passed, its
mode of life being judicially changed. The cunning animal,
which as the instrument of an evil will had raised itself above

,~0

1 Friedr. Delitzsch on the other hand, Prokg. 101: to curse=to enchant,
after the Aayr. ardm, which means to CUl'lle, and iB also the stem-word of arru
ia if!14ri. bird-catcher, and irritu, sling.
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God and His will, becomes a worm in the dust (seryen,, from
~ . lp1m11). The serpent is the only animal among those
having bony skeletons that goes upon its belly. Its punishment is analogous to that which our body suffers .in consequence of sin. Both suffer as organum anima: or spiritus
peccantis. A beast is not in itself responsible for its actions,
yet it is punished when man has suffered any harm in life or
body by its means, ix. 5; Ex. xxi. 28 sq.; comp. l..ev. xx.
15 sq. ; for the irrational creation is destined /or man, and is,
when it breaks through this barrier of its destination, visited
with the judgment of God. The degradation of the serpent,
ver. 14, is the punishment of its exalting itself against God,
but the false relation into which it has entered with regard to
man will also, according to ver. 15, be punished. The woman,
having taken, in her encounter with the serpent, the step which
decided the lot of mankind, is the representative of the whole
race, and divine retribution puts, i.e. establishes and appoints, a
relation, not merely of mutual inward antipathy, but also (Ps.
cxxxix. 22) of actual feud, between the serpent and the woman,
and not only between the present individuals, but between
their respective descendants. And who shall conquer in this
war thus made the law of subsequent history? "He (the seed
of the woman) shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his
heel" For so we translate, though it is still esteemed questionable whether the verb ci,lt' has here the meaning of oonterere
(Syr. Samar. Saad. Pers., Ar. Erpen., Gr. Ven., Lth.) or that of
fflll.iare, i.e. of hostile effort (LXX. ffJpew, which way of taking
it is also that of Onkelos), or whether both meanings are
in some manner at once applicable (Targ. Jer. i and ii., which
amalgamates, and Jerome who distributes them: CO'IIUl'8t •••
i'/1.Bidiaberis). We decide against Kn. Baur, Ewald (§ 281c)
and Dillmann, and with Hengstenberg, Rodiger, Furst, Kalisch,
Keil, Kohler, Schultz (comp. Hitzig on Job ix. 17), for the
meaning conterere; for (1) i,nl,,iare, which is the meaning of
'IICll', bas neither biblical nor post-biblical corroboration as that
of ~. which occurs only in Judaic Aramrean in the sense of
L
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..->..~o-o-nv and 'Tt171'Ttu• too are U.11ed of both et.ab and bite,then the contest i8 designated by the repetition of a word,
one expreeeing an act u strongly as possible, as a conteet of
mutual annihilation, and we obt.ain not merely an intimated
but an openly pronounced promise of the final victory of the
seed of the woman over the seed of the serpent, a promise
which i8 a curse upon the serpent ae peremptory as we
expect. If the worde are thws spoken in the sense of a final
victory, the whole eentence has a hidden reverse side, by
which, while including indeed the seed of the serpent, it is
directed fu that serpent which bad plunged mankind into
misery. The sentence applies in and with this serpent to
Satan aleo, whose organ it had become. More is in question
than a confilct with a noxious animal, viz. the confilct of
mankind seduced, but yet not given up by God, with the
aeducer. The serpent creeping on its belly and writhing in
the duet makes visible the degradation beneath all other
creatures of Satan, who by the eeduction of mankind filled
up the meuure of his iniquity; and the spiteful bite on the
heel, with which in the midst of its overthrow it requites the
bruising of its head, symbolizee the oontest of mankind with
the devil, and all who are l,c TOV 8'4fJo>..ov ('1f'OJ1'tlpov),1 and
therefore not so much the eeed of the woman as of the serpent,
and the decisive victory of mankind in which this contest is
to isl!ue. It is at first promised only that mankind will gain
tbil! victory, for ac,n refers to nn ,.,,. But as the promise of
victory speaks of victory over the aerpent, from whom the
temptation prooeeded, and hence directly of victory over the
original tempter, over o &/,~ oapxa.~ (Rev. xii. 9, xx. 2
J"0"'1PM r,m of the Midrash), the inference is obvious, that the
eeed of the woman would aleo be concentrated and culminate
in the unity of a person, one in whom the antagonism would
be enhanced to its extreme tension, the suffering encountered
in the conflict with the tempter incre&80d to the uttermoet, and hie overthrow completed by utter deprivation of

=

1 B.uctly

tht11 Briggs (Prof. in New York) in Jle,aiattic PropMCf (1888), p. 78.
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power.1 It is however a mistake to think that ann has precisely
a single personal meaning. The idea of ann is a circle, and
Jesus the Christ or the King Messiah, who, as the Jerus. Targum
declares, will bring final healing of the serpent's bite in the
heel, is the centre of this cil'cle, ever more and more increasingly
manifested during the course of the history of redemption.
Not till His appearing, who was to destroy the works of the
devil, to triumph over the kingdom of the evil one, 1 John
iii. 8, Col. ii. 15, Heb. ii. 14 sq., and to be the ann of the golden
Passional, Isa. liii., was it made quite clear that by the victory
of One was Satan to be bruised under the feet of all, Rom.
xvi 20. What was then brought to light had been already
preformatively given in this primal promise, this Protevangel
Since Jn? may just as well be understood individually as
collectively (comp. iv. 25, xxi. 12 sq.; Gal. iii. 16), and it is not
said that it shall be given to the man to beget, but to the
woman to bring forth, that which shall bruise the serpent's
head, the prophecy is designed by its form also to concur with
its fulfilment. For it was necessary that Christ, to avoid first
conquering in Himself the seed of the serpent, should be n~ JM?,
ryEVoµ,a,~ EiC ryt111<U1Cor;, in a miraculously exclusive manner, a
heavenly gift of grace deposited in the womb of a woman.
This first prophecy of redemption is not only the most general
and most indefinite; it is also, when regarded in the light of
its fulfilment, the most comprehensive and the most profound!
"General, indefinite, obscure as the primmval age to which it
belongs," says Drechsler, " it lies marvellously and sacredly
on the threshold of the lost Paradise like an awe-inspiring
sphinx: before the ruins of a mysterious temple ; " and the Son
1 To the seed of the woman, not to the woman tpllll, according to the reading
of the Vnlgate, which Bellannine and Paasaglia, the champions of the doctrine
of the tmmaculata conuptio, unscrnpulously defend.
• Hie ,ol con,olationi4 ol"itur, aays Luther concerning it ; aee Bclhl, Olariatologie, 1882, p. 71. The ancient synagogue agrees with the ecclesiastical
interpretation of the Protevangel: the son of Pharez, Ruth iv. 18, i.e. the
Messiah, shall restore the good state of the universe which is disturbed by the
fall of man; see Bereahith rabba, eh. :r.ii. ; Bamidbar rabba, eh. :r.iii., and Targnm
Jcr. i. on Gen. iii. 16.
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of the Virgin was the first-we add-to solve by fulfilling it
the enigma of this sphinx, which had been too difficult for all
the saints and prophets.
The obverse side of the sentence upon the serpent is a
curse upon him, the reverse a promise for mankind. Before
the penal sentence upon man is pronounced, the mercy of
God fashions the curse upon the tempter into hope for the
tempted. And now follows the passing of sentence upon her
who, first tempted, became herself a tempter, ver. 16: To the
woman He said : I will greatly multiply thy IJ()'N'OW and thy
W'IIU:_Ption; with surrow skalt thou lwing forth children, and thy
desi.re al,,ol,l 'be to thy h'U8band, and he shall ride ooer thee. The inf.
intens. is, in distinction from the adverbially employed n~:::i,
Ges. § 75, note 115, n~7r:i, like xvi. 10, xxii. 17. Frequency
of conception being no punishment, but on the contrary the
presupposition or the blessing of children, ?tt,r,i1 ?!?,\~ is, if not
a hendiadys : the sorrows connected with thy conception
(Samar.), still to be understood as a placing in juxtaposition
of the general and a particular; thy sorrow, and especially thy
conception with its sorrows ; for conception ~•1r,i, inflected
!Q'lo:i, from '!J~~~. for a chief form ~,r,i=hirrOn, from a ,,n=mn,
does not exist) is not here regarded as motherhood, but as the
wearisome bearing or the fruit of the body. ~:ln' (= ~:,~,
as
with the fore-tone, like ~•ft,
~'!".I, from
:lYY, ~ • tor~re, laborare) is meant more generally of the
troubles combined with the female constitution, apart from
conception. The sentence judicially transforms the original
condition ; the woman has transgressed against the will
of God for the sake of earthly enjoyment, she is
punished for this l1y her sexual life being involved in
miseries of all kinds. God's original will was that she
should become o. mother, but it was a punishment that
she should henceforth bring forth children :l~f~ (comp. :::i~~ in
the derivation of the proper name
1 Chron. iv. 9), i.e.
in the midst of pains, which would threaten her life nnd that
of the child. The God-offending independence with which

~•1~=~•:v

~,?r,

r~r.
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the woman acts in her encounter with the tempter and then
sinfully overcomes her husband is punished in what is next
declared to her. Her reward f'or this is the almost morbid
and continual desire she should experience towards the
man in spite of the perils and pains of child-birth (DJIZ.
x:rxix. 606 sq.), that natural attraction which will not let her
free herseU from him, that weak depeudenoe which impels
her to lean upon the man, and to let herself be sheltered
e.nd completed by him. n~~i:1 seems related to the Arab.
lau~, longing, desire, properly attacMnfflt ,· but though ~ sometimes remains also in the Arab. I,.} (DMZ. xxiv. 667), a
derivation consistent with the prevailing transmutation of
consonants is offered : J\.., means, as does also P'li:f, to urge,
to impel, whence MP'lffl (here and iv. 7; Sol. Song vii. 10),
impulse, id. the emotion or p&11sion which urges to anything.1
The woman will henceforth involuntarily follow the leading of
the man, and be subject even against her will to his dominion.
The subordination of the woman to the man was intended from
the beginning ; but now that the harmony of their mutual
wills in God is destroyed, this subordination beoomes subjection. The man may command as master, and the woman
is bound externally and internally to obey. That slavish
subjection of the woman to the man which was customary
in the ancient world, and still is so in the East, and which
revealed religion bas gradually made more tolerable and consistent with her human dignity, is the result of sin. The
sentence on the man now follows, vers. 17-19 : And to Adam
Be said: ~ea~ thov. haat hearkened to tM
of thy wife, and
l148t eaten of tM trtJ11, which I l,ad commanded tkte, myif/lf/, Thow,
ihalt not «it of it: curaed u the ground for thy sau ; i1' 80r1'0tO
,Aalt thou eat of it all the dat1s of thy life ; and t'J,,or,u and
thi.atlu tihall it bring forth to t'hee ; and thou Malt eat thd herb

ww

of the field. In the sweat of thy fact ,halt tlu:ru cat bread, utttil
thou 1·eturnMt to the ground, for out of it tDa8t thou takt:n ;
for duat thou art, and unto dust thou ahalt ,-etu,·n. Here for
1 LXX. t\ 1,.,.,.,,..,4 ,,., u it it had been 1n::nm (comp. LXX. 1 Sam. vii. 17
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muni wlgi oaptu attift{!tJrtJ eon.tentua ju.it qttod magi, appariiit,
ta 81.ib vno ezemplo diacamtu, lwmin.ia vitio intim-,um fuisu tctvm
Mtum ordinem. The curse upon arable land is, as other passages
of Scripture show, only a portion of the 8oti>..e'4 1"'7~ </,8opar, to
which the natural world has since been subjected, Rom. viii
18 sqq. .All nature stands, as a matter of fact, in the closest
actual relation to man, who is, in virtue of his personality, which
is at once spiritual and material, the link between it and God.
.All that affects man affects at the same time that world of
nature which was ordained for common development with
himself. Man having fallen from communion with God, the
world of nature became like him, its appointed head, subject
to vanity, and needed as he did redemption and restoration to
recover its lost oondition and high destination. Man, and
with him nature, will, though by a long 11.nd indirect path, at.
length attain to the l>..1.v8epla. ~ 8of'l, (Rom. viii. 21 ), i.e. be
free and glorified. Meanwhile the curse which has fallen upon
the world has a reverse side of blessing for man. The curse
is not peremptory but pedagogic. Nature in the resistance
which she offers to man, and in the harm which she inflicts
on him, is not only the faithful executrix of the Divine wrath,
but also his instructrees in the discretion which strictly and
seriously opposes his pretensions to absolutism. Labour in
the sweat of the brow is a salutary means of discipline to
awaken aspirations after heaven. Though men became through
the fall ,-i,e1HJ
Eph. ii. 3, still they are not ,ea.,-apa.,
,.,1e'lltl., 2 Pet. ii. 14 ; they are, as Bernard of Clairvaux says,
.ftlii irm, bot not fiU.i farori.& The penal sentences are, according to Gregory the Great, sagittm, amarm e:i:: dulci mai'lu .Dri.
Thia applies also in truth to the setting in force of t.he threat
of death, though what God purposes for man by means
of death and after death mUBt remain hidden. A retnm to
earth, to duet, which applies to the woman also, a.a taken
from man, and eo indirectly from the earth, ia to be the
painful i88ne of existence. Instead of ipfti-;te :ni,:,, Eccles.
iii. 20, comp. xii. 7, it ia here said ,~~ :m:,, like Job

om,,
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to, i.e. become again dust (comp.
in pulverem redigere, Ps. xc. 3). The Samar.
has in all three texts : to thy dust, i.e. thou shalt return
to the dust of thy origin (comp. D;~T,'M, Ps. civ. 29,
in91~~. that is, to the ricitt from which he was taken,
Ps. cxlvi. 4). The threat of death, ii. 17, was not n9V1 but
J"A01;1. Hence it is no contradiction to it that death did not
enter as an instantaneous act, but as an instantaneously begun
process, whose final issue is here proclaimed to man. Men
died when they fell away to sin, as, according to Hos. xiii 1,
Ephraim died when he fell away to Baal. Their life is henceforth the slow yet certain · maturing of that germ of death
which they bear within. Man by sin withdrew himself from
communion with God, and his nature from the sway of the
spirit, and is now a natural structure exposed to t,he coming
and departing of natural life around him, and finally to
dissolution. His path, which was to tend upwards, is now
to lead downwards into the darkness of the grave and Hades.
He can only attain to immortality, if his communion with
God, the source of life, is restored. The way to this is
indicated in the ProtevangeL It is the way of conflict even
unto blood with evil, and of faith in the promise of God.
Adam's first act of faith, ver. 20: .And .A.dam called the
name of hi• wife Chawwa; for she became the mother of all
litling. This verse, says Budde, has for a long time (i.e. since
Ewald) been acknowledged to be a later interpolation. But
even supposing that it had not originally stood in this connection, it is still an integral member of the structure we are
considering. The woman has acquired a new importance for the
man by means of the promise directly and indirectly intermingled with the Divine penal sentences. The creative promise
of the propagation of the race is not to be abolished by the fall,
but on the contrary to subserve the deliverance of man, the
victory over the power of evil being promised to the seed of the
woman. Consequently, in the presence of the death with which
he is threatened, the woman has become to Adam the pledges of
xxxiv. 15,

IC~'""Tp :l'Cffl,
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both the continuance e.nd the victory of the race. It is therefore an act of faith, an embraoing of the promise interwoven in
the decree of wrath, that he calls his wife's name "Y-'· This
n,"=n:ti (according to the formations ,.,,i,, ,.,,P) means life,
.LXX. t'a:1,j, not preserver (comp. n:,:i, :rix. 82, 34), i..e.
propagator of life, Symm. ta,o,y6vo~, for the rejection of
the 0, in the part. of Piel, is unusual, and only occurs in
the pa1·t. of Pual, and perhaps in the part. Pu. of verbs ,;.
The woman is called life, as a fountain of life from which
the life of the human raoe is continually renewed, jusi ae
Noah, ,:ij, is called rest as the bringer of rest (Kohler). The
name n,r:i is not a name like the God-given one ryvv,j=genitru;
and femina, which Corssen derives from f«> (fiw, 'f,v•), Cnrtius
fromfe-lare, to suckle, but a proper name which, 8.l 1 " 1 W ~
gratiaJ promust8 (Melanchthon), declares the special importance
of this first of women to the human race and its history.
Hence it is explained retrospectively from its fulfilment: for
she became
o~, a mother (ancestress) or every individual in
whom the race lives on; 1 the life of the race which prooeeded
from her is, in the midst of the death of individuale, ever reoriginating, and fulfilment has thus sealed the meaning of
this name of faith and hope. Adam's act of faith is followed
by an act of grace on the part of God, ver. 21: And Ja.awl,,
Blohim macu for Adam and hi, wife coata of .tkitu, and clothul
them. ,1p nl)~~ does not mean coats ad ~ ~ " '
(Trg.); LXX. correctly has XiToiva~ 81pp,aTl11ovv, ooats made
of skins of beasts, like i1» •~~. lee.them utensils, Lev. xiii. 62 ;
ffll~~ is the connective form of n~f.~, x,,.cw111i, perhaps from
in:i, of like meaning with Heb. and Aesyr. on:i, Ethiop. kadana,
to cover, like toga from teg,ra, in which case the .Anun.

'!T''

•Arab. l:J'u!, flax,

m,

must be a secondary denominative formation.'

The Thoro.h-eays the Talmud &ta 14a with reference to our
1 Hence men are called in l&thiop. ,gud/a - - ~ct11, lt.
1

•n
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\):i.

The Arab. ~ • ootton, Span. a.lgodM, mid. high Germ. eoct.111, Eng.
whenoo our J:ciUilil = cotton miff', it not akin to it.
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passage and Deut. xxxiv. 6-begins and ends with

n,~0l

manifestations of kindly interest. That God should (in
some sort of indirect manner; comp. xxxvii. 3) Himself provide
for the covering of nakedness, is a proof both that it is really
a thing to be ashamed of, and at the same time that He will
not cast man off, low as he has fallen. But this clothing
reaches its highest significance in the fact that a life must
suffer the violence of death to furnish it for man. In consequence of sin, men were in need of a covering to hide their
nakedness. Ashamed of this, they made an attempt, but an
insufficient and inappropriate one, to cover it. Now God
Himself provides them with a covering made from the skin of
slain animals, i.e. at the cost of innocent lives, at the expense
of innocently shed blood. The whole work of salvation was
herein prefigured. This clothing is a foundation laid at
the beginning, which prophetically point.a to the middle
of the history of salvation, the clothing with the righteousness of the God-man, and to it.a end, the clothing with the
glorified resurrection body in the likeness of the God-man.
Removal of the first created pair from Paradise, vv. 22, 23:
.And JaJ,,1Jel,, Elokim said: Behold, the man i, become as om of
u,, to know good and evil; and now, tlwt he may not stretch
fortl,, ki& hand, and talce also of the tree of life, and live for
ewtr-80 Jalwel,, Elol,,im, sent him forth out of the gardffl Edffl,
to till the grov,nd wl,,en,ce he was taken.. The suffix of 'l:ID0 (as
written by the Jews of Tiberias u~, which may mean "of
him" and " of us," while the Babylonian mode of -writing on
the contrary distinguishes u~ from ~~) is not singular, as
Onk. and the Samar. understand it (a ae independent, free),
but plural, as in D~
1 Kings xix. 2 and elsewhere ; the
connective form occurring elsewhere also in closely connected
speech like xlviii. 19, need seem the less strange, since 1)D0
is a virtual genitive (unus nostrum).
The plural is communicative, God comprises Himself, as i. 26, xi. 7, with the
D'l1>M 'l!1 as, Isa. vi. 8, with the seraphim; here indeed there
follows immediately, ver. 24. thA mP.ntion of other such
EMDM,

,!:1~.
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heavenly beings. What the serpent promised to man has
indeed to a certain extent come to pass. Man now finds
himself in a state of decided moral determination, such as
belongs to God and the families of angels who surround Him.
But he has attained it by having decided against God and
not owned his limitation by God the all-limiting, but made
himself autonomous. In saying this, it is presupposed that
this fil'l!t act of self-decision was such, not only for the first
human pair, but also for the whole human race, and as
history and experience confirm, of decisive influence upon
their nature and lot. The resolve of God follows, as in
iv. 11, with a conclusive ~P'l- Its motive is given by
1' before what is to be avoided. But instead of the
\:,!fr,~, which we expect, the principal sentence proceeds
unconnectedly to the execution of· the purpose with similar
haste, as at iv. 8, xv. 9 sq. ; Josh. ix. 21 ; Jonah ii 11 ; 2 Chron.
xxxii 24, i. 2 sq.; also Isa. xlviii. 11; and in the New Testament, Matt. ix. 6 ; Acts i. 4 sq.,-all similar passages in
which the expected progress of the discourse is overtaken.
Man is, as n~ states, sent away from Paradise, and that
forcibly, i.e. he is turned out, lest he should wickedly presume to take also of the tree of life and live ('t'll, here
perfect of the consequence: et 'IJivat; comp. ~r:i, 'DW, v. 5)
for ever. There was-for this is the meaning of the tree of
life-in Paradise a sacramental means of transferring man
without death to a higher stage of physical life.1 From the
participation of this food of immortality, which men would
only partake of to their own judgment, they were now
excluded, and, so to speak, excommunicated. The obvious
question, according to Budde : What if men had eaten of it
before sinning or immediately after 1 is one of over curiosity,
as are all such questions with reference to :futuribilia. In
fact they had not eaten of it. Nor had anything been said
1 The author of Proverbs says of wisdom, that it is BUch a o~~n J"J7, Prov.
iii. 16-18; that wisdom which, according to eh. viii., was with God before He
made the world and by which He made the world ; comp. John vi. 48.
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to them concerning the tree of life. The enjoyment of it
was without their knowing it-for this object was involved
in the trial of their freedom-reserved as the recompense of
their standing the test. But in the condition in which he
now found himself there was no other way to life for man
but that of hardship and tribulation. He was now gle'baJ
adacri,ptU&. He must till the earth in which he will after a
short span decay. In the soil which he turns over with his
spade, he has before his eyes both his origin and his future.
His driving out and the impediment to his return, ver. 24:
.A.nd He drove out the man, and He stationed at the east of the
gardm of Eden the chenibim and the .flame of a whirling 8UJO'l'd,
to kup the way of the tru of life. In place of ~n~, which
has the meaning of sending away, and only according to the
connection that of forcible removal, we have here w:!~, as the
stronger and less ambiguous e:xpulit (comp. Ex. xi. 1). We
have translated "the cherubim" and not "the cherubs,"
because the idea, not so much of an external plurality as of
a unity including in it.self a plurality, as in o•n~M (of God)
and also in D'El'V1, seems here combined with the plural
c•~:i,. The cherubim here appear as the guard of Paradise,
just as, according to the Indian and Old Persian notion, higher
beings are placed to keep watch over the Soma (Haoma),
which n1akes those who partake of it immortal.1 More
obvious still is the comparison with the griffins, who guard
the gold of the north (Herodot. iv. 13, 27; comp. iii. 116),
and whose name "fPV'11'~ is similar in sound to that of the
chen1bs. The cherub also resembles the griffin in another
function; in Ps. xviii. 10, Jahveh floats along :ni~"?J!, the
cherub here appearing as His vehicle, just as in Ezekiel's
M:ercabah vision it forms the main portion of the chariot
which bears the throne of God (temptingly suggesting the
comparison lN=~, Ps. civ. 3). In the PrometMu,s too
of Aeschylus (ver. 286, comp. 395), Oceanus comes flying Tov
1 The Soma, which famiahee the drink of the gods and ii itself deified, ii,
llotanically regarded, the a,clepicl, acidia.
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'lt"TEPV"f"'ICTJ Tr11,8' olr,,.,,6.,, (a griffin, according to Pluta.rob and·
Eustathius), ,yvwµ,r, <TToµ,[,.,,.,, IJ.Tep eu8v11M'II, It is true that
there is no passage so suggestive as Ps. xviii 10 (comp.
xix. 1) for the conception of the cherubic figure. According
to this, the cherub appears as the mythically incorporated
storm-cloud, in which God the Thunderer appears, as the.
seraphim 8.1'8 the mythically incorporated serpent ~ shaped
lightning (Riehm, De notione Okerulmm syrn}xJl·ica, 1864;
Goldziher, Myth.us 'bei den Hebraern, p. 224 sq.; Cheyne,
" On the Seraphim and Cherubim," in his Comm. 011, Isaiah ;
Friedr. Delitzsch, Paradiu, p. 154, and elsewhere). Ezekiel
gives testimony to the connection of the cherubic image
with heathen mythology in his lamentation for the king
of Tyre, xxviii. 11 sqq., by combining the mountain of God
and the garden of God, and making the cherub appear as
the guardian of God's holy mountain walking in the midst of
fiery stones, which are conceived of as a pavement or (according to Riehm) a circumvallation of the Divine dwelling.
But the cherub, though a creation of Semitic heathenism,
which deified the powers of nature, underwent a thorough
change of form and significance when revealed religion
admitted it into the sphere of its contemplation. (1) Its
form is different, for the cherub nowhere appears entirely in
the shape of a bird or entirely in that of a beast, like the
Babylonia-Assyrian winged bull-god, for whose name alpu
Lenormant has discovered the synonym kirQbu (the stem-word
of which is considered by Fr. Delitzsch, Pamdies, p. 184, to
be the verb kardbu, to be great, powerful). Of the cherubs of
the ark of the covenant in the Priest-codex (indirectly attested
besides only 1 Sam. iv. 4; 2 Sam. vi. 2), nothing further is
told us than the direction of their faces and wings. They
were, according to all appearance, of hnman form, which is
also corroborated by the two standing colossal cherubs of
Solomon's temple (1 Kings vi. 23-28). The cherubic form
of Ezekiel on the other hand is new and peculiar ; it cannot
be used either to give an idea of the cherubim of the ark of
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the covenant nor of those at the gate of Paradise. The
cherubs of the M:ercabah vision are forms compounded of a
man, a lion, a bull, and an eagle, for which is said, x. 14 :
cherub, man, lion and eagle. This shows perhaps that
the bull, ii~, is thought of as the fundamental element ; for
"nC'=::n~ would answer to alpu = kiral,u,.
Different again
is the representation of the New Testament Apocalypse iv. 7,
developed from that of Ezekiel, and in which the faces of
a lion, an ox, a man and an eagle are distributed to four
heavenly living beings (t0>a = ffl'l), in Ezek., for which the
name of cherub does not make its appearance till ix. 3), each
of which has six wings. The similar names convey the notiou
of similar beings ; but their nature and appearance are, as
belonging to another world, beyond human apprehension,
while their artistic representations and visionary renderings
being dissimi1ar, are therefore only symbolic. To this must
be added, (2) that revealed religion, proceeding upon the view
that there is a heaven, where God is surrounded by the sons
of God (angels) and other superhuman beings, who unite in
themselves the special excellences of the highest stages of
created life, has lowered the cherubs, as well as other powers
of nature (8vr,ap,e,~) deified by heathenism, to powers subordinate to God the Lord of hosts (wp,o~ T&>JI 8vr,ap,eow).
The D'n)M 'l!l serve God as C':IK~. and these M\'M too serve
His self-attestation. They belong to the nearest surrounding
of Him who is enthroned in heaven, are His bearers when He
reveals Himself in His glory in the world, are the guardians
of the place of His presence against all that is incongruous,
and without the right of approaching it. Consequently the
• cherubs of the Bible are to be regarded by us neither as
incorporate natural phenomena nor as purely subjective
creations of the imagination, but as actual supersensuous
heavenly beings. Their sensible representation however.
which varies according to the function in which they appear,
is subject to the influence of mythological tradition, from
which revealed religion derives also sundry traits of its_
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figures of speech, its imagery and its symbolical v1s1ons.
Beside the cherubim, stationed on the threshold of Paradise,
is mentioned the flame (c::it from CiJ?, related with c-h, to

"~*•

consume, burn, and scorch ; comp.
n~~. with ~ '
lambere) of the sword, with its threatening circular motion.
The Llade of the sword is a flame (comp. Nab. iii 3, "flame
of sword and lightning of lance "). We are not told that it
was in the hand of the cherubim as in that of the angel, N um.
xxii. 23, but it is conceived of, as in Isa. xxxiv. 5, as an
independent penal power. V. Hofmann (Schrijtbe'Wia, i. 365)
aptly compares the " fire like the appearance of torches•• which
in Ezekiel's vision, i. 13, goes up and down among the four m~n.

THE BEGINNINGS OF HISTORY OUT OF PARADISE, CH. IV.

Adam and Eve are now out of Paradise. They were driven
eastwards, and therefore had it to the west of them. Not
where the sun rose, but where it vanished, was the place of
their former communion with God. Every sunset would
remind them of what they had lost (v. Hofm.). Still Paradise
and the tree of .life were not destroyed ; and hence the hope
of recovering what they had forfeited was not cut oft' from
them.
The history of the first pair now extends to the history of
the family. The duality of man and wife now grows into the
triad of man, wife and child, and to the connubial are added
the parental and fraternal ties and that of kinship, and
these give rise to a variety of new ethical relations. At
the same time the two contrasts of sin and faith in the
promise, which henceforth rule all history till the end pledged
by iii 15, are developed.
The first seed of the woman, ver. 1 :. .And tlu man kr,,ew M,s
wife 01,,a'W'WO, ; and w concei-ued, and bare Cain, and said, I
have pro<l:ur,ea a man wi,tl,, Jal,,'Di/,,, From the fact that we
have not here Jrr1 Rashi infers that the verb is used in the
pluperfect sense, which Heidenheim confirms· by comparison
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with xxii. l ; 2 Kings viii. 1. In these passages however the
perfect precedes the chief historical tense (imperf. consec.) as
an accessory fact, which describes the circumstances and acts
as a basis. The case is the same as with ii)I), visitavit, in
xxi 1, and not ns with ,ac, which means promi.serat, in the
same verse. Hence it cannot be syntactically inferred from
~. that what is stated had taken place in the Paradisaic
epoch. If regarded also according to the matter, it is far
more probable that the narrator intends to say the contrary,
viz. that procreation did not begin till now that man was out
of Paradise, till now that mankind having come to a moral
decision, they had advanced from a state of childhood to the
maturity which is the prerequisite for the consummation of
marriage. The work of procreation is common both to man
and to animals, but )M\ never occurs in this sense of the animals,
for that which in the latter is a necessary and purely sensual
process is in the case of man a free act for which he is
morally responsible, and one which, if he has not sunk to the
level of the brutes, is produced by love, which rises to the
supersensuous and is consecrated thereby. When Eve saw
her first-born son, she exclaimed (for so is the occasion and
meaning of naming him related) 'n-n~ ~~ \l'.l\:IP., The verb
mp combines the notions of 1CTttew and 1CTaa8a,, procreare
(condere) and acq_uirere; for only the owner's own work or
production is his true property and not a merely accidental
possession. Hence we may here translate : I have produced,
or I have got for my own-for both are implied in Wli). But
is MM here the sign of the accusative or a preposition 1 The
first impression is that 'n-n~ is an explanatory apposition to
~. for a second accusative with ntt more nearly defining a
first is often found, e.g. vi. 10, xxvi. 34; Isa. vii. 17; Ezek.
iv. 1. Accordingly Umbreit explains: I have obtained a
man, Jahveh, i.e. I have gained a man, through whom I have
become a mother, Jahveh Himself, whose power and goodness
have helped me herein. But since the name rP is to be
explained, it is not Jahveh, but the new-born child, which is
lI
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the object obtained. It is impossible however that the words
should be so understood as to make her regard herself as
Dei,para, as is done by Rorer, following Luther's own explanation of the passage in papers of 1543 and 1545, and in his
edition of the Bible of 1546, where he adopts the meaning, I
have the man, the LORD, and by several moderns (Philippi,
Boehl, Hoelem. in the Nf/11,ffl BilJelstwiun, 1866).
Impossible, for the primitive promise does not yet declare that
the conqueror of the tempter shall be God and man in one
person, and if the words of Eve could have such a meaning,
her knowledge would exceed even that of Mary. The impression nevertheless that 'n-nM is a second accusative is so
strong, that the Jerus. Targum translates: I have obtained a
man, the angel of Jahveh; but the angel of God does not
appear in history and consciousness till patriarchal times.
In conformity with both time and matter it may be explained:
I have obtained a man, i.e. a male individual, hence a manchild and therewith J ahveh, viz. communion with Him, since
He has so wonderfully favoured me. But MlP with God as
object is not biblical, and why should not nM be a preposition ? It is true that we have no other example of 'l'M'IM,
"with Jahveh," but D'M~~DJ! occurs only 1 Sam. xiv. 45; and
iA~ 'n, xxxix. 3 and elsewhere, proves, if it were necessary,
the possibility of this form. Ancient translators who have
translated by
(LXX.), per (Jer.), D:lfl'? (Onk.), ~ (Samar.),
have all understood mt of God as helper and giver, as it also
appears in the Babylonian proper name Itti-Mard'liJc..batAQ, i.e.
begotten with Merodach. According to this, the correction
ntc0 for nM, though convenient, is not necessary. The choice
of the name of God (comp. on the contrary, 25b) is not
without significance. Eve by this first birth, this issue of the
as yet unknown and mysterious process of pregnancy and of the
pains of parturition, was transported as by a great marvel into
a state of joyous astonishment, and her joy was greatly exalted
by the circumstance that the promise of J ahveh concerning
the seed of the woman seemed to her to be thus fulfilled.

8,a
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According to this, the name r.P. means acquisition (with the
help of Jahveh); it is formed from TIP, ~\; (related with i,::,),
to set up, establish, prepare (especially forge), which is of
similar root with n,p, ill.
The birth of Abel and the different vocations of the
brothers, ver. 2 : .A.nd she bore again 1,,i, 1Yrother Hebel,. .And
Hebel, wa, a kuper of il,,ee,p, and Oain a til,ler of the ground.
A second child, a brother of Cain, but not a twin brother
(Reuss), though ~ is not repeated (comp. xxx. 10, 12, 21),
received the name ~~,, which is not designated as one given
him from the beginning. Since Oppert the word has on the
Assyriological side been compared with the Assyr. ablu (constr.
abal), which means son ; but if the name meant nothing else, it
would have suited the first-born as the first child of man, while
as the name of the second it would be without significance. As
found in Hebrew, it means nothingness, and is the expression of
disappointed hope, whether as declaring the vanity, the nothingness of human life in general apart from God and His promise,
or the nothingness of this man whose life was to last but as a
breath
like Ps. xxxix. 6, Job vii 16), to pass away as
quickly as a breath. The brothers when grown up divide
between them the labour most necessary for their subsistence.
)Mi (Assyr. ~u from the verb JtcJ, !ad.nu, to be gentle, yielding 1) is the collective appellation of tame small cattle, of sheep
and goats. The farmer is called "91~
as in the Latin
agricda,. In iii. 1 7 sq. God directed man to agriculture, and
the clothing of man with skins of animals by God, consecrated
the rearing of cattle, the purpose of which was the obtaining of
milk. For milk is indeed animal nourishment, but not nourishment obtained by the destruction of animal life. Whether and
how far the different dispositions of the brothers co-operated in
their choice of a calling must remain undecided. The offerings
of the brothers, vv. 3, 4a : .And it came to pasa aftllr the
lapse of some time, that Oain 1Yruugkt of the jnl,it of the ground
an offering ta Jakvek. And Hebel alttJ 1Yruugkt on his part of

&f,,
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Friodr. Delitzsch, Hebmt, Languagt, p. 46 r.
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the firstlings of his flock, and of the fat thereof. With ~: ~
the author transports us into the midst of the vocations of
the two men; ri,i:,, from the end onwards, like viii 6, and
D\e\, like xl 4, comp. Num. ix. 22, a long time, hence after the
end of an indefinite, a long time. :itq~, not from MM.l=M~?l'.1,

which is no sacrificial word, but from me,

&• to present, is

an all-comprising appellation of sacrifice (here, as e.g. Judg. vi.
18, 1 Sam. ii. 1 7, of a bloody sacrifice also), which has as the
ultimate basis of its notion the sacratw and oblatw, and is therefore first lepe'io11, then 8wpo11 or wpOO"<f,opd.. nii:,, means the firstlings of animals, as D~:,f does first-born sons, and Dl"),ll=!l firstfruits. The , of 1~9?~~ unites the particular to the general,
like iii 16 ; and indeed of their D\;t?J:!• For the ::i rapkatum
with Tsere marks tn:i~MC'I as a defectively written plural, like
Nab. ii. 8, and like the frequent D~.?~; the sing. is ::1?~, ~ilb
(from ~ . to scrape off, to loosen, to cover by redeeming), to

be well distinguished from :i>~. lµLlab, milk (from :::i~n, ~ .
to draw, to milk). But whether D\:::i~n here means pieces of
fat or the fattest animals, and therefore that the offering of
Abel has the character of the shelamim or whole offering, is
already disputed in Sebachim 116a. It cannot however be
proved that D\::1~ may mean fattest animals (Keil). We have
therefore to admit, with R. Eliezer in t?e Talmud, that Abel
offered to God the fat of the firstlings of his flock. That the
brothers offered by the direction of God is not said, and it is
without Scripture proof to refer the sacrifice, as do Tbiersch and
Goethe, to Divine institution. The very name :,me bears not
upon obligation but spontaneity ; and the circumstance that
Cain was the first to make an offering leads us to infer that
it is not the fulfilment of a Divine command, but an act
resulting from a more or less pure feeling of dependence which
is here in question. The different reception of the two offerings, 4b, 5 : ..4.nd Jak'IJeh looked upon Hebel and his offering :
and wpon, Cain and his offering He did not look. • As it is not
said that Abel himself kindled his offering, it appears that
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the visil,le sign of look of favour (comp. the look from the
pillar of fire and cloud, Ex. xiv. 24) consisted in the kindling
by miraculous fire of Abel's offering (as in Judg. vi 21 ;
1 Kings xviii. 38 ; 1 Chron. xxi. 2G; 2 Chron. vii. 1-3).
Theodotion translates plainly: ~at lve?TVpurev o 8eo~. But
the narrator does not say this, and certainly does not mean
it, but scrupulously abstains from all confusion of periods.
But what is the reason that the Lord accepts Abel's offering
and not Cain's 7 Both were offering in accordance with their
callings and possessions. But Abel brings the firstlings of
his flock, and of these the fat pieces, thus depriving himself
in God's .honour of the first and the best. Cain on the other
hand brings of the fruit of the ground (M~1~~. perhaps purposely, not in~1tt), and therefore the first and the best. It is
not however the gifts themselves in their externalism, but the
inward disposition of the persons therein manifested, which
determines the conduct of God The narrative designedly
keeps the persons and the offerings apart. The offering of
Abel was the expression of heartfelt gratitude, or as the Epistle
to the Hebrews, designating self-divesting love according to
its root, says, xi. 4, it was the expression of faith. More than
this is not to be derived from the narrative, if we regard it in
its own light and not in the light of the subsequent law of
sacrifice-a proceeding of questionable authority. The impression upon Cain, 5b: And Cain burned wiJJ,, anger, and
his cauntenancc fell. The impf. apoc. Kal .,~ has, like
~. on account of the guttural, a helping Patbach instead of a
helping Segol. Furious anger is meant ; but it is unnecessary
here and Num.. xvi. 15, Jonah iv. 1, to supply iatc. The
inward heat of passion is manifested by the falling of the
countenance, the gestures of angry brooding, of gloomy moroseness (comp. the Hipk., to cause the countenance to fall, Jer.
iii. 12 a~d Job xxix. 24). The Divine warning, vv. 6, 7:
.And Jahveh said unto Cain, Why dost thou burn with anger 1
and why is thy countenance fallen 1 Is there not lifting up, if
thou dfJUt well ? And if thou doest 'llOt well, sin is a crouiher al
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the door. .And unto thee is its desire, but tlwu shouldst rule over
ii,. God seeks by privat.e remonstrance to bring him to his
senses concerning the danger that threat.ens him. The question,
ver. 6, is put to him to direct his att.ention to his own heart,
and to the roots there to be found of his distort.ed gestures.
In ~ l'11.!: the tone is drawn back to the penultima of mn,
but as always in the simple verb withont a following Dagesl,,
fXYll,juncturn. In ver. 7 there are only two more explanations
to be considered besides that given by our translation. 1.
Arnheim's and Kamphausen's: Is not sin at the door, whether
thou bringest bett.er offerings or not ? But n~~ has not in
itself the meaning offe1-re, it can only acquire this sense by the
addition of some more particular definition, as in Ezek. xx. 31.
2. nNt? may, according to the phrase Cl'lE> Nft'), be understood,
to accept the countenance or person of any one, to make oneself acceptable (xix. 21, xxxii 21, and elsewhere; comp. n.cr,,
Prov. xviii 5); if thou doest well, does not a favourable recep-

tion on the part of God take place 1 as Ephrem glosses it: ~ .
I, i.e. (then) accept and receive thee. But wherever n.cr, is used
without an addition, it means neither oblatio nor acr,eptio, still
less rernissio peccati (Onkelos), but elatio; and the reverse of ,;Ell
'J'lE> leads to this meaning, thus : mayst thou not if thou doest
well lift up thy countenance~:l'tl'i1 produces courage, which
is reflected in a cheerful, willingly raised count.enance. The
Hiph. :l'tl'i1, as intrinsically transitive, means bene agere (Jacere),
which may however be equally said of inward good disposition
as of external good action. That Cain was angry with his
brother because of the favourable reception of his offering was
the point in which he did evil, and this secret evil-doing, known
only to God, predisposed him to an ext.emal open act of sin.
ntapti being fem., r~ is conceived of as substantival: Sin is·
thought of as a beast of prey, and indeed (comp. 1 Pet. v. 8)
as a lion, which in Arabic is called er-rabid
. or er--rabba<l.. 1

r::t;

LXX. translates aa though the reading were :
t!Ml;)IJ !:l!:11?; see on the
bias towards the ceremonial law shown by this twisting of the text, A. Film
in DMZ. :uxv. 184-138.
1
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When man has once made room for evil within, there is but
one step from inward to outward evil-doing ; the sinful act
crouches greedily like a beast of prey at the door of his heart
till he shall step out and fall a. victim to it. In the concluding
words ill refei-s to the crouoher, by which figure sin, as impelling
to its own incorporation in an outward act, is represented.
We certainly expect that God should rather require of Cain
that he should suppress the passion fermenting within him ;
but the ruling over sin demanded from him consists in keeping
closed the door which still forms a ba.nier between the illfeeling and the criminal act, and in thus struggling to keep
down sinful thoughts lest he should be driven by them into
crime. Moral self-control is so far possible to the natural
man even since the fall.
The first murder, ver. 8 : And Oain said to Ml brofher; and
it came to pasa, that a., t'/w;y were in the fidd, Oa-in rose up
again&t Hebel kia 'brotMr, and skw him. What did he say to
him 1 Tuch, Baumgarten, Dr. supply " it," referring to what
preceded, which is syntactically possible, for ,01e is sometimes
followed, not by direct speech, but by a mere acc., xx. 3,
xliv. 16, and this acc. has sometimes to be supplied,
Ex. xix. 25; 2 Chron. xxxii 24. Bat Cain would not have
talked much about that voice of God in his conscience, nay,
his a.et shows that he crushed its impression. What then did
he sa.y to Abel 1 This question is escaped by reading, with
Bottcher, Knobel, Olshausen, instead of ir>tot'\ ,c~ : he lay in
wait (like 2 Sam. xi. 16; comp. Job xiv. 16)-a happy conjecture, if one were needed. We have here however a like
phenomenon with iii. 22 sq.: the narrator, hastening past
what Cain said, forthwith informs us of its being carried into
execution. What Ca.in said is, like what Solomon said,
2 Cbron. i. 2, and what Isaiah said, 2 Chron. xx.xii. 24, to be
perceived from its results. He said 11;~ "?~?. (comp. Sol
Song vii 11), as the ellipsis is supplied by LXX. Targ. Jer.
I. and II., Samar. in all three texts, Syr. Aq. It. Jerome. We
need not suppose that the words mEm n':J~'J have fallen out
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by mistake (Dillmann), perhaps by the eye wande1ing to the
succeeding member of the sentence terminating in mre,:,, and
so per oµ.o,0TeMVT011 (Schrader). The invitation to go out
into the field was the foundation of his plan of murder. There
in the solitude of the field he rose against Abel ('1$, 8ffl8U
lwstili, in virtue of the connection), and struck him to the
ground (which is the root meaning of .:i,:i, as to cut in pieces
is of ~p). Human sin made a gigantic advance in this act.
The first sin was caused by the charms of sense, and in consequence of a cunningly planned temptation ; now diabolical
hatred and brutal barbarity unite and bring forth murder.
Men now for the first time bury their dead, and this first dead
man is the first martyr, and his brother is his murderer. A
chasm is now established within humanity itself between two
kinds of seed, one man placing himself on the side of the seed
of the woman, the other upon that of the seed of the serpent.
Cain is the representative of the class of men which is '" Tov
'tt'ov71pov (1 John iii. 12), and Abel the representative of the
Church, which is hated by the world and persecuted even
unto blood. He is also a type of the righteous Son of the
Virgin, whose blood, shed by His own brethren after the flesh,
speaketh better things than that of Abe], by crying, not for
vengeance, but for pardon. Now follows, vv. 9-12, the
punishment of the fratricide. Before sentence is passed he
is tried and convicted, ver. 9 : ....4.1Ul Jahveh said to Cain,
Where is Hebel thy 'brother 1 And he said, I know not. .Am
I my brother's keqiflr 1 As God asked Adam, Where art
thou 1 He now asks Ca.in : Where is thy brother ? As
in the former case He interested Himself in the fallen
man, so here in one man as compared to the other. '~ is,
especially in indignant threatening questions, the usual connective form of'~ (Deut. xxxit 37; 1 Sam. xxvi. 16; Jer. v. 7);
it here stands before :,, before which however :,~~ also occurs,
xix. 5, xxii. 7. Cain's answer shows what terrible progress
sin had made since the fall of our first parents; in their case
there was tim.id anxious flight ancl excuses, here a bold lie
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But denial was vain, ver. 10 : .And
He said: WAat Aa,t thou, done 1 t'lu 11oicti of thy 'brother', blood
crying to me frot1l t'/,,, ground I In iii. 13 it was said nMrm;,>
"'" ; here, because n9 with a following dagu,oJ,a, of ~. ':', f is
changed into "9 (Gee. § S'l. 1), iy~ n9. The sentence
with !,\p is an interjectional one. ~p (followed by a mere
genitive, Isa. lii. 8, Zech. xi. 8, 'and sometimes with the
addition of eome other attribute, 1 Kings i 41, xiv. 0, comp.
Sol. Song ii. 8, Jer. x. 22, which may be understood genitiVl\lly 8.8 an apposition, or accueatively as a definition of the
condition, like 1m0, iii. 8) is spoken with an accent of
exclamation : Voice I = Hark ! Attract.ion after the scheme,
1 Sam. ii. 4, and perhaps also Job nix. 10, is present here
only so far as what is predicated refers not so much to the
sound, but to the more important notion of that which gives
it forth : voice of thy brother's blood, of one crying, or : of
blood crying (while crying). The plur. ci"0i is the plur. of the
product (Dietrich, Abhandlttng, p. 40), and .means, in distinction from ci,, not the blood circulating in the body, but that
which is :flowing, or has :flowed out from it (Lev. xx. 18 and
xii.), and which has moetly been shed by violenoe.1 Blood
mnrderously shed demands Divine vengeance by an inward
necessity : OlatAat ad calum 'DOQ) ,angu,inu. According to
Heh. xi. 4, Abel is still speaking after his death, and is hence
undestroyed and living. The sin which he denied being now
brought before the eyes of Cain, sentence is passed upon him,
ver. 11 : And now cuned art tho" from tht ground, wAich kath.
opmtd it. mouth to recei.tJt tJ,.4 blood of thy 'brotAer from thy
hatt.d. The conclusion ~ drawn 8.8 at iii. 22 with n~. It
is questionable whether '191~::i,t? means "from the earth" or
"away from the earth." The relative sent.ence seems to
suggest the former, according to which the ground is to be
and unloving defiance.

1 The Talm-ad (Ui.ahna ~ h·. 5) conclude, Crom ~,, that whoenr
commit• a murder ii anawerable, not only for the blood of him whom he hu
alain, but alto for that or the dt1111endantl he might hne had : hb blood and
,,mv,r cii (the blood of hi.I ,.,w,a..11, comp. Oal. iii. 18).
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the means of carrying the curse into execution (Keil and
others). But in view of the climax in which ver. 12 issues,
and the echo of the sentence from Cnin's own mouth, the
latter is more obvious (Gerl. Kalisch and others). The relative
sentence would then still retain its signification as stating the
motive, and the earth would still remain the instrument of
execution : that part of the earth which has been compelled
to drink in the innocent blood is henceforth under the curse
of blood-guiltiness (Num. xxxv. 33; comp. Isa. xxvi. 21) and
drives away the murderer, being smitten with barrenness and
refusing to reward his labour, ver. 12: When, thou tillut the
gro'u1nil, it shall not continue to yi,ild to tha its strength,.
Unsettled and .fugitive shalt thou be upon Mrtk. The jussive
'l~h (here in the apodosis of the conditional prodosis, Ges.
§ 128. 2) is followed, as at vii. 10 (comp. 12), Ex. viii. 25,
x. 28 sq., Deut. iii. 26, by the simple inf., instead of by r,r.t~.
l)ll, strength, is here, as at Job xxxi. 39, Prov. v. 10, equivalent
to the result of strength, the produce of fertility. The curse
of the first sin affected the ground in the first place and man
only indirectly ; here, where sin has reached the height of
Satanic murder, the curse affects first of all the murderer
· himself. But it is not the curse of condemnation, but of
banishment, for even the murderer is not at once given up by
the grace of God.
ll?, a similar pair of words, with an
Isa. xix:. 22, is too
alliterative kind of rhyme, to ,~~!
freely translated uT,110>.,, mt TpJp.o,11 by LXX., and more
success£ully by Jerome, vagus and proft"!JUS. JD means unsettled,
though without change of place ; i), restlessly changing one
place for another, ueed especially of a bird driven from its
nest, lea. xvi 2; Prov. xxvii. 8 ; Ps. xi. 1.
Alleviation of the curse by a guarantee of life, vv. 13-15.
Cain's defiance is now exchanged for despair, ver. 13 :
.And (Jain said to Jahvek, My {fltilt is grMt beyond bearing.
The verb tee'l means both taking away, i.e. the forgiveness
(Ex. xxxiv. 7), and bearing, i.e. the expiation of sin (Num.
v. 31). Ancient translators give for the most part the

in
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former '.lll.eaning (LXX., Onkelos, Jerome : quam ut 1'eniam
merear), but then we should expect Nt;,~i:n;?, while atitlft;, has
the speaker for its subject, and is said for •~f~t;,, for the
generalization of the thought. The Greek ~,~ov 1' &Sa-Te
ff,epe,v would correspond with it. That it is not the possibility
of forgiveness of which Cain despairs, but the possibility of
bearing the burden of sin, which is at the same time the
burden of punishment, is confirmed by ver. 14: Behold, Thou
hut dri,'IJffl me out from the ground and soil cm which I dwelt,
and I must hide from Thy face, and I am to 'be unsettled and
fugi.ti'Oe upon the earth, and then, it will come to pa,ss, whofloer
finds me will slay me. The curse of Jahveh has banished Cain
from that part of the earth's surface ('~, ½P) on which he
had hitherto dwelt, and he will thus be obliged to hide
himself far away from the face of the Lord, which is turned
towards men in Eden, but cannot bear the sight of him, the
murderer. And thus wandering about on the wide earth
(n~,). he will be exposed to murder. It is thus that the
first murderer, though God has let him experience mercy
instead of justice, bears testimony to that law which is
engraven in human nature, the law, viz., of retribution,
and especially of man's own life being forfeited by bloodguiltiness. But whom did Cain think of meeting beyond
Eden ? Knobel thinks that acquaintance with some primitive race of man in Eastern Asia besides the Caucasian
is here shown.
But if Cain feared to be recognised
beyond Eden as a known murderer, does not this presuppose that only one human family, the family of .Adam,
existed? Blood-vengeance was not indeed as yet a custom,
but it is the most primitive form of the capital punishment
of the murderer. Hence it was but natural that Cain should
fear for his life when his father's family should be increased,
and it was the equally natural consequence of his evil conscience, that the earth should seem to him already full of
avengers. The answer of God assumes the possibility of what
he feared, while He neither kills Cain Himself, nor will suffer
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any other t.o kill him, 15a: ..4.nd Jabeh ,aid to him,
Therefore whoever 'kilkth Cain., it ,Ii.all be a'Deng6d «vtnfold.
LXX. wa~ 0 0.'1TOKT4WO.~ Kaiv me\ ett:S,tt:ovµ,el)Q, 'll'O.pa.>.va-t,,
i.e. he shall answer for (pay for) seven punishable transgressions, &eptem tnndieta, t:D&ol'Det (see Jerome, ep. ad
Dama1Jum, cxxv.). The verb /,cS,,cc'iuOa., is just as equivocal
as the Hophal Cl!~, which may mean either "indicari (ver. 24)
or puniri, Ex. xxi. 2 0 sq. ; but--and this seems to have
occasioned the paraphrase of the LXX.---:P""niri, not with the
subject or the person, but of the crime. Hence it must either
be explained (as by Tuch) according to ver. 24: if any one
kills Cain, he (Cain) shall be avenged sevenfold, or: it shall be
avenged (punished) sevenfold. In both cases
begins (as at
1 Sam. ii. 13) a virtually hypothetical prodosis (qui.cunl[IU! =
,i quispiam), and in both (as e.g. also at ix. 6) a change of the
au bject takes place. We prefer however the latter ; for the
thought, that God will visit with punishment the murder
committed on Cain, has more to recommend it than tho.t He.
will avenge Cain. The promise is followed by its guarantee,
15b: .And Jahwh, made a &ign for Oai1t,, that toAott,e,• flJtllA.d
him might. not kill him. It is a question whether this means:
He imparted a sign to him, impressed it on him, or: He gave
him a sign, i.e. assured him or bis inviolability by some
external occurrence. The Midrash (Beresl,,ith rahba., c. 22)
already hesitates between the two. R. Jehudah thinks that
God made the sun shine forth suddenly; R N ehemiab, that He
caused the leprosy to break out on Cain's forehead, so that it
might be seen that he was already sufficiently punished.
When it is considered that nnc c\t, or n,1t n\a:; has elsewhere
(Ex. x. 1 sq.) the same meaning as mac nh' and n,ac 1m, some
marvel or token given a.a a guarantee seems to be intended.
When on the other hand men call to mind that a momentary
pledge of God's promise affecting only himself would have
been of no use to Cain, but that what he needed was some
lasting indication of the inviolability or his person to others,
the view is again pressed upon us as in agreement with the
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circnmetnnces, that God impressed upon hie body, perhaps
upon his brow (comp. Ezek. ix. 4), the characteristic of inviolability ; more freely yet not incorrectly : that ho imparted to
his personality a power of impression capable of disarming
those who were laying snares for his life. The use of~ 0'~,
Ex. iv. 11, is similar. That r.l?f is not said, ie explained by
the ; oommodi being indispensable ; besides, rp:::i would not
be free from ambiguity, for 1 nuc D'rl, Isa. lxvi. 19, does not
mean : to make a sign on some, but: to give a sign to some
(like Ezek. xx. 115), the object here
one. With the inf. after
stands before the subject (Gee. t 133. 8), whioh•seemed more
agreeable a.s to style. Thus God went no farther than to
banish Cain from the neighbourhood of His presence here below.
He favoured him with the prolongation of hie day of grace,
because he acknowledged sin as ein, and punishment as its
deserved consequence, and that all might have in Cain the
punishment of murder before their eyes as a warning and
example. To this must be added, that the continuance of the
human race as yet required that the lives of individuals
should be spared.
Oain's new abode, ver. 16: ..411d Oai11 went out from the
place of Jahwl,,, and asttled in t'lu land of Nod, on the ead of
Bdffl.. He went out 'n 't.f~, i.e. like Jonah i. 3, from the place
where Jahveh had appeared to him, and at that time was wont
to appear to men in general. The situation of the country in
which be settled cannot be more particularly defined ; nl:'11?
(see on ii. 14) direcbl us to Eastern Asia, for the "front" is the
east side. The name ib means flight and mil!ery (dffld, old
high German diknti, another, that is, a strange land).
Van Bohlen, who ie followed by Colenao, conjectures that
it was Northern India; and the Arabic reading really makes
.,;_t) a proverbially fertile Indian mQuntain. Oain's immediate
off'spring, ver. 1 7 : ..4.nd Oain .biN hi.a wife, and ,Ju cont:itriwd, and bare OJ,,,an4Jch, and he b,caffU t.\e butldtr of a town,

'~?~?

'°",

atld calud tlu MMe oJ tlu (01Dff,., aftw the Mnle of hi.a
<Jlsaft4'1:A. Whenoe had Cain hiB wife 1 Did he find in the
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land of Nod human beings or both sexes? ImpoBl!lible, for the
actual unity of the human race is a fundament.al doctrine or
Scripture which is never broken through, and intends the
descendants of Adam to be regarded as the entire human raoe.
In any case we must regard Cain's wife as a daughter of Adam
(v. 4). In saying this however free play is left to the imagination, and the narrative appears without disguise to be but a
fragment of some lost connected history. It is a quite unjustifiable reproach of Karl Hase, that Cain's marriage with
his sister involves the origin of mankind in inoest. If the
human raoe wae to be propagated from a single pair, such
closely related marriages were unavoidable. The notion of
incest was originally limited to the reoiprooal relation of
parenta and children, and afterwards extended (but not
everywhere equally) in proportion as the poseibility of
conjugal connections was diversified. For marriage, according
to its essential definition (ii. 24 sq.), was to be a new
generic and social beginning, acoompanied with a breaking
off from the Toledoth from which the husband and wife
originated.
Cain called his son '!Jb~ (from 1JM, denom.
from 'II!:' = 'II?':', palate, to moisten the palate, iml,u.m),
dedication, opening, beginning; and he then gives the town
the same name ; u lift. est dm;,en1' ~ pwa01t,n,e, remarks
Reu111B.
.A. town 1\:IM being no longer to be identified in
ancient geography, it might with apparently greater justice
be said : La peraonM ut tU'PMue ttn lw. But elsewhere too
this name has been borne by the first-born (v. 18, xlvi 9,
but not xxv. 4). Budde thinks to restore the original text
by reading : 1\:IM 'ICIC':) ,,Jtn cw, .c,~~ ,,, ru:1 'M"'I, he (viz.
Ohanokh) became a town builder, and called the name of the
city after his own name, Chanokh. But "l'Jt ro:1 'n"'I suits Cain.
For whether i•p means a watch or anything else (Accadian
u,v• .Assyrian ~,), it is still a dwelling-place, the purpose of
which is l!lelf-protection.
.A considerable time may have
elapsed between the settlement in the east.em country and
tl1e building of the city. The sentence did not state that
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Cain was to be il, Jtl all his life, its M'Mn only speaks of an
indefinite future ; besides, something of the character of the
sentence pronounced adhered, as its name implies, to the
settlement in the land of ,u. It is said that the discrepancy
between iv. 16b-25 and iv. 1-15 is fundamental, and excludes the notion of only one narrator. But does not the
name of the country, ,,,, refer to ,,, J) 1 And is not the
building of a city, which presupposes a large number of men,
consistent with Cain's fear, 15b, of meeting men far from
Eden, and being attacked by them. We shall meet with yet
other mutual allusions which speak against the notion of two
documents. Besides, it should be noted that 17b does not
state that when Cain was in the act of building a city a son
was born to him, but in conformity with the syntax, xxi. 20b,
Judg. xvi. 21, 2 Kings xv. 5, 2 Chron. ix. 26, that Cain became
a:di,ji,ca1M urbffn-it is the fact of an advance in civilisation
which is thus registered. If the building of the city had, as
Budde thinks, Chanakh for its subject, n.>l M'n &inn must have
been said. No-Cain together with his son and his wife formed a
family, a household, and for this his household Cain now builds
.,
a house, and indeed, as '"I'll (syn. '!I!~,
a fenced-in place)

.

tJ•

denotes, a complex of houses. His son and his town, i.e. this
beginning of a town, receive the same name. He called the
son by whom he became the head of a family, and the city
by which he exchanged his unsettled and fugitive life for a
permanent abode, 1llM. The son and the city were together
the beginning of a new epoch. The descendants of Cain,
ver. 18: And unto (Jl,,a~kh was born Irad: and Irad begat
Mr,cJ,,ujall: and Jlr,cJ,,uj~l begat Methusael: an,,d Meth'U811,1l
bt,gat Lemed,,, The acc. of the object is combined with the
passive (here with the Nipkal,,a.s :x. 25 with the Pual), a frequent
construction throughout the Pentateuch, Ges. § 143. la. And
"I?! is here used three times with the meaning to beget, 'Yfl'llO,V,
characteristic of the Jahvistic style. The Elohistic style uses
instead i7\n, which was in the mo1-e modem epoch of the
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language the customary though not the exclusive expression
(comp. ,,,"\ parentu ,jus, Zech. xiii. 3 ; ITt,ll'n, o ,ye1111~0-a~
al!T~JI, Dan. xi. 6, and the exchange of the Hi.ph. and KaJ,
Job xxxviii. 28 sq.). In the circumstance that the genealogy
of Cain precedes that of Seth, eh. v., we meet with one of
the principles of arrangement of Genesis. For in the roll of
the nations, eh. x., the lists of the Japhethitee and Hamites
precede that of the Shemites, the line of the promise being
never carried on till that which does not belong to it is
finished oft It is striking that the names
and 10, should
recur in the Sethitic genealogy, and that the names P'P and
,,, in the latter should correspond with rP and ,,,, in the
Cainitic, and !>tt~no and n,mc with !>M~nc and !>ttmc. Buttmann in his Mythologus (vol. i. 1828, 2nd ed. 1865) founds
thereon the assertion, that the two registers originally had the
same object, viz. that of exhibiting the first beginnings of
the human race, which the one derives from an ancestor
named Seth, the other from Cain. Thie is confirmed by
Tuch, Bi:ittich., Hupf., Schrader, Reuse, Dillm., Kuenen. The
genealogy in oh. ix., says Budde, did not originally reaoh
back beyond Cain, Israel therein gave exprea!ion to their
descent from Cain ; it was Q who first made the generic term
cittn into a proper name. .A.dam does not belong to the
national consciousness, but to the system. But it is a castle
in the air to make out that the Israelite nation ever traced
its descent to Cain. And to say that Adam, as the proper
name of the first man, was an after invention, is an arbitrary
expedient for doing away with the dualism of the two lines
by a forced heading. We assume with grearer justice, that
together with the genealogy, iv. 16-22, which terminates in
Lemeoh and bis three sons, there was in the J ehovistic book
another, which starting from Adam terminated in Noah and
his three eone, the place of which has been taken by eh. v.
(from Q). The similarity of sound between the names in
both lines may be explained by the effort of the tradition to
make apparent the parallelism of the two lines~ notwithstand-

,,,n
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ing their ethic diversity, ic, and i,Jn are the only identical
sounds in both, and it is just these so named persons who are
guarded by the description given of them from the suspicion
of original identity.1 It is moreover quite comprehen~iLle
that in everything relating to the form of speech of these
primitive histories there would be a freer treatment, and tlwrefore a greater vacillation of tradition. The names of these
first progenitors of our race were not indeed Hebrew nor
any Semitic language, but belonged to a tongue the knowledge of which has vanished from post-diluvian ages. The
present wording used for these names is an attempt to reproduce them in a manner intelligible _to the then contemporary
world, and it may be regarded as an indication of an actual
relation between the original and the now hebraistically
written words, that nothing of symbolical invention can be
detected in the names as they at present stand. i1•.v defies
even a probable interpretation; I.agarde (Orientalia ii.) considers I'a,8d8 of the LXX. the authentic form of the name,
which he ranks with ,li:, ; but no satisfactory meaning is to
be obtained either from this verb, which generally means, to
Buffer from pl&i:,<YUe-sores, or from ,-,31, to be fleet (whence
"riif', wild ass), or from iJ_r, to shoot up or to be hard, and the
may to
form remains peculiar. With the reading "1;'.V,
some extent be compared ; if the reading i,•~ is preferred,
the more corresponding nominal form i1•;:i, ~:?'P., to which
Lagarde, au/ Olsk. § 18 la, refers, may be compared.
or ~•:r:irr (with Jod redundans) would, according to the Hebrew
nnc, 6=1...c, mean the wiped off (purified ?) of God; according to
the Aram. ttnc (with t,), the smitten of God: neither is satis-

mv

,~~"'?

factory ; Budde's reading, ~~-~~9 or ~•~r:ttr, God gives life,
is tempting. ~~';' is more easy of explanation, which
means either a suppliant, or according to the Assyrian mufo• Lagarde in Oriffltalia, ii. 33-38, endeavours to prove from LXX. and other
ancient tranal&tionil that n,~c al110 stood originally for ~NC"nc, nnd

~~C for ~N"'MO in the Cainitic list, c. iv.
N
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'sa-ili, a man of God. There is the less to be said about
Budde thinks that this name has in any case a meaning of
violence; but the Arabic ~ . "to knead," does not justify this
conclusion. In eh. v. the ninth from Adam in the line of
Seth, here the seventh from Adam in the line of Cain, is so
named. In him the Cainitic tendency comes to a climax.
Commencement of polygamy, ver. 19 : .And Lemech took to
himself two wives : the name of the trM was '.Adal,,, and the
name of the second was Zulah. The naITator-says Buddedoes not intend to depict this first appearance of bigamy as a
transgression; Jacob also had two wives. But he mrely
does intend it as certainly as he declared monogamy, ii 24,
to be the fundamental law of marriage at the creation. The
bigamy of Lemech was the first step to the perversion of
this fundamental law. And among the Israelites and their
ancestors polygamy, though tolerated, did not belie it.a nature
as an act contrary to and alienating from God. Instead of
nr.~i;t ... n•~w,:i, here and Ex. i. 15, we elsewhere find also
nnttn ... nnttn, Dent. xxi 15 ; Ex. xxxvi 10, etc. The names of
the two women, however explained, have a sensuous sound.
'AM is, according to Hesychius, the name of the Babylonian
Hera. The first son of Adah, ver. 20: .And .Adah bare Jal>aJ,: he
was the father of those dwelling in tents, and with e,at,tle. Jal>al,
(pronounced 'ImfNX by the LXX) is the founder of nomadic
shepherd life as a wandering mode of living, which was now
more decidedly than hitherto (iv. 2) separated from agriculture.
Live stock bad also been extended beyond t~ to greater and
smaller breeding cattle, and was called M~P,'? (properly acquisition, possession, viz. peculium, like the Arab. Jl.:, JJMZ.
xxviii. 581). The verb :l~, which with the acc. means not
only to dwell in, but also to dwell with something, is here
per uugma the governing word of n:ipc also, tent and cattle
being comprised together as moveable property (comp. the
verbs possidere and besitzen, similar to :1~ thus used). The
second son of A.dab, ver. 21: .And the name of his 'brother was
Jubal: he was the father of all that handle the either and pipe.
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Instrumental music had its beginning with Jubal. According to
this verse the oldest stringed instrument is ib~,the either (,civ6pa
or ,ci8ilpa), probably from ,,::,, to creak, to rustle. Dillmann's
comparison of the Aram. M1Jf, ostensibly "hemp," rests upon a
mistake of Castelli's ; it is not hemp which is so called, but the
Nebek, Zizyphus Lotus (Imm. Low, .A.ram. Pflanzennamen, No.
229).1 ~,11 (Ps. cl. 4, ~~). according to the formation ,~~. is
the pipe used to accompany love-songs (for the derivation from
~l1 is commended by the circumstance that the history of
Lemech breathes elsewhere also of sensual love), and indeed the
u6pvyf, invented, according to Grecian mythology, by Pan ; the
fatula (avena) silvestris of the Latin poets, not the bagpipe,
for the name of which, uvp,tf,o,11la, the book of Daniel furnishes
the earliest authority. The children of Zillab, ver. 22: And
Zillah, she also bare Tubal-cain, wlw hammere,d, every kind of
cutting instfflrnent of C<Ypper and irm ; and the sister of Tiwalcain Na' amah. The translation of the LXX., ,cal ,)11 ucf,vpo,c/nra,; xa"'Juceu~ xa>..,cov ""' u~pov, requires no other text ; it
disguises the inconvenient ,::i by xa>..,ce6r;. Budde however
picks out of ""' ~11 ucf,vpo,co'Tf'o~, ic, •M\,, declares the ,::i to be
the ,::i of the preceding ver. 21 which has crept in here, and
from these two hypotheses draws the conclusion that this •n•,
'u,
was the original introduction of the song, which
ascribed the invention of forged weapons not to Tubal-cain
but to Lemech. Then nothing would be told of Tubnl-cain
but the bare name, while the narrator evidently means to
bring forward in the three sons of Lemech's double marriage
the inventors and founders of three new kinds of employment. It cannot be safely assumed that he wrote •:,,~ n•n ac,n
a third time also, but perhaps ~~~ (from rt'C;, v-b), to strike
with the flat side of a thing, whence the Arab. mil!a,s, large
hammer 2) is a gloss on ~;,, which being received into the

,c,

1

Comp. my Ein Tag in Capernaum (Srd ed. 1886), p. 184 sq.
- -Q -

Jewiah lexicographers explain lt't)~ by '1:tlJ (.J~), on which account it
is in the philosophical diction of the Middle Ages transferred to the polish and
refinement of the mind; see DMZ. :r.xxvii. 488.
t
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text expelled the original (win ~:,) ':IN (Olsh.), wl1ile ~n has
from the original xapacrtr"'" (w:!h or rd1i,) now become the
neuter -x,a.p&crtrov. We do not here read that stone implements preceded the metal implements of the Jerrea o:tas as
described by Grreco-Roman poets, but it is significant that
copper should precede iron; the former is called n~, apparently
from its bright polish, from e-ru ,. , r,n ; the latter ~:P, from r,:i,
to pierc.e, the metal being named according to the implements
fashioned from it, especially the spear with its iron mounting and point (comp. the Arabic name of iron,

~.,b.,

v. ~.

to sharpen, to point). Ewald sees in the three sons of Lemech
the representatives of the three Aryan castes : the Vifas
(craftsmen), Brahmanas (artists and scholars) and Ksatriju.3
(warriors). In fact we here see for the first time the teaching
and the military, added to the labouring class. ,~: perhaps gets
his name from the wandering (comp. D~1r?:t. and ~~', Jer.
xvii. 8), i.e. the slow going to and fro and onwards of shepherds;
~~\' (according to the formation i~\D, cage, Ezek. xix. 9), ~?',
from the loud playing of instruments, for ~~i' (.; :!') means
alarm and alarm born, and jubaba is the Peshito word for mn,n,
the sound of horns and blare of trumpets.1 r.P. ~;ilr-1 (written

r.P.?;ivi

by the Orientals) is compounded with r.P., ~. which.

denotes the smith, and 2 Sam. xxi. 16 the spear as a weapon
forged by the smith ; it is the infinitival noun, concretely
used of ri', related according to the usual view to rl', to erect,
to prepare, to form, but perhaps to a word imitative of the
sound produced by the stroke of the hammer (comp. Jail', Mti?,
,

~

,

with i..~, lute player).

~;ivt recalls the Persian

tubal, tupal

(in current Turkish also tuwal), which means iron shavings,
according to which, but contrary to the Hebrew order of the
May not the
words, Rodiger explains it scoriarum Jaber.
The meanings to wander, to flow, t.o rejoice, for the verb ~:!', are derived
;:i,=Assyr, abdlu, to lead, would
also furnish a fitting root-meaning for Jahal.
1

by Friedr. Delitzsch, Prokg. pp. 122-125.
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names of Lemech's tiuee sons, ~.l\ ~:1,•, ~.l'11, be perhaps a
scale of noun forms from the same verbal stem 1 Ewald
goes still farther, and assumes that though rP is added only
to the third name, all three were so named as descendants of
Cain. We should then have to compare ~.l~, fruit=production (from ,:1-, Assyr. abalu, Kal in the sense of the Hiph.
~:1,n, whence perhaps also ablu, son). It may be only by
mere chance that the name of Apollo is symphonious with the
first two names, and that of Vulcan with the third, while at
the same time the name of Lemech's daughter, n~v,~, is of like
signification with Venus, whose name in Sanscrit is derived
from vanas, delight, gracefulness. The heathen gods are not
merely deified natural objects (Goldziher, Grill, Leop. Einstein),
but some of them also deified human beings ; and there is
nothing which in itself need astonish us to find roots of their
histories in the worldly-minded house of Cain. The scriptural
account however shows the roots of crafts and arts found in
it. The progress of civilisation has never kept equal pace
with that of religion. It overtakes the latter and sometimes
even opposes it. Nevertheless it bas its just claims, and every
acquisition made by natural secular development will at last,
after undergoing a process of purification and transfiguration,
become the property of the kingdom of God. This applies
especially to music, that daughter of heaven which has come
down to earth.
The first song, Lemech's boastful defiance by reason of the
newly-invented weapon of vengeance, vv. 23, 24: And
IAmtch IJ(Lid unto his wives :
Adah and Zillah, hear my wia;
Ye unve.s of Lemech., hearken unto my ,peec1,,:
Surely I ,lay fflffl for my wou,u4
A11d young mtm for my scar.

For Oain i, a'Vfflged ,ew:n,Jold,
And Lemah 1t11enty and - • time,.

Lemech is praising the invention of Tubal-cain. This signification of the words of Lemech was first penetrated by Hamann
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(ff"trke, ii. 390) and Herder(Vom Gew der Ebrauche'/1, Potm,
pt. i. Discourse x.). Caunter (TM Poet,11 of the Pentateuch,
18 3 9, i p. 81) cannot make the fact that Lemech'e words are
addressed to his wives agree with this. But their very safety
depended on Lemech's capability of using arms, and the metal
weapon, to which this lyric effusion applies, was the invention
of the son of Zillah. Ephrem, Jerome and others agree in reading out of Lemech's words, according to Jewish tradition, that,
seduced by Tubal-cain, he had slain his ancestor Cain (11:"'M),
and then in his displeasure thereat had killed this hie own son
(i"). It is but a foolish Haggadah picked out of the words.1
Such a fantastic way of treating history is avoided by taking
,~ hypothetically, and with Nii.gelsbach making the periods to
be: If I have slain a man . , . then if Cain was avenged sevenfold, Lemech would be avenged seventy-seven times. But
this gives an intolerably clumsy construction, in which the
requisite prominence of the apodosis is absent (comp. Ex.
xxii 22, 23), and moreover an involved meaning. We do
not expect the thought that Lemech, having committed a
murder, will better protect himself against blood-vengeance
than Cain was to be protected by God, but that he will pay
back every attack by slaying him who makes it, and will by
his own power make himself more inviolable than Cain was
by God's promise. ,.::, either justifies the summons of 23a by
the importance of the matter (for, because), or gives forth the
subst.anoe of what is to be heard (that= 8n, subsequently
faded into an untranslatable 6·n rtci.tativum), or it bas an
o.ffi.rmative meaning conflnnative of what preceded (Ex.
iv. 25; comp. Isa. vii. 9), as we have translated above.
Certainly
eeeme to state an externally completed fact ;
but in the absence of certain knowledge concerning this,
we take it as a. perfect of certainty, which states an
a.et completed already as to the consciousness, but not

•~n~

1 See the explanation or the whole 1ong, aocording to thil Haggadah, in the
Judeo-Poli1h 10-called W,iber-C,ht11llla«A, tra111lated into Eugli•h by P. 1.
Hmhon (Londou 18811) (Oommelltar, iibtr die Gtttui, jll,- U1tgtleAm), p.
117 '4·
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ae yet externally accomplished (comp. the prt:S. con.jidtnti<J!
of prayer and the pr(llt. propl&eticu,n, of prediction, Ges.
§ 126. 4). Beside ~~ we have ,~:, the young man,
which Budde mistakenly · declares to be inadmissible : tl1e
young men of Rehoboam are called 1:1"1~, 1 Kinge xii.,
ao are the pagea at the royal court, Dan. i 4 ; in Eccles.
iv. 13,
(like ip,, x. 16) is a young man in contrast t.o ti'T, The .suffix of '.¥¥~? is as usual passive (Job
ix. 17; comp. •i,~Q. Jar. x. 19; Nab. iii 19 and el10where), i.e.
it means the wound inflicted on .some one, not the wound he
inflicts; while on the other hand in n1,1,:i (rT;\::tQ) there is no
question of the objective or subjective meaning of the aufflx,
with a .suffix it always meana the scar which one has on
himself, Pa. uxvili. 6 ; Isa. liii 6. The preposition >expressee both times, as in Lev. xix. 28, the causal relation, the
external occasion. The meaning of "¥-?~ c•~rV is determined
according t.o C~rtP?'; it is multiplicatively meant, and does not
denote 70 x 7 (Ka.mphausen), but 77 times, which is also the
.sense of the JfJ80JJ,f11Covra1e,r; md of the LXX. (comp. Matt.
xviii 22) and of the stptu.agi.ea atpti.ea of Jerome. Elsewhere
11even times is called P;lF (with the c•r;:,v, underst.ood), Prov.
xxiv. 16 ; here the numeral stands in its primitive form, and
only becomes multiplicative through the connection of thought
(Ew. § 269b). We here see the beginnings of music followed
by the beginning of its sister art poetry.1 It is true that.
Lemech did not speak Hebrew, but the song nevertheless
exhibits in this Hebrew reproduction the genesis of poetry.
It began with lyric poetry aa a primitive and powerful pouring forth of strong emotions in a rhythmical form. In this
song we meet with all the characteristics of subsequent poetry
in their first beginnings : vis. 1. Rhythm, i.e. the regular
euccesaion of rise and fall ; 2. consonance, i.e. the similar

i~:

1 Obu. Aug. Brigp llnda atrophio pottl'y &lrelldy in chL L-lll : vis. in tl1e
Elohiatlo account of creation a poem in m riling 1t.rophe1 with pent&metrio
liuee, in th, Jab'riltlo history or Paradi■a a poem in ten fourteen-lined 1trophea.
But 9 and JJI both write pl'ON and not even poetically, but only here md there
proee with a poetio elevation and oolouring.
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ending of coinciding members of the verse, which in older
Semitic poetry was not developed beyond the rhyme of
inflexion ; 3. parallelism in the arrangement of the thoughts,
n. fundamental property especially of Hebrew poetry, which
may be compared to the rhythmic systole and diastole of the
heart, or to the regnlar vibration of the two halves of the
Ycrse ; 4. the construction of the strophes, for the Song of
Lemech must not be judged according to the two Masoretic
verses into which it is divided.
It consists of three distich11, the distich being the simplest and primitive form of
the strophe ; 5. the more elevated diction shown by the
choice both of rarer forms, such as l~f for "J~pi, Isa. xxxii. 9
(like ~I?, call, Ex. ii. 20, for .IM;P,, Ruth i 20; comp. Syr.
"lfi.[1tlln. for "??bP,), n.nd of expressions like
and ~ . which
ani not worn out in familiar language. With regard to the
matter of the song, Budde is persuaded that simply the use of
tl1e new invention for its lawful purpose is brought to notice,
in truth however that Titanic arrogance of which it is said,
Hab. i. 11, that its might is ita god, and Job xii 6, that it
brings its god, viz. the sword, in its l1and, is expressed therein.
The sword in his band counts for more with Lemech than a
threat in the mouth of God, and he breathes out murder
although Cain his ancestor had fallen under the curse on
a.ct:ount of it. The Cainitic development starts from murder
aud culminates in that murderous lust of war, in which the
m~cendanoy of the animal instinct in human nature manifests
It is said that iv. 1-16 and 17-24 do not haritself.
monize. But the retrospect of Lemech's song : " to whoso
killeth Cain, it shall be avenged sevenfold," 15a, binds the
two supposed discrepant pieces of history in close connection.
The unity here is missed, while in the two genealogies, on the
ooutrary, the Cainitio and the Setbitic of oh. v., an original unity
is invented. The two tables are however characteristically
distinct, being of different length and consciously pursuing a
different object. The Oainitio, with its seven members, stops
where the worldly tendency of this line culminates, while the

m,,
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Sethitio in cb. v. with its ten members has in view the
transition Crom primitive history to the history of the Flood,
nnd according to iv. 25 sq. a fundamentally different tendency
prevails in this line.
The same narrator who described the fall of man and the
murder of Abel now continues the history of Adam and his
wife, ver. 2 5 : .And .Adam knew kis wi,fe a,gain ; and she bare
a son, and called kis name Seth : for Elohim has appoi,nted me
another seed for Hebel, because Cain slew ki1n. Instead of
D11$lJ, ver. 1, where the history of nian after the expulsion
from Paradise begins, we here read the proper name 01,.1
iip refers to the two preceding births. Even if this i,p were
absent, as in the LXX., Jl"'l,!l would not be enough to justify
the conclusion, that according to the original text Seth was
the first son of man (Budde). As at 1 Sam. i. 19 the subject treated of is the blessing of children after long barrenness, so here it is the blessing of children after the parents
had lost Abel, and to a certain extent Cain also. The name
n~ seems, according to this explanation, to mean the
appointed, but a passive n~=n~ cannot be authenticated.
~ considered as a participle (like "!?) signifies the appointer,
viz. of a new beginning, or as a substantive (like itt) : the
settlement in the sense of foundation (comp. n~, pillar), and
indeed a new foundation. '? is followed by an oratio directa
(not obliqua), as at xxxiii. 31 (comp. tf, xxvi. 7). The
metheg in vnt is a sign of the long ii, as at XXXV. 27; Job
ix. 20. "Another seed" is equal to another descendant, as
D'rJ?~ 17".!, 1 Sam. i. 11, means a male descendant, and
D\l'tllt V,t, Mal. ii. 15, a descendant according to the promise.
Parents have already a posterity in one descendant, J7"T
1 "This DiN aa a proper name, remarks Budde, cannot proceed from the
aame hand which wrote the Paradisaic history and iv. 1." Jrlere cobwebs I
Ditcoi and DiN are related to each other as D'M~tci"I and D'~N ; the former
means,,,,,...,.,, the latter ,,,,..~., aa a proper name. It ia J who in iv. 1-18
continues the history of primitive mankind; the different colouring of iv. 17-24
is explained by assuming that he here draws Crom a different source, and at
iv. 25 aq. recurs to the track or his own narrative.
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is not always the singular comprehension of many.1 The
il1~ '!I are no accessory remark of the narrator,
words
but,:, is, as at 2 Sam. xix. 22, Zeph. ii 10, in virtue of the
preceding nru_:i, equal to ~ n,:u:i, Deut. iv. 37; Prov. i. 29.
'liM ,:, to a patched-on historical
Budde's degradation of
remark is even syntactically refuted. The reason for Seth's
mother here calling God C'~ is found by Dillmann to be,
that he who meant to bring in ~6b could not well put mi'I'
into the mouth of Eve. But why not 1 Dillmann himself
understands 26b of the solemn worship of Jahveh, which
presupposed that men who joined together for such a purpose
already knew Him. Hence it would not seem strange to find
the word mM' here (comp. iv. 1). Seth, who continues the
line of promise, was indeed a gift of the God of the promise.
But the fact that Eve here calls God C'mte, shows that the
idea preponderant in her consciousness was that of the creative
power, which had renewed. the hope that had blossomed in
Abel and been destroyed by Cain: Abel had died childless,
but in Seth the line of promise, from which Cain had wilfully
broken oft', is actually continued, ver. 26: .And Seth, to him
was born, a son, and lu called hia name Enda; tlun to declare th6
name of Jal,,vel,, wa., 'begun. On tC\TrDJ, etiam ei, see Ges.
§ 121. 3. Similar perhaps is the te\i'l""'l~ (even his) of Elisha,

rP

rP

2 Kings ii. 14.

The verb

~)M

(related to the Arab.

,.

...

~ 1)

means to be, or to become weak, frail, like the ABsyr. mliu
(comp. a,q{Jeveui, sickness), whence the adj. tniu, weak. This
is also undoubtedly the meaning of w~. to whom as a
personage of primitive history Gaj&meret of the Persian myth
(who became king in Fird8si), and whose name, gaja maratan,
signifies mortal life, corresponds. And whatever the deriva-

,me

1 The .llid1'&9h frequently remarks that Esther in
o,i't)t::, (Esth. iv. H)
baa in view "that eeed" (Y,t ~M), viz. King KNBiah
Levy under
~!). St. Paul too, in Gal, iii 16, takea his stand upon Jewish thought and

<-

diction, according to which Jr,t may mean an individual, who repreaenta the

-,

posterity of one hitherto child lell8.
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tion of ~,~, it designates, according to the usage of the
language, man on the side of his impotence, frailty, and
mortality; see Ps. viii 5, ciii. 15; Job vii. 1, 17, especially
Ps. xc. 3, where the departing generation is called Wlt, in
distinction from that which comes into its place, and Isa. Ii
12, where the enemies of God and the persecutors of His
Church are said, in contrast to their supposed power, greatness,
and imperishableness, to be me: Wtt, as at Ps. x. 18, t"l.llt
Y,ltl"ljD. 1 ~ is generally used to refer to some elevating and
joyful occurrence. Even on this account it is improbable
that ~n should be intended as passive of Hiph., Ezek. xxxix.
7; and here is related what Jerome cites as a Jewish view
(as does also in accordance with the Midrasb, Targ. Jer., comp.
Abulwalid's ncp,, and Effodi's Grammatik, p. 154), quod tune
primum in nomine Domini et in similitudine ejU8 fabricata sint
idola. But even the construction
,mn would in this
sense be a monstrosity. The LXX. effaces the flt and reads
,-mn nt, o{m,~ -q>.!,rtuev, for which oti-ro~ i'/pEe11 (71pEa-ro)
'!:lri "!, would alone be linguistically possible. Aq. correctly
gives ToTe 'lP'Xe.,,, and Gr. Ven. ToTe i',plC'Ta,. It was then
begun to call with or by means of the name of J ahveh, i.e.
(the obj. being conceived of as the means, Ges. § 138, marginal

tt.,p,

=

1

While ~~ with its plural C'~t:C, points back to the verb ~lt, to be

strong,

_.,,

'1h
T

•

(the
V of which baa, according to the .!.ram. NMlt,
Arab.
,
T
•
~

~ I, the value of n,
aa ,...., """""",.

but also
dift'erent),

,

rd1.a:c,

.

.

~), Crom the verb 11:,f.llt= ..!,..j I, designates the woman
From this same verb seem to be derived, not only ~ii,~,

~ 1, with its plural 0'~;~ (C'~ as plur. of the wife is

.

~

. ~WI,

Ailayr. niiu, plur. niM (male beings) and the like.

The

~

verb ~I, to cling to, to be sociable, also oft'era itself for the im used of the
,I

male relation antl of male names in general, and this excites far less suspicion
-

.. :11,

of being a denominative than the Arab. i..!-i I, soft (perhaps peculiar to the
female kiud) ; aee Friedr. Delitzseh, Proleg. p. 162 ; comp. Zimmem, B<17'vl,
Buupealmeta, p. 20.
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remark), to call upon Him, viz. by prayer (comp. Zeph. iii 9;
Jer. x. 25; Zech. xiii. 9), and by proclaiming Him (Ps. cv. 1;
comp. Ex. xxxiii. 19, xxxiv. 5, with xxxv. 30). We have here
the first link of the chain, xii 8, xiii 4, xxi. 33, xxvi 25.
These continuations of the beginning here related show, that
the meaning of the narrator is not, that then began the appelIR.tion of God by the name Jab.veh, which gives Reuss the
opportunity for making the cavilling remark: en ula fauteur
se con.tredit lui-mlnlt, but that then began the formal and
solemn common worship of God, the proclaiming (preaching)
Church, hence the Church form of confessing the God of
salvation (see Kobler, Bihl. 0-Mchichte, i. 51 sq.). Certainly
there is no lack of connection between the feeling of the
nothingness of the earthly expressed in the name Enosb, and
the fact that it was just now that the worship of the Ohurch
hnd its commencement.

II.
THE TOLEDOTH OF ADAM, V.-VI. 8.
THE GENEALOGY FROM ADAM TO NOAH, CH. V.

(Parallel, 1 Chron. i 1-4.)

Tm: Toledoth of the heaven and the earth are followed by the
second main division of Genesis, the Toledoth of Adam, and
first by the genealogical table of the ten generations from
Adam to Noah, to which this title more especially refers, the
beginning of that genealogical chain running through Genesis,
the final link of which is formed by the tribes of Israel. The
section is Elohistic (by Q). The view and mode of representation of the history of creation, that genealogy of heaven and
earth, are here continued; in one passage only, v. 29, is
found a retrospective reference to the Jahveh-Elohim section,
and we there have mn, and not D'M~ In a rapid survey and
so-to-speak in ten strophes, are the first ten patriarchs of the
earliest period of history brought before us ; the tenth member
of the series is however left incomplete, because Noah belongs
as much to the post-diluvian as to the ante-diluvian world.
In the roll of the Cainites, the contents of which had regard to
the history of secular culture, no computation of years was
given. Here they begin to form the indispensable scaffolding of
the history of redemption, the continuation of which is secured
through Seth the substitute of Abel. The narrator computes
the years of each patriarch to tl1e birth of the son who was to
carry on the line of promise (of Seth therefore, not of Cain
in the case of Adam), next those of the remainder of his life,
and then adds these two-year marks together with "?.~ ~,~,
(for which we have, vv. 23, 31, and ix. 29, 'l'.1').
ffi5
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The year marks of birth added together with the 10 0
years from the birth of Shem to the commencement of
the Deluge, make 16 o6 years. The numbers in the LXX.
and Samar. differ both in eh. v. and eh. xi. (Shem to
Terah) from the Hebrew (see the table). The Septuagint
reckons from Adam to the Deluge 2242 (according to.
another reading 2262) years, the Samaritan (with which
the book of Jubilees or AE'JM"77 I'amn~, preserved in
1Ethiopic and partially in Latin, and edited by Dillmann
and Ronsch, agrees) 1307 years. The computation of the
LXX. was long regarded as authentic by both the Hellenistic
Jews and the ancient Church, whence it was transferred to
Moslem authors : it is advocated in the Roman martyrology,
and maintained its credit, although Jerome in his trans•
lation, which became the Church one, keeps to the Hebrew
text. Beda caused offence when in his works, de tmiporibv,s
and de temporum ratione, he preferred the numbers of the
Hebrew text, although he could appeal to both Jerome and
Among older
Augustine (Oiv. xv. 13) in their favour.
Protestant investigators, Ludw. Cappellus and Is. Vossius
defended the numbers of the LXX., the former against J.
Buxtorf, jun., the latter against Geo. Hom. The Hebrew text
subsequently found its most learned advocate in J. D.
Michaelis, in his treatises, de Okronologia Mosis ante dilumu11l
and a diluvw ad .Abrakamum, 1763-68, and recently in Ed.
Preuss, Zeitrechnung der LXX. 1859. In England on the
other hand the authenticity of the Septuagint figures found
zealous defenders in Jackson, Russell, Geo. Rawlinson (in histen articles on" Early Civilisation" in the Leuure Hour, 1876),
and lastly in Budd, The Modem Hebrew Numbers, London 1880.
The question, how the variation in the three computations
is to be accounted for, is still undecided. Gesenius and others
explain the differences of the Samaritan as resulting from
an effort for a symmetrical decrease in the length of life ;
Gehringer ( Tt1.bi111Jer Programm, 1842), from accidental
errors in reading and writing in the years of Methuselah
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and I.emech. The va1·iations of the LXX. have been explained by Bockh (Manetko •u;nd die Hundssternperiode,
p. 470 sqq.) and Niebuhr (Gesdtichte .A.88Urs und Babels,
p. 357 sqq.) from an effort to synchronize the biblical and
Egyptian chronologies. The attempt of Niebuhr laboure
under violent expedients (see Roach's art. " Zeitrechnung,"
in Herzog's RE.) ; that of Bockh is far the more seductive.
He sees in the 2242 years to the Deluge of the LXX. a.
reduction of nineteen dog-star periods of the previous history
of Egypt, i.e. of 27,759 years to as many months of 29¼ days,
this reduction giving 818,890¼ days= 2242 Julian years.
The LXX. might esteem such a reduction justifiable, because
ancient tradition testifies to computation by years of a month
each in the primitive times of Egypt. Eusebius also reduces
the years of the Egyptian history of Menes to months ; he
reckons however, not 27,759, but 24,900.
But how is the reckoning of the period at 1656 years in
the Hebrew text to be explained 1 Bertheau (Jahresbericht
of the IhlfZ. 1845) thinks it is founded on the assumption,
that the average length of human life during the first period
amounted to 160 years, in the second to 120 years, and
that subsequently the 1600 solar years became 1656 lunar
years of 3 5 5 days each. But in none of the three reccnsions
is the first period reckoned at 1600 and the second at 1200;
and it is a very precarious expedient to assume that these ·
were the original rates. Besides, the Israelites never computed
by mere lunar years, but only by lunar years compensated for
by the intercalation of solar years, so that the prevailing
measure of time was really the solar year.
The hypothesis of Lagarde, according to which the computation of the extant Hebrew text was shortened by about
1000 years in a polemical interest, viz. that of depriving
Christians of the proof that the Messiah really appeared in
the year of the world 5500, has been convincingly refuted
by Kuenen in a treatise published in French under the title,
Les Origines du Ttxte Masoritkique, 18 7 5. Certainly Chris-
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tiau chronographers reckon 6000 years of prechristian history
(Ckro1iicun Paschale, ii. p. 117, ed. Bonn), or more accurately:
it was assumed that after the completion of the fifth millennium Christ appeared in the sixth, His birth being placed in
the year 5000, or more accurately in the year 5500 after
the creation of the world (see Ryssel, Georg der Bischof dcr
Araber, p. 46). But the Jews would have been caught in
their own net by any such cu11iailment. For according to the
ancient Elijah tradition,1 the advent of the Messiah was to
be expected after 2000 years ,nn and 2000 years mu,,
therefore after the year of the world 4000; and the
Talmudists are conscious that this term has been long exceeded without His appearing. According to the computation of the text of the Hebrew Bible, the advent of Obrist
really falls pretty nearly in the year 4000 (according to
Scaliger and Calvisius, 3950; according to Kepler and
Petavius, 3984; according to Usher, 4004).
The low figure of the period elapsing between Adam and
the Flood, viz. 1307 in the Samaritan version, is from an
historical point of view the most incredible, and yet ~e
view that these are the original figures has now obtained
renowned advocates. But the circumstance that the gradual
decline of the duration of life is here brought forward more
clearly, or to speak correctly, comparatively more so, testifies
rather to tendency than originality. Berthea.u in his article
on the numbers in Genesis, eh. v. and xi, in the Jal,,rbb. fur
deut8M8 T/wJlogu, xxiii p. 6 5 7 sqq., has directed attention
to a surprising phenomenon. The amounts of the duration of
life seem to have been obtained by means of adding together
the numbers of the years of generation. Thus the 930 years
of Adam's life result from adding together the 105 years of
Seth, the 90 of Enoch, 70 of Kenan, 65 of Mahalalel, 500 of
Noah, with the 100 to the Flood. And Henoch's 365 years
are given by reckoning up the 130 years of Adam, the 70
1 See my esaay, "Der escbatologiache Denksprocb der Reformatoren," in
the Allg. E,,,, Luth. K Z. 1884, pp. 6-8.
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of Kenan, 65 of Mahalalel, with the 100 to the Flood.
Both these periods coincide equally in the Hebrew and in
the Samaritan text, but the 910 years of Kenan can only be
attained by the addition of the year-marks of generation of
the Samaritan. Before however we regard the year-marks of
life as the sum- total of so unintelligent and nonsensical
an addition, we would see in the possibility discovered by
Bertheau a curious trick of accident. And that it is such is
indeed evident from the fact that the 365 years of Henoch'e
life, though an undoubted tradition, may yet also be obtained
by such an addition sum. The Hebrew text reckons 349
years more from Adam to the Deluge than the Samaritan.
Certainly the motive of this increase might be the assumption
that two-thirds of the 4000 yea1'8 of the world, i.e. 2666,
elapsed between the commencement of the world and the
departure from Egypt. And when we consider the division
of this plus of 349 years among the year-marks furnished by
the periods when Jared, Methuselah, and Lemech begat, a
conclusion more favourable to the originality of the Samaritan
text may be drawn. To these proofs from probability ~f the
authenticity of the Samaritan computation by Bertheau and
Dillmann, another has been added by Budde · in his work on
Bibli,cal Pri:man,al History, 1883. He starts from the view
that the ten antediluvian patriarchs, who now, when opposed
to the Cainites, all appear as saints (which however is not the
case, the contrary being proved by the sole deliverance of
Noah), were originally divided into a godly and an ungodly
half; Mahalalel closing the godly half, while with Jared, whose
name means decline, begins that decay of morals out of which
Henoch was removed. '.l'he Samaritan gives the most faithful
representation of this downfall In the Hebrew text it is
only Methuselah who attains to the year of the Deluge (which
according to the inconsiderate division of the year-marks of
generation in the LXX. be survives by about fourteen years).
In the Samaritan, on the other hand, the year of the Deluge,
viz. 1307, is the death year alike of Jared, Methuselah, and
0
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Lemech. It does not necessarily follow that they are to be
thought of as perishing in the Flood ; still it is probable that
this form of the chronological table is designed to represent
how the Sethitic line at last fell in their representatives into
moral corruption and incurred the judgment of the Flood.
Budde thinks that the Hebrew text changed the 1307 (from
Adam to the Flood) of the Samaritan into 1656 for the
purpose of making Methuselah alone survive till the year of
the Deluge, and the others all die previously ; that the 16 5 6
years are derived from the 1657 which according to the
Samaritan elapsed from Adam to the death of Noah ; he
thinks he can also explain the subtraction of the one year.
But all these are mere possibilities. What is here regarded
as the intention of the Hebrew may on the contrary be
considered as the intention of the Samaritan. One thing is
certain, viz. that the increase of the year-marks in the LXX.
presupposes the shorter rates of the Hebrew and Samaritan.
But if we further ask whether the authentic, i.e. the original
computation in the text of the Pentateuch, is that of the
Hebrew or that of the Samaritan, it must be remembered that
the figures in both are based upon arithmetical reflection ; and
since the Samaritan also can make no higher claim, it speaks
in favour of the Hebrew, that its 1656 years show themselves
to be the product of an intelligent systematic chronology. }'or
if 16 5 6 years elapsed between Adam and the Deluge, there
will be found, on following the Hebrew chronology on to the
exodus, 2666 years, and these are, as Alfred von Gutschmid
perceives, two-thirds of 4000 years. Hence the number
16 5 6 comes from a system which, according to the beforementioned Elijah tradition, re(?koned the duration of the
world to the aa., c,ip, the time of Messiah, at 4000 years (i.e.
100 generations of 40 years each), and made two-thirds of this
entire duration of the world to have elapsed when the exodus
and the giving of the law laid the foundation of a new period.
If one of the three numbers from Adam to the Flood, 1656
(1-leb.), 1307 (Sam.), and 2242 (LXX.), can be regarded as
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anything more than an arbitrary product, it is, as Noldeke
also judges (Untersuclumgen, p. 112), the 1656 of the
Hebrew ; and I agree with Ed. Konig ("Beitrage zur biblischen
Chronologie, i.," in Lutbardt's ZeitBckrift, 1883, p. 281 sqq.),
that the Hebrew has preserved the most ancient and original
computation, while the Samaritan aud LXX. exhibit in this
respect secondary phases of the Old Testament text. It is
worthy of remark that the Babylonians, according to Berosos,
reckon 120 Sarti (uapo~, i.e. chief number, from the Accad.
Jar, many, mass= 3600) = 432,000 years, from Aloros to
Xisutbros ; and that, as J ul Oppert has shown in the article
on the dates of Genesis in the Gotting. Anzeigen, 1877, No. 10,
this 432,000 has with the 1656 years of the Hebrew the
common divisor 72.
But the question as to the motives for distributing these
1656 years just as bas been done among the ten antediluvian
patriarchs, bas hitherto defied all ingenuity. What cannot be
understood as the work of reflection proves itself to be tradition. What then is our position with respect to the staten1ents or prolonged life, which reach from 777 to 969 years 1
Every attempt to reduce the years to shorter periods bas been
vain. Two Byzantine monks, Anianos and Panodoros, and in
recent times Hensler, Rnsk, Lesueur, tried this expedieut.
The first reckoned the year at three months, the latter at oue
month, the third (Revue archeologique, 1858) at Chaldee Sossi
or sixty days. But such reductions are incompatible wit.h
the text as it now stands ; the statements of the years of
generation in the cases of Mahalalel and Henoch make them
impossible, while the total amount of the period from Adam
to the Flood, which certainly is not put too high at 1656
years, is intolerably dwindled.1
On the other hand, so long a duration of life as is spoken
of in eh. v. cannot be conceived, of either historic or present
1 The Babylonian 432,000 years also dwindle, when viewed as the daya of a
year of 360 days, to 1200 years,-an improbable amount which does not even
reach the 1307 of the Samaritan.
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human nature. In the present time only one out of 100,000
attains the age of 100, and only one out of 500 that of 90.
According to Alex. Becker however, ~ lifetime of 15 0 is not
uncommon in· the snow mountains of South Dagestan, nor,
according to Riley, Prince Pi.ickler, and others, one of 200 in
the Arabian deserts of Africa. In primreval times however a
longer lifetime than even 200 years must be esteemed possible.
The state of integrity-says Zi:ickler in his Lehre wm Urstande
der Menschheit, 1879-was succeeded by a stage of transition,
during which death, the result of sin, but slowly overcame
the resistance offered by the strong pbysical organization of
primitive mankind. At all events the climate, weather, and
other natural conditions were diffe~nt from those of the postdiluvian world, while life was much simpler and flowed on in a
more equable course. And what was already probable in itself,
viz. that men should then live longer than they do at present,
is testified by the unanimous voice of popular legends. According to Hesiod, 'Epty. 130, childhood lasted in tbe silver age
130 years, which presupposes a lifetime of 1000 years in the
golden age. 2 Isaiah lxv. 20-22, predicts the restoration of
such length of life in the latter days. Josephus (Ant. i. 3. 9,
repeated in Eusebius, Prrep. ix. 15) appeals to Egyptian,
Chaldee, Phrenician and other ancient testimony for the
gradual shortening of human life from 1000 years.
Hence the enormous length of life seems comparatively less
strange than the lateness of the first births. Noah does not
It is here cei:tain
become a father till his 500th year.
that the letter conceals some enigma, for such long celibacy
is not connected with his piety, Henoch becoming a father at
6 5. And if we further keep in view the relation of the years
of generation to the length of life, in Adam 130 and 939, in
Enosh 90 and 905, in Jared 162 and 962, in Henoch 65 and
365 (the number of days in a solar year), the consideration is
pressed upon us that a computation which is the result of
reflection here takes the place of deficient special tradition.
From this we may further infer that the numbers 930, 912,
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905, etc., designate epochs of antediluvian history which are
named after their chief representative.'3, and that the period
of these epochs is allotted to the individual life of these
chief representatives, as though it had extended over the
whole period.
The Cainitic and Sethitic tables may originally have been
one which contained the descendants of Adam, through Cai u
and Seth, side by side. The names in the two lines were not
o~nally Hebrew,1 they were therefore linguistically transformed by tradition, and much that is striking in the relation
of the names in the one to those in the other may (although
it can also, as we saw at iv. 18, be differently explained) be
the result of the separation of the one table into two.
Moderns, since Buttmann's Mytkologus, think otherwise,
especially Budde, according to whom the original table of the
Cainites and that of the Sethites, which was a modification of
it, are two independent attempts to deduce primitive mankind
from Adam, whose eldest son was according to the one Cain,
according to the other Seth. The fratricide was, he thinks, a
mere fiction, or else picked up in some out-of-the-way corner
of Hebrew tradition, perhaps originally a Canaanite legend,
which was first inserted by J' for the purpose of finding a
place for the Cainitic table of J 1 and the Sethitic table
of J 2 in one and the same work. In the fundamental work,
i.e. in Q, which furnishes the scaffolding of the present Genesis,
there was no Cainitic table, and nothing about Cain and Abel,
but a mere register of the Sethites which has been garnished
from that of J'. It is therefore a fiction, with a tendency,
which gave io Cain and Seth a third brother Abel, and
invented the fratricide and banishment of Cain.
We feel however greater confidence in the truthfulness of
the extant Mosaic picture of primitive history than in this
all-knowing hypercriticism, which tears the stones out of position and mixes them promiscuously to form from them a new
1 The Babylonian names of the ten primitive kings are quite different.
Friedr. Delitzach, Paradiu, p. H9.
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edifice of hypotheses, which reflects all honour upon its penetration, but offers all the greater insult to the biblical history.
Title, v. la : This is t/1,8 book of the generations of
.A.dam. ,~i;, may designate any completed writing, even a
document consisting of only a few leaves or of a single one,
such as, e.g., a writing of divorcement, Deut. xxiv. 1 ; or a
<leed of pu1'::liase, Jer. xxxii 11; or a written me~orial, Ex.
xvii. 14; Isa. xxx. 8. Gr. Ven. correctly renders: ail,-.,, ,;
fJ{f!>..o,; Tow ,yw1111ue6'11 ; but like LXX., Luther erroneously
takes ciK as a generic instead of a proper name. What follows
is not meant to be a re~ssive genealogy (as St. Matthew
applies the fJl{J>..o,; ,yevluerg; of the LXX. ii 4, v. 1), but a
progressive. Nevertheless, for the purpose of placing the
continuation of the beginning made in Adam in the right
light, the origin of this beginning itself is recalled, lb: In the
day that Elohim created .Adam, He made him in the likeness of
Elohim. In ii 4 and Num. iii. 1, what follows with c\~f
belongs to the title; here it appears, as at vi 9, as the begin•
ning of a new sentence. Schrader construes: On the day that
God created Adam, etc., He blessed them ; but this would be,
like i. 1-3, ii. 4-7, an objectionable and clumsy period. The
constniction of the sentence lb is like Num. iii 13, viii. 17.
Ver. 2 continues in a succession of short sentences like i. 2 7 :
Male and female created He them ; and He blessed them, and
called their n.ame .Adam (man), in the day when they were
created. There is here another repetition of what was alluded
to i. 27, and related in detail in eh. ii., viz. that man was first
created as one, and not paired till afterwards. That it was
God Himself who called the first created pair ciK may be
regarded as referring back to i. 26, where God speaks beforehand of the being with whom He is about to conclude the
series of His creations as ciK, It is in the nature of the
matter that the name of the first created was a generic name,
which afterwards became bis proper name. The birth of Seth,
vcr. 3 : .And .Adam lived a hundred and thirty years, then he
brgat in his likeness after his image and ealled his name Seth.
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After ~'l (from the Hiph. i~n, which is more accurate an<l
customary than -b,, eh. iv.) we have to supply in thought I~
(a son), which the narrator omits, because he desires to state
in a general manner that Adam transmitted his human nature
in bis own image. The expression : in his likeness, after his
image (comp. i 26, "in our image, after our likeness"), means
to say that the nature of the begotten corresponded to tha.t of
the begetter, and indeed in that present precise condition
which the self - decision that had meantime taken place
involved. The likeness of Adam is not opposed to, though
it differs from, the absolute directness of the likeness of God.
Adam, not the mother (iv. 25), here appears as the namegiver, the validity of the name depending indeed upon his
acquiescence and confirmation. It is as clear a.a day, says
Budde, that the generation of Seth_ must be regarded a.,
the first human generation.
This cannot be inferred
from the fact that there is no ,w after ,;,,,, for after iv. 25
such a 'nJ7 was needed, but would be here out of place.
Certainly Seth becomes the first human child, if we presuppose that the author of this table of Sethites either
knew or desired to know nothing of iv. 25 and what is
connected with it. We may regard this as a matter of indifference, for the sources J and Q have not become canonical,
and in their combination the deficit of the one is historically
and unhesitatingly met by the plus of the other. The remainder of Adam's lifetime and total amount of his years,
vv. 4, 5 : .And tke days of .Adam, after ke 'begat Seth, a,nounted
to ei,gkt hundred years, and ke 'begat sons and daughters. .And
all tke days that .Adam lived amnunted to nine l,,und1·ed and
thirty years, and ke died. With regard to the syntax we
remark for here and onwards, that (1) the numbers 2 to
10 are followed by the object numbered in the plural, e.g.
c•~~ Eipr;i, the higher numbers by the sing., e.g. "t~ c•~ ;
65 is expressed, ver. 21, by M~f c•~ £ion, ver. 15 more particularly by n~V cm c•~~ £ion ; (2) the units precede the
tens and both the hundreds; we also say five and sixty, but
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from .Adam onwards (Rom. v. 14), fall victims to this reigning
king of terrors. Henoch alone forms an exception, and is
translated to another life without dying.
Summary of the life of Henooh, vv. 21-24: .And Huwch
li-ced lixty and five y«J.ra, a1td begat Methtl,,lllah, .And HenccJ,,
IMlk«l with God, after lUJ 'btgat Methmdlah, thru hund'ffll
year,, and b~at aona and daughl,era. .And tM mm of the day,
of HeMch amounted to thre, hundr«l and si.J;ty-jl:o, yean•
.And HffllXh walkt.d wi.tk God, and M wa, not; for Elohim
took him. .At ver. 22 the question of astonishment is suggested : Was be not then godly till after the birth of bis
eldeet son 7 (Budde, p. 170 sqq.). Jerome meets this question
by inserting et '11i.:cit before poetguam genuit, o.s does also the
LXX. in de Lagarde's text. But ambulai,it cum Deo itself
stands in the case of Henooh for et 'U'i.cit in the other summaries ; but ver. 21 is not yet the place, as the narrator has
the tact to perceive, for giving up the '"'' everywhere else
employed. D'n,Mi"I, used twice, is once exchanged for D'n~M;
Budde thinks that the reason for Henooh's removal was
perhaps inserted from the Jahvistio table of Sethites,
where perhaps 'n 'Jth stood for D'n~atn·nat, which R transformed to correspond better with the neighbouring D'M~M
(p. 174 sq.). But is not D1;:,,~~-nl$ 'IJPJ'.:ll;ll'.I defended as proceeding from Q by vi. 9 ; and is not n~ ,~nnn, which is in
the Old Testament predicated exclusively of Henoch and
Noah, something different from 't.f? ,~nnn, xvii. 1, xxiv. 40,
and '!Q!C, Deut. xiii. 5 Y .Are not 0 1rtittn and 0 1r6at similarly
exchanged e.g. Jonah iv. 7 eq. ; and may not any piece of
writing be mangled by such overstrained ingenuity 7 " To
walk with God " means to the narrator the most intimate
communion and closest intercourse with the Deity. Similarly
does Mal. ii 6 say of Levi or the priest, as admitted to
the greatest nearness to God, and as a teacher of the knowledge of God whoee behaviour accorded thereto : '~~ '!J?l;.
Henoch's intimate communion with God, from which the
Enoch-legend inferred his close acquaintance with tl1e secret.a
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of the Deity (Judg. v. 14 sq.) and the world of spirits, is,
considering the close relation in which the Bible and antiquity
in general placed spirits and stars, connected also with his
being esteemed, by Eusebius, Prop. ix. 17, comp. H. H. vii 32,
as the predecessor of Abraham in the knowledge of the stars,
and is in accordance with his departure from the world. The
consecutive Ut~1, used with the force of a verb in the perfect,
is the expression of a sudden disappearance (comp. xiii. 13, 36;
Job vii. 8; Ges. Tkes. p. 82). On a sudden he was gone,
without sickness, without dying, without burial ; for Elohim
bad taken him, i.e. removed him from this visible world and
as at the
taken Him to Himself, and hence to a higher life
going up of Elijah, 2 Kings ii. 3, 9, 10; comp. the passages
in Ps. lxxiii. 24, xlix. 16, which perhaps are allusions to
this). Not that he was made a participator of the glory
which awaits the righteous at the resurrection. Christ, who
was the first to rise, was also the first to be glorified. The
glorification of Henoch would deprive Him of the precedence,
and the translation of Henoch to the heaven of God and the
angels would deprive Him of the honour of having opened to
men the heaven, in which no Old Testament visions show as
yet any holy human being. God translated him from this
world of sin and sorrow without letting him be subject to
death (Wisd. iv. 10 sq. ; Heh. xi. 5), therefore by means of
l'lf'b18VtT,~ without l,c8v,n~ (2 Cor. v. 4 ; 1 Cor. xv. 51 sq. ;
1 These. iv. 17) into a condition which resembled the lost
Paradise (!rename, c. H<Jtr. iv. 5) He thus exempted him
from the law of death or the return to dust, showing thereby,
that though He had subjected men to this law, He had not
bound Himself to it. The Babylonian tradition makes
Hasisadra (Xisuthros Noah) to have experienced such a
removal. Similar events in heathen myths are kindred
images of heavenward aspirations (Niigelsbach, Homeriad,,e
Tkeol. vii. 32). This wondrous issue of Henoch's life, falling
in the middle of the time between Adam and the Flood, was
a preaching of repentance (Ecclus. xliv. 16), and to the faithful
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an object for the eye of hope to rest upon-it was in the midst
of the reign of death a finger-post pointing backwards to show
that an ascending development of man was possible even
without death, and forwards to show that the aspiration after
redemption from the dominion of death and Hades would
not remain unsatisfied. Summary of Methuselah's life, vv.
25-27: And Methuselal,, li'Ved a hundred and eighty-seven
years, and begat Lemech. And MethUMla/,, lived, after he begat
Lemtch, sevtn hund1·ed and eighty-two years, and begat sons and
daughters. And all the day, of Metkuse/,al,, amounted to nine
hundred and wi:J:ty-nine years : and he died. The name
~ might mean a man of missiles (CL), therefore an
armed man, but more probably a man of sprouting (Assyr.
Jillu), a scion, a descendant. Summary of Lemech's life,
with a Jahvistic explanation of the nnme of Noah interwoven, vv. 28-32: And Lemeck lived a hundred and eigl,tyt'WO years, and begat a son, and called his -name Noa!,,, saying:
Thu same will comfort us frO'ni our 'WOTk and froni tlie toil of
our hands, froni the ground whW, Jah·veh hath C'U,rsed. And
Lemech lived five hundre<l and ninety-five years, and begat aons
and daughters. And the sum of the days of Lemeck amounted to
seven hundred and Be'Venty-Be'/ie11, years : and he died. Lemech
the Cainite was full of insolent defiance; Lemech the Sethite,
on the contrary, has no other joy than in the promised future.
When Noah, the tenth from Adam, was born to him, he combines with him the hope of a final close of the troublous days
which have hitherto prevailed, and in which the curse of sin
bas borne rule. His words breathe an elevated and joyous
frame, and are in consequence euphoniously and poetically
arranged. The J ahvistic explanation of the name ,:0 has
been unjustly found fault with (DMZ. xxiv. 208). Proper
names are as a rule meant only as a reminder or a hint (i?.f)
of the thoughts intended (see Gri.inbaum in DMZ. xl. 253).
Besides, the phonetic groups n:, and en:, are both expressions
imitative of the sound of breathing again ; IT? ci:q, to comfort,
-i.e. to cause to breathe again from something, is here a more
significant synonym of IT? IY~'.'.'. to procure rest (respiratione111,)
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from anything, Dent. xii. 10 ; Isa. xiv. 3 ; comp. Estb. ix. 1 u.
While in the house of Cain there is rejoicing even to defiance
over the newly invented alleviations and means of security
for earthly life, we here perceive a deep sigh over its toil on
account of the Divine wrath. Lemech hopes that his son is
the man who will introduce a turn for the better. .And he
was not deceived.1 For though the final consolation was
reserved for the more distant future, yet the transition from
a world in which the curse predominated to a world in which
the blessing predominated, and over which the rainbow was
extended as the sign of a new covenant of God with man, a
pledge of the future total abolition of the curse, the future
sole supremacy of love, was accomplished in N ooh.
At
ver. 32 a start is made towards completing these Toledoth
with the tenth genealogical member: .And Noah was five
hundred '1/e,o,ra old: and he l>egat Shem, Ham, and Japheth.
The chronological method of these historical tables, according
to which computation is always made (apart from the case of
Seth) from the birth of the first-born to that of the succeeding first-born, places it beyond doubt that Shem, and not
J apheth, as might appear from eh. x., is to be thought of as the
eldest. The two other sons are named together with the firsthorn without the year of their birth being stated. The five
hundredth year being that of the birth of Shem, and the
terminus a q:uo for that of the others. They are named
together, because they bear the same relation to the postdiluvian triple-branched human race that the twelve sons of
Jacob do to the chosen people. How long Noah lived after
the birth of Shem, and what was the entire duration of his
life, is not here told, the tenth member of the Toledoth being
left unfinished, because it is to be independently treated farther
on as ru n~ with the history of the Flood inserted. We are
first however made acquainted, in a passage of peculiar colouring, with the corruption of morals which had set in in the
days of Noah.
·
1 Badde thinks that it wu J1 who added v. 29, with reference to the
cultivation of the Tine which began with Noah.
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TABLE TO GENESIS, CH.

The Antedilmrian Patria,rchs.
The figures in brackets in the LXX. column are the readings of the

Cod. Alexandrinus.
Beb. Text,

Adam,.
Seth,
Enosh,.
Kenan,.
Mahalalel,.
Jereu,

Henoch,
Methuselah,
Lemech,
Noah,
To the Flood,

~I 800

8amar.1'6rt.

~

2so
205
1901
170
166
162
165
167 1
18 71 782 969 67 653 720 { (lS 7)
182 595 777 53 600 653 188
500: 450 950 500 450 950 liOO
1001
100
JOO

105: 807
90 1815
701 840
65 830
162! 800
65 300

930
800 930
912 105 807 912
905 90 8Hi 905
910 70 840 910
895 65 8SO 895
962 62 7 5 847
365 65 300 365

Frothe~o:i~o 16561_1_ 1-3-07

I

700 930
707 912
715
905
740 910
730 805
800 962
200 365
802 }D69
(782)
565 753
450

1

980

180

1042
lHO
1235

235
325
395
460

622
687
S74
050 1056

1290
1422
987
1656
1651
2006

22423 (2262) r - :11656, Shem's

I

I I

98th year.

1 Beside 190, the reading 290 is also found (Simon Halatensis in Assemani
Bibl. iii 218), but the assumed 3000 years from the Creation to the death oj
Peleg (whose name Hesychius interprets
as denoting the middle of the
6000 years of the world down to Christ) result all the same (Kai,ii,, with his
130 year11 in Gen. xi. being omitted) from the number 2262 (which presupposes
the reading 190, and also 187), by adding to this 185 years to the birth of Selah,
130 to that of Eber, 184 to that of Peleg, and 339 of Peleg's lifetime. Ephrem,
on the other hand, reckons from the Flood to Abraham 940, and consequently
from Adam to Abraham 3000 years, which agrees with neither of the three
systems. On the 6000 years of prechristian hiatory, aee Chronicon Pa11ch. ii.
p. 117, ed. Bonn. The Book of Jubilees follows the figures of the Samaritan.
1 Changed by Demetrius, Jui. Afrieanns and many others into 187 (as A""),
because with the other computation Methuselah would have survived the Deluge
fourteen years.
1 This number is chiefly advocated by the Fathers. Josephus reckons from
the Creation to the Flood 2656, or rather 2256 years. See Knenen, Lu Origimit
du Tnte Ma.aorithiqm, J.l· 85.
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JUDGIIBNT CALLED FORTH, THE LONO-SUJFERINO OF GOD, AND
THE DICRD Oil' JUDOMENT, VI. 1-8.

The origin of ain was related in cha. ii and iii., and ita
increase in the Cainitio race with which the Sethitic is contrasted in eh. iv., and here ita almost universal sway, which
inevitably entailed the judgment of the Flood, vv. 1, 2 : .And
caintJ to paa, wMn mtt1, began. to btJ many 03 tM earth,
a1m da"'f}htmJ were born to them, tW tM aons of God,
,aw tM daughters of me,i., that tMy wert fair, and took to
tMmadvtt wives of all that t"hey choae. In •~ •i:i, (like xxvi 8,
xxvii. 1 ; Deut. xi. 29), •~ is the srune as ,"~· l"i~ is distinguished from nil")~, as to become many is from to multiply.
The i;, of ~b;, is generalizing and partitive, like vii. 22, ix. 10,
xvii. 12, Deut. xv. 7, Lev. iv. 2, Song of Sol. iii. 6: whichever, quaacunque, they choae. c•;:i),~ •~, being everywhere else
the name or the angels, Job i. 2, xxxviii. 7, Pa. xxix. 1,
lxxxix. 7, Dan. iii. 25, and indeed nonun t1oaturm, as c•;:itt~
is nonun njfi.cii, it is most obvious to think here of angels. So
the LXX. (the text of which fluctuates between 4"fYe"A.oi Tou
8,oii in Philo, de gigantibua, Eusebius, Augustine, and Ambrose,
Rnd the reading vlo, Toii 8coii, which he.a prevailed since
Cyril and Augustine), Philo, ibid.,· Josephus, Ant. i. 3. 1;
Aquila (vioi Tciiv 8eciiv, also Jerome: IJ«Ja ittt,llige,u angil<,8
nve 1Jamtoa); the Peehito, which takes over c•n,.e •)l, like
Job i. 6, ii. 1 (comp. xxxviii. 7), untranslated; the book of
Henoch, which understands the heavenly ri•it, "1mopo, ;
the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Book of Jubilees,
the later Jewish Haggadah (e.g. in Mi.dra,h, ..4.bchir in Jellinek,
J{leine Mid1·aacMm, pt. iv.), and most of the ancient Fathers,
from J uetin and Athenagoras to Cyprian and Lactantius, also
Methodius, Ambrosius, Sulpicius Severns, and the author of
the work dts aingularitattJ cl~m. Tertullian explains
1 Cor. xi. 10 by referring to this passage {adti. Marc. v. 18,
de ftrg. tielandis, c. 7, comp. the Fragment of Clemens Alex.
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p. 980, ed. Potter). Griinbaum has treated on the motl'3y
collection of myths relating to the intercourse of angels with
the daughters of men, in DMZ. xxxi. 225 sqq.
But could angels have had carnal intercourse with human
women? According to Bereikith rabba, c. 26, R. Simeon b.
J ochai pronounced an anathema upon all who should understand c•n~n •)::i of angels (though the Sohar makes him affirm
it himself); Augustine (civ. Dei, xv. 23) advises rather to
relinquish the apocryphal fable; Jerome reserves his judgment ; Cyril of Alexandria reckons this opinion among the
aT0'71WTaTa; Theodoret calls its advocates lµ,{Jp611T"1JTO£ ~al
J1ya11 ,/jA.{6,o, (Qu,a:st. in Gen,. § 47); Philastrius numbers it
among the heresies ; the ancient Protestant interpreters regard
it as a Jewish Platonizing fancy.
Hence expedients have always been sought for. Onkclos
translates c•~n •):I by tt:;1?'1 •~~; R. Simeon b. Jochai by
tt:~:"! •~f ; as also Ephrem, though he vacillates, by •~!1 '):I ;
Symm. renders jiJ,ii potentium; while Targ. Jer., the Samaritan
translations, Saadia, Arabs Erpenii, understand by c•n~il •):1,
sons of men of eminent position (like j,•~Jt •):i, Ps. lxxxii. 6), and
by C,1$~ ffllf, daughters of people of low condition (comp. citt,
opp. l:"tt, Ps. xlix. 3). Spinoza also, together with Rashi, thu~
explains the expression in his Tractatus theologico-politicus ;
and Herder, Schiller, Phil. Buttmann have given the narrative an imaginative colourihg in accordance herewith. But
men of eminent position are elsewhere distinguished as l'e"'tt •):I
from citt •):i. Much rather perhaps may c•n,ac., •):1 be understood of children of God in a spiritual sense.
So Jul. Africanus already has: oi a,ro TOV ~~e 8{,ca,io, (see
Gelzer, Sextus Jul. Africanus, 1880, p. 62), rejecting the
other view, on account of the double reading of the LXX.
with 14v8eVETa, ~ 0ZJ.1,t1.£; so also the Clement. Recog., according to the text of Rufins: lwmines justi gui angelomm Nerant
vitam (i 2 9), ~ere nevertheless the view brought forward in
the eighth of the homilies concerning the mingling of " angelic
fire and female blood" peeps through; so too Adamsbuch,
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p. 100 sq., translated by Dillmann from the lEthiopic, and
Gregor Barhebraus in his Syriacke (Jkronik (Sethites who,
renouncing marriage, retired to the solitude of Mount Hermon),
in opposition to which the old view is still found in Bardesanes' "Book of Fate" (in Cureton's Spicilegiwm, 1885);
Cyril Alex., Procopius, Augustine, who all understand it of
the godly race of Setbites who, according to tradition, dwelt
far from the Cainites in the neighbourhood of Paradise, as
also Luther, after Lyra, Melanchthon, Calvin, etc.; and among
modems, Hengst., Keil, J. P. Lange, Rampf (Brief Juoii,1
1854), Keerl (Lehre 'Von der HerrUchkeit Gottu, 1863), Veith
(Anfange des Menscliengf,8Chlechts, 1865), Scholz (Du Ehen de1·
&h-M Gottu, 1865), etc.,-all these find here the statement,
that as the human race became more widely propagated, the
distinction .between Sethites and Cainites was obliterated, and
godly living swallowed up by worldly living.
The following reasons however are decisive against this
ethic comprehension of the two notions. (1) Though the
notion of the fatherhood of God does indeed make a faint
start towards obtaining beyond its theocratic limitation to
Israel (Ex. iv. 22; Deut. xiv. 1, xxxii. 5 ; Hos. ii. 1) an
ethical and general human significance (see especially Ps.
lxxiii. 15, not however Prov. xiv. 26, which must be explained according to Prov. xx. 7 and the like), yet this
extension and deepening goes neither in the Old nor the
New Testament so far, that c•n;ttn •i:i and cittn ')::1 could in
the prosaic style of historic writing mean children of God
and daughters of worldly men. Such a view is here refuted
by the context itself, for (2) after cittn has been used in
ver. 1 of the human race without any secondary meaning, it
is inconceivable that cittn n,)l should signify women belonging
to that portion of mankind which was alienated from God,
and not to the human race in general Hence it seems that
we must really assume, with Kurtz (Die &h'M Gottt.s, etc.
1858), Hoelemann (" Die vorsiindflutlichen Hiinen," in the
Neum Bioelstudien), Kohler (Biblir,a/, Geach.), Lenormant (Lea
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Originu de 'f Hi&toire, 1880, c. vii) and others, that a sexual
intercourse of angels with women is here related. It was
thus that Jude in his Epistle, ver. 6 sq., in agreement with
the book of Henoch, understands the matter ; for Tovro,\',
ver. 7, refers back to angels, the unnatural sin of the men
of Sodom, who burnt with lust towards angels, being com.pared with the unnatural sin of angels, who were in love
with women. Schelling rightly finds in the passage, vi 1-4,
a peculiarly deep mythological tinge ; and Dinter justly
remarks in his &hullehrtr Bibel, that " only the scholar
understands its true meaning by comparison of this narrative
with the legends of other ancient nations." Among these are
those Grreco-Roman myths of the amours of the gods which
are branded as the disgrace of heathenism by Christian
apologists. The Eranian theory, that a demoniacal corruption
of morals preceded the appearance of Zarathuetra, and that he
dashed to pieces the bodies of the angels, because they had made
an evil use of them for wandering on the earth, and especially for amatory dealings with earthly women, sounds more
serious and nearer to the scriptural account (Jaf'lia, ix. 46).
The most important of the reasons asserted by Keil
(Luth. Zeitsckrift, 1855, 2) for the ethical view of the 1)::1
0 1mttn is, that nw np, is everywhere used for the contraction
of actual and lasting marriages. And this is certainly the case ;
comp. also n~M tttf) of the rape of the women of Benjamin
(Judg. :xxi. 23). The narrative as it runs would hence
mean, not merely single acts of intercourse, but lasting and,
with respect to the angels (Matt. xxii 30), unnatural relations
with women, who are subjected by superior force and crafty
seduction to their will To make this to a certain degree
conceivable, we must admit an assumption of human bodies
by angels ; and hence not merely transitory appearances of
angels in human form, but actual angelic incarnation. Even
Servius however on .,tBnei,d,, vi. 13, where gods occupy the
place of the sons of God, does not go so far, but seeks to
make the matter more conceivable by saying : cO'T'p<>'l'ilJus 86
p
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infunublx,.nt potutatu 8Upern«.

This leads to something like
possession, and here we must let the matter rest. They
were dremons who accomplished what is here narrated, by
means of men whom they made their instruments, i.e. through
demoniacs, who with demoniacal violence drew women within
the radius of their enchantments and made them subserve
the purpose of their sensual lusts. In this we are perhaps
going farther than the narrator, who here reduces to their
germ of fact the obscene stories which heathen mythology
delights to depict. He is satisfied with degrading to D'M?M 'J~
the c,n,tt of the heathen myths (as e.g. Plato in the Kratylos,
3 9 Sa, says of the heroes as demi - gods : ,r&.v,,~ 8,r,rov
"IE"'f0IJQ,(T£'11 epa,uOa,o{l 1 ~ 8EOfl 8 ~ ~ (Jl/f/TO Oeaf). The
short section, vi 1-4, is so peculiar, that it might come from
a separate source, perhaps the same as iv. 17-24 (the
inventions in the Cainite race), with which the Phamician
circle of myths alone offers-points of contact. But to isolate
vi 1-4, with Dillmann and others, in such wise as to deny
knowledge of the Flood to the original narrator, is arbitrary.
Whether vi. 1-4 may have been placed here by J or R (the
redactor)--and who can decide this point 1-we have still
no right to charge either the one or the other with having
estranged it from its original meaning. What ingenuity is able
to effect has been shown by Budde, who, after having excluded
as of more recent insertion the tree of life and all connected with
it from the history of Paradise, places vi 3 between iii. 21 and
iii. 23 as a penal decree in consequence of the fall, and is of
opinion that " an essential element of the history of Paradise
has been preserved as by a miracle in vi. 3" (p. 244). His J
also knows nothing of the Flood. We think that even if vi. 3
is to be understood of the diminution of the duration of human
life, there is still no sufficient reason why the narrator ofvi. 1-4
should not have regarded the disturbance of the boundary
between the spiritual and human sphere as a portion of the
general and deep corruption which brought about the Deluge.
' So in Stallbaum, Schanz, etc. ; i,.r1im, is an old error or tranacription.
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iii. 31. God will not let His spirit act in man to an unlimited
future. He will take it back, so that man as an inanimate
natural formation shall fall again to the dust from which he
was taken, and the history of man shall be over. And why 1
, ~ ~:, Clf ~. If Cll1" is thus pointed with Kametz it is the
inf. of »1", to stagger hither and thither, to go astray (comp.
n.11" of the intoxication of passion, Prov. v. 19 sq.) : in their
wandering (that of the men of that time) he (man as a species)
is flesh, i.e. in such going astray to ungodly lust, man, the
being who is both spiritual and material, becomes, in opposition to his original nature and destiny, entirely flesh. Such is,
down to Dillmann, the prevailing interpretation. But even the
formation ~~ is very precarious, there is nothing analogous
to it but Cl'!~? (= l"barram), Eccles. iii. 18. Less ambiguous
would be c~~~ or Cl~~~. according to the formations, Isa. xxx.
18; Pa. cii 14. The enallo,ge 11:umeri is also objectionable, since
the sing. tan here interchanging with the plur. Cll~ is not, as
e.g. at Ps. v. 10, Isa. ii 8, an individualizing, but a collective
notion. The combination of the letters Cll~ with tan (not
n\:,, Jactus est) gives the impression of a quoniam, stating a
reason; this is what might be expected, and the LXX. (&a To
flva, alrrow u&.p,ca~) Targums, Samar., the ancients in general
and Jewish expositors translate accordingly, without being
perplexed by the fact that the vocalization is not in accordance therewith. Heidenheim, who, in his great unfinished
commentary on Genesis of the year 1 '79'7, points indeed
Cl~rein, but translates, because he also is flesh, was the first to
remark in his edition of the Pentateuch, M~ Enajim 1818,
that an ancient Codex, the Soncinian edit. of 1488, and other
ancients vocalize ~Id! with Pathach. And this we esteem
correct. That 1"=ile'IC appears only this once in the Pentateucb
need the less astonish us, that it is used once only in the
book of Job, xix. 29. When Dillmann maintains that this
relative 1" is North Palestinian and later Hebrew and unknown
to the Pentateuch, it may be replied, that according to his
own view, vi 1-4 is a peculiar section and has a Phrenician
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tinge, and then that this l' occurs in Deborah's song, J udg.
v. 7, and is the refore, if North Palestinian, certainly not late
Hebrew. Also that apparently the proper name ~tcfl? (who is
what God (is) 1), Ex. vi. 22, Lev. x. 4, perhaps also ~!M'?, iv. 18
(if it is the same as the Assyr. mutu la ilu), contains it. ~ is
the same
xxxix. 9, 23, and; is elsewhere also, Judg.
v. 7, Song Sol i. 7, exchanged for 't (~t. Eccles. i 17 and
frequently), in an open syllable V, Judg. vi 17.1 Hence
the reason for the penal sentence would run : because he also
is flesh.
The reference of ec,n to ,m, is excluded. Kn.
explains : he also as well as other earthly beings. But certainly this is incorrect, for where there is ,~ there is ~. and
where there is 1:11)) there also is rm; but only man can become
entirely ,tr.i by the spirit losing its rule over the flesh ; the
carnalized man is as it were devoid of spirit, he is 'tnlevp,a, p,~
lxon, (J nde 19 ). Neither, on the other hand, is the reference
of Dl to the whole sentence, as by Nolde in the PartiJcel,-Ooncordan:e: eo quod (he punctuates ~rdli) certe ipse caro, satisfactory. What is most obvious is to take ec,n Ill together, like
nr Cll, Eccles. i 1 7 : He too on his part, i.e. in the retaliative
sense (as e.g. Isa. lxvi 3 sq.): God will no longer let His
spirit act in man, because he too on his part has withdrawn
himself from the action of the spirit and is entirely identified
with flesh. The notion of flesh is here not merely a physical,
but at the same time an ethical one, like the New Testament
uapf uaptc&1&~, the flesh being so called, not as sensible,
transitory extemalism, but as unspiritualized, unbridled
sensuousness. If then God takes His m, from man, he
falls, according to Ps. civ. 2 9, a prey to death. God is therefore about to inflict upon the human race the penalty of extirpation, but He does not do this at once, because He is longsutfering, 3b; ...4.nd let his days 1,, a kwndred and t'Wfflty years.
Whether we understand this second half of the penal sentence
as a diminution ef the length of life, or as the grant of a

as,~~.

1

The Babylonian system of punctuation hu throughout; and,~. See

Piuker, ~ . p. n1.
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gracious respite, the expression is still strikingly sparing in
words. In the first case the meaning is, that the days which
man bas l,,e,nafori'/,, to live shall amount to one hundred and
twenty years ; in the second, that the days be has yd to live
shall amount to one hundred and twenty years; in the former we
miss m,rp, in the latter ,1p. The alternative cannot be decided
by the style. It is strange that such expositors as Haverniok
and Baumgarten should, like Philo and Josephus before them,
understand the saying of a diminution of the length of life, for
to make 120 the maxim.um is opposed to the fact that the postdiluvian patriarchs .from Shem to Terah attained to a greater
age. For our part we also accept the view that J wrote this
paragraph without having Q before him,-but that this, vi. 1-4,
was originally unconnected with the history of the Flood
(Reuss), and that the writer knew nothing at all of a Flood
(Dillm.), results in our estimation from a consistently bungling
hunt for contradictions. And even when the above-mentioned
view is accepted, the 120 years has still the unquestionable
durations of Sarah's life 12'7 years, of Abraham's 1 '75, Isaac's
180, and Jacob's 147 against it. Moses was 120 years
old (Deut. xxxiv. '7 1), as was, according to Herodot. i. 163,
Arganthonios, king of Tartessos, and according to iii 2 3 the
greater part of the lEthiopians ; but for the primitive age, to
which this statement at all events belongs, 120 years seems
too low a figure for the maximum of longevity. In Jewish
popular language, indeed, 120 years are proverbial for a long
life; see e.g. a Hebrew inscription in the church of S. Giuliano
at Venice, of the year 1544, in praise of its restorer Dr.
Gianotti of Ravenna, because his skill had been able to
prolong the life of man mr.i 0¥i~ n~D ·vn\ Nevertheless
both ancient and modem Jewish expositors, e.g. Rasbi and
Reggio, Abenezra and Heidenheim, explain this 12 0 years of
1 BecaWl8 Moeea waa 120 yeara old, and Cll~ hu the ame numerical value
(8'5) u nr,o, Cl~ becomes in the Jewish Midraah (e.g. LeJ:ada tab, p. r)
and in Samaritan lays a eymbolieal name of M:0888, aee Geiger in DMZ.
xxviii. 489-491; comp. Nestle, ib. :uvii. 509, according to which Trebelliu»
Pollio in 1'itG Olawlii and Barhebrlus ucribe to M:0888 126 yean of lire.
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a respite accorded to men for the purpose of obviating by
repentance the judgment of extermination. It is in this sense
that the Targums and Luther paraphrase the saying, and that
the Midrash, Jerome in his Qwsstiones, an·d Augustine in Oiv.
Dei,, xv. 24, explain it. Among the most recent expositors,
Ahr. Geiger on the Jewish, and Kohler in his Bibliscken Geseh.
on the Christian side, and now Schrader also, advocate this
view, according to which '?. does not refer, as e.g. in Ps.
cix. 8, to the lifetime of a single man, but to that of men
taken together, i.e. of mankind at that era. A hundred and
twenty years are a double Sosse. In the Babylonio-Assyrian
sexagesimal system,1 which preceded the centesimal system,
computations were made by Sosses (suHu 60), Neres (600),
and Sares (3600). But the figure of the respite granted may
also be taken according to the scriptural symbolism of
numbers. 40 is the number for the time of waiting and
transition, 120 the tripling of this number of the crisis. In
this time of waiting there arose for the generation of the
Flood-says the Midrash on Genesis, section 30-a
viz.
Noah. Announcing the threatening judgment, he became,
according to 2 Pet. ii. 5, 8,1tawtr~ "'7pvf. But the call to
repentance of this announcement was without result, ver. 4 :
Tiu NephiJim a1'08$ on the r,artl,, in. those days; an.d also aftwwards, when tlu /101l8 of God joind th£TTUJelves unto the daughte'l's
of mm, an.d they bare children. to tlum, those were tlu Gibborim
wkic'/,, were of ol.d, mm of re,wwn. The notice, 4u, is of the
same kind as xii. 6, xiii. 1 ; the order of the words is also
similar, but the connection with what precedes is wanting. A
connecting 1was however inadmissible, and the narrator does
not write l'~, because he wants to give emphatic prominence to
the subject D'?'~f'• Even Dillmann allows that the narrator
regards the c•~m as proceeding from the demoniacal cohabitations, although he translates l'~, juerun.t. In sentences

=

n,~.

1 On the Babylonian ae:rageeimal syst.em and ita lllppoaed origin, aee Cantor,
GucA. der Matllematik, kap. iii.: Die Babylimier, and the article, there made

of, ofFriedr. Delitzsch: "Sou, Ner, Sar," in the.&wptolog. Ztitacllr.1878,
p. 66 aqq.
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however of similar construction, like vii. 6, x. 15, 1 7, it means
entrance into appearance, then why not here also e:r;stiterunt,
i.e. they entered into existence 7 The D~l>l are the same as
the v,fr,,>.ol ,yfr,a,,Ter;, Judith :xvi. 6, who, according to Wisd.
xiv. 6, 3 Mace. ii. 4, comp. Apollodor. i. 7. 2, fell victims to
the Deluge. If ,yfrt<l,f; could be combined with ,y/,r; Flr;, vis (but
see Curtius, Etym. No. 128, according to which, coming from
the v ,ya., to grow, it means as a word of comparison one who
has grown tall, comp. I.at. ingem), the derivation of ~'l>l from
;.El or ~El= Assyr. ptU, to be strong or powerful (whence a1mJ
pUt, blocks, squares, and the proper name P,O,luv), would
commend itself. It would then be formed as
is from
,., or 'T'lf, but both these derivations are very uncertain.
On the other hand, Aquila's ol bmrl,rrovref;, whence Luther
translates " Tyrannen " (in the comm. '/wmines violenti et
injurii), is also inadmissible, because ~l>l cannot of itself have
the meaning of hostile attack and surprise. We must perhaps
take ~ in the sense of Isa. .xxvi. 18, comp. ~. abortion
(Miihlau-Volck, after Oehler), and regard D'~l>l as designating, like chance-child bastard, the fallen as unnaturally
begotten.
" In those days " refers, if we have correctly
understood ver. 3b, to the prediluvian times, and "also after
that " to the period of the allowed respite, and not as,
according to Num. xiii. 33, it might be thought, to the time
after the Flood, for what the spies there relate from hearsay
cannot determine the conditions of what is here stated historically. ,,~ P."""!q~ ~1 means atque etiam post60, quum
(ill:'N, like xx..~. 38 ; Lev. iv. 22), and nc::i, is equally past, as
)N:l.l;I, :ux. 38. To have carnal intercourse with a woman is
euphemistically expressed by ~H tei::i (to go in unto her), xvi. 2,
xxx. 3, xxxviii. 8, Deut. xxii 13, or less euphemistically by
ea::i, xiL 31 ; Deut. xxv. 5. The apodosis does not begin
with D~ \'17 in which case ,,~-~ or
must have been
said. Hence the sense is, that also afterwards, when the
sons of God associated with the daughters of men and the
fatter bore children unto them (the dremonian begetters), such

=
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came into existence. ~J will then have to be referred
to these later born beings, the narrator, like later Greek
mythology, distinguishing between a gigantic race and a heroic
race which followed it. Three particulars are told us of
these later bom : (1) They were the heroes, the ~p,,,Oea,11 ryl11ot;
a.,,8pm11, of Homer, n. xii. 23, and of Hesiod's fourth of the five
ages of the ancient world, who (2) belonged to the primitive
age, Cl]\l1, in the sense of 1&oup,ot; aPXa'i.ot;, 2 Pet. ii. 5a separate member of the sentence, on which account Cl~~n
has Tebir, and Cl~PD the still stronger separative Tiphchah; (3)
they were men of renown, i.e. famous in popular legends
(Num. xvi 2), much spoken of, 7ro>..v8p6>..>..,,,.,01,.
The definite decree of judgment, 5-7. The motive, ver. 5:
.And Jahvel,, aaw that gr«1,t was the wickednua of man on earth,
and that all the imo,ges of the thoughts of his heart were only
etJil the w'/wle day. The character of the picture is as dark
as possible. The depravity is designated by n~1 (Milra, and
therefore an adj.) as intensely great and widespread ; by
i l l ? ~ ,~ C,fJ Jahvistico-Deuteronomic, viii. 21; Deut.
xxxi. 21, of the forms of thought and will in their continual course) as profoundly inward, and pervading the heart
(= 1/0W, the property of self-consciousness and self-determination) ; by
as total, and by V:! l"1 (opp. to :,i~ '!J~, Ps. lxxiii
1; comp. Deut. xxviii 33 with the same, xvi. 15) as radical;
by Cliti':'~, per totum diem= omni tempore, as continual and
habitual. Result of the judicial cognition, ver. 6 : .And it
repented Jahveh that He had made man upon «1,rth,, and He
griet;ed, in His heart.
The Niph. Cl!:'~ means to fetch a
deep breath, to grieve, and especially to feel repentance. ~;:,,
to pierce oneself, to experience piercing, and, as
emphasizes it, heart-piercing sorrow, sounds even more anthropopathio.
Just so does Jahveh say, 1 Sam. xv. 11, •n~Ml, and soon after
this we read, 1 Sam. xv. 2 9 : God is not man that He should
repent. On the one hand, what Clem. Alex. under the
influence of the Stoa asserts, that God is absolute apathy, is,
when rightly understood (see on Hos. xi. 9), not untrue; on the
ci•~~
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other, it is not less true, if rightly understood, that God feels
repentance when He sees the original design of ~is love
rendered vain, that He feels grief when His holy love is
rejected. He is the living God, upon whom the sight of
fallen man, of the deeply corrupted world, does not fail to react.
Hence it is not with cold indifference that He resolves upon
the destruction of the world, ver. 7 : .A.nd Jahvel,, said, I wiU
de.stray man, whom I have made,jrom the face of the earth, from
man to r,attle, to creeping things, and to birds of the heaven; for
it repetdeth me that I ha?Je made them. The verb nni:,, to wipe
out, to blot out, recurs in the history of the Flood at vii
4, 23. The enumeration of living beings beginning with
D1ttl:? is literally the same as at vii. 23, and has more an
Elohistic than a Jahvistic tinge. The unreasoning creatures
are exposed to the same ruin as man, for they were created
for his sake and are combined with him in solidarity. But
the human race is not exterminated without its continuance
being at the same time kept in view. For one among mankind
was the object of divine favour, ver. 8 : .A.nd Noah f()'ll,nd
grace in the eyes of Jahvek, i.e. Noah was regarded by God as
worthy that He should incline towards him (1!'.I ./ tn, inclinare)
in pitying love. The tone of !It~ before 1~ falls back on the
penult., which does not take place with Merca before Pashta,
Jer. xxxi 2. The historical narrative of Genesis has now
again arrived at the place where it interrupted the Toledoth
of Adam, v. 32. The overlapping verse, v. 32, was Q's, this
transitional one, ver. 8, is J's, who here names Noah for the
first time, here viz. where we have extracts from his book
which are used as the stones of a mosaic. This ver. 8 introduces the history of Noah, which forms an independent section,
and the third main portion of Genesis.

IIL
THE TOLEDOTH OF NOAH, VI. 9-IX. 29,
THK title promises the " generations " of Noah, i.e. a statement
of the posterity of which he is the ancestor, or more generally :
a statement of the history of which he is the starting-point
and centre. This history, so far as it forms an essential
element of sacred history-in other words, of the ways of God
with mankind-is the history of the ~ 'P, Isa. liv. 9, the
history of the Flood, of that great and long-lasting Flood 1 which
took place during the life of Noah. The narrator tarries with
special interest at this event, and describes it fully with mosaiclike insertion of whatever his sources of information offered.
For the Deluge was an a.et, both of judgment and salvation, of
the very greatest importance on the pa.rt of God. It was a
total judgment which ma.de a division as deep and wide, and of
as violent and universal a nature in the history of mankind, as
the final judgment at the end of this world will alone produce.
This act of judgment however is at the same time an act of
salvation, this sunset the means of a new rising a.gain, a new
beginning.-From the New Testament standpoint the Flood
appears as the type of holy baptism, 1 Pet. iii. 21, and of
1 In old high German, besideB Bintfluot, we have more commonly the
original Corm ainjluoe, compounded with rin, not occurring alone, and meaning
always, everywbere complete ; hence ainjluot is equivalent to •mma ftuot
(immennm diluvium), by which old high German gl08888 of the monastery
of Reichenau of the eighth century designate the Noachian Deluge. Ciedmon
hasfl&l, «ujl&J, sea-flood, whjl&J, high-flood, or 11illfl&l, spring-flood, forit.
The designation 8~1" is juat auch a popular etymological change or meaning
as Sinngrtin (or ringruu, i.& evergreen pen,inca. Luther still writes Sindflut.
But on how early 8Undflut had already made ita appearance in place of
Bindjlflt, see Weigand'• DttlUChu WB., comp. Vilmar in the P!Mtoral-Tlw>~ Bl4Ua-n, 1861, p. 109 sq., and Glossee to Luther'• tranalation of the
Bible in the Tlw>l. LB. oC the ..Alig. KZ. 1862, p. 699 sq.
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life arising from death, on which account the ancient Church
was wont to deoorate mortuary chapels with pictures of the
Deluge. Extermination took place for the purpose of preservation, drowning for the purpose of purification, the death
of the human race for the purpose of its new birth. The old
corrupt earth was buried in the waters of the Flood, that from
this grave a new world might emerge ; it waa very nearly
thrown back to the stage of chaos, that it might come forth
from it as it were transformed To this must be added,
that the mountains of Ararat point to Sinai, the covenant of
Elohim, which God there made with the holy seed that had
been preserved and with the whole natural world, to the
covenant of J ahveh. The few and brief !:lj '.~, ni~ (commandments for the sons of Noah) are the commencement of a
positive Thorah, are in tenor and purpose the foundation and
preparation for the Sinaitio law, and at the same time a
prophetic finger-post to point out that as a law binding on the
whole human race preceded the law which entered into
national limitations, so will the latter be at last generalized
to a law for all man.kind
There is a tendency of modern science which, as recently
carried out with systematic consistency by Goldziher, Grill
and Jul. Pepper, restamps the primitive histories of Scripture
as having originated from naturalistic myths. This line has
been struck out with regard to the Flood by Phil Buttmann.
The names of Sisuthros and Seeostris--he asserts-are nothing
more than reduplicative forms of the name Sothis, and therefore symbolical of Sirius (the dog-star), and also of rains and
:floods in general. Noah moreover, who was the inventor of
wine, is also a symbol of water, just as Ogygea has a similarity
of sound with Okeanos,-Noah was originally the deity of the
water, who sent the great Flood, it was a later form of the
legend which made him its central point as & human being.
Schirren ( Wandirongm der .NewMl.aff,(Ur, 18 5 6), Gerland (in
Waitz' .Anthropologu, vol. vi.) and Cheyne (art. • Deluge," in
the Encyclopmd1a Britannica) have advanced still further on

CHALDBE ACCOUNT
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this path. The oldest cosmogonies originated, according to
Schirren, from mythical descriptions of the rising of the sun,
and the narrative of the Deluge was originally a mythic picture
of his setting. Gerland, on the other hand, and- Cheyne, regard
an ether - myth as its foundation. The sun and moon are
represented as mountain-tops emerging from the waters, sometimes as boats which navigate them, sometimes as man and
wife, the only beings (with perhaps the exception of the stars,
their children) who did not perish in the Flood. Cheyne :finds
this confirmed by the names of the Babylonian Noah and his
father, but by reason of an uncertain reading and an erroneous
interpretation. This reduction of the primitive narratives to
allegories of natural phenomena is like the reduction of the
history of redemption to moral common places. It is true that
to heathenism, which deified the forces of nature, natural
observations were transformed into mythic pictures ; but human
history too, like the natural world, suraly left its reflection in
the consciousness, and we may hence assume, that as there
are nnture-myths in which natural phenomena were incorporated, so also were historic memories transmitted in the form
of legends, which, though mythologically coloured, have still
the fate of actual men as their subject. Such a legend is
that of the Deluge, which is in the scriptural account brought
down, by the removal of all mythological embellishment, to
historical prose. The Babylonio-Assyrian account is far more
fanciful, and hence more poetical, but like that of the Bible
so specifically human, that it would be quite as arbitrary to
make the waters of Noah a picture of the ocean of heaven, as
to generalize the victorious Eastern expedition of Alexander into
a picture of the victory of the sun over mist and darkness.
The Chaldee account of the Flood has been preserved in
Armenian in Eusebius' (Jhronico'II,, according to extracts from
Berosos by Alexander Polyhistor, in Greek in Syncellus; we
give it here in a free, and in some places abbreviated translation, placing together in important passages the ArmenioLe.tin and the Greek texts. Ardate,s, the ninth ruler before
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the Deluge, was succeeded by his son Xisuthros, who reigned for
eighteen sares. To him it was announced in sleep by Kronos,
that the destruction of mankind by a flood would take place
on the 15th of the month Daesios, and he was commanded to
commit to writing and deposit in Sispara (Sipara), the city of
the sun, the beginning, middle and end of all things. He was
further bidden to build a vessel (u"'14>0~), to enter it with his
belongings and nearest friends, to store it with food and drink,
to take in with him all kinds of birds and four-footed beasts,
and when all was ready to set out. If asked whither he was
going, he was to say : To the gods, to beg them to show
favour to men. He therefore built a ship, according to the
Divine command, of 15 stadia long and 2 wide, and, having
collected all that was directed, entered it with his wife,
children and nearest friends. When the Flood came and
immediately ceased ((',(YTl,/e&tim cessante, Gr. ev8Jo,~ 'A.~favraf),
Xisuthros sent forth some birds ; but they finding neither food
nor resting-place, came back to the vessel (,rM>io11). After
some days he again sent forth the birds, and they again
returned to the ship (11aw) with mud on their feet. When
however they were sent forth for the third time they stayed
away. Then Xisuthros perceived that the land had again
appeared, and took off a portion of the roofing (T&111 Tov ,r>u,{ov
pa,4>&111 p,lp~ T&), and when he saw that the vessel was stranded
on a mountain, he came out with his wife, daughters and
pilot, prayed upon the earth (Gr. ~11 ,yijv), erected an altar,
sacrificed to the gods and immediately disappeared, together
with those who were with him. Those who remained in the
ship waited in expectation, and when Xisuthros and those
who went with him did not return, they came forth and
sought him, calling him by name. He however continued
invisible, and a voice resounding downwards from the air
exhorted them to the duty of godliness, and declared that
because of his piety he had gone to dwell with the gods, and
that the same honour had been bestowed upon his wife, his
daughters and the pilot. It also told them to return to
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Babylon (ut rursum Balrilonem proficisctremur), and that
there they were, according to the decree of the gods, to bring
the writings back from Sispara (Sipara), and to deliver them
to men, and that the place in which they now found themselves on coming out of the ship was the land of Armenia.
When they learned this, they sacrificed to the gods and went
on foot t,o Babylon. A portion of the vessel stranded in
Armenia is still found upon the Corduenian mountains of
Armenia, many fetch thence asphalt (bitvnnen), which they
have scraped off the ship, and use it to ward off diseases.
When they arrived at Babylon they dug out the writings of
Sispara (Sipara), founded many cities, erected sanctuaries and
rebuilt Babylon (7ra~w em1CT(<ra1, ~11 Ba/3v).,/;,11a). Eusebius
also gives us the Chaldee legend of the Flood according t,o
Abydenus; the parallels of this portion of the Armenian
<J1,,roniMn are found in bis Prop. ev. ix. 12 ; comp. Syncellus,
lxx. 2-15. Here too Sisythros (the Greek form of the name
is here used) sails t,o Armenia, and has speedily to experience what he has heard from God (1'a~ 7rapa,VT"'6. p.w
m-re>.tlp./3a11e T4 '" Toii 9eov). The sending forth of the birds
takes place on the third day, when the rain has ceased, and
for the second time after three days more. Nicolaus Damascenus, in Joseph. and Euseb., designates a high mountain in
Armenia above (the province of) Minyas, which is called
Baris, as the resting-place of the ark.
The cuneiform account of the Deluge, which has been
published most accurately by Paul Haupt (in the Monograpkie,
1881, and in Schrader's Die Keilimcl,,ri,jtm und das .A.. T.
1883), coincides with the statement in Berosus in the important point, that Noah, who is there called Pir Mputim
(sprout of life), son of the Ubara-T1au (meaning servant of
Merodach),1 having proved himself obedient t,o the deity in
the time of the Deluge, was rewarded with removal to the
1 Hiaiaadra, which occurs in the inscriptiollB, ia not as yet warranted u the
surname of the hero _or the Flood, but ia according to all appearance the
equivalent of
(::af,to1,..).

•l,to1,.,
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gods (on which account he has the surname rt2~ : of the
distance). lzdubar (Nimrod) there seeks him "in the distance at the mouth of the river," to ask him how he, who
has been smitten with sickness by the goddess !star, may
find healing. For the cuneiform account of the Flood discovered 1872 by George Smith among the brick tablets of
the British Museum, and the knowledge of which was transmitted to the world in the Daily News of December 5, 1872,
is the contents of the 11 th tablet of the Izdubar-epic, an
episode of the history of this Babylonian national hero.
Hasisadra answers bis question by relating what be has
himself experienced, by the history of his deliverance from
the great Flood and of his translation. The Flood here
appears as the work of the gods .Anu, B~l, .Adar and Ennugi ;
the god i:a only co-operates in the transaction, while according
to another fragment (interpolated as Col. ii. 36-52), Ea
appears to be the originator (see Haupt in Schrader, p. 57).
We abbreviate the mythologic accessories, though it is just
through these that the narrative acquires its highly poetic
colouring, and reproduce merely the succession of events,
beginning with the address f " Surripakite, son of Ubara-Tutu,
forsake the house, build a vessel (ilippa), collect what living
creatures you can get." 1 The measure of the length, breadth,
and height of the vessel are unfortunately no longer legible.
Hasisadra fears to become by the execution of this building
the derision of the people and the elders, it is however put
into his mouth what to say. He hides his silver and gold in
the ship, and b1ings into it all his family, together with his
servants and relatives, also the cattle of the field (Ml IJAn,),
the wild beasts of the field (umam ,An), and all that lives.
When then the sun had brought on the predetermined time,
the call resounded : wi ltlati damantl lamutu klbati, at
evening will the heavens rain woes (see Parad1iae, p. 156).
In alarmed expectation of the evening, Hasisadra went into
1 So mUBt Col. i. 21, aa Haupt 1111beequently acknowledged he read and
IUlderatood.
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the ship and closed the door. Buzurkurgal, the pilot, was
entrusted by him with the direction of the great vessel
Then followed a dark and stormy night, a fearful strife of
the au bjeot powers of nature, inoeBSant floods of rain come
from above, and at the same time, while the earth quakes,
floods of subterranean waters oome Crom beneath, and the
billowy mus rises as high as the heavens. Among men
each has regard only to his own preservation. The very
gods (the subordinate ones) are afraid, and cower together at
the lattice of heaven (ina kamat1,), they lament with !star
the destruction of mankind. Flood (ababv) and storm (~a)
raged for six days and seven nights in a continual tempest
(idrv = ,.pr). At the dawn of the seventh day however the
storm abated, the flood was MSnaged, the waters fell. Hi'l.sisa.d.ra
sadly navigated the eea (tdmata), with the dwelling-places of
men filled with mud, and their corpees driven hither and
thither. At last a tract of land twelve measures (tan) high
rol!l8 high above the fearful watery mass. The vessel was
steering towards the land of N~ir (i:a), the mountain there
held it fast, and did not again let it go. On the seventh
day after being stranded he let the dove (mmmatu) fly out,
which because it found no resting - place returned ; the
swallow (n,uifltu) aleo came back, but the raven (dribv)
though still wading in the water stayed away. Then he
gradually sent forth everything towards the four winds,
erected an altar upon the summit of the mountain and
offered a saorifl.ce, the sweet eaTotll' of which the gods
imbibed with avidity. Only :861 wu enraged because his
resolution to destroy men one and all remained unaccomplished. He was however appeased by the other gods, who
represented to him that it was unjust to let the innocent
1ufl'er with the guilty, and that there were yet other means
of punishment, such as wild beasts, famine and pestilence.
Then he took counsel with himself, went up into the
veseel, blessed Htsiaadra and his wife, and declared that
both should be forthwith together raised to the god.a. Then
Q
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they took me-says Hbisadra t.o Izdubar-and placed me
at the mouth of the stream a long way otf (ina pi narat,).
The clay tablet.a containing the epic of lzdubar are from
the great library of .Asurbanipal, 668-626 (see M.u.rdter,
Gesck. Bal>ylonie'II.IJ und .Assyriens, p. 228), and hence of the
epoch when the Assyrian universal empire was approaching
it.a close ; the poem is self-evidently older by far than this it.a
record, and the legend of the Flood, which is woven into it,
older by far than the poet who met with it. Much in the
description of the judgment of the Flood may be his own
addition, but the narrative of Berosus is a pledge that he
reproduces the tradition in all essential particulars. At the
same time it must be inferred from the fact that this episode
of the Deluge shows no acquaintance with the hiding and
recovery of the sacred books, that tradition gives t.o this ancient
event a testimony of many voices, though these do not al ways
agree in all particulars. And this is confirmed by the Scripture narrative, in which we have, in spite of all discrepancies,
the legend of the Flood in its original form. And the
Israelitish nation being conscious of having come in the
persons of it.a ancest.ors from beyond the Euphrates, the
district of the Euphrates and Tigris will have t.o be regarded
as the home of the legend of the Flood, and also indeed as
the scene of the event itself. Wherever we meet among
ancient nations with a legend of the Deluge homogeneous in
its chief features, it will have to be admitted that it has arisen,
if not directly, yet through some kind of medium either more
ancient or more recent, from the source of legends found in
Mesopotamia.
It must be assumed that the legend of the Deluge, in its
wanderings from nation t.o nation, would experience national
transformations in accordance with the religions and dwellingplaces of these nations, and this circumstance must not be
abused, as by Diestel in his Lecture on the Deluge and the
ancient legend of the Deluge, 1871, t.o cut through undeniable
connection&
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The characteristic feature of the Indian legend is the incarnation (avatara) of Brahma or Vishnu as a fish (matsja); Manu
fastens the cable of the ship in which he finds himself together
with seven Rishis (sacred minstrels) to the hom of the fish;
the HimavA.t where the ship lands has since been called "the
Descent of Ma.nu" or "the ship's mooring" (naubandhanam).
Aft.er his deliverance he sacrifices, and in virtue of the blessing produced by his offering a new race of men arises. Such
are the main features of the Indian legend It is not as yet
found in the Ricaveda, and there are only uncertain traces of
it in the Atharvan. It appears however only the more
developed in ~atapatha Brahtnana (Weber, IndiscM Studun,
1850, 2), then in Mahdbharata (Bopp, .Diiu'Vium, 1829; comp.
Ad. Holtzmann in IJMZ. xxxviii. 181 sq.), and in the PuranA.e,
especially the Mataja-PUIT'ana, which is specially devoted to
this Vishnu-Avatara (v. Bohlen, .Altes J.n.dun, i. 214 sqq.);
its most recent form is exhibited in Bhagavata-Purana (ed.
Bumouf), a very modern performance (Felix Neve, .la Tradition Indu111,u du IJeluge, 1851). This Deluge is identical in
the main matter and also in several details with the event of the
Babylonian and scriptural accounts; like Noah, Manu becomes
the medium of a new and purified world, being preserved
through the Flood in a vessel which is stranded on a mountain.
The Greek legend of the Ogygian Deluge makes Attica
its scene of action. This is not in itself opposed to its connection with the legend originating in the district of the
Euphrates and Tigris; it telle us however that the destruction
of mankind by this Deluge was not universal. It is N onnus
who in his Dionysiaka first gives Ogygos (Ogygee) a vessel:•o,,,,,,., l,).,{U.-... >,• n...., atlya ..i,.-.
XIM, : .., .,-,..., ri,• .,...,y;,,,,..,.
Few facts of this kind can however be (as Phil. Buttmann
expresses it) as certain, as that the Deuce.lion Deluge is connected with the legend of the Flood The legend is only
sketched in Pindar's 9th Olympic ode: The surface of the
earth was flooded by the billowy mass until the interposition
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of Zena caused it to appear, Deucalion and Pyrrha then
deeoended from Pamassue to found the first city and to beget
a new race (the atone race after the bronze race). Then, as
farther described in .Apollodor. Bihl. i 7, Deuce.lion saved himself and hia wife in a chest, journeyed nine days and nine
nights upon the waters of the flood, and landed on Pam&88us,
1,,i.c twi DeucaliuA, as Ovid (Mdam. i 317 sq.) says, ttam oa,kra,.
t ~ O!!tJUOr, Cum OOM01'U

ton pan,a rate ttJCtt1,11 ati.hml,it.

In

Syria the legend wae, as Lucian (dt, Dea Byra, o. 12) relates,
connected with a temple in Hiera.polie, which was said to
have been erected by Deucalion the Scythian (.dev.:aAkVN
T(lll 'l,w8ia), becauee the Flood had abated there in Syria, and
the waters had subsided into the chasm over which the temple
was built. Phil. Buttmann oorreots l.:v8,a for °Zl4v8"1..
The surname seems really to have arisen from a misunderstanding of 'llcn8po,;, llaov8,xy;, Sta-ov8po,;. At all events
Deucalion is the Hellenized Xi.euthros-Noah, and the Deucalion
Deluge the Noe.ohian as adopted in the circle of Hellenic
legends, in saying which the poasibility of the self-experience
of a devastating flood being blended with remini8Cenoes of the
premundane Flood 1 must be admitted. Many features may
have been first added, after the scriptural. account had become
accessible through the LXX., and thence through the Sibyllines (i. 120 eqq.) to Hellenic circles. Thus ,.g. the dove as
Deucalion's reconnoitrer of the weather in Plutaroh, dt, IOlkrtia
animalium, § 18. And t.he inscription Nn on ooins of the
city of Apamea of the epoch of the Emperors Septimus
Severns, Macrinua and Philip (known since Falconieri, 1688),
with the representation of the :floating ark, from which Apamea
itself bears the name of K,/JooT6,; aa its landing-plaoe.1 Such
embellishments at least presuppose the existence of a national
1 Thia indeed applie1 al■o to the Chineae delaription ot the great flood under the
Emperor Jr,o, which, though in the ftnt pl108 referable to a natln flood, yet
exhibit. point. of contact with the legend of the Deluge which Jonea, Klaproth,
Wind■chm1,11n, Glitslalf think not aocidental.
1 AocordJng to JONphue, Am. :u. i. II, the remain, of the NoachiaD ark
wen ahown alao in I~ff.. (f1~),
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Phrygian legend of the Flood as their foundation. It can
hardly be decided whether King •A.1111a,c~ (N,i1111a.,co~) of
Iconium, who lived more than three hundred years, predicted
the Flood and lamented and prayed for his people, belongs to
its original form. He is evidently identical with Enoch ; but
comp. Bottcher, d6 injms, 242, 251.
The circuit within which the legend of the Flood was disseminated in the ancient world is, when rightly regarded, of no great
extent. Starting from the region of the Tigris and Euphrates,
it spread westwards over Anterior Asia and thence to Greece,
and eastwards to the Indians, after they had advanced from
Hinduknh along the Indus as far as the sea, acquiring everywhere fresh national colouring and attaching itself to different
localities. We have no longer the means of checking what
Josephus, Ant. i. 3. 6, says, viz. that Hieronymus, the
Egyptian, in his history of the Phrenicians, and Mnaseas also
bear testimony to the Deluge. . The victory of Pontus over
Demartis in the Phcenician mythology (in Sancbtmiathon) is
a cosmogonic myth. Such also, in the Bundehesh, one of
the most recent sacred books of the Persians, is the thirty
days' rain, which purifies the earth from the unclean demoniacal
beings with which Ahriman had filled it, the water being, after
the Flood bad done this service, carried up by a heavenly
wind to the clouds, and the salt ocean formed from the remainder by Ormuzd. As here in the case of the Persians, so
too in the Scandinavian and German mythologies, do we
find the legends of the Deluge and the Creation entangled
with each other. The legend of the Flood in the Welsh
Triads, which is connected with the outbreak of the lake of
Llion, is however under the influence of the scriptural
account, the Noah of the bards being called Neivion.
The fact that the legend of the Flood did not take root in
Egypt is accounted for by the circumstance, that the inundation of the land is, in Egyptian notions, not a calamity, but a
benefit. Nevertheless Brugsch's work, Die neue Wdtord1111llflg
natk Vemichtung des Bitndigm Men,acl,,engescklechu, 1881, has
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made us acquainted with an ancient tradition, according to
which Ra decreed the destruction of the sin-corrupted world,
and Ho.thor, as the goddess of vengeance, carried the decree
into execution ; just as in the Babylonian legend Bel decrees
A
the judgment and Ea brings it to pass. The means of punishment is however, not a flood, but a slaughter. Nevertheless
the narrative, inscribed by Bwa.11, el Mululc on the wall of a
chamber of the Seti-catacomb in the Theban valley of the
dead, sounds like a transformation of the lzdubar episode into
Egyptian.
It is surprising to find traditions of the Flood strikingly
like the ancient ones in their details among many more modem
nations, with whom we have but recently become acquainted.
The Mexicans, the inhabitants of the island of Cuba, the
Peruvians, the Tamanaki, and almost all the tribes of the
Upper Orinoco (Humboldt, Reise in den .A.quinoctialge,gendffl
du alten Continents, pt. iii p. 416 sqq.), the Tahitians, and
other islanders of the Society Archipelago (Wegeuer, Gesck. i.
153-155), have a legend of a flood by which mankind was
exterminated. According to a legend of the Macusi Indians
in South America, the only man who survived the Flood repeopled the earth by changing stones into men. According to
the legend of the Tamaniki on the Orinoco, it was a married
pair, who threw behind them the fruit of the Miriti-fan-palm
(Mauritia jla:uosa), which lasts under water, and men and
women sprang up from its kernels. That it is not the mere
transformation of what has been heard from the bearers of advancing civilisation, especially missionaries, into these fantastic
images, is witnessed by two trustworthy testimonies : 1. That
of the missionary Batsch from Randshi, of June 24, 1875, for
the legends of the Kolhs, who speak the Munda language.
The Munda-kolhs relate that men became wicked after ai'll,fllm,.ga (the sun-god) had created them; that they would neither
wash themselves nor work, but only dance and drink. Then
came a flood from aengel-daa (i.e. fire-water) and drowned them
all. Only a brother and a sister hid themselves in a ti·ril
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(ebony) tree, and so were saved. From these two human
beings, they say, came all men, who were afterwards divided
into different castes, according to their different employments.
2. That of the missionary superintendent C. Hugo Hahn for
the legend of the south-west African Herer6 or Damara. He
himself communicated to me this legend, with the assurance
that it was original, for that no white man and no Christian
had come in contact with the Herer6 before himself. These
people relate that an inconceivably long time ago the great
ancients ·(ooakuru, ovanene) up in heaven were angry with
:tnen, and therefore ea.used heaven to fall, i.e. a. flood of rain to
rush down upon them (for the heaven fell, eyu,ru, ra u, is the
same as it rained terribly), while moderate rain is expressed by
ombura mai roko (a. storm rained). Almost every-man was
killed The few who were preserved killed a black sheep as
an a.toning sacrifice, whereupon the great ones of heaven
returned to heaven, i.e. caused the flood of rain to cease.
They are still there above, and ate keeping firm the vault of
heaven. Before the falling of heaven, men were able to enter
it where eaith and sky meet, but since then this has been
impossible. At the boundary there now dwell giants with
one eye and one ear, a jointless arm and leg, who pull down
by the leg every one who attempts to get up into heaven.
To find in such echoes of the legend of the Flood in the
moat distant parts of the earth, a confirmation of the notion
that the whole world was overflowed by the waters of the
Deluge is out of question (see Zockler's article on the relation of the ancient legends of a flood to the scriptural account
in the Jahrb. fiJ,r deutsc1u Theologie, xv. 1870). Dillmaun, on
the other hand, justly remarks, that these various nations were
at the time of the Deluge certainly not yet in possession of
their subsequent abodes, and that they did not grow out of
the earth, but immigrated from elsewhere. We may however
regard this conaentient narrative of e. Flood sent as a judgment upon sinful mankind as a eonfirma.tion of the historical
unity of the human race.
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A universal Deluge, oovering at the same time the whole
earth to its highest mountain peaks, is physically and geologically inconceivable, - inconceivable an atmospheric deposit
taking plaoe simultaneomly upon both hemispheres, inconceivable the creation of the mass of water needed for such a
watery covering of the whole globe, inconceivable the continued
existence of the world of water animals in the intermingling
of salt and fresh water by the Flood. For the accomplishment
of these inoonoeivabilities, recourse must be had to miracles of
omnipotence, oonceming which the narrative is entirely silent,
and which would be not merely unprecedented in Scripture
history, but also in direct opposition to the scriptural notion
of a miracle. For the credible miracle invariably subserves
some great object in the history of redemption ; but what
could have been the object of flooding those part.a of the
world which were as yet untrodden by the foot of man, and
moreover of flooding even the summit of the Himalayas and
Cordillera.a, while shoreless water the height, or something
above the height, of a man would certainly suffice to kill men
and land animals t We shall see in the course of our exposition that it is not at all the meaning of the narrator, that the
earth was thus plunged back into the condition of the 0,M, i 2,
in which it had been enveloped u it wer~but as yet without its subsequent relief of hills and valleys-by the primreval
waters. The Deluge waa no correction of the creation, but
of the world created once for all, especially of the world of
men, and of the animals associated with him for hie eervice
and pleasure. The object of the Flood was the establishment
of a .new and better race of men by means of the extermination
of the incorrigible old race. It was sufficient for the effecting
of a radical cure that the district in which the race had then
spread should be placed under water. Thie district of the
dissemination of men was also their geographical horizon, it
was for them " the whole earth." The narrator is reproducing
an ancient tradition, which must be understood in the apirit
of those from whom it proceeded. The ciroumstanoea of the
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Deluge have as yet been better represented by no one than by
Edward Suess in a geological study of them which forms a
portion of his great work, Das .Antlih der E't'de (printed
separately, 1883). By combining the scripturo.l and Babylonian accounts, he obtains the following results: 1. That the
event began at the Lower Euphrates, and was combined with
an extensive and devastating overtlooding of the Mesopotamian
lowlands. 2. That a considerable earthquake in the region of
the Persian Gulf, or running laterally from it, and preceded by
several slighter shocks, was the chief occasion. 3. That probably during the period of the most violent shocks from the
Persian Gulf, a cyclone (a whirlwind) set in from the south.
A flood caused merely by rain would have carried the ark
from the Lower Euphrates into the sea; the earthquake and
cyclone were the reason that it was dt1ven from the sea landwards towards the falls of the river, until (i.e. according to the
Babylonian account) it was stranded on those miocene (midtertiary) bills which form the northern and north-eastern
boundary of the lowlands of the Tigris beyond the mouth of
the lesser Zab.
That the history of the Flood in its present form is composed of two closely interwoven accounts, is evident to even a
superficial observation, from the entrance of Noah with his
family and the animals into the ark being related, vii. 7-9, and
then a second time, vii. 13-l 6a. The tone of the language, in
which the entrance is this second time related, is the same
u that of the Elobistic account of the Creation : as is shown
by Cl'r6tc, the classification, beasts, cattle, creeping things with
n,,c; and ,n.:i~;, just like i 2 5 sq. ; 'P~, winged fowl, like i. 21 ;
nlj).:i, .,~,. like i. 27. In the first passage it is not said
};~~-½, m, but "9'?~~ t,c-, ; this is however of but slight
importance. It is of incomparably greater, that we here have
the distinction of clean and unclean animals, whioh is not
found in the other passage. Moreover, the tone of speech is
a mixed one, the redactor having interposed and approximated
the first passage to the second. From his not having however
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left out the Jahvistic passage, and introduced the distinction
of clean and unclean animals peculiar to it into the Elohistic
one, it ie evident that he has proceeded with conservative
scrupulosity, and has refrained from hannonistic interferences
which would obscure the peculiarities of the two d.ifi'erent
narratives.
Indubitable portions of (la narrative, by which all that has
any other origin is supported and surrounded, are vi 9-2 2,
vii. 6, 11, 13-16a, 18-21, 24, viii. 1-5, with perhaps the
exception of 2b (71), 13a-19, ix. 1-17. Characteristic of the
style of this author, besides what has been already noted from
vii. 13-16a, are ,~!~~ and ii':i;:i~.:,, vi. 12 sq., 17, 19, vii
15 sq., 21, viii 17, ix. 11, 15-17;
vi. 9, comp. iL 12;
iic'? ,kl?, vii. 19, like xvii. 2, 6, 20; 0~f,.soipso (die), vii.13,
like xvii. 23, 26; "?11 "1•, viii 17, ix. 1, 7, like i 28;
1i'"l1 0'~!'.', vi. 18, ix. 9, 11, 17, like xvii. 7, 21. But of equal
weight with these favourite expressions, as characteristic of
this writer, are the title n~n n~1111. vi. 9, the preciseness everywhere shown in statement.a of numbers and measures, and
especially the dating of the beginning and ending of the
Deluge according to the years of Noah's life, the legislation
for the sons of Noah, with the retrospect of man's being me.de
in God's image, and of his diet having been originally only of a
vegetable kind, the sympath<)tio prominence given to the token
of the Noachi&n, aa subsequently to that of the patriarchal
covenant (eh. xvii), the preference for stereotyped expressions,
and the almost strophic arrangement and movement.
Indubitable portions of the narrative of JB are vii. 1-5,
7-9 (with interpositions of R), 10, 12, 16b, 17, 22 sq. (not
perhaps without exceptio~), viii. (2b T) 6-12 (perhaps not 7),
13b, 20-22. Characteristic of this writer are besides the
Divine name Mlil', the designation of the sexes by il'lf~ ~a:t.
vii 2, and of human subjectiveness by ir,_, viii. 21, comp.
vi. 5; the noun 0\1'~ (that which exists or oonsi.at.a), and with
it n~, as the expression of extermination, vii 4, 23, comp.
vi. 7 ; the deolazation of the respite with ~. vii. 4, 10 ; and

~i;i,~.
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as to matter : the accentuation of inherited sinfulness, viii.
21, comp. vi 5; the· distinction between clean and unclean
animals, the prominence given to Noah's sacrificial altar (the
first of a series, continued xii. 8). The boldness too of his
anthropomorphic language concerning God is oharaot.eristio of
this author.
The analysis is in the main established, but here and there
raises questions, the answers to which will fluctuate according
to individual opinion (compare the appendix on the examination of the state of analysis in my earlier editions of Genesis).
The observation however that we have in the two accounts
different statements, not only concerning the origin, but also
the duration of the Flood, is unaffected by this fluctuation.
In the Jahvistic account, which is composed of extracts, the
catastrophe takes place in forty days and passes away in
7 + 7 + 7. On the other hand, in the unabbreviated Elohistic
account, the time from the beginning to the end is incomparably longer. The Flood begins on the 17th day of the
second month, and the earth is again dry on the 27th day of
the second month, thus making the catastrophe last during
its increase and abat.ement one year and· eleven days. At how
many days the year is reckoned cannot be certainly said, as
there is within this account but one statement of the number
of the days, viz. 150 days of continuous increase (vii 24,
viii 3). This is not yet the place to enter into the computation of the year in the Elohistic account-suffice it to say
that in one account the duration amounts to 61, or at most,
if we reckon a four-times repeated respite of 7 days, to 68
days, in the other to above a year, hence at all events to
more than a lunar year of 354 days. Still shorter is the
duration of the catastrophe in the Babylonian account. This
brevity is already announced in the ,yevoph,ov Toii IUl,Ta,,c).V<Tp.ofi
,ea.~ el,8~ ).~fa.VT<X' of Berosus. It is corroborated by the
cuneiform episode of the lzdubar epic, where seven days are
reckoned for the increase of the Flood, and seven more for the
resting of the vessel upon the mountain Nisir.
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There were therefore three different traditions concerning
the duration of the Flood : Q follows a different tradition from
JE, unless we insist on branding Q here a.s well as within the
Mosaic legislature a.s an inventor of- history. No tendency,
which would have disposed him to remodel the traditional
account, is here discernible. Besides, his narrative has the
advantage over the other, which makes the Flood simply a
deluge of rain, that be makes it take pla.ce, not merely through
descents from above, but also through the rising of the waters
of the deep in consequence of commotions of the earth. To
this must be added, that the points of contact with the Babylonian account, which itself is not harmonious in all its
details, are divided between Q and JE. Hence both accounts
have the primitive legend of the Flood for their root. And
Ur Ca.sdim, or at all events Harri.n, having been the dwellingplace of Israel's ancestors, we need not assume that the
Israelites owe their knowledge of the Flood to the Babylonians,
but may refer the legend, both in its Israelite and its Babylonian form, to a. common root. The view that " both the
scriptural accounts of the Deluge were first composed· during
the captivity, with knowledge of the Babylonian legend"
(Paul Haupt, Sintftut'bericht, 1881, p. 20), in its defective
acquaintance with Pentateuch criticism persuades itself of the
impossible. That the Jahvistic book is pre-exilian and preDeuteronomic is immoveably established. .And even supposing
that Q were not pre-exilian, and did not antedate the prophet
Ezekiel, it must still be granted that he does not catch his
pictures of ancient times from the air, but derives them from
ancient sources.
Kohler in his BiblisrAe Geschichte, i 59, thinks that the
Jahvistic fragments give no sufficient support for ascribing to
this narrator a duration of the Flood of only sixty-one or a few
more days. But if we compare the still short.er duration in
the Babylonian narrative, this is certainly his meaning. The
historian, whose work Genesis in its present form is, did not
aha.re this opinion, but ma.de the selections of JB a component
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pa.rt of (Ja narrative, so that the forty days' rain appears as
only a oo-operating cause or the height, which the Flood
attained in the first 140 days of the year in which it took
place.
T.ABL:I OJ' THI HISTORY

or THB FLOOD.
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NOAH AND BIS .AGB, OH. VI. 9-11.

The tenth generation of the genealogical table of eh. v. is
re11umed with the title, 9a : Th.etM an tM Touilct1 of Noah,
and the genealogical conclusion, ix. 28 eq., corresponds with
the genealogical title according to it.a mo11t obvious eense.
Noah ill on the one hand the last member of the ante-diluvian
Sethitic race, and on the oth~r the fint of a new three-stemmed
1

1

The bracketed name1 do not occur in the Bible.
Th• l&Jlll namet for the month.I ve retal.ntd in the traml.tl.on to the Bolar

:,•r.
1 The 1A1-'.011 of month■ in the 10lar yMZ or ooune oorre,pond.l kt
approximately to the politlon of the lUD&r mont.ha.
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race of mankind, the Ad&.m, so t.o speak, of post-diluvian
humanity, on which account the hero of the Flood and the
first man are frequently confounded It was, according to
vi 8, Jahv., a proof of God's favour that Noah survived the
Flood; here the correlative side, his godly life, is brought
forward, 9b : Noali was a righteuus man, a perfect man among
his contemporariu. Noah walkd, wi,tl,, God. The name IJ:1 is
repeated three times in ver. 9, as !,ec,~ is :6 ve times, N um. viii
19 ; the Elohistic style delights in such repetitions : it is plain,
circumstantial, monumental. Following the accentuation, we
should not translate : N oab, a righteous man, was perfect • . •

ru ;

for then the accentuation would be ,•nii:i
M\M ci•cn j:)'lit ~M
I
but P;Y has Tebir, which is a lesser separative than the Tijcka
following, hence ci•cn ~ must be taken t.ogether, like Job
xii 4 (comp. xv. 12b, and Heidenheim in his Pentateuch, N!1i1
tnpcn, on Num. xix. 2): a righteous or properly upright man,
conforming strictly to the will of God, perfect, i.e. wholly and
J

entirely devoted t.o God (comp.

f•

\

to be whole;

"

i-\j, t.o be

entirely devoted; whence ~• one devoted= servant).

He

was not merely relatively upright in comparison with his
contemporaries (Jerome from Jewish sources), but entirely so
in contrast to them. The plur. ni"I, preferred in the prieatJ.y
Thorah style (comp. on the contrary i\"1, vii 1, Jahv.), means

" periods, intervals of time, here the
properly circles (,,, =JJ"),
generation contemporary with Noah, the Nestor of his age.
It is further said of Noah, that he walked with God-he was
not merely a servant, but a friend of God, like Enoch, v. 22,
24-a rare pattern of piety (Ezek. xiv. 14, 20; comp. Heb.
xi 7). What was already said, v. 32, but there only anticipatively, is now repeated, ver. 10 : .And Noa.h begat thru IIO?l8,
Shmn, Ham, and Jephdh. Surrounded by these three sons, he
is the hero of the following history. The reason for the
judgment of the Flood is also restated The picture of Noah,
according t.o Q, is followed by the picture of his age, according
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extremity of self-corruption (comp.
~~. Ezek. xxi. 30), but
the judgment which is to put an end to corruption. C1~1.~~'?
means from them, these beings living in the flesh, as the
effective cause (Ex. viii 20). The suffix of ~ 1n~ 1m1, en me
perdit,,u1rum f,08, refers to these beings, and the nte which follows
is a prep. There is no need of either the alteration ~J.'C (Olah.
1:, (Budde),
Stade), nor of the much more violent en c1n1~
the text as it stands is more intelligible : the penal destruction falls not only upon the beings who have corrupted
their way, but also upon the earth as the desecrated scene of
the moral corruption. The order for the building of the ark
as the place of refttge, ver. 14 : Make tku an ark of gopkerwood, tlwu iluilt make tM ark consist,ing of cells and -pitch i.t
within and witlwut with pitch. The noun n~ (perhaps from
:nn, a secondary formation from .:i,tt, to be convex without
and hollow within, comp. CM and CtlM, !1M and n:itt, mn and
mte) is a hollow concave receptacle in various forms, so named
also in ancient Egyptian and Koptic (compare OifJ,r;, Ol{J,,,,
O~fJ'IJ, Ex. ii 3, 5, LXX.), Targums MJ;l':l1J.,, in the Koran tabut;
LXX. (in the history of the Flood) and Syr. ,c1,fJo,.,.l,r; (Heb.
xi. 7), which according to Fleischer arose from ntl1M by the
exchange of the initial explosive 1 (but comp. Aug. Miiller in
Bezzenberger's Beuragen, i 289); Samar. ru11>0, Vulg. area
(archa). The book of Wisdom xiv. 6 has for it uxeUa,
Berosus and Nicolaus Damasc. in Josephus 'ff'MJ£011 and
>..apuaf (Lucian, de Dea Syra, c. 12, also the latter), the
Sibyllines SovpaTeou
or ol1tor; (with ,c,f)o,To,;), the Armenian legend fJap,r; (ferry vessel, Kopt. 'bari), the BabylonioAssyrian tlippu, ship (Aram. M,~). This chest (Kaaten), as
Luther translates, or ark, which after the V ulgate is already
used in Gothic, old high German, and Anglo - Saxon for
Noah's vessel, is to be made by Noah of.,~~; c~ is in
ancient Hebrew the plural of the product, and signifies, in

~mp,a

1 "Explosive," the German scientific term for the letters produced by the
loosing of the cloaed mouth accompanied by a alight explosion, euch aa t, 11, and
the like
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distinction from '11., 'Wood, in its use. i~i (related to TI'")~!,
sulphur, as according to Lagarde the Persian gogird, sulphur,
arose from the old Bactrian wMtkereti) denotes a resinous fir. tree (Cmifera), and is perhaps the stem-wood of ttV'Tl'apiuuo,;;,
cupre88'Us; the cypress (afterwards ~,f, ni,f) was from the
lightness of its wood and its resistance to corruption used by
the Phcenicians (as also by Alexander the Great, Arriau,
vii 19) for ship-building, and by the Egyptians for mummycoffins (ancient Egyptian, teb, chest, sarcophagus). He was
further to make the ark Cl'Ji? (originally, according to Olsh.
Lagarde, Budde, probably Cl'-'i' Cl'.li'; Philo Armen. wculosloculos),
i.e. (Ges. § 139. 2) so as to consist of separate nests= rooms,
cells, and to be divided into such. And he is to pitch it,
"l~ll~ (see on the art. as comprising the species, Ges. § 10 9,
note lb), i.e. pitch, and that not properly vegetable pitch, which
is called n~! ~!, b~t mineral pitch or asphalt, Arab.

....

_}!

(aL,o

fa), Aram. IC:'?'' (Lagarde, Onomastica, ii. 95), Assyr. J.:upm
or iddu, elsewhere if?IJ, xiv. 10. Dillmann regards the verb
,~ as derived from the noun i~il (comp. Mishna n_! fromTl&l);
but as the verb ,m:i means to cover, i~:., seems on the contrary to have come from im:i, in the meaning covering, means
of covering (comp. Deckfarben, covering-colour). Appointed
measurements, ver. 15: And tl,is is how thou skalt make it:
three hwn.dred C'IWits the length of the ark, fifty cubits its breadtlt,
and thirtg cubits its height. The style is the same as at the
preparation of the sacred vessels, EL xxv. 10 and onwards.
The cubits are ordinary cubits, i.e. (according to Mislmic
tradition), six handbreadths long; ~ . Assyr. ammatu, 1Egypt.
make, is the length from the elbow to the tip of the middle
unger, Deut. iii. 11, properly the fore-arm, from cctc,

i-·-' ; but

this is denied by Fried Delitzsch, who awards to the stemword the meaning, to be broad, spacious. That the cubit is
here reckoned at six bandbreadths (not at seven, as iu
Ezekiel's closing visions) is shown by Lepsius' investigations
conceming the Babylonio-Assyrian measures of length (1877),
R
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according to which the ancient Sumerian cubit was divided
into 6 0 parts, the Babylonio-Semitic into 6 hands = 6 x 5
fingers= 5 2½ centimetres - the sexagesimal system everywhere prevailing. Philo remarks that the measurements of the
ark were the magnified measurements of a man lying down,
who is ten times longer than he is high, and six times longer
than he is broad. It was an enormous colossus, ,cif)wTo~
,iUo,coTo~, as Celsus (Origen, c. Oelsus, iv. 41) contemptuously
calls it, five times longer and more than twice broader than
the temple of Solomon, with a surface of 15,000 square
cubits, and cubic contents of 450,000 cubits. Peter Jansen,
a Dutchman, built in 1604 a ship of like proportions on a
reduced scale, which was found to be little adapted for progress, but of extraurdinary carrying power. The ark is not
indeed called M!~~ or nt~9, nor flippu, as in the no less
ancient Babylonian account, which accordingly gives it a pilot;
it was a travelling house closed at the top, its floor a wellcompacted raft; it was not to be rowed, steered or sailed, but
only to float without being overturned. The measurements
are illegible in the cuneiform narrative ; according to Alexander Polyhistor's reproduction of the legend, the vessel of
Xisuthros was fifteen bowshots long and two broad, which is
fictitious. The opening for light and internal arrangement,
ver. 16 : .A window shale thou make in the ark, and to the
amount of a tnibi,t, shalt thou entirely form it from ab()'l)6 ; and
a door of the ark shalt thou place in its side ; of a lower storey,
a second storey, and a third storey thou shalt make it consist,ing.
i;:iy (here used as fem. like i=lt1) does not mean the roof
(Schult. Ewald and others after the Arab.

_j;,, back), which is

called ns,11?, viii. 13, the word means the lighting, here an open
space for the admission of light; a window that can be closed
is called~),:,, viii. 6, Jahv. Wellhausen, with the concurrence
of Budde and Riehm, relegates the difficult sentence, ~"?~1
n~~r;,, to the end of the verse, so as to make it refer to the
urk as a whole. But how did it get thence into the middle
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of the verse ? The sense is not that the opening for light
was to be so contrived, that the space of a cubit should be
left from the roof (Knobel, Keil), for it may be presumed
that ~ is a :measurement referring to the opening for
light. Nor can a single such opening of a cubit square be
here intended (Jerome, Luth. Tuch), for the animals could
not be housed continually in the dark while only Noah's
chamber had light. We must, with Dillm., conceive of the
window as extending along every side of the ark downwards,
i.e. under the roof, and this the expression
thou shalt
make it throughout, shalt make it entirely," seems chosen to
indicate. Nor does n01e,N mean as far as to a cubit, but as
Ges. in his Thuo.urus explains by comparison with Josh.
xvii 4 : a,d, ulnam, according to the proportion, i.e. at the
rate of a cubit ; hence : an opening for light running round
and only interrupted by the rafters of the roof, of the height
of a cubit. At its side, i.e. one of its long side walls, the
ark is to have a door, and to contain within three storeys
lying over each other ; we need not complete the three plurals
with D')i', they are neutrally used (LXX. 1taTa,ya1,11,, 8"1,potf,a.
ira, Tptmpotf,a). What is next to be expected on the part of
God, ver. 17: .And I, behold, I lmng the water flood upon the
earth, to de8troy all .flesh, in whidi, is the 'breath of life, from
under kea1Jen ; everything whiclt, i8 on the earth shall die. That
the abbreviated•~, preponderat.es in the style of Q above the
original •;,~\C, is a fact ascertained by Driver,1 and secured by
a stat.ement of the true proportion against exaggeration. In
the combination "!l'.I •?~. however, the language has always
(with the exception of the peculiarly formed sent.ence, Jer.
vii. 11) preferred •~~- The accentuation connects D'.';') ~::1~:i
in one notion, so that either this is apposition instead of
annexation : flood, wat.ers, i.e. the flood consisting of water,
or Cl'0 ~0 belong to each other in a genitive relation,
and the article applies to the joint notion. It is however

"!?~, "

1 See his article, " Linguistic Affinities of the Elohist " ( vol.
Journal of Philology), p. 224.

n.

of the
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suggested, especially with regard to vii 6, to accentuate
differently and to take r,.en·,y Cl"C as added in explanation
The conof the ancient ~~ (Dillm. Budde and others).
jecture that it should be ci:r;, instead of ci:p (J. D. Mich.,
and recently Suess) is ingenious; the mention of the sea
would be welcome; still, to derive the flood from a landward
overflow of the sea would be to take but a partial view, while
if the sea were regarded as a co-operating cause, this would
IC however
not have been expressed by a single word.
we combine ci•c "~" (like w n,n~n, "the Byssus-coat," Ex.
xxviii. 39, xxxix. 27, and indeed also 'n n..,:i )'.,Mn, "the
Jahveh-Ark of.-the covenant," Josh. iii. 17; Ew. § 290d),
or ci-c r,.en-,p, then the derivation of ~~. which consequently
requires some nearer definition or gloss, from ;:lJ in the
Assyrian meaning to destroy, whence Mhlu, destruction,
nabultv, corpse (Friedr. Delitzsch, Hebrew Languag'1, 67, § 143),
of the same formation as ~lf:? from ll:lJ, rA'IP from ml, commends itself; especially since, even supposing the meanings to
wave= to flow (';,:i•) and to water (~:i. ;;:i, Ps. xoii 11),1 suit
the root ,:i, we do not even then attain to the meaning inundation for ~:ic; while on the other hand, according to the other
derivation, 1;,,~ denotes some natural calamity or catastrophe
in general, which is more nearly defined by Cl"C as a .cciTa,c'Jl.v<Tµ/,r;. It has become mamul in Syriac, but the supposition
that the Hebrew~~ is formed from the Assyrian a'Mbu (the
usual name of the Flood) is too far-fetched (Haupt in the
excursus to Sohrader's K.A.T.)! ci~i:, ,:Ri, breath of life, com1 The meaning to water 1eem1 to i - over into the meaning to fertilize.
According to W etatein, ~:i ia the month in which the yoo.ng progt,1it, of the
flock ia born, from 1;,,:i=~', to fertili.&e, whenoe alao ~;:t deaign.atee the ram

u ~I)\ doM the rain u the fertilising apit; ~ \

~_,1-.\ meana the

1heep delire the ram.

J.1J,

1 The exi1tence of a ;:i\
to flow, to wave, i1 dilputed by Friedr.
Delitllch, Prol.eg. pp. lH-126. The difl'erent vien concerning the origin and
meaning or the Aaayrian name for the Flood, abQb., are diaeUlled by Haupt in
Bt,.u,, p. 70 aq., and he confirm• hi1 own Ti1w1 in Htbra,ioa, i. a (Chi~
18815), p. 180.
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prises, like vii. 15, human and animal life; comp. on the other
hand, vii 22, where it is used specially of men. w, root

u, means the collapse of death (like t_\:..., the collapse of the
stomach). rtt1 has the same meaning as n::i,n::i, vii. 22 ;
the animal world of the waters is excluded. The covenant
and its obligation, ver. 18 : And I will establish my CO'litm.ant
wit!,, thu : and thou shalt go into the ark, thou and thy cMJ,dren
and thy wife and tl,e wives of thy cl,,ildren with thee. The
reading M""!~ o•p;:i is in the Elohistic style of the same meaning
as M'l"l:l n,~ in the J abvistic; the former however comprises the
maintenance as well as the institution of the covenant, the
latter only the initiative. On the origin of n'l"l::i, see rem. on
eh. xv. It is the name given to the mutual relation entered
into by two equals, or to one in which the higher makes the
advance to the lower. Into such a covenant relation does
God now enter with Noah, a relation based upon the gra<:ious
condescension which, since sin entered the world, has aimed
at raising mankind from the fall. The covenant consists in
God on the one hand preserving Noah through the Flood, and
on the other expecting obedience to His orders. The covenant
will also profit Noah's belonginbrs, and he becomes to them a
mediator of the preservation for the effecting of which God
as a party to the covenant makes Himself responsible. We
see from ii;'~ that Noah had only one wife, and had thus
remained faithful in marriage also to the will of its institutor.
Preservation of the animals, vv. 19, 20 : .And of 6'/JeryJ
living thing of all jlesli, tu:o of every sort slw.lt t/1ou bring
into the ark, to keep (them) alive with thee ; a male and a
fem.ale shall they be. Of the fowl tack after its kind, and
of the cattle after its kind, of eury creeping thing of the
earth after its kind, two of every kind shall com.e in unto
thu, to lceep (them.) alive. Only here is •,:r~ so pointed

and not •,:r;:i, as e.g. Ex. xxi. 35, according to Heidenheim to
distinguish •,:r;:i as a substantive from •,:r;::i as an adjective.
The ,t,::i-,~z:, (without an article) following upon •nn-,~c, shows
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itself to be a subordinate partition, and therefore equivalent
to a classifying genitive. The self-evident object is both
times absent after n\qp?; comp. on xxxvii 15, 1 '7, and outside the Pentateuch, e.g. Jer. vii 29. The provisioning, ver. 21:
And tho-u, take ttnto thee of all 'kinds of food (kat is eaten, and
,qather i,t to thee ; and it shall be for food for thee and for
them. The inf. 1tt always occurs only combined with ; of
the purpose, and except Jer. xii 9, always also with the dative
of that to which the thing named is given t.o eat (comp.~~~
" t.o eat," and ;?~?, " for food ") : " a thing is given ;:,~~ on a
for a continuance"
particular occasion, it is given
(Driver).
Since the scriptural account of the Creation
excludes all subsequent creation (which must be firmly
maintained in opposition to Reusch, Bibel und Natur, 1876,
p. 322), the question, how the numerous animals and
their food for a whole year could find room in the ark, is
simply unanswerable, if the Flood is regarded as absolutely
universal and not as only 80 far universal as to have carried
off the whole of the then existing race of mankind, as Isaac
Voss, 80 early as 1659, judges, diluvio quidem .totum genua
humanum peri:isse, non tamen aquis cataclysmi universum terrce
globum fuisse obrutum. It is now acknowledged that the
Flood in this latter kind of universality cannot be proved by
fossil remains, these all belonging to the prehistoric epochs
of the earth's formation. The Flood buried only men and a
portion of the animal world, nor can we hope to discover
bones of the creatures who then perished, such bones
having in the course of centuries undergone in the upper
soil the process of decomposition. Besides, the region of the
dissemination of the human race was then still a limited one,
and consequently the destruction of the animal world was also
a limited one. Noah preserved in the ark the animal world
by which he was surrounded, and indeed, since fish and the
are not spoken of, those animals
smaller creeping animals
which were, by means of some nearer relation, within the
range of his own know ledge. Even if the Flood were

n7

"?~~?

ni
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regarded, as by Keerl, Keil and others, as absolutely universal, we could nevertheless only understand this universality
so to mean, that no part of the earth was entirely spared, and
not that the whole surface of the earth was so inundated that
it.a entire animal world was drowned. For nothing is said after
the Flood of completion by a subsequent creation, nor of any
preservation or the animals by a miracle. Besides, a miracle
does indeed effect what is naturally impossible, but still
always by making the laws of nature subservient by force,
not by capriciously abolishing them. The command carried
into eft'ect, ver. 22: .And Noah did (it), according to all that
.Blc'lt.im. command,d, so did M. In the Elohistic style, and
literally the same as Ex. xl. 16 ; comp. Num. i 54, v. 4, and
elsewhere, with only the chauge or the Divine name.

THE DIRECTION TO ENTER, AND THI ENTRANCE INTO TH.I ARK,•
Vil, 1-9.

Now follows a Jahvistic extract, which is however interrupted by the Elohistic ver. 6, and is thence to ver. 9 of a
mixed character. The summons to enter, ver. 1: .And Jahveh
,aid to NoaJi,: Go thou and all thy hoiue iAto tM ark, for tltu
,\az,1 I aun rightwua 'befor, me in thi.8 gffl&f'atWfl.
This
narrator does not care, like the other, to mention the three
sons of Noah by name, nor does he nse the plur. of ii"!. Here
also Noah appears a.s the righteous one, whom God has
distinguished above all his contemporaries, He who sees the
heart reoognising in him a righteousness valid before Himself.
~l is an accusative predicate. The preservation of the
animals, vv. 2, 3 : Of t'Dd'rlJ cltatl 'lMa.,t thmi, ihalt take to thed
Mvt1I e~h, tM mald and his fdmald : and of cattld that ii not
tlean two, tM male and hu female. .Ako of tM fowl of luaiiei&
Milin M.Ch, male and female, to kt~ seed ali11e upon thd face of
flt.e whok earth. It is the Jahvist himselr, who in the case of
the birds, between whom we are not accustomed to make
distinctions of sex as in the case of four-footed beasts, e.g.
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here as at ver. 10 its original meaning, accidit, e:xstitit. The
suffix stands first in both members of the sentence : it is as at
1 Kings xiv. 17, the syntactic scheme for the expression of
the contemporaneous, Ew. § 314d. )1~~~ D~~ appears here,
contrary to vi. 1 7, more decidedly as an explanatory apposition to !,\:ll.:m. The entrance accomplished, vv. 7-9: And
Noah went in, and his sons and his wife and the wives of
his 801l8 with him, into the ark before the waters of the flood.
Of dean cattle and of cattle that is not clean and of fowl and
of ewrything that cre,:ps up<m, the earth.-Two ea.eh went in
unto Noah in the ark, male and female, as Elohim had
commanded Noah. These are the three verses of mixecl
origin ; D~~f D~~~ is related harmonistically to both vi. 19 sq.
and vii 2 sq. ; the animals were admitted by pairs without

regard to the number of heads.
THE FLOOD AND THE PRESERVATION OF NOAH AND HIS FAMILY,
VII. 10-VIIL H.

A purely Jahvistic section begins with ver. 10: And it
came to pass after the seven days, and the waters of the flood
were upon the earth; more accurately : about the seventh of
the days, when this respite that had been granted had elapsed.
Here too (comp. Josh. iii 3) the two members of the sentence
stand in co-ordination, which declares that the second coincides
with the first. The precise Elohistic date of the begmning of the
Flood follows in ver. 11: In the sixth hundredth year of Noali's
life, in the aecond month, on the se'Centeenth day of the month, on
this day all the foundations of the gre,at deep were 'broken and
the sluices of he,aven were o-pened. It is a question whether the
enumeration of the months begins from Nisan, the month of
the ecclesiastical year nearest to the vernal equinox (Ideler,
Tuch, Lepsius, Friedr. Delitzsch), or from Tishri, the month of
the agricultural or civil year nearest to the autumnal equinox
(Kn. Ew. Dillm.). This latter might also be called the natural
year, because seed-time, which begins in Tishri, is a more
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natural oommencement of the year than harveat, which begins
with Nisan. The answer will vary accordingly as the spring
area is regarded as a Mosaic institution (in virtue of Ex. xii. 2)
or considered (in opposition to the testimony of the PC) as one
subsequently adopted under the influence of the Babylonians
(Wellhausen, Prolegomen.a, Srd ed. p. 110). If the spring
rera is an institution of Moses with regard to the ecclesiastical
year, according to which the spring month :r:;i~i:, -="!h (Ex.
xiii 4, xxiii 15) is the first month after the a,ra of the exodus,
it ie an obvious assumption that in the history of the Flood the
months were not yet reckoned according to the period of the
departure from Egypt, but according to the more ancient
autumnal rera. 1 And it is for this that we decide with J oeepbus
and the Talmud. In the legislation too we here and there
perceive that the national year began with Tishri ; for according
to Ex. :xxiii 16, xxxiv. 22, the Feast of Tabernacles, or of the
close of harvest, is to be celebrated at the turn or end of the
year. And if the second month is not the second from Nisan
(Babyl Nisan.u, according to Friedr. Delitzsch from n.w J;IDl,
to break up, to depart, to begin), and so Ijjar, but the second
from Tishri (which, according t.o .'Fr. Delitzech, boars this name
as the beginning of the second half of the year), and so Marcheshvan (distorted from the Baby1. a~ Aamna, the eighth
month, i.e. from Nisan), the oommencement of the Flood will
fall in the month ~ll, which is the old Hebrew name of
Marcheshvan, 1 Kings vi 88. This latter month offers, a.,
its name already declares, a natural starting-point for the
commencement of the :Flood, for the second half of Oct.ober
till about the middle of November is the period of the begin11ing of the early rain (n;i' or n~\o), which fell near the time
of the autumnal equinox, and which by moistening the soil
0'\::i=,~::i, Pe. xcii.11) made the retilling of the fields practicable.
These reasons are not outweighed by the statement of .Alex-

=

1 In the hilt.or:, of the creation &110 the definition or the day, b7 morning and
morning (not enuing 1.11.d enning) diffen from the 111beequent eccleaiutical
calendar.
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ander Polyhistor, that according to the announcement made
to Xisuthros, the Flood was to begin on the 15th Daesios
(Eusebii (J/,,r()11,. cot 19,ed. Schoene). Daesios is the Macedonian
month corresponding with the BabyI. Sivan (simttnu), the third
from Nisan, about our June, in which the overflowing of the
Euphrates reaches its greatest height (see Riehm, HW. p. 414),
while the Tigris also overflows its banks somewhat later. But
this periodical overflowing of the two rivers, in consequence of
the rush of water from the Armenian high land, is nowhere
brought forth in the accounts of the Flood as a co-operating
factor. The Flood was, according to J, the effect of rain, and
was according to Q, besides the rain, accompanied by the
breaking up of the ground and the rushing of water from the
deep-a phenomenon which characteristically accompanies
convulsions of the earth in the alluvial districts of great rivers
(Suess). n~1 DiMJ;I is especially used of the sea, Isa. Ii. 1 0,
lying below the level of the land, Ex. xx. 4, Deut. iv. 18,
v. 8, including however all the ,vaters that irrigate and
fertilize the earth from beneath, xlix. 25, Deut. xxxiii. 13,
Amos vii 4, in which passages the i:nnn, upon which the
earth is founded, Pa. xxiv. 2, cxxxvi. 6, appears separately.
The nil;J!9 of the great deep (comp. Prov. viii. 28; Job
xxxviii. 16) are its assumed subterraneous centres, whence
the sea and all visible bodies of water are fed. These subterranean stores of water broke forth through the rent ground,
while at the same time the D~;>,'ri m~~ were opened. The
noun n~~~ means something closed by means of another fitting
firmly into it (::i,tc.; :n) : in the first place, a window consisting
of a wooden lattice; here, where masses of water are kept back
by it, and pour forth when it is opened (comp. " the doors of
heaven," Pe. lxxviii. 2 3), it is used of sluices that can be
closed. The LXX. has tca.Tappa1&Ta.1,, a word which combines
the meanings of waterfalls, trap-doors, and sluices. It was by
a co-operation of subterranean and celestial forces, which
broke through the restraints placed upon the waters on the
second and third days of creation, that the Deluge was brought
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to pass. The Jahvistic statement of the duration of the rain,
ver. 12 : .And flu rainfall came do'/IJ'TI, up<ni tM earth, forty day,
and /O'rty nights. According to this, the sluices were closed
after forty days; but comp. on the other hand ver. 24, viii. 2.
In the context however, as we have it, we must understand the
rainfall with which the catastrophe began. Entrance into the
ark, according to Q, ver. 13 : On. this aama dcty did Noah,
go, afld Shem and Ham and Japketh, the sons of Noah,
and Noah's wife, and his sons' wives 'With them, into the ark.
According to J, the entrance took place during the seven days'
respite. In the present connection N~ must be understood in
a pluperfect sense : koc ipso d~, viz. on the first day of the
forty after the seven had elapsed, vii. 4. Instead of Cl;!~
(with their husbands), the LXX. has the more significant p,eT'
avTov. The animals who went in with Noah, according to Q,
vv. 14-16a: Thty, and every b&Jat after it, kind, and all
cattle after their kind, and every creeping thing that crup~th
upon tke earth after us kind, and every jowl after us kind,
every kind of bird, every kind of winged cre.ature. .And went
in unto Noah into the ark ttoo each of all jluh, in whick M
the breath of lirf& .And they that went in, went in male and
female of every kif'Ul of flesh, aa Elokim had eommandt,d him.
The history is not tired of repeating that the animals were
not forgotten ; the Divine forbearance in the midst of wrath
was manifested upon them also. Here for the first time in
the account of the Flood are the wild beasts ("!") also named,
which hitherto (as in Deut. xxviii. 26, xxxii. 24, and frequently outside the Pentateuch) were included in n~~f·
Winged animals too are carefully specialized : every kind of
,11~ (from illY, Palest. ,~,. fa, to pipe, ..; 'IY, whence 'I~, to
chirp), every kind of Ill~~ (a combination borrowed in Ezek.
xxxix. 4), which will also comprise e.g. locust.,, in which sense
the Samar. here and elsewhere translates 111'3' and ,,El¥ by
~ama, (~ama1a
~P, locusts). It is significantly added
from J, 16b: .And Jahveh ah.td behind him. It is certainly
with intention that the mn, of the original document is left
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unaltered. This 11hutting in was au act or condescending
kindnes11, ,piM118pa,,r/,a, a proof of love on the part of God,
who is thue interested in the matter. \iv,~, in its first meaning,

_.,_

behind him (pone, like ~. post), eo that he was secure behind
the closed door.
.An interweaving of the two documents now describes how
the ark floo.ted, kept up in safety upon the watel'8, while all
around every living creature on the solid earth was destroyed.
We dispen11e with the attempt t.o disentangle the web ; it
is certain that what ie ea.id 1 7b is Elohistically repeated
ver. 18, and that it proceeds Elohistically a.a far a.a ver. 21.
17a and ver. 22 are doubtful But ver. 23 is certainly J'a,
and ver. 24 Q'•· The description is a model of majestic
simplicity and sublime beauty with '"'Ut any artificial means,
vv. 17-20: ..4.nd tlt.t flood toa, forty daya upOft th& Mrl.h, and
{M watera tncrtwtd and lifted up tha ark, and it floated high
above tha earth. .And tlu watm pret1ailed, and i11ereaud
greatly UJJ0'1' fh.t, earth, aftd tM ark wnt upon flu few of the
watm. .And tM toaten preNilecl ttteUdingly upcm flu earth,,
atld all tha high mountaina that teen under tlt.e wlwk h«ivM
1Dlm COf.ler«l. FiftMJt, otibita vptoarth did tha waters pm,ail, and
th& mountain, ~ cot>tred. The tautologies of the account
as it lies before us portray the fearful monotony of the unbounded expanse of waters, and the place of refuge floating
safely upon it, though surrounded by the horrors or death.
The forty days are the above-named forty days of rain. ,Kl? iki;,
is an ancient superlative, which beeide xvii 2, 6, 20, Ex. i 7,
Num. xiv. 7, only occurs twice in Ezekiel and twice in Kings.
If we isolate the statement, ver. 19, of the height to which
the Flood rose from its context, we must, it seems, conceive of
Chimborazo, Davalagiri and all the highest summit.a of the earth
as submerged. But the statement is to be understood in the
11ame manner as when it is said, Deut. ii 25, that God is shortly
about to spread terror among all the peoples that are under
the whole heavens (comp. with the expression, Deut. iv. 19;
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Acts ii. 5), or when, according to xli. 57, "the whole earth"
(as we should say all the world) came to Egypt to buy corn,
or according to 1 Kings x. 24, to Jerusalem to hear the
wisdom of Solomon, or as when St. Paul says, Rom. x. 18,
that the gospel has sounded elt; 'lt'aua.11 T1}11 ,.,;,11, and i. 8, that
the faith of the Roman Church is spoken or e11 S¼> Tf, ,coup,q,.
The statement bore made is limited in accordance with its
date by the fact, that it must be understood according to the
extent of the ancient geographical horizon, and in accordance
with the context by ver. 20, in which the fifteen cubits can
only be an average statement from a certain standpoint. The
1irk drew about fifteen cubits of water, hence at the time of
its stranding the waters which were then beginning to fall still
covered the mountain, on which it stranded, to the height of
about fifteen cubits. It has been MSerted that a partial flood,
rising fifteen cubits above only moderately high mountains, is
nonsense. But the Flood was not cansed only by rain from
above, but at the same time by the influx from beneath ; consequently the waters could, just where the extermination of
the numerous population who would have fled to the mountains was to be effected, stand at such a height, without
reaching a similar height elsewhere or uniformly covering the
whole earth. The narrator has with increasing effect described
the Flood as ascending higher and higher, we now hear how
everything living was buried beneath it, vv. 21-23: And all
flesh, tliat moved upon the earth, died, of bird, and of cattle and
of beast and of all small animals that swarm upO'TI, the eartli,
and all nien : all in wlwae nostrils was the breath, of the
inspiratim of life, all wkateur livtlB on the dry land, di.ed.
And He ckstroyed everything wting upon the /au of the earth,
fr<mt man to cattle, to <:reeping thing and to the fowl of the
heaven ; and they were destroyed from the earth, and Noah only
wo.s left, attd they that were with Mm in. the ark. While the
expression "all that was under the whole heaven " is not
Elohistic, but Deuteronomic and therefore Jahvistic (Deut. ii.
25, iv. 19), the Elohistic style is distinguished in ver. 21 by
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the f, which speoia1i:zes the whole according t.o its severnl
contents, comp. viii. 1 '7, ix. 2 ; N um. iv. 16 (and indeed also
Hoe. iv. 3). On the other hand, C'~r:i ,:n, n~~. ver. 22, points
back t.o ii. '7, from which place on~a.rds n9~ is the usual
word for the self-conscious buman spirit. "?'1':' too (a synonym
like Ex. xiv. 21, harmonizes with the Jahvistio tone,
of
while the partitive 'll'?, quodcunque, is, as shown by vi. 2, at
least not opposed to it. In ver. 23 the reading is not,
according to the Masorah, ~ . i.mpf apoc. Nip'lt. (passive
with an aocus. of the object), but ~~. imp/ apoc. Kal, whence
the form is accentuated as Milel, not like the Niph., Ps. cix.
13, comp. Isa. xlvii. 3, as MiJ-ra. ,~;i:,, to be le~ over,
especially in cata8trophes, xiv. 10, Ex. xiv. 28, Dan. x. 8,
has here the same meaning as in the snbsequent national ii,t~
or n'":'~f (pa.rail. iti:, Zeph. ii. 9, from iJJ\:I, Isa. iv. 3; comp. i. 8).
Duration of the increase of the Flood, according to Q, ver. 24 :
..And the waters prwailed upon tM tartk a hundred and jifty
days.
Ch. viii 1-5 now relates the turn of the Flood from
increasing t.o abating till the tops of the mountains were seen.
It is beyond doubt that viii. la, 2a, 3b-5, belong t.o Q; nor is
there any adequate reason for denying him the authorship of
lb, but 2b reads like a continuation of vii. 12, and 3a also
seems to be a statement of the gradual abatement entered
from J. The turning-point, viii. 1 : Then Elohi.m remembered
Noa.A, and all tM btalt8 afld ·all the cattle that 10tre with, him in
the ark, afld Elohi.m ma~ a wind to pau otiw the earth, atul tM
tcaltrs abated. God remembered Noah, i.e. (like xix. 29, xx:r.
22, Ex-. ii 24, everywhere with the Divine name C'n,N) He
showed that He did not forget him (and his), and the animals
confined with him. When the wrath of the Judge prevailed
the waters rose; now grace and faithfulness to promise began
to effect their work of deliverance, and the waters abated, 1:ir,,
related to nnlt', -pn. The wind, which everywhere in Scripture
appears as the firet elementary appearance of that creative
power which pervades the world of nature, stands first

"tr¾~).
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as an intermediate cause. Simultaneous cessation of the
influxes from beneath and above, ver. 2 : .A.nd the foundation of
the deep, and the sluices of heaven, were closed, and tke rain
from heaven was restrained. Contrasts to vii. 1 lb, 12, and in
the same order. Continuance of the decrease, ver. 3 : .A.nd tlte
waters retreated from tke earth, in a continual retreat,and decreased
after tke lapse of a kundred and fifty days. The gerund ~~~.
eundo, designates the continuance of the retreat, as at ver. 5
that of abatement, and xxvi. 13 that of increase. M~P,Z;)
(always with an undageshed p) means from the end of a period
.onwards, hence after its lapse ; it is of like meaning with ri1!'?,
ver. 6, iv. 3. After the lapse of a hundred and fifty days,
during which the water had, according to vii 24, increased, it
.abated. The hundred and fifty days extend from the seventeenth day of the second month, on which the Flood commenced,
to the seventeenth day of the seventh month, on which the ark
stranded, ver. 4 : .A.nd tke ark rested in tke seuntk month,, on
tke seventeenth, day of tke 1Mntk, on tke mountains of Ararat.
·The name ~1;~ is the name of a country, like the Assyr.
Urartu. It is the name of the country to which the sons of
.Sennacherib fled after the murder of their father, 2 Kings
xix. 37, and is mentioned, Jer. li. 27, together with 11,;,
(Armenia) ; it is undoubtedly the East-Armenian province of
Araratia in the plain of the Araxes at the foot of Taurus (J er.
on Isa. xxxvii 38), Armenian .A.irarat. The Targums on the
~ontrary translate tliitt, the land of the mp, i.e. Korduene
(Karduchia), on the le~ bank of the Upper Tigris as far as to the
.ztb ; so do the Syrians (Pesh. on viii 4, Isa. xxxvii. 3 8, and
Ephrem) and the Moslems, who designate 'Gebel '(},adi southwest of Vb-See as the landing-place of Noah. Berosus too,
in Joseph. .Ant. i 3. 6, Eusebius and Epiphanius name the
Gordyaian mountains. The Babylonian legend again speaks
differently. According to this, llisisadra's vessel stranded
upon the mountain N~r, which, like tl11tt '1M, is the same
.as mountain in the land of N~ir; a.nd this, according to an
inscription of Asurn~irpal, must be sought east of the Tigris
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beyond the lower Zab. Both these statements of locality
are interesting, the former of the land or Kardu, nearly
the present Boktan (see Noldeke, Unte1"8UCh1uigen ~atr Kritik
du A. T. p. 150); the latter, which regards the mountain
Ni~ir (according to Sueee, p. 27, one or the spurs of the
Tigris lowland) as the mountain where the ark landed.1 The
Scripture tradition leads to Eastern Armenia. "Upon the
mountains of Ararat " is, aocordiug to a similar use of the
plural, xix. 29, Judg. :xii. 7, the same as upon one of the
mountains of this country. It is not necessary, but still very
obvious, to think of the Aral'at chain rising in two high peaks
above the plain of the Ara.xee. Tradition also adheres to
this chain, for the place of descent from the ark was called,
according to Joseph. .Ant. i. 3. 5, a.'1l'o/3a.T,fp,ov; and this, viz.
primtu deBCeMUB, is the signification of N aohitahevan (in .
Ptolemreue Na:xuana), the ancient city on the east aide or
Ararat, on the north bank of the Araxes. We are however
by no means led to suppose that the ark rested upon the
small plateau covered with perpetual snow of the so-called
Great Ararat, 16,000 feet high. For this plateau has from all
aides of its brink so precipitous a declivity, that the deecent
would have been impossible to the inhabitants of the ark.
Not till recent times, and very seldom, has this summit been
reached (1829 by Parrot, 1876 by Bryce), over a field of
snow extending 3 0 0 0 feet downwards. The other peak is
called Little Ararat, this being 4000 feet lower; its snow
melts in the middle of summer, but it rises all the more
steeply in the form of a cone. From this nevertheless
gigantic mountain-cone a smaller comb-like range of heights
extends towards the eastern declivity of Great Ararat with its
1 The Phrygian legend, which makes a mountain In Celif.nii, in the neighbourhood of the 1ub1114uent Apamea-Kibotol, the lmding-place or the ark(_,,_;,),
and the tranalation or r::>iiM by :l'i)ic,, i.a. Oeylon in the &mar. Targum, &l'9
left out of oou1ideration. :l...,)10 -m■ howenr to be a ~nt gl011 inate&d
of the original r::>iin, which Petermann and Heidenbeim have accepted iu
opposition to Brtill, wb01e text i■ that or the London Polyglot. The Book of
Jubilee1, Epiphaniu■ and othera call the mountain where the ark landtd
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silvery head.1 The ark may have rested somewhere on this
range of heights ; the account does not oblige us to think of a
high summit as it~ place of landing, nay, a comparatively low
one results from the circumstance that in scarcely 2i months
after the strandin;; the tops of the mountains were visible,
the water having hence sunk about 20 feet, and that the
account puts down only about five months for the remaining
period of drying up. Appearance of the mountain-tops,
ver. 5 : And the waters were in continual dwrease until the
tenth month; in the tenth t,um,f,h, on the first of the ,nontli,
the tops of the mountains wtre 'Vi.8ihle. Instead of c,;i?h ,~
D"'1~"1 (tempus durans) we have ,,n with two inj. abs.: they
were found in a condition of continuous decrease, Ew.
§ 280b.
A Jahvistic section follows; intelligence sougl1t by despatching birds. The first outlook, ver. 6 : And it came to
pass after the lapse of forty days, that Noah opened the wi'IUWID
of tlie ark which he had made. Though, analytically regarded,
this cannot point back to vi 16, yet it is more probable that
,~~ refers to ~~ (from ~n, to bore, to break through) than to
n~r,. The raven, ver. 7: And he sent forth the raven, and
iJ, went forth, going forth and returning, till the drying up of
the waters from the earth. Perhaps a fragment of Q's account
of the sending forth of the birds (Paradies, p. 157 sq.);
but then ,w and c,,nllt must have been an editorial insertion.
In the Babylonian account HA.sisadra sends forth at the dawn
of the seventh day, first a dove (summata), then a swallow
(sinunta), both of which return, and thirdly a raven (ariba),
which, wading in the water near the ship, does not however
come into it again. The article of ~J~i:' is comprehensive of
The Armenia.De call Little Ararat ri, and Great Ararat ma,i,, whence it
that great, the meaning of meda, ia contained in ma. Both mountains
have acquired the name Ararat simply by the transference t.o them or the name
of the country (LXX. Gen. viii ', .-. :,. .-. 'A,-,..-; less ambiguoualy Jer.:
montea Armenia). Moses v. Chorene, i. 15, ell'.plaina .Aimmt Arajienzl,
" Plain of King Ara,'' aa at i 7 he brings Maril int.o improbable combin&tion
11"itb Q}le.-King Amasia.
1
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the species, like 1 Sam. xvii. 34, 1 Kings xx. 36, the
individual being distinguished as the representative of the
species, not from other individuals of the same, but from
animals of other species. By ::iit; Mi~ (not understood aud
therefore •disfigured by an inserted 011,e by LXX. Syr. Jer. :
egrediebatur et non revertt:batur) is meant, that it was now
lost in the distance and now returned to the neighbourhood of
the ark, without however re-entering it, till the drying up was
complete (n~::i~ after the formation ni!:>~; for the solid ground,
always drying to a greater distance down from the mountaintops, afforded it a resting - place, and it found abundant
nourishment from the corpses floating upon the waters. Noah
l1ad purposely sent forth the neither delicate nor fastidious
bird; its remaining away was a good sign. First trial with
the dove, vv. 8, 9: And he sent forth tlw dove from him,
to see if t/1,8 waters had run off from the face of the gr<n1,nd,
And the dove found no resting-place for the sole of- lier
foot, and ihe returned to the ark, for the water was still
upon the face of the wlwle eartk, and Noah stretched forth his
hand, and ca'U{Jkt her, and took her to him into the ark. The
description is tender, and speaks in human fashion of the
dove (Josh. iii. 13). This is a bird of the valleys, Ezek.

vii. 16, which were not as yet dry, and one that makes its
nest in the clefts of the rock, Song Sol. ii. 14, which as yet
offered no place of refuge that was snug and dry. It is told
with sympathetic observation of every movemeut, how Noah
took in the timid bird when she sought for refuge. He then
waited another seven days (hence the first sending forth of
the dove took })lace seven days after the sending forth of the
raven), and let the dove out a second time, vv. 10, 11: And
he waited yet &e1Je-n other days, and continued to send forth
tli,e dove out of the ark. And the dove came to /Li111, at eventide,
a11,d, lo, a newly plucked leaf of an olive tree in lwr mouth.
Then Noah knew that tlu wate1·s had subsided from tlu eart/1,.
To wait is elsewhere called ~~. ~,J:,in, ~,:ib, here once !i-i:i~ (from
>-n ~,n, J6.., to writhe), to suffer pain, to wait painfully;
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Olah. Dillm. correct, ~r.i~;1 ; it is certainly more probable that
the twice occurring Niphal in ver. 12 should exchange with
the preceding customary Piel, than with the elsewhere uncorroborated Hiph. Not at once, but lat.e in the evening, did
the dove return with an olive leaf in her mouth, not one
floating about on the waters, but one just plucked, and therefore fresh; 11119, decerptua, passes over into the meaning recmt,
Arab. '!a,rl/, fresh, piquant, fine ,from ~antja, to be fresh,
properly fresh plucked). The olive-tree has this in common
with the laurel, that it grows even under water, hence an olive
leaf is the first sign of life from the earth which is rising again
from her watery grave. The dove returned, and that as an
evangelist ; an olive leaf and an olive branch have since been
the emblems of peace and salvation, and her bringing back an
olive leaf, :l'~i MP.?, has perhaps been already int.erpreted by
the prophet Zachariah, xiv. 7, as an eachatological image.
Sicut circa 'llu_peram, says John Gerhard, columba 'lltnit cum
ramo olit:m (so the V ulgate tranalat.es) ad arcam : Ilic SpiriJ'IU
Sanctua circa mundi 'llt.Bperam doctrinam emngelii dttulit ad
eccluiam.. Third trial with the dove, ver. 12 : .And M waited
yet ae'lltn other daya, and aent forth. tli.e dove, and a.Ji.e did not
continue to return to him again. The form '~!4'J is the impf.
of the Niphal ,,:ib, Ezek. xix. 5, from ,n\ The Kal 'II?: is
more fittiug to the animal than the Hiph. Jj\t;)in, 10b, which
expresses a deliberate voluntary act. The dove returns no
more. Thie too is good news, valleys as well as mountains
are now free from water.
Date of the end of the Flood from Q, vv. 13 (13b excepted) and 14 : .And it came to pasa in the 8i:D hundred an.d.
first year, in the firat month, on th.e firat of th.e montl,, th.e
11Jaters were d1·ied up from the earth, tlum, Noa'/,, removed the
coverin.g of the ark and looked, and, behold, tke /au of tlr.e
g,·ound 1/Jaa drilld. .And in the second month., on thll twtntyaevmth day of the month, the earth wa., quite dry. The verb :I:!~
here means dried, rl~!, quite dried up : the latter appears as
the consequence of the former, Jer. 1. 38 and Job :xiv. 11,
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with the borrowed passage, Isa. xiL 5. On the first day of
the first month the earth was free from water, and on the
twenty-seventh day of the second month quite dry. The
Flood began on the seventeenth day of the second month,
hence a fnll year and ten days had elapsed. But what kind
of a year 1 An actual solar year of 365 days (in round
numbers), or an approximative solar year of 360 days, or a
lunar year of 354 days (in round numbers) 1 If it were a
lunar year, the months would be of 29 and 30 days alternately; if an approximative solar year, they would be of 30
days throughout ; if it were an actual solar year, the computation of the months is questionable, but the case is the same
as in the year of 360 days; some way of reconciling the
amount of the twelve months determined by the phases of
the moon with the actual solar year must have taken place.
These questions, and many more (see Ideler, Okronol. i. 479),
are susceptible of different answers, because though the commencement and termination of the full year are indeed named
(the second month of the one and the second month of the
next year), the number of the days of which this full year
consisted is not stated ; for, leaving out of account the
Jahvistic numbers 40 + 7 + 7 + 7, only 150 of the days are
expressly enumerated. From a harmonistic standpoint we
may, with Silberschlag (Ohronologie der Welt, p. 11 sqq.),
count 150 + 73 + 40 + 21 + 34 + 57 375 days, and thence
conclude that the year of the Flood was an actual solar year.
This was already the view of the Syrians, e.g. Ephrem. But
from an analytical standpoint we have to deal with Q without regard to the numbers of J. It is safest to start from the
determining meaning of the 150 days (viii. 24)=5 mouths.
The beginning and ending of this number of days being
expressly stated, vii 11, viii. 4, 150 will be no merely round
number, whence it results that the year of the Flood was an
approximative solar year of 360 days. So e.g. des Vignoles
in his Ohr~ de l'hwoire ,ainte, and Court de Gebelin in
his Monde primitif. The ancient Indian (according to the
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Rigveda), the ancient Persian and ancient F..gyptian year was
such a year of 360 days. The Parsi-Calendar equa1izes it
with the actuo.l solar year by five intercalary days at the end
or the year, and an intercalary month at the end of every
124 years (DMZ. xxxvi. 59, xxxiv. 710). In Egypt too the
agreement was restored by five supplementary days (bra,yoµ.eva,), but so that after a long period there was a moveable
year, the New-year's day (1 Thot) of which did not again
l1appen on the same day-July 20, aa that of the rising or
the Sothis or day-star-till after a period of 1461 years. In
Babylon also computation was made by months of 30 days:
the month ar!f u being ideogrammatically written with the
number 30 in the middle. Nothing however is 11aid of intercalary days (e'ff'a,yo,uva,), but we are told of an intercalary
month, which was from time to time inserted (comp. Lotz,
Hutoria Sabbati, p. 38) after Adar (.Aduru), or also after Elul
(Ul11l1t), as a compensation, whether for the 360 days or for
the 354 of the lunar year. In the computation of the year
of the Flood we must have no regard to such intercalary compensation. If we leave out of consideration the identity of
15 0 days with 5 months, it might appear as a lunar year,
raised by the addition of 10 /11 days to a solar year
(354 + 11=365). If, on the other hand, we make the computation 150 days= 5 months the rule, the 360 days are
increMed by the addition of 10 to the indifferent and purely
historical number 370. Ew. Schrader, Dilllll, see in the 150
days the remnant of a discrepant tradition, according to which
the Flood lasted 15 0 + 15 0 4 x 7 5 days, of which another
trace is also shown in the date or the first stage of the abatement, viz. the seventeenth day of the seventh month (the
stranding) and the first day of the tenth month (emergence of
the mountain-tops), which seems to be reckoned as a period 0£
3 X 30-15=75 days.
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THE GOIYG OUT OF THE ARK, ~OAR'S SACRIFICE, Am> THE
PROMISE OJI' JAHVEH, VIII. 16 SQQ.

Noah having landed on one of the mountains of Ararat,
receives directions to leave the place of refuge, vv. 15-17:
Then Elohim a-poke to Noah, aaying : Go forth out of the ark,
thou, and thy wife and thy 80'1&8 and soni wives with, thee.
Every li'Ving thing that i& with thee, of all .ftu1,, of birds and of
cattle and of e-cery creeping thing that crec-peth upon the eartli,
bring forth with thu.; and they may BUJarm upon ea.rth, and be
fruitful and multiply upon the earth. ~ corresponds with
."M~, vi. 18, and still more in the present connection with ea,
vii. 1. How extensive is the notion of ":1:1 has been already
shown; i 24, 28, 30; here it stands first as a general term
for the animal world. The prep. ::i is, as at vii 21, ix. 2,
x. 15, 16, subdividing, though only in a rhetorical, not a
strictly logical manner. At the close it is said tmn, all these
animals with thee. The Chethiv is to be read ~:,, like
xix. 12 ; the Keri, although the verb in Ethiopic originally
presents ,, substitutes for reasons unknown to us ~iJ, like i~iJ
for ,~:,, Ps. v. 9, comp. the similar forms with audible Joel,
Prov. iv. 25; Hos. vii. 12; 1 Chron. xii 2. God at once
renews with words mighty to bless, to the animals who are
to be brought out of the ark, their creative destination, and
then the exit is related with glad fulness of words, vv. 18, 19:
Then went forth Noah and hi& sons and his wife attd M8 8008'
wives with him. Every lii-ing tl,,ing, every creeping thing, and
every bird, everything that moveth upon the earth, after thei.1·
famil.ies, went forth out of the ark. Everything in vv. 17-19
bears the mark of Q, to which also belongs the comprehenRiveness of the notions of both w, and :,•n. His classifications
are barely translateable. Instead of CliJ~'I??, i. 21, he here
once uses the more select and solemn CllJ'r.ih,r;,?. Ancient
translators have ·no feeling for tl1is change. The narrative
goes on in the words of J. The Jahvist, who related the
sacrifices of the first pair of brothers, here tells of the begin-
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ning of post-tliluvinn sacrifice, ver. 20: .And Noal,, built an
altar to Jahveh, a11.d took of all cka11, eattk and of all cka1'
bird$ and offered up bttrnt - offering, upon tlu, altar. This
is the first time that an altar is mentioned in Holy
Scripture, and that the offering is called
instead or M'::lM
i1Ml0, iv. 3, we here read n)~ n',pn (from n,p, to be consumed
in fire, that is, to be reduced to ascending vapour, J udg.
xx. 40; Jer. xxxviii. 35; comp. .Amos iv. 10). The altar,
though not named like altaria from the height, but as a
place where an offering was slain, is to be thought or as an
elevated place: Ezekiel calls it symbolically '~;,:t, God's
height, as the saorifl.oial hearth ;~,"!~, the burning-place of God,
from mM, to burn (see Ges. Lez. 10th ed.). The Mesha inscription has for it ,IC"IM, plur. ,,.e,.e, which Smend-Sooin translates
"Altaraufaatz" (place of fire t). The reason why the sacrifice
is now sent up upon one of the high places of earth in flame
nnd vapour towarJs heaven is, as Hofmann has sho,vn, that
the visible presence of Jahveh hM forsaken the world. The
look of one who prays and ea.orifices is no longer directed
towards the west, where the cherubic presence or God marked
the place of the lost Paradise, but towards heaven; there
is the throne of Jahveh, whence, according to Ps. xxix. 10,
He inflicted the judgment of the Flood. 1 The clean animals
are here ea.table, though all were not 110 according to subsequent laws oonoerning food; nor must those used on thia
occasion be limited to such as were, according to later laws,
sacrificial. Acceptanoe of Noah's sacrifice, vv. 21, 22: .And
Jahveh smelt th, odour of pacificat'l()ff,, and JoAviA &aid to hu
hea,i : I will not proeud to inflict again. a
vpon flu
ground for man'a saJ.:e; for flu imagination. of tM h.vma11, luart
u evil from youth., and I will not prooud to smiu again er,ery
living thing, aa I haw doM. D11,ring al-l tM daya of the eart.4,
aud-time and haroeat, cold and heat, 8Um111-er aw.d toift.Uf', day
and night, shall not CMM. What is called in Greek o{uua., is
in the Bible called odour (scent) of pacification, i:i~t after the

"?~ ;

°"""'

1

See mr e-y, "Der Blick gen Himmel," in the New Ollriltokrpt, 1882.
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formation ?1~~. from ,:,r,1b, to pacify, to appease wrath and turn it
to favour. In the cuneiform account of the Flood the parallel
paMage runs : " The gods sucked in the scent, the gods encked
in the well-smelling scent (inia j~ba); the gods gathered like
flies over the sacrificer." The scriptural expression also is
anthropomorphic, but more worthy of God. Jahveh accepted
with favour the thankfulnees and desires of the rescued manifested in the heavenward streaming sacrifices, saying to His
heart, i.e. (like xxiv. 45, comp. xxvii. 41) to or in Himself
(Tll.l"gllme, l'l~'?'!:?f), that He was graciously resolved never
again to inflict so universal a judgment npon mankind.1
Human einfulneee which had incurred it, vi 5, is henceforth
to have no similar consequence, because it is now the common
inheritance or mankind, and decidedly influences the individual
even before his entrance upon the riper age of fully oonecioue
self-determination,--e. time of patience,
is now to begin,
Rom. iii. 16, God taking pleasure in the desire for salvation
manifested in the sacrifice or those who had been preserved from
the Flood. " .All the days of the earth," i.e. during the whole
further course of time, hence to the end of earthly history, the
regular interchange of seasons and times ie to suffer no such
interruption as had taken place through the Flood The
first three pairs of words, i'itP,1 V'.!!., eh} ,i,, 'l;hl r.12, do not
signify, as Jewish exposit.ore insist (see Ra.shi), six seasons of
two months each (a division of the year which is found in the
Vedas), but divide the year into two halves, as among the
ancient Greeks· into 81.poi aud xe'l"»v, in Heeiod, d.µ.1JTOi and
d.poT~: The rainy wintry season, '11,h with its cold ip (Jer.

avax~,

1 Aocording to Bndue (art. on Gen. iii. 17, T. 2P, Tiii. 21, in Stade'• Zeitdr.
188e, p. 110 ,qq.), it i1 J 1 who fuhioned Tilf. 21 after ill. 17, excluding the
hiltory oC ParadiM related by J 1, and replacing hia hiltory of the Fall by hil
own hiltory of the Flood, although ngarding tbe Flood u nciau1-n1t )~
ii quite inappropriate, beoau,e a cul'l9 alway1 implies 10me spiritual power
which PfflllllllOl"r intl.nenoee the nature and oondition1 of that which ii
al!'ected. It ii however an exaggerated acuten- which reoogn• no M))P
in the decree of puniahment, Ti. 13, and itl execution. On the other hand,
Budde ill in the right when he •Y• that Riehm in Bewd.. •· Krieil:, 1886, p. 780,
i1 miat&ken in referring 'll?it It) be.ck to iii 17.
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:xxxvi. 22) and its field tillage, 1"1-! (or~:':', Ex. xxxiv. 21;
Prov. xx. 4), made poeaible by the early re.in ('l~i:1, ~.,,I>";.\\ Neh. vii. 24; Ezra ii. 18), and the dry sooson of summer,

=

r.e ~ from

!.:;t;, to be burning hot), with its heat, cih (Isa.

xviii. 4), and its harvest, i•¥~ (Jer. viii. 20). The year is
halved, as in Ps. lxxiv. 17; Amos iii. 15; Zech. xiv. 8. The
LXX. translates
.caJ lap; 'I;" means indeed the first half
of the agricultural year (see on Job xxix. 4), on which account
the notion of the premature is oombined with it (Talm. .,,n,
opposed to ~lllt, to be late), but spring is called :i•;i, (comp.
Himyar. 111,n, harvest, 1tm, spring, DMZ. xxx. 324:). The fourth
pair promises the regular succeS!'lion of day and night, for this
too had been disturbed during the Flood, the earth being
enveloped in cloudy darkness. The order of nature thus
ratified anew is a subject of praise for prophecy and lyric
poetry, Jer. xxxi. 35 sq., xxxiii. 20, 25 sq.; Ps. lxxxiv.
16 sq. The double 'll?k It) has, according to Isa. liv. 9, the
force of an oath.

.,,m,

TllE FOUNDATION OF A NEW ORDER Oll' THINGS, IX. 1-7.

Natural relations being now secured by promise against
such a catastrophe as that experienced by means of the
Flood, new physical, ethical and judicial foundations are
given to human life. The fundamental conditions of the
increase and preservation of the human race are however
first renewed, and first of all the creative blessing of propagation, ix. 1: And Elohi,m blust.d Noa,J,, and hi.,,"°"'• and ,ai,d
tmto them : :& jffiitful, aftd m11.Ztiply, aftd fill the fP.rth.
A repetition of i. 28. Next, man's vocation or power over
the animals is renewed : ..4.nd let tM fear of yov, and tlu

'bt&t of tlw M1·th a,ul e'Dtry
f <Ytol of htaiien, of all that mo'Ots 01' thtJ ground and of all /Wt,
of the atJa ; to your hand fl~y ari, gifJm. The suffixes or
Cl?~".l'l Cl?~)\~ are obj.: fear and terror before you (comp. xvL 5,
tm·or of you go forth t£pon

tlfJIJrtl
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xxvii. 13, l 4; Mal i 6), D~J;l".I from ni,, Job xii. 25 (comp.
the comparative form, Eccles. xii. 5), with i instead of a in 11.
doubly closed syllable. The dominion of man over the
animals has no longer its original and inoffensive character,
i 28, ii 19 sq.: he must now bring them into subjection by
exerting himself to make them serviceable. Budde takes the ::i
of
as that which is usual after notions of dominion, it is however the specifying ::i, see on vii. 21 ; the remaining animals
are ranged under the two main divisions of the animal
world n•n and r:iw, the language disregarding the actual state
of circumstances. All are given into the hand of man, who
is to have and to maintain the upper hand in the now unavoidable conflict. And because the Paradisaic fertility of
the earth and the childlike inoffensiveness of the former quiet
life have now ceased, the eating of flesh is also permitted,
ver. 3 : Everg moving thing that liveth, let it be to you for food,
as the green htrb I lw;ve gi,ven you all. Certainly men had
already eaten not merely vegetable food and milk, but flesh
also; this they had done however arbitrarily, they are now
authorized to do it by Divine announcement. 3b refers back
to the original authorization, i. 29. On '~ and ~%1-n~ (everything whatever), see there also. On 'Viror herbce, see on i. 30.
The !J~ which follows (originally affirmative, then frequently, as
at vii. 23, restrictive, sometimes also, as here, comp. Lev. xi 4,
Ps. lxvili. 7, Zech. i. 6, exceptive or contrastive, as more
frequently P.tc) introduces a limitation of that participation
of flesh which is now permitted, ver. 4 : But .fteih, in its life,
its blood, shall ye Mt eat. The i1 is the Beth of association,
and ic"? is in apposition to i~~- Flesh while combined with
its life, i.e. its blood, is still forbidden, according to the wording of the prohibition the flesh of a still living unslaughtered
and consequently a not yet bloodless animal (viz. pieces cut
off', 'ljrr,t;) -,?~, according to the synagogal expression), as the
Abyssinians e.g. will under circumstances cut out a piece from
the hind quarter of the cow they are driving, and esteem fresh
raw flesh with the muscular contortions still visible as the

>:i~
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greatest of dainties (comp. the article "Abessinische Dcafsteaks
aus lebenden Ochaen geschnitten," in .A.UBland, 1868, p.
· 406 eq.). Every partaking of blood, and therefore of the still
bleeding flesh of a slaughtered animal, is however at the same
,n,::i gins the command,
time forbidden,1 for the reason
of universal application to every kind of eating with the blood :
flesh in which there is still blood is not to be eaten, because
the blood is the life, Deut. xii. 23, or, as may be also said,
because the life of all flesh is the blood, Lev. xvii. 14, or more
accurately, is in the blood, Lev. xvii. 11. Blood and life
are one, inasmuch as they are in one another in a relation of
intercausation ; the blood is not the same as the life, but it is
before all other constituents of the animal corporeality the
manifestation, material and vehicle of that lire, which pervades, fashions and continuously regenerates the corporeality.
This relation of the life to the blood, a Car more direct one
than to the flesh (for the blood is the medium of life to the
which
latter), is indicated by the juxtapoaition of ,ttl>l and
at the eame time suggests the ree.son for this prohibition of
the blood, viz. a eaored reverence for that principle of life
flowing in the blood, which even as that of the animal is
derived Crom God, who bestows a participatir,n in His allanimating life. This respect, which is due to the life of
oven a beast, and not the prevention of a brutalli:ation of
human life, which might be feared by its too near contact
with brute life, is the ground of the prohibition. For the
latter motive finds no expression in the Old Testament, and
is in contradiction with the use of animal blood in Divine
worship. This prohibition of blood is repeated seven times
in the Mosaic legislation besides Lev. :x:ix. 26, viz. Lev.
iii. 17, vii 25- 27, xvii. 10 - 14, Dent. xii. 16, 23, 24,
xv. 23, and gives u a further reason, Lev. xvil. 11, that the
blood is an atonement, ii~!~, by reason of the life that is in

,c,

,c,,

Jewiah tradition doee not hold thia Tiew: it enumerate• aenn Noaohian
of -..,hioh 1i.:1: had been binding from Adam onwarda. After
the Flood the prohibition of the IMIIWl"lll!I IU lliro wu 11.dded ; aee Guat. llau,
Tat1111u U11gUJtibigtlt' 11GCA talnr.. rabb. Rec'IIJ. (1886), pp. 28-:10.
1

commandment■,
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it. This motive for the prohibition fell away with the types
1tnd shadows of the law of sacrifice, but the other continues,
though it is not binding with the legal force of the Old
Testament. In the four apostolical prohibitions, Acts xv. 20,
29, xxi 25 (comp. Comt. apost. vi 13), that of blood issplit in two, both the blood of slaughtered animals and everything strangled, and therefore its blood not shed (M~".\'? and
"?;µ,) being in conformity with the Mosaic law forbidden.
With '!Jl!t1 a second exception appears beside the '!Jtt of 4a.
The killing of beasts for food is freely granted, y<.'t blood is to
be avoided, and on the other hand the life of man is inviolable, ver. 5 : .And yet your blood according to each, of your souls
will I require, f1·om the hand of every beast wiU I require it, and
from the hand of man, fr011i the hand of every one's brother will
I reqttire the life of man. If the ~ of tli'ti~? were dat.
com1nodi, like Deut. iv. 15: for defence to your souls (Tucl1,
Kn.), it would stand after "1~- If it were the ~ of possession (LXX. Syr. Jer. and most interpreters), we should expect
~,;in:,) ,f~. And if a pregnant expression of " your blood,
yonr own blood," were intended (Budde), ~•nl!llll 1:1, would
have been said.
It best corresponds with the Elohistic
diction to take ~ in a distributive sense: your blood, to whosesoever life it may belong. The verb vii in a judicial sense
means: to require again from any one something which he
has destroyed, and so to demand compensation, satisfaction
for it (whence exactly: to avenge, Ps. ix. 13; 2 Chron.
xxiv. 22), with i,?, Ezek. xxxiii. 6, xxxiv. 10 (synon. itt) !di!!~.
2 Sam. iv. 11; t1pp ~,, Deut. xviii. 19), comp. ,~ of animals,
Ps. xxii. 21. God will avenge the death of man (1) on the
animal, which bas thus broken through the bounds of its Godordained relation to man. Man naturally extirpates s11ch beasts
as are dangerous to human life, tl1e destruction of every animal
gnilty of the death of a. man here receives Divine sanction as
a judicial procedure (comp. Ex. xxi. 28 sq.). (2) God will
avenge the death of man on the man, who has thereby
criminally broken the brotherly relation existing between all
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men. W'l_C is followed by an appositional
after the same
fashion as xv. 10, xli 12, xiii. 35; Num. xvii 17. The noun
standing in the case of genitive annexation in thi second place
stands emphatically first, and that ,vhich in such a relation
occupies the first place follows with a suffix referring to the
word before : from the hand of every man, of his brother, is
the same as from the hand of the brother of every man ; the
same state of things occurs Zech. vii 10.1 (Imagine not evil
against one who stands in brotherly relation to any of you.)
Transference of vengeance on the murderer to men themselves,
ver. 6 : Whoso sheds man's blood, by men sha.ll /,is blood 'be s/1ed:
for in the image of Elohim made He man. We have here the
first trace of the appointment of a magistracy as the executor
of the requirements of the moral government of the world, and
hence as the representative of God (see on Ps. lxxxii. 6); and
it is very important to note that as in the Old Testament the
rights of the priesthood are in the first place the attributes
of all Israel, and as in the New Testament the rights of the
spiritual office are in the first place the attributes of the
entire Church, so here too the attributes of political authority
appear in the first place as the attributes of mankind ; D:f~
(found non-Hebraic by over-hasty criticism) means through
men, as elsewhere also the personal carl8a ejficien, is expressed
by the passive with ~. N um. xxxvi 2 ; Job xxvii. 15 ; Hol!.
xiv. 4; comp. ib. i. 7. Men themselves are thus placed,
as a holy Vehm, against deeds of bloody violence, so far as
these come to their knowledge and not merely to the knowledge of the Omniscient. As punishment by death is not here
transferred to the nearest relative of a murdered man as ~~
C_"'li'.I, Num. xxxv. 19 (for ' "t:C ei°'&:t does not mean a man his
brother= his relative), it is not the so-called blood-vengeance
which is here instituted, though this, especially within the
rnles and limits sanctioned by the Mosaic law, bas its legal
title in this Noachian command. The form in which the
1

Comp. the investigation of this mode of Bpeech in Budde, Urguc/1.
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punisl1ment is to be ca1Tied out is as yet left undefined l,y
the command, whioh merely places it generally in the hand
of men and' requires it fl'om them, without allowing of a
money fine, as compensation. The murderer is to suffer that
which he has inflicted ; for murder is not only the extreme
of unbrotherliness, but also a crime against the inviolable
majesty of the Divine image, which even after the Fall is
fundamentally the character indde1J'ilis of mankind and of each
individual. In the sentence which gives the reason, 6b, the
main notion is genitive by attraction, like xiv. 1 sq.; Ps. lxv.
12, lxxxv. 14; comp. on the other hand, Hos. i. 2. R. Akiba
in .A.both iii 14 takes D~ by itself : in the image Elollirn
made man. Conclusion of the Noachian Thorah, v. 7: .And
p, be fruitful, and multiply, itwarm upon earth, and multiply
upon it. The foundations of the new beginning of history
being now laid, the Divine blessing with which the whole
is rounded off is repeated.

THE TOKEN OF THE COVENANT IN THE CLOUDS, IX. 8-17,

The Elohistic passage, ix. 1-7, is here continued without
interruption in a second Elohistic passage, beginning with ~~~.l.
which corresponds with the DJ;!~ of 7a. The covenant-promise
and covenant-pledge of God accompany the precepts to the
newly blessed human race. Elohim will establish His covenant
with mankind whom He has preserved, and with the animal
world, vv. 8-11: .And Elohirn tpake to Noah, and to l,is sons with
Aim, saying: .And I, behold, I establish my covenant with you, and
vmk '/fO'll,r seed after '/fO'II,; and with every living soul, that is with
you, of fowl, of cattle, and of every be,ast of the earth with you,
of al,l that go out of the ark, according to every be,ast (je nach
allem Getier) of the earth. .And I will eatablish my covenant
tDith '/JO'lt, and all .ftuk shall not be any more cut off by the
tDatera of the flood, and there shal,l not be any more a .flood to
destroy the earth. In vi. 18 the establishment of the covenant
was nlid for the preservation of life in the midst of the
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Flood, here for the prosperous continuance of the preserved
races of men and animals. On •~~;:i •~~~ (with a particip.
following as an expression of the fut. instans), see vi. 1 7. The
covenant relation, of which Paul preached at Lystra, includes
the animal world also, which sympathetically shares in the joy
and sorrow of man, who is, as it were, the heart of the world.
In ver. 10 the classifying prepositions are again heaped up
(which alone is a certain sign of Q) in an almost untranslateable
manner:' first :ii,
. of the parts of which the whole consists, then
IC, of the ge.n1t8 ea: quo, i.e. of the general under which the
particular is summed up, and thereupon ~ of the whole notion,
according to which the particular comprehended therein is
determined (comp. ver. 5, xxiii. 10; Ex. xxvii 3, 19; Ezek.
xliv. 9 ; Ezra i. 5). No animated being living in a. body of
flesh, neither man nor animal, shall henceforth be cut off •~t?
~ll~;:t, by the water of the (recurring) Flood.
The LXX.
rightly translate the IC by a'lro, for with the passive it does
does, as self-active, but 8.f!
not designate the subject, as
that from which the action proceeds (comp. Obad. ver. 9, ~~~!;)
in consequence of the slaughter, but also Ps. xxxvii. 23, 'r,c•
from Jahveh); in the Latin ah (from a1ro) the distinction is
given up, nor is it carefully observed in the more recent style of
the Semitic languages. The token of the covenant, vv. 12-16:
.And Eloki1n said : This is the token of the covenant whick I
am abott,t to make between me and you and flV6rJI living creat,we
wkick is witk you, to eternal generations. My bow kavs I set in
the cloud, and it shall Ber'Oe for a token of the CO'Otnant between
me and the earth. .And it shall coms to pass, wken I bring a
cloud upon the earth, the bou: shall be seen in tke clou,d. .And
I will remember my covenant, whicli is betwee-n m~ and you and
every living soul of all flesh, and tlie waters shall not hencefort/1,
become a jlood to destroy all flesh. .And tke bow shall be in the
cloud, and I will look upon it, to remember an eternal covenant
between l!,'lohim and every living soul of all jfa1,, which, is upon
the ea1-th. With ntcf God points to the rainbow which was
then visible or just becoming so (comp. on Job xxxvii. 1).
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A sign, especially such an one as becomes a sensible pledge
of what is invisible or future, is called niM = awajat, djat (~ T),
from mtc, to mark, Num. :xxxiv. 10. What follows, I~
shows that in must be referred to the covenant, not to the
token (comp. xvii 2); D?\» n'li is a period of time extending
over generation after generation into the immeasurable. The
with a feminine termination, as the .Arab.
bow is called
?ca,us shows (from (..,Wlj, fut. o., to bend, to curve), and the
cloud in which God sets the bow ('l:'rl~. of the just now
fundamentally accomplished fact) is called P.V, as that which
meets the eye of him who looks up (comp. ancient Arab. 'an.an,
object, and roi,, to reply), from which ~.V, 14a, is denominated
vetpe'>.a~ luyetpew. The apodosis begins with ru;i~. 14b, and
is continued in 'J:11~?1- i'!Jf?, 16b, defines the purpose : God
will see the bow, an intentional looking is meant, that
He may remember the eternal covenant between God and
earthly beings, viz. those remaining after the Flood. This
passage is rounded oft' in ver. 1 7, just as the former one was in
ver. 7 : .And Elohim said unto Noah: This is the tok,,n of the
covenant, which I have Mtablished, between, me and all fteih which
i,, upon the fArlk. ,~,-~ is here repeated for the twelfth, or
including i!D~!l, vii. 15, for the thirteenth time since vi 12,
and always in Q. " The bow that is in the cloud in the day
of rain" is mentioned again within the Old Testament only
at Ezek. i 28 (comp. Apoc. iv. 3, x. 1). It is beautifully
described, Ecclus. xliii 12,· comp. 1 7. It is indeed a
phenomenon that may be accounted for by natural laws ;
but the laws of nature are truly the appointment of God,
Ecclus. xliii 11 sq., and it is just in its conformity to natural
law that the rainbow is a pledge that the order of nature
shall continue. .And is there not to every law of nature a
background pointing to the mysteries of the Divine nature
and will? The label of the rainbow is sufficiently legible.
Shining upon a dark ground which just before broke forth in
lightning, it represents the victory of the light of love over
the fiery darkness of wrath. Originating from the effect of

,~,.,f,,
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the eun upon a dark cloud, it typifies the willingness of the
heavenly to pervade the earthly. Stretched between heaven
and earth, it ie as a bond of peace between both, and, epe.nning
the horizon, it points to the all-(lmbracing universality of the
Divine mercy. Involuntarily - says Tuch - the idea ef
the interposition of the two worlds attaches it.aelf to the
coloured bow resting at both ends firmly on the earth.
NOAH'S BLESSING AND CURSE, WITH THE OONOLUSION

or THB

TOLBDOTH, IX. 18-t7.

The two Elobietic sections of legal tenor, ix. 1-7, 8-17,
are now followed by a Jahvietio section of prophetic tenor,
ix. 18-27. The time immediately succeeding the Flood ie,
like that immediately succeeding the Creation, a time of
decision entailing momentous results. Then was decided the
fate of mankind, now the fate of nations ; and both, u is elsewhere the case in primitive times, by apparently trivial and
commonplace occurrences. Hitherto J, eo far ae bis history
of N oab and the Flood has come down to ue, has not mentioned the sons of Noah by name. Hence we need be the
lee, astoniahed at the repetition, 18a: .J.nd tJu aou of
Noah, w"ho went fort'/,, out of tJu ark, toeri SMm, Ham and
JepMth. The three are named in the same order, v. 82, and
farther on ; this does not correspond with their eucce88ion in
age, for Shem is, according to x. 21 (see there), the eldest,
and Ham, according to the narrative here following, the
youngest. Ed. Konig in his La.tin dissertations on the
linguistic proof of Biblical Criticism, 1879, p. 20, finds the
reason for the transposition to be, that Ham stood in ol068r
relation than Japheth to the fl.ret-borb; but perhaps Japheth
stands last only because his no.me formed a more rhythmical
conclusion to the triumvirate which had beoome proverbial.
.At 18b it is remarked in preparation for the intelligibility of
what follows: ..4.n.d Ham u thd father of Can.aal'l. This ie
now mostly regarded ae an addition of the redactor, the
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inference being drawn from the fact of the curse falling upon
Canaan, that in the original version of the narrative it was
Canaan who transgressed again11t Noah (Dillm. and others).
Some go farther, and maintain that, according to the original
wording, not Shem, Ham and J apheth, but Shem, J apheth and
Canaan were the t.hree sons of Noah (Wellh.); whence Budde,
by means of critical opemtions which go beyond our horizon,
_obtain11 the result, that the narrative here following stood
originally after xi 9, and began : "And there went out al110 from
Babel. Noah the 110n of Jabal, he, and his wife, and his three
10011, Shem, J apheth and Canaan, and he went to the Syrian
Me11opot.amia, and remained there." Thoe-he thinks-wrote
J1, who, a11 Wellh. aud Kuen. also assume, knew nothing of a
flood. We see here a specimen of what analy11i11, oompetitively
carried out, can eifeot. On the other hand the suspicion is
suggested, that B, when assigning its present position to the
narrative, made Ham the transgressor instead of Canaan, for
the sake of placing the narrative in still more varied relation
to the genealogy of the nations which follows. Thia suspicion is however without justification : the relation of the
narrative to eh. x. i11, even if Canaan were the offender, close
enough, and such distortion of the tradition would be purely
arbitrary. Besides, we cannot imagine R so thoughtless as not
to have taken into account the reason why Noah, because of
the offender Ham, inflicted a curse on Canaan hia 1100. What
is related happened a considerable time after the Flood, and
aff'orde no superficial view of the moral stat.e of that tripartit,e
world of nation11 which descended from the three sons of N ooh ;
for, as ver. 19 says: Tl&ae thru are tM aon, of Noolr.; and from
OiatJ vxu d ~ th.6 wholtJ «z.rtA, i.,. the whole population of
the earth, like x. 25, xi. 1, and as el11ewhere, tJ.g. Judg. xviii. 30,
the population of the country. The formation ny~ is lightened
from ~ . as \~ is from \lr!l~, Isa. xnili. 3, a mete.plastic
formation from Tlll)=~I) (Kal, :r.i. 4, Ni.ph. x. 18, Hiph. :r.i 9),
not from )'I)~, for J'W also, 1 Sam. :r.iiL 11, is the Nip"/&.. of
r,m, Gee. § 6 7, note 11. External oocaeion of the decisive
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occurrence, ver. 20: .And Noah the, husbandman 'bf.gan and
planted a viM/jard. Hengst. Kn. Tuch (comp. Hitz. on Ps.
cxiii. 9) translate : Noah began to be a husbandman (an
agriculturist), which is incorrect as to matter, since it is not the
cultivation of the field, but that of the vine, which is spoken of
as a novelty; Ew. compares 1 Sam. iii. 2 (comp. also the
subsequent usual expression Cl'tl1;119 ,~~;:,, they began to be
angry). But though )!:IIJ with a predicate following (without
n,,n,) is possible, yet this explanation is already doubtful,
because only in rare instances of the st. e<mstr. does the definition by the article attach exclusively to the second member
of the phrase, xvi. 7, xlviii. 19; Judg. xiii 6; 2 Sam. xii. 30;
Ps. cxiii 9. Hence we have to take together ~, ••. ,~,.
which is the same as 'tt:Jt? '""• Ges. § 142. 3. According to
this narrative the cultivation of the vine comes from Armenia; 1
and truly this and the whole of the eastern part of Fontus is
the native place of the vine, for which, in regard of its at.em
and curling tendrils, there could be no name more graphic
than ~!, from ,J m=~. to curve, while ci~i. on the other
hand, means in itself only the hill and then the vine hill,
vineyard (see on Iaa. v. 1). Tradition designates the hill
in the north-west, which leans on Great Are.rat and. facilitates its ascent, as the place of Noah's vine planting.
Egyptian mytl!ology refers the cultivation of the vine to
Osiris, Greek to Dionysos, Persian to Dshemshid ; the
statement of the Jahvist, in which is continued the series of
the beginnings of civilisation given in eh. iv., is of a purely
historical nature. Noah's transgression, ver. 21: .And h6
drank of the, wine, and wa& drunk, and uncovwed himself
in the midst of hi& tent. Wine, which was subseqaently used
for the purpose of public worship, bad as well as other
inventions a beginning defiled with sin. He who kept hia
ground against the waters of the great Flood succumbs to
2 The village .A.rguri (i.e. plantimo mia, from uri, the vine plant), destroyed
1840 by an eruption of Ararat, commonly pronounced Agurri, stood upon the
spot stated by tradition to be that of the Noachian ci,-:,,
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wine. He lies half-naked, not indeed outside of, but within
his tent (M)Q,, another writing, aa at xii. 8, xiii 3, xxxv. 21,
for \~~). The insulting behaviour of Ham, ver. 22 : ..4t&d
HaM, t/u fat'/ur of C'aWUM, ,aw tJu Mkultua of 'l,.u father
atld told it to Ai, two brotMl'I v,u/wvt, He not only looks in
without instantly drawing back, but tries without delicacy
and without the piety due to hia father, to induce others to
join in hie eoomful merriment. It ie a carnal and animal
feeling which ia here manifested, similar to that upon whioh
a woe is pronounced by Habakkuk, oh. ii. 15. Contrary
behavieur of Japheth and Shem, ver. 23: ..47ld SMm and
Jqilw'/,, took #u tpp,r ga.t'fMflt, atld laid it MpOn botll their
,Jwu,//ura atld tOMII bachtiard, a.till oowr«l IA, Mk«iMII of
tnnr fatlur, and tlutr facu toff'IS ba.cktoan:u, and tMy dui
• t"Ju Mktdnu, of tMir fat'lur. Ml!~ i1 purpoeely said, and
not \MP,~ : Shem was the chief personage, as Noah was at
vii 7, and the impulse and direction proceeded from him.
But Japheth was in accordance with him; the narrative
emphasizes as strongly u possible the common act of the
two brothers, in which reverence, modesty and wisdom vied
with each other in putting an end to · the 808lldal. n~ is
the upper garment which the :Cather had thrown off instead
of. using it for a covering, Ex. xxii. 26; Dent. xxiv. 13 ("9~)C;f forme no plural. n1~1n~ is a like formation with
n1n'i?,, Mai. iii. 14:. Noah'■ recovery from intoxication,
ver. 24 : .And Noalt, av,aJud, .frOM Ai.t ttntM, and 1-nao wAat .lu
11""'"11"''
ha<l doM to .\iM. The accented d of ~ (intpj.
of TJ'I) is ehortened in 1~ into an unaccented I. Wine ie
here equivalent to the effect of wine taken= drunkenness, as
1 Sam. i. 14, xxv. 87. ll;,i:i bf (not Jb,i:i, beo&uae 191? ia the
ueu.al. form with separative accents, and especially with paueal
ones) meane, aooording to 1 Sam. nil. 14, xvi. 11, his
yoo.ngest son, for it ia a fallacy to &186rt that it ia the
"unanewerable" result of the aucceaeion, Japheth, Ham and
Shem in eh. x., that Ham is the middle of the three, because,
as Dillm. himself states in the introduction to eh. :r., thia
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order was required by the method adopted in Genesis of proceeding from the most remote to the nearer and nearest. When
two are spoken of, lt)PM (n.lt'lpn) may be just as well translated
the younger 118 the youngest, :r..xvii ll5, x:riL 16, 18, comp.
i 16 ; but where aeveral are spoken of, it means the miMr
ntUV in relation to all the reet. If this ie correct, and if we
may take x. 6, where Canaan appears ae the youngest son
of Ham. 118 an illustration, the sin committed against hie
venerable and grey-headed father by Noah's youngest son
was viait.ed upon the youngest 10n of the latter. It is
however questionable whether the descendants of Ham are
there mentioned aocording to their ages ; moreover the
genealogy in eh. x. ie one not of families but of nations.
It is sufficient for the law of retribution that Canaan was a
son of Ham, and that according to the glance into the future
which was granted to Noah, the low and mean disposition
which Ham, in contradistinction to hie two brothem, manifested toward.a his father, was visited in the relation of his
son to the desoendanta of hie brother, ver. 25 : .And 'Ju ,aid,
Cv~d ~ Canaan, a .a,n,a,at of M"'Dant, aJ,,alJ, M 'I¥ lo lu
brethnm, i.~. the moet conspicuous and loweet of eervants
(comp. « prinoe of princes," Num. iii 82), deeply humbled in
conformity with his ominous name (comp. ,,~, Judg. iv. 2.3;
Dent. ix. 8; Neh. ix. 24). With regard to the fulfilment, he
became the servant of Shem when Israel extirpated some of
the Phreniciana of the interior and subdued others, and subjected them to the lowest menial servioee, Josh. ix. 23,
1 Kings ix. ·20 eq.; and the servant of Japheth, when the
Greeks and I:.Omane overthrew Tyre and Carthage, after the
Phamician coost and oolonial power had already been broken
by the Aesyrians, Chaldaiana and Persians. Hannibal came
to feel this Ot11'8e when he beheld the heBd of A&drubal
thrown over the Pnnic intrenchmenta by the Romans, and
exclaimed : .Af11109Co fortu11am Oarl'J&agini,. The third Punic
War (149-146) ended in the tote.I demolition of Carthage
and the infliction of the curse upon ita site. In 439 it
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became the capital of the kingdom ot the Vandals, and the
Phamician people utt.erly disappeared from the roll of nations.
The curse did not however fall upon Ham in all his posterity,
and tht11 aft'ord a semblance of right to the pro - slavery
advooat.es. It did not fall d.g, upon Mizraim, a land extremely prosperous for a thou.sand years and a model of
Hamiti.c civilisation. .And even to the post.erity of Canaan
the curse only applied in the foreknowledge that the sin of
their ancestor would be the type of their own moral condition
(comp. eh. xix.; Lev. xviii and xx.; Deut. xii 31). The
saying is no sent.enoe of condemnation excluding the post.erity
of Canaan from salvation ; the blessing of all nations in the
seed of the patriarch includes the Hamit.es also, and especially
Canaan ; and though vassalage is indeed a national misfortune,
it may become a means of blessing to a people, at least to those
who, like Rahab and the Canaanit.e woman in the New Testament, do not participate in the national sin.-Punishment in
it.a proper sense is, aooording to the teaching of Scripture
(Deut. xxiv. 16; comp. 2 Kings xiv. 6; Ezek. xviii), suffered
by each individual only on aooount of his own sin.
.After the curse upon Canaan, the two declarations of ble88iug begin with a fresh icM"I, vv. 26, 27 : ...4.Ad M ,aid: Bk#ed
~ JaJwiA tM God of Sksm, au la Oanaatt 1¥ the-,,- ai,n,ant.
Bloh,m giw larg, ~ttMW1l to Jqiluth, and let him dwll ,,. flu
teKta of Slwm, and let CaMa" bd t'Mi.r
In both instances
is the curse of Canaan repeated as a kind of refrain, like a
etteMl,m CfflllW; it :i.e the dark f'oil to the blessing of' Shem and
Japheth, to whom the two 1c? refer. 1c~ oocure indeed sometimea (d.g. Isa. xliv. 15) as an imitated 1~ (lahM) (Gee.§ 103. 2),
here however it has the presumption of being of like meaning
with ,\~'(?. The Berachah of Shem becomes a Berachah of
Jahveh. In view of the blessing of which Shem is to partake,
Noah praises Jahveh, from whom this blessing proceeds, nay,
who is Himself this blessing. Does a mntual relation between
the ble88ing and the name of the person blessed take plaoe here
also 7 Perhape so, for God in the sphere of His manifesta-
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speciu word for God's gracious presence in Israel (Onkeloe:
"':'!~; comp. lcr,c~vo,a•, John i. 14), and that thus the
bleaing of Shem reaches its climax in God's taking up Hie
dwelling with him. .Against this reference however, whose
latest advocate is Briggs in hie .MNtttianic Propk~ (1886),
p. 82 sq., may be adduced the following reasons: (1) that a.ci
Shem is the subject of the blessing, ver. 26, so also will Japheth
be the subject of the blessing, ver. 27; (2) that God's gracious
presence with Shem is already contained in
'iJ)~ 'n 'IJMtl ;
(3) that the God of Shem, as distinguished from the God of
Japheth, is called, not c•n)tt, but m"'; (4) that the plural
'?.~~~ leads ua to infer a collective idea as the subject,
and the more so, that the statement that God would dwell
in the •,rnt (ntl~ti'o) of Israel ia elsewhere unconfirmed,
because at variance with the unity of the plaoe of worship ;
(5) that just in the circumstance that .Tapheth will have
free hospitable access to Shem, whose God is Jahveh, and
will dwell with him in brotherly fashion (Ps. cxxxiii 1)
in common tents, will the delicate filial action jointly performed by Shem and J apheth find it:8 corresponding final
bleaing (Hengst. Tuch, Ew. Baur, Keil and others). For
the same reason we cannot explain: let him dwell in the
tents of renown (Ges. de Wette, Kn. .Anger, Schrader), for
the contemplated mutual reference of the blesaing of Japheth
and Shem is thereby destroyed, and it ia besidea improbable
that cc; shoulcl be at the one time a proper and the other a
common noun. Nor for the same reasons can this dwelling
be referred, as by Justin, dial. c. Tryph.. o. 83, to the subjugation of Palestine by the Romans - the statement that
Japheth was to settle as a conqueror in the tents of Shem
(comp. 1 Cbron. v. 10) would caat a gloom entirely without
a cause upon the blessing of Shem. Dillm. finds in it a prophecy of the reception of Japhethic nations into the alliance
of the old Semitic kingdoms, a reception which has become of
great importance for the kingdom of God. The aim however
of the prophecy is Israel, and it must hence be undel'stood
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according to l!IUch l!lubsequent prophecies as Isa. xix. 24 aq.,
Ps. xlvii. 10, of the entrance of Japheth into the kingdom of
God, which is with Shem (Targ. Jer.). To dwell thus with
Shem is the honour and blessing of Japheth. The fulfilment
is palpable: the language of the New Te!tament is the
speech of Javan dwelling in the tents of Shem, the gospel is
the proclamation of salvation translated from Semitic into
J aphethio, and Gentile Christiana are for the mol!lt part
Japhethitee dwelling in the tent! of Shem. The Talmud also
takes Japheth as the subject of p~, for it deduces from
this blessing (M~lla, 9b; Jw. JfegiJJ,a, i. 9) the justification of the use of the Greek tongue in public worship,
which tongue it calls n1:1,-',ie:1 'ln\llEI\ " the most beautiful possession of Japheth" (comp. i:i•,;i:~!, .&reihi.th rabba, c. 39,
applied to .Aquila as the translator), which presupposes that nf;
is formed from MEI\ as n~, n~?, n~ are from stems rb- Thus
Shem is the most blesl!led. Canaan bas tbe curse of eervitude
three times pronounced upon him. Shem receives & spiritual,
J apheth a temporal blelll!ling, and with it the prospect of participation in the spiritual blessing of Shem. The rest of
Ham's descendants are left; out of consideration, the subeequent promise of blessing to the nations in the seed of the
patriarch including them also. Shem is henceforth the oentre
of sacred history. If God hereafter provides Himself with
a family of salvation, and out of thel!le with a people of aalvation, this will take place among the posterity of Shem.
Now follows, ver. 28 sq., an Elohistic conclusion corresponding with the title, vi. 9 : .d.n.d Noah. Ziv~ after flu flood
thru 'lw,ndred ana fifty yMra. And flu fflm of all t/t.e day, of
Noa.Ji, amot1,ntti to mm Auttdred and fi,fty year,, and M died.
The sing. or the predicate here stands with ~:,, as at v. 23, 81;
comp. Isa. lxiv. 10 ; Prov. xvi 2. With the death of Noah,
the tenth generation of the genealogical table, oh. v., is completed, and at the same time his history and that of his
nearest descendants from vi. 9. Separate n,,!,v, are now
devoted to the posterity of his eona.

IV.
THE TOLEDOTH OF THE SONS OF NOAH,
X. 1-XI. 9.
THIS.I Toledoth give a survey of the population of the postdiluvian world by the descendants of the sons of Noab. They
relate not so much to :families as to nations, are 18811 genealogical than ethnological, give not a family but a national
pedigree, a catalogue of the nationa descending from the three
primitive ancestors of poat-diluvian mankind. This is so oompoeed, that sons and grandsons of theee three are entered as
the ancestors of homogeneous nations, but frequently also the
nation• themselves u the desoendanta of the three. It is selfevident that where the names are plurals, like c•~:p, nations
and not individuala are intended. But aleo where the names
are singular, like ~' it is questionable whether they are used
in a collective or an individual sense. Ape.rt from ii9?, and
perhaps those direct descendants of Shem, ver. 24 sq., whose
namee are marked as personal names by the Toledoth of Shem,
xi. 10 aqq., it is in the case of this table of oationa a matter of
indiff'ereooe whether the names were the proper names of the
actual anoeetors, or whether the nations in question regarded
themselves as proceeding froro aooestore so called, as the Greeks
e.g. did from Pelasgos, Hellen, etc., or whether it is only the
composer of this table who thus gives namee in the singular
to nations, for the purpose of organically arranging them as
stocks from the same root, in this sketch of the history of
their origin. For he is following the notions and procedure
of antiquity, which does not distinguish between the ideal and
historical units from which nations are developed, between
actual and so-called eponymous ancestors.
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There are found elsewhere also among the civilised natious
of Hither and Farther Asia, registers of nations and countries.
The knowledge of countries and nations obtained by the
Egyptians was in consequence of both their commercial and
military expeditions of large extent, and already began to be
fixed in cartographic attempts.1 The cuneiform memorials,
in which the Babylonian and Assyrian monarchs relate their
campaigns, are copious mines of tile oldest chorographical and
ethnological knowledge, and among the brick tablets are found
also independent beginnings of both topography and geography.
But these surveys eubeerve national and moetly political interests, and are nowhere the reeult of a hearty interest in
mankind beyond the nation and region that produoed them.
Besides, where they purpose to be universal, they either lose
themselves in the fabulous, like the eectione descriptive of the
earth in the epic poems and oertain Purtnas of the Indians,
or notwithstanding their at.art, they retum directly to theiT
own people and the neighbouring lands, like the Eranian
he10io legend, wllioh after relating that Thr~tona divided
the wol'ld among his three sons, keeps to the fate of the
Eranians, the descendants of Erag, one of the three. Nowhere
is found a survey of the connection of nations that can be oompared with the ethnological table of the Bible, nowhere one so
universal. in proportion to its horizon, and so all-comprising, at
least with regard to its purpose. For the idea of the people
of God implies that they have to regard all nations as future
partakers with them of the same salvation, and to embrace
them with an intereet of hopeful love unheard of elsewhere in
the ancient world. The invisible foliage of hope is entwined
round the dry branches of this register of nations, the hope
that the widely diverging paths of the nations will at last
meet at a goal appointed by the God of revelation. It ia just
here, where the history of redemption is, in consequence of the
1 See. Dlimioben, Jf'tott• ci11w C1gw(iacM11 KiJKigi11 a111 ~ 17 JaArl. tt0r
tt-ttr ZeMrecAHtig, 1888 ; and H. Brandea, Utber die geogmpli«laa Kat11Cniue ,ur cuUtl iEt1!!Pltr, 1870.
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blessing promised to Shem, on the road to the origin or that
nation to which it is specially devoted, that this univeraal
survey serves as a significant finger-post to direct attention to
the fact that the limitation of lal.vatiion is but & means to its
future unlimited freedom.
The survey is not indeed abeolutely universal ; the purpoee
and the execution do not quite coincide, the latter finding its
limitation in the very limited state of the geographical knowledge of the period. If, with Blumenbach, we reckon fin
races, the Caucasian, Mongolian, Malayan, American, and
Ethiopian, the nationa in this genealogy do not extend beyond
the Caucasian race, the inhabitants of the ooasts of the
Mediterranean Sea BLld ea far eastwards as Central AsiL The
"'h, Indians (Eath. i 1), and C't~. Chineea (lea. :tlix. U), nre
omitted, Ethiopia (N, also Egyptian J:aa) ia brought forward,
but the Negroes (Egypt. M{lau) are left out of oonsideration.
Nor do we get any information considering the origin of the
Amalekitea, nor of the Rephaim, Emim, Zbim and the original
inhabitants of Palestine in general, although they did not lie
beyond tlle horizon of the author ; for it ii not the manner of
the spirit of revelation to advance one whom it makes its instrument to a knowledge of things natural beyond the measure of
what wu at the time possible. The silence of the document
concerning the descent of theee nations, and eepecially of the
Palestinian aborigines, might seem to favour the polygenietio
theory.
But the tendency of the document is decidedly
oppoaed to it. It at.arts from the aasumption of the single
origin of the human race, and aeeka io show how, after the
Deluge had almost entirely extirpated mankind, the new
population of the earth proceeded entirely from the one
family of Noah. The races of man are in fact not diiferent
species of one genus, but different varieties of one species, ea
testified by the congruence of physiological and pathological
phenomena in all men, by identity of anatomical etrncture,
mental powera and features, by the aame duration of life, by
equal liability to 1ickn88188, by the aame normal temperature
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of body and the same average pulse, the aame form of spermatozoa, the same period of gestation, and by unlimit.ed
fertility· in· the intermixture of all raoea. Bot this specific
identity of natural constitution does not suffice to prove
historic unity of origin. We believe in this historic unity on
the ground of Scripture testimony, bot are not in a condition
to prove it.. The formation of races lies absolutely beyond
the power of our historic knowledge. We can point to the
int.ermingling of existing races, but not to the origin of theae
races themselves, whose chara.oteriatic distinctions extend
beyond colour and hair to even the formation of the skeleton,
especially of the skull But polygenism puts no solution in
the place of the enigma. The descent of man from the
anthropoid apes is and remains a fantastic ,alto mortak, and
the assumption that this development haa been repeated in
parts of the earth moat remote from each other, demands from
ua belief in a miracle of ohanoe which is without parallel
In this ethnological table the three eons of Noah follow
each other, not according to their births: Shem, Japheth,
Ham, nor aooording to the usual formula : Shem, Ham,
J apheth, but J apheth and Ham precede, and Shem comes
last. The reason for thia is not, that of the two sons who
received a blessing, one might begin, the other close the
register, but that it is the method poraued in Genesis, first to
get rid of the collateral lines, in order afterwards to go on
with the main line without interruption. Ham comes after
J apheth not merely because he ia the younger, but because
through Canaan, Misraim and Oush he borders more closely
on Israel than J apheth doee,-for even within the three
groupa of nations the influence of thia fa.vourit.e progress
from the more distant to the nearer prevails.
The 'riew that the three sons of Noah represent three
groups of nations distinguished by the colour of the akin,
ae the Egyptiana divide the nations into oopper-coloured,
yellow, black and light-coloured (aee Geo. Ebers. in JJJIZ.
x.ui 449), obtains a support only in the name er,. Ham is
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the ancestor of the nation, of the southern zone, and his
name might thus designate the dark-ooloured, though, according to the usage of the language, ci:, means hot and c,n black
(aooording to Eupolemns, xovµ. = Greek d.af3oM-;, soot, which
cannot be proved). But if we go on and explain Mfl: (from
MD') as the white, and et, by comparing ~~. deep red, as the
red (Hitzig in DMZ. ix. 7 48), we ehall only lose our way in
barren hypotheeee. But neither are languages the grounds of
diviaion in this register of nation&. How inadmiaeible it ie to
divide languages, according to the three groups of nations, into
J aphethic, Hamitic and Semitic, has been already shown by
Joh. Geo. Mtiller in hie worb: WAo ar, tM &mitu 1 1860,
and TM &mi.tu'" t'h.ar .&lat'°"' to Ham-ita and JapMt'Aitu,
1872. In fact the Hebrew is, as ~::i nDit (Isa. xiL 18), a
Hamitio language. " The dissemination and intermixture of
nations,'' eays Lepsios in hia Nubian Grammar (comp. also
Ebere in DMZ. xxxv. 209), "goes its way, and that of languages, though continually conditioned by the former, its often
Langnagee are not the individual
quite different way.
production of nationa and the direct expressions of their spirit;
they often dissociate themselves from their originators, pass
over to foreign nations and raoes, or die out, while their
former vehicles live on, speaking quite other languages--in
short, they live a more or less independent life, which therefore may and should be inveatigated independently of the
ethnological substratum t.o which it has adhered." Hence we
cannot without further proof infer aimilar or kindred languages from kindred genealogies. The author of the ethnological table is fully conscious of variety of languages within
the three groupe, and brings this forward in the case of each,
vv. 5, 20, 81. Henoe the three gronpe are not formed
according to community of language, but rather according t.o
community of geographical position.
Certainly the geographical point or view baa a determining influence within
the three groups, but it is only the case in a general manner
that Japheth comprises the northem, Ham the southem, and
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Shem the central countries; Canaan the Hamite e.g. dwells
in the central, not the southern region. The historical point
o( view must therefore be added to the geographical-the
external and internal arrangement of the groups reproduces
traditional racial relations, and has already received such
brilliant confirmation from continued historical and monumental investigations, that H. Rawlinson is fully justified in
regarding thia table as " the most authentic reoord that we
possess for the affiliation o( nations."
These remarks apply t.o the ethnological table on the whole,
without analysis making any difference. It he.a hitherto been
agreed, that from the Elohistic table, introduced by the title
m-•i:l n,~n n~, the passage about Nimrod and the BabylonioAssyrian kingdom, x. 8-12, must be separated as Jahvistic.
Proceeding on this basis, it has been further shown that the
entire Elohistic table is interwoven with extracts from a
,Jahvistic one, amongst whose characteristics of style are
,,. (instead or i•,,n), rb~ (instead of "1:.~~). n~~n as a statement
of direction, and the opening
c~, ,~~ ,~P.~ (instead of
c~ 't.~, etc.), and whose manner of introduction may be perceived from ix. 18a, 19. The severance of the two constituent
parts, as carried out by Wellhaueen (JaJ&.rb. :ui. (1876)
pp. 895-397) and Dillmann, with the concurrence of Kuenen,
is convincing, except in oertain unimportant particulars, concerning which opinion is but conjecture. The Elohistic
ethnological table is complete, and is oomposed of the following
portions, vv. 1-5 (Japheth), 6-7, 20 (Ham), 22-23, 31
(Shem), 32 (conclusion). The Jahvistic extracts furnish
nothing concerning J apheth ; they contained nothing that
commended itself to the redactor of Genesis for independent
insertion; vv. 8-19 (He.mites without the original commencement), 21, 25-80 (Shemites apparently 1omplete), are certainly
from J.B. Ver. 24 is a parenthesis of the redactor (irom xi.
12, 14); so, aocording to Dillmann, but with questionable
correctness, is ver. 9. Whether the relative clause in ver. 14,
c•1;1f'?a cw Ut~ it'M, is original or of subsequent insertion, it
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given, Jer. xxv., Ezek. xxvii and xnii. 17 11qq., Gen. x. gives
us an impreeeion of independence and bigh antiquity. From
Ezek. uvii however (the mart of Tyre) it i.8 far more probable
that the Pbrenicians (Ew. Tuch, Kn. Kiepert, Dillmann)
rather t.han the Egyptians (so ,.g. Ritter in his (}w;1. fUf"
~ . 1861) were the medium of the ethnology here
preserved. E@yptian ethnology did not extend 80 far north
nor so near to Arabia as Dillm., after Ohabu, remarks.
The first expositor of the ethnological table i.8 Joeephaa,
Ant. i. 6. He i11 the authority of Jerome in hi.8 Qvar,tuntn
Hel>raw, which in their turn have been copied by Isidorus,
Btym.. ix. 2. 1-89. Other ancient Greek and Latin surveys
of nations and countries fall back, with reference to the ethnological table, partly upon Hippolytu11 of Portua, partly upon
the Chronicle of J uliua African11&. The knowledge of countries
in all theee labours, from J osephua onwards, i1, aa Mttllenhoft'
has shown in his work on the map of the world and chorograpby of the Emperor .Augustus, 1856, derived from the wallmap of the orbi, tm-arom, prepared by Agrippa at the
command of this emperor, exposed to view in the Portico
of the Polla and multiplied in va.riou1 manners, and which
also shows itself to be the original and model of the rough
and scanty maps of the Middle Age& Samuel Bochm's 1
Phaltg d Canaan, 1646, is a repertorium of Scripture
geography not yet quite antiquated i the first four vols. of
this work (P'Aa.kg) treat ~ di.'l1Uilml gmtiv'l'II, and explain
the ethnographioal table from the narratives of antiquity.
Further stages of continued investigation are marked by J. D.
Michaeli■' Spici,u,gi.tvm. g«>grap'J,,iaJ Hd>raorvm mtrm (2 pte.
1769, 1780, 4); Knobel'e work, Du ~l'lctrtaftl der <hlu,i,,,
1850; Kiepert's article on the geographical position of the
northern countries in the 1ihlhtikwl,, - Aibrll.~ UrkwN:l~
1859; de Legarde'e di.Boussion of the names in the ethnographioal table in Ga. ..4.bl&andltt.,tg,fl, 18 6 6 ; that of Friedr.
Delitzsch in Wo 1.ag da, Paradia 1 1881, p. 244. sqq.; Dill1

See h.11 biopaphy by Ed. Beua in the&.., t ~ 185,, pp. lD--160.
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mann's exposition of the ethnographieal table in his new
edition of Knobel's revised Commentary on Gmeais, 18 8 2, 8 6 ;
that of Schrader in the 2nd ed. of his Die Keii,i'll,IJCJ,,riften
tffld der .A. T. 1883; Ed. Mayer's Guc16. tie, Altertwrns, vol. i.
(containing the history of the East down to the foundation of
the Persian monarchy) 1884, and also the ethnographic articles
in Riehm's Handwomrlnu:h des 'bibl. Alurlwma, and the Oalwer
Bibelk:cikon,, edited by P. Zeller.
TBB 11:THNOGRAPHICAL TilLB, OR TBB THRD GROUPS OF THE
NOACBID&, CH. X.
(Parallel with 1 Chron. L j..28.)

Title and connection, ver. 1: .And thue are tke Toledoth of
the sons of Noah; Slum, Ham and Jepketh: and to them were
aon, born after tke flood. The connection by a consecutive
impf. is striking; it cannot be denied that la has the
appearance of having originally stood after ix. 19a.
First part: the Japhethites, v. 2-5: Sons of Jep}1,6th are
Gomer and Magog and Madai and Jamn and Tuhal and
Mesech and Tiras. .And sons of Gomer are .Alkfflaz and
Riphath and Togarmah. .And sons of JaMn; Elisah and
TarAiJ, Kittim and Dodanim. From thue the isl,and.8 of the
nations aeparated themsel'IJ68 in their land.8 ; each according
to M.a language, according to tkeir fami/,ia, after each of their
nations. The enumeration of the Japhethites begins from the far
north. For by Japheth's first son, ,'?, is meant the Lp,p,Jpio,
(K,p,epu"), who, according to Homer, 0d. xi. 14, dwell in
sunless obscurity. The north was esteemed by the ancients
as the region without light or warmth, hence Oimmeri<B
tenebrm has ever been a proverbial expression for profound
darkness. The ethnology of the ancients did not reach very
far northwards ; the Kimmerians lay north of the Pontus
Euxinus and the Mreotis (sea of Azov), and ~est of the
Tana.is (Don); the name Krim (i-j), which was afterwards
given to the Ta.uric Chersonesus, is a " memorial of the
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Kimmerians- in the subsequent Scythia" (Herod. iv. 12),
which has remained to the present day. For the Kimmerians
were chi ven from these their settlement.a on the northern coast
of the Black Sea by the Scythians, they then passed over the
Tyras (Dnjestr). and farther over the Danube into Thrace.
Thence about 7 0 0 B.C., in conj anction with the Thracians, they
invaded Asia Minor, overran Lydia about 650, and then
attacked the Greek cities of the coast -.ntil the Lydian king
Alyattee succeeded in driviug them out of Asia (Herod. i 16).
It was with the Kimmerians, who had returned from Thrace,
that Asarhaddon came in collision about 6 7 5 and gained, in
alliance with Asurbanipal, a great victory over the Gyges of
Lydia about 662 (see Ed. Meyer, Ge8Ch. i 546)-tha i9i
mentioned by Ezek xxviii 6 as confederates of Gog, ABsyr.
Gimir with the gentil. Gimarda (according to another reading
Gimirai). The Armenians call the Cappadocians Gamirkh
(Moses Chor. ii 80, where Cesarea of Cappadocia is designated
as situate in the land of Gamirkh), and Josephus thinks that
Toµape'i,; is the ancient name of the Galatians-both assertions being occasioned by the victorious ABiatic expeditions of
the Kimmerians. Nothing certain can be said respecting their
national character and language. Ed. Meyer regard& the latter
as well as that of the Scythians as Iranian. Greek authors
already identified the Kimmerians with the Cimbri (Diod. Sic.
v. 32; Strabo, vii. 2. 2 sq.), after whom the British district
Wales is called Cambria. But the Cimbri are a Celtic race,
,vhich has not yet died out,1 while the Kimmerians have
disappeared and left no trace behind except a few geographical
names.1 We now proceed to the three sons of Gomer. The
1 See Battler's introduction to hta Gn.mma.r of the Kymrq (Kelto-Welah),
1886, in which the i0) of the table is ei:plained as by 118 ; and it is at the 8&1118
time remarked, that the Kymry themaelves like to designate their language as
Gomeneg. Hence Sattler gives his Grammar the title, r <ilorMrydd (Gomerio
Tutor).
1 'l'he spreading of the Kimmerians 88 far 88 Thesprotia (in Epirua) and
Campania is in itself uncertain; see de Bellogaet, Btmu,gmic gr,.uloiae, ed.
Maury, 1875, and at the end of thil commentary the Excursus on an enigmatical
monument in the catacombs of Naplca.
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nople, which unite the Propontis and Pontus); but this
derives its name froJQ the little river PfjSai (Pfio'oi) on which
it lies, and not from a tribe who settled in it. The Masoretic
reading, 1 Chron. i 6, is n~-,, which gives us no further
assistance.-The third son of Gomer is ~;P' ; the people
descending from him is ca.lled. m;,~iA n,~. Ezek. xxvii. 14,
where they a.re named after Ja.van, Tuba.I and Meshech as
bringing horses and mules to the ma.rt of Tyre; and xxxviii 6,
where it appears after Gomer as a component of the army of
Gog. The Armenians regarded Thorgom, the father of Haik,
as their ancestor ; 1 and even granting that the form of the
name Thorgoni was occasioned by Boprya.p,a (with B""fapp,a)
of the LXX. (Lagarde and Noldeke in DMZ. xxxiii. 324), still
the Armenian tradition is confirmed by Tilga.rimm11, being in
the cuneiform inscriptions the name of a fortified town in the
subsequent district of Melitene, on the south-western boundary
of .Armenia. (Paradus, p. 246). Apa.rt from this, we are led
to Western Armenia. for nci.m in distinction from 'I~ and
t:l;;~- Whether the form Tilgarim1m111, instead of Togorim,mt1,
depends upon Assyrian assimilation, or is the original one,
must be left unsettled, as must also the question whether the
name of the Thessalia.n "App.e11~ (Arm. .Armenak, son of Ha.ik),1
which, according to Strabo, xi 4. 8, gave its name to the land
of Armenia., is concealed in the .ArmaJ,, of Toga.rmah. Armenos
is the name of a town in Thessaly, and also of one in Phrygia ;
and the modem Pindusvlachi, the descendants of the MacedonoThracian tribes, still ca.11 themselves .Arme11g-the Armenians,
like the Phrygians, having really settled in Europe before they
did so in Asia.
The second son of J apheth is l\JD. The name, besides here
and 1 Chron. i 5, occurs only Ezek. xxxviii. 2 and xxxix. 6.
The land of Gog, the ruler over Rosh, Meahech and Tubal, in
1 But the Armenian aaya : I am Hai (a d-dant of Ha.ii), we are Ba.ii'lt.
(plur.); the country ii called Haiaatan. They do not call ·themaelne after
Thorgom.
1 The pedigree ii: Japheth, Gamer, Tina, Thorgom, Haik, Armenat (KT. Chorene, i. 6.)
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whose army, with which be invades the Holy Land, are found
among other nations, Gomer and Beth-Togarmab, is there called
by this name (xxxviii. 6). How the prefix ma in l'UC is
related to .ru (comp. the name T{,y,,r and GAgu of the cuneiform inscriptions, Paradia, p. 24 7) is as bard to say as how
Jfw (Great Ararat) is related to Su (Little Ararat), Ma1te-r/,a.
to 0,n:, (1 Mace. i 1, viii. 5), Maa-a-a,yb°" to Te.,-a,, and the
like. Mordtmann, in his attempt to decipher the Armenian
cuneiform inscriptions, thinks he there finds the meaning
country for nia (DMZ. xxvi. 661). But however this may
be, .NI:) shows itself to be, as already stated by Josephus and
Jerome, and as since Boche.rt universally accepted,1 a Hebrew
common noun for that many-branched nomadic nation of
northern Asia, called by the Persians Saka (l'cim,), and by
the Greeks Scythians. Their irruption into Hither Asia, in
which they aJao made inroads into Palestine and threatened
Egypt, is related by Herodotus, i 103-106, and was very
probably the model of that picture of the future sketched by
Ezekiel in chs. xxxviii. and xxxix. (Dillm., Ed. Meyer, § 464).
Whether the name Gog is connected with the dialectic form
of the Persian lcuk,, mountain-chain, which in the mouth of
Caucasian races is of like pronunciation, must be le~ unsettled.
Bergmann (Les Scythes, 1858) remarks that the Caucasian
population of Thiulet call the high northern mountain chain
ma-gM?J (ma-gogh), and the nearer and lower glhJ (JJogh). The
table does not enter into the genealogical ramification of

Magog.
The third son of Japhet is '11?- This is the name of the
people, and then of the land of the Medes, in the cuneiform
inscriptions mat Maddaa, with the settled epithet of the distant
(ru,!cut,), Paradia, p. 247, according to which the name seems
to have originally adhered to the north-eastern country with
the capital Rhaga (Rhagm). In extra-Pentateuchal literature,
¥TC first appears in the book of Kings, in Jeremiah, and in
1 Notdtmann, above, forms an exception.
By )'UI:) he understands Armenia,
and by nr:run, Thorgenland=coontry of the Turb, DMZ. xrri. 822.
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2 Isaiah, and 01,, Persia, first in Elekiel ; Either and Daniel
name ¥Jf;" 01f together.
The fourth son of J apheth is 1l!, the people and land of the
Ionians (1&011•i;, 'Iafo-,,,~), on the coast of Asia Minor weat of
Ke.ria and Lydia. They were the earliest developed portion
of the Greek nation (Ernst Curtiue, Uibw tlu IOfWII' tlOt" d.w
t'.omlch..m W a ~ , 1885). In these Ionian,, who were
pirates, and carried on a alave trade (.d11tMJIM &wg<rM, xxi.;
Joel iii. 6; Ezek. xxvii 13), the Greek people first entered
within the horiJ:on of the Plxeniciana, Assyrian,, and Israelitea.
Subsequently (Zech. ix. 13 and in the book of Daniel) Javan
became throughout the Eut, u far e.s India, the collective
name per ,y'MCdocM11 of the Greeka (aee Stade, D, popvlo
Jaw.n, 1880),
The fi~h and sixth 11ona of Japheth are 'I!?~ (LXX.
8m{Ji). •1 Moo-6x), the MOIOhi and Tibareni, as settled sinoe
Boohart. They are al.lo paired in Herodotus (iii. 9-i, vii 78),
and four times in Er.ekiel. The Tibareni dwelt eut of Thermodon in Pontua, the Moechi between the eouroes of the
Phe.eia and Cyrus. The cuneiform histories of the wan abow
however that both peoplaa originally settled fa?tb.er eouthwards, in about an even line with Ci.l.icia (eee Schrader,
K.A.T', 82-8.f., and Friedr. Delitssch, Paradw, 250 eq.).
The aennth eon of J apheth ie 01'~. It would be Tery
oonvenient to understand by thia the Tbraciau, whom
Herodotus (T. 3) calls the greatest nation after the Indians;
but the name is phonetically too far removed from O"l'J'\. The
name of the Tyreeni (Tyrrheni), which Nold. and Dillm.
here understand, oorresponds in 1ound, Thia ie the name of
the Etruriana, who are regarded as Pelaegi, but their immigr&tion from Lydia (StNbo, v. 219) ia only a legend without
foUDdation. It 1881DI to me more probable that the people
of the oountry north-west of the Pontw, EUJ:inua, through
which the Tyras (Dnjeatr) fl.owa, i.ti. the Tyragetm OT
Scythians dwelling on the Tyru, are intended.
It was
among th9ae Scythi&D8 ol the district of the Tyne that
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Herodotus found customs limilar to those of the '1'1incians
(iv. 104:), the remains of whoee language, e.g. /Jplto, plant,
San10rit wiAi, point to an Aryan origin (Fliegier, .&url/,,g, eiir
BfAMgNpAw Klfifl4Nfll, 1876, pp. 6-12).
We ha-Ye taken the 10ns of Gomer together with himself,
the sons of Javan follow in ver. 4. The first is n,'~.
Eleusie ('E'>..vuk) is out of question, being no country or raoe,
but a town.
Hellae ( EWi) would be welcome in this
enumeration, if it might be understood of ,; JWY&.Af/ '.EUai,
Magna Gnecia, i.«. Lower Italy. The west Peloponneeian land
of Elie (H>.Ji) is nearer in aound, and it is a curious chance
that a river ".E>.,cra ('E'>..,uaa) should flow through it.
.According to this, the purple brought to the market or Tyre
(Ezek. xxvii 7) would be Peloponnesio - Laconian (HerzogBut the purple with which Tyre
Plitte, RE. iv. 490).
adorned herself came from ~ ~ . and hence the ancient
view (Joeepb. Jer.), that ~M means the .&lians (.Alo°M'i);
and the Eliea-islands, ol .Alo>..!!" (anicro,), remains the most
probable, although this Hebrai.zing of the name, with the
inclusion of the nominative t.ermination-.ii, is abnormal.
Javan's second son is ~ As abnormal as Ml"~M .Alo°Mi~
would be
Tvp,,..,,.,,ot (TvpP"711ol), the name of the
Etruscans, who according to Dionye. Halio. i 30 and inscriptions, called themaelves Pau,11cu. Thie is the opinion of
Knobel, though he does not deny that tl'tf)~ is eleewhere
Tarteesus, the capital of Tarte.seis or Tarteesia on the Tarteesus = Bietis = Guadalquivir, a Spanish province abounding
in tin and silver. Here however, where Tarshish is called a
son of Javan, we must remember that before the Pbamicians
took advantage of the mines of Tarteeeue, Phokreane from the
Hellenic land of Phokis had settled there (Herod. i. 168).
Tarsus in Cillcia is out of question ; it arose long after the
period which the table represents, and is written r,n upon
coins and in1teription11.1 1:1'~:P ii named in the third place

r~ =

=

1 That Tanhlah H• far 11'Nhmd II 1bown by the flight of Jonah wheu he
had bteu direoiad to ,go to Ninenll (l®1h L S); and that the jolll'Dtf to
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among the descendants of J avan. These are the Cypriotes,
the inhabitants of the island of Cyprus, situated near tlie
Palestino-Syrian coast of the Medit.erranean, with K,.,.wv its
chief town. This island is called pn' (µnN) in Assyrian and
native inscriptions. It is by no means Cyprus as colonized
by the Phrenicians that is here intended by the genealogist,
but whether Hellenic or Carian pre-Hellenic Cyprus cannot
be decided. In the fourth place are mentioned as descendants
of Javan C'n'ir. The reading C'?1\ 1 Chron. i 7, in accordance with which Dillm. understands the inhabitants of Rhodes
and of the islands of the .lEgean Sea generally, is as little to
be relied on as ~"'ii for n~~ which we noticed at ver. 3.
Following the Targ. Jer. we regard C'r!'ir as softened from
C'?"!"l"!, the name of the race, Illyrian according to Strabo and
Appian, Thracian according to Dio Cassius, inhabiting the
Trojan district of ..da~avla-not Dodoni, for though ..dm8covr,
or ..dm8mvla. occurs in .lEschylus, Prom. 828, and Skylax, as
the name of the province in which lay upon a projecting hill
of the valley of Tsharakovista an ancient oracle discovered
by Carapanos, it has not given a name to any race of people.
The text of the concluding formula requires some insertion
which is missing (Ew. Dillm.), since what ver. 6 says partly
of the J'I' 'l~ is partly meant of all the NI' 'l!l : F,•om these the
-isles of the natwna 1111pa1rated themselves. [ This did the 801&8 of
J epketh] after their lands, eac1,, according to his lan,guage,
according to their families, after their nations. The separation i,m is meant of severance from the common stock for
the formation of independent powers, and indeed of maritime
powers, c~,1r:, , being everywhere in the Old Testament the
European insular world. Hence n~ can only refer to the
J'I' 'l::l ; while on the other hand everything from tii,Y1~,
onwards refers to all the Japbethites, as ver. 20 does to all
the Hamit.es, and ver. 31 to all the Semites.
Second part: the Hamit.es, vv. 6-20. If the name cir;i has
Tarshish was regarded as a voyage on the open - • ii shown in the tranalation.
of e."lt'1n nt'.:N b1 w.>.,ia 1"1.lwnu, b1 LXL uad Jerome.
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a meaning alluding t.o the Hamitio nation,, it points t.o the
1outh tropical zone of which they are native& Clumi, the
ancient name by which the Egyptians called their country
(the mother country of Mnll1'try, i.e. the art of discovering
the philosopher's stone .Wmfia, IJMZ. :u:x. 11, nxvi 534 sqq.),
a name which, according to Plutaroh (de Iliik d O,ir. o. 33),
means the pupil of the eye aa well as the land of the Nile,
so called because of the strikingly dark ashy colour given
it by the deposition of the mud of the Nile, is entirely
out of question.
The appellation
r;~. Pa. cv. 23, 27,
cvi. 22, may be an allusion to it. The Hamites, registered
by Q, form the commencement in vv. 6 and 7 : .And 1KJ1ta
of Ham: OuJ a,ul Mun-aim and Phut and Oanaa11. And
of o,J: &ha atld Ifa't1ilaJ,, and &bta'/t, and Ra'mah
and &btua. .And aona of Ra'maA: •&bah and IJ8da11.
Ham's first son is N, This is the name of the people
dwelling aouth of Egypt, in Nubia towards Abyssinia, and
called Ethiopians in the narrower sense ; for .Al8,0'lre~ in
general are all sun-burnt, '·"· dark-skinned people. They are
the nation to whom belonged the priest-state Meroe, the Nftba
kingdom in the time of the Ptolemiee, and also the Axumitic
kingdom with it.a capital Axum in Tigre (see Dillmann,
.A."'.f(fflg, tit.a tU:llm. :&wt.a, 1879). In Egyptian Kai or Kd
(often with the epithet x,ttlt, the miserable) is from the monuments of the 12th Dynasty onwards the name of all dark
southern nation11; this frequen\ly interohanges with Ne""", the
special name of the negroee. The vocalization KtU is also
usual in the Achiemenidee.n inscriptions. It must not be
aeaumed that the Asiatic Coesrei, on cuneiform inscriptions
Ka.ii», a people dwelling in the Zagroe mountains between
Babylonia and Media, who for a long period maintained
a supremacy oTer Babylon, stand in a aecondary relation
to t.he African Ouahites. The view that at ii 18, x. 8,
the .Aaiatio 008811:18 ia to be undentood, and that this is
miltakenly confounded with the African Cush (Sehr. HomM. ;
comp. Friedr. Delitzaoh, Du Spraclu dw KOlilli4r, 1884,

C"

'°""
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p. 61), imputiel to the Bible, without adducing any proof, a
most improbable oonfnaion.
Ham's aecond eon it C;.!¥1?, the name of the oountry which
reaches, according to Ezek. xxix. 10, nx. 6, from the northeutem. fort of Migdol to the oat.anct and border town Syene
(.buan.), near the Cll8hite boundary. The dnal does not
refer to the two mountain ohaim (the Arabian and Libyu)
which bound the valley of the Nile, bot to the two hahes
into which the ooontry wu not only politioally, but alto
phyaically divided, to Upper and Lower :Egypt, whence the
Pharaonio kings were called lOl'd1 of the upper and lower
oountriea, or of the two oountri.M. The dual is based upon a
chief form ,~ (for which we have "1119, Isa. nx. 6, mvii.
25; Micah vii. 12); thi.t cannot be the native name of Egypt,
for,~ or i\::19 (correeponding with the two .Assyrian names
Jlir&r and M~r of the cuneiform inscription, Paradi&,
p. 308 aqq.) is a Semitic word for enclosure or fortification;
and we still favom Ebers' view, that first of all it was Lower
Egypt that wu 10 called, as a country prot.eoted on the eut
by a long girdle of fort1'81111:ls from Pelusium. to the Klysma.
Thi.a name was subsequently dualized with an obliteration
of its fundamental meaning, yet with so strong an after
efrect of its original imprea of Lower E.gypt, that Upper
Egypt ill specially named along with c1-11r1, lea. xi. 11 ; Jer.

xliv. 15.
Ham's third 110n, ~ gives a name to the people who
belide here and the parallel pu-se in Chronicles are alao
mentioned by Nahum (iii 9), Jeremiah (xlvi 9) and Esekiel
(nvii 10, x:u:. 6, .xxxviii 5). The name hu no reference
to the ancient :Egyptian word for a bow, pMt (pd), and the
group of nine tribes denoted by nine bows (Zlit,eA,r. ftr <WJ.
Sprodu v.. Altwtu.,ukvnd,, 1865, p. 26).
Nor doee the
Egyptian Dame .Pv.nt, as a name of .Arabia (Eben), anawer;
for that Arabia fum.iebed mercena:ry troope to the F.gyptian
army, Nab. iii 9, Jer. :dvi 9, E1ek. :ux:. 6, is unknown
and improbable; be1ides, .Pv.1&t, whither the naval expedition,
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Erythrrean Sea 1 (i.e. the Indian Ocean, and especially the
Persian Gulf), that home of the Hamitic nations, is testified
to by Herodotus (i 1, vii. 89), Strabo and Dionysius Perieg;
Justin (xviii 3) adds that after leaving their native place
they first inhabited .A.sayrium stagn,um (perhaps the marsh land
on the Lower Euphrates) before turning towards the Mediterranean coasts and founding Sidon. The credibility of this
testimony is acknowledged by Bertheau, Ew. Kn. Lassen, v.
Gutschinid, Dillm. Konig (khrgeb. § 4). In vain has Movers
(Plun. ii. 38-60) cast a doubt upon it; Le~ius, in his
Nubian Grammar, has shown the important connection with
the history of civilisation in which this credibly attested fact
stands (comp. DMZ. xxxv. 213-216). During their progress
from east to west the Canaanites would find time and opportunity for appropriating the Semitic language. We have no
right to charge the genealogical statements of the table with
falsehood, and perhaps even to say, with Sprenger, in his
Geography of Arabia, that it is the calumny of the compiler of
this table which ascribed the Canaanites to the Hamitic race.
In ver. 7 follow the sons of Cush, and first 19~, LXX.
'tafJa, Jerome, Saha. With Josephus the equation: Saba=
Meroe (the name of which he dates from the time of Cambyses), is a self-evident matter (comp. .Ant. i 6. 2 with ii. 10. 2).
Meroe is the capital of the ancient priest-state, which was
temporarily governed by queens, upon the island enclosed by
the Nile and its two branches, the Astapus (Blue Nile) and
Astaboras (Atbara-Takazze), Diod. i 33. Under Tirhakah, a
1 The queation whence the Indian Sea, the Persian Gulf, and the Arabian
Gulf, which Herodotus treat.a u a part of the great Red Sea, derive the name of
'F.f"'ri ltil.a,,., is not yet decided. According to Ebera (DMZ. xxxv. 216), it
is from the red-akinned Pt11ta (the ancestral nation of the Pha,niciane), who
u 'E,,,1,-.• gave the name to the - . Wetzstein once told me that •~"',•

....

la'>.IIH•

wu a translation resting upon a misunderatanding of ~ ~?•

for 10 was properly called that part of the Indian Ocean which wuhea the
eouthern cout of Arabia. There, probably in the mountain-land of Hadramaut,
where there are two h&l'ftSta in the year, wu the proper starting-place of the
nations of Semitic speech. Perhape the Ehkili repreeenta the relatively oI.leet
form of the Semitic.
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king of the Ethiopian (xxvi.) dynasty, Napata (mscr. Nep.) on
the bill of Barkal became the centre of the Ethiopian ruling
house, and near to this lay another Meroe (inscr. .M~). which
Tirhakah had royally endowed. It is this· Meroe, not the one
situated to the south-east of it, which Herodotus means, ii 2 9;
he heard it called "the metropolis of the rest of the Ethiopians."
That either one or the other Meroe bore the native name of
Saba we are not indeed able to confirm. Hence it is possible
that some other aoo in Nubia, lying farther eastward, received
the name of the branch of the Ethiopian people here intended
Strabo, xvi 8, names a Sabaitic ostiary and a port of Saba,
and, xvi. 10, a considerable town, lafJat, which is however
called la./J&.T by Ptolemy, situated near Berenice.-Among

nh~

the sons of Cush
takes the second place. Having with
aoo arrived at about Massaua, the tribe of the 'A/Ja).'i.Ta.1,
(AuaMTt.u), on the Ava.At~ ,eo),:,r~ (sinus ...4.balitu, Plin.
vi 34), in the town ...4.bala (according to Juba in Plin. vi. 35),
south of the straits of Bab-el-mandeb, offers itself for n~n in
close geographical sequence. It is an acknowledged fact
(D.MZ. xxxv. 213) that migrations and returns of Cushites and
Arabians took place there and over the Arabian Gulf. Pliny (vi.
34) relates of Juba: a.de-Ola& Nui a Syene non ..lEthiupu,m popu,los,
sed ...4.rabum e388 dicit usque ad .Merot/11,, Thus the genealogical
statement, ver. 29, does not stand in exclusive contradiction to
the Elohistic statement here.-The third son of Cush : IU;l19.
This name leads us from the African coast to the south coast
of Arabia, where the Chatromotitre (Atramitm), whose capital
was lafJfJ11,8a (lafJ/JaTa, Jci/JaTa, SalJota), had settled far to
the east of the Homeritm. It lay according to Ptolemy eastward of the Sabreans (Himjarites), according to the Periplus,
northward of the coast town Kane ; Pliny says that it bad
sixty temples, and was a mart for frankincense. According
, ,
to DMZ. xix. 252-255, it is the i~, of Arabian geographers,
the m::ii, of the Himjaritic inscriptions situate on the road
from Hadramaut to Higiz.-The fourth son of Cush : ffl;lV1,
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named t.ogetber with Kl!!' by Ezekiel (xxvii. 22) a.a bringing

spic01, precious etones and gold to the mart of Tyre, LXX.
(in Gen. and Cbron.) P.-,p,,a. Snoh is the name of a .,.port
town on the Arabian shore of the Penian Gulf; in Ptol
vi 7. 14., Pt"fp,,a, P"1aµ,o_; in Steph. Bys. P;,yp,a. The
Hellenizing acoorda with MOY!, and the reuon that the town
at the boundary of Oman and Bahrein is now called (~;•
may be that this is the Arabianized BAtgma.. Dillm. however
ca.lls attention to a Sabooan Mt:>YI authenticated on inscriptions
byHalevy (DMZ. xxx. 122), with the 1ituation of which, north
of Marib, the P'¥'1'411'frcu named by Strabo, xvi. 4. 24, agree.
Unfortunately Stra.bo is the only witnees to these Ramma.niue.
-The fifth son of Cueh : IG'i:'ri;,, To the preeent time there
is nothing further known than what is said by Boobart, that
the lcbthyophagi of the coast town ?a.,wM"'7 in Caramania,
dwelling eastward of the Persian Gulf, are intended. There
now follow two sons of Ra'ma: 1TI'
In ver. 27 and
xx.v. 8, Arabian tribes of Semitic descent are ao called ; but
there is no reason for denying a more ancient Cnahite
stock of one as of another .AJ'abian oommercial people.
Wetzstein acknowledges the historical nature and conaistency
of both genealogical etatemente, and has even tried to show
in Ex. c. i to the 2nd ed. of my Iaaiah, that the Sheba and
Dedan who conducted the carann transport between :Egypt
and Ethiopia on the one side, and the lands of Tigris and
Euphrates on the other, were the Cushites, who u he thinks
dwelt within the Troglodytice southward., from Berenice. We
cannot indeed infer from the fact alone th&t the wares with
which, according to Ezek. :u:vii. 15, 20, comp. xxxviii 13,
they traded are especially Ethiopian articles of export, that
they belonged to the Cushite race, but thia fact doea not
exhauet the proof there fumiehed. Since however the explanation of Ra'ma by no means leads over Arabia baokwo.rde towaros north-eaatem Africa, it ie improbable that the
genealogist conceived of the two nations that sprung Crom

.f.
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him aa north-east .African. The view of a Cnshite foundation of their racial peculiarity eeemed to him justified
without BUch localization. The right place however to
diacll88 theae two peoplee 11 .Arabian will ooour at ver. 28,
XXV.

8.

The Elohi11tio register of the Hamite11 now reoeives it.a
continuation in a Jahvi11tio extract, which even at the first
glance i11 charactemed u such by the Divine name mft\
being uaed jo11t where we expect ci•m1t The names of the
Hamite11 110 far have been names of nations ; the Hamite or
the extract, TV. 8-12, is a ,penon of world-wide importance,
TV. 8-10 : AM Ctw,,. b~ Nimrod, A, Ngan. lo b, a mighty

""""'°

°"

OM
earlA.. H8 toa1 a mighty
befon JaJ,,,,,d,,, lhwe/Of'c v u ,aid: Uk, Nim.rod a mig}iJy Awf&tM' ~ JaJ,,fJtlt..
Af&d IM b~i"'"''"fl of lt.u kingdom 1MI lJab,l atld Jhw,, and
.dooad and Cal.Ail,, i• tJu laf&d of SAinar. The Jahvi11tic pen
is also manifested by TI', instead of the more definite ,.;.,n
(DMZ. xxiii. 622 eq.). The name ,;~, besides here, occurs
only Micah v. 5, where Assyria is called" the Land of Nimrod."
The view of Oppert, that Nim1rodJci (i.8. Nimroo. with the
local determinative h) was an ancient name of Elam, does not
commend iteelf. Neither i11 Nimrod (LXX. NifJp'1>8) the personification of a country towards the 11un (Sayoe), but a hero
in the flesh, thongh one encompassed with legends ; the name,
found apparently with the preformative M, has not ye~ been
di1oovered in inscription,. The name of the hero of the
Babylonio-.AB11yrian national epos, who undoubtedly answers
to the 1criptural Nimrod, ia commonly though not certainly
read lsdubar. The ooujecture that i,m Nv- Marad, the
man (hero), from Marad, because the god whom lzdubar
invokes above all other11 M his, ia the god of the midBabylonian town Marad (Paradiu, p. 220 ; KAT. 92 sq.), i11
interestiog.1 Nimrod's insertion here in the table rests,

=

1 Another OO])jeoture hu been adnnced by P. Haupt in hi, Engllah notice
of Friedl'. Delitaoh'a "Ka.ii.er," vu. that in iim ii inTolnd the name of tbe
Coaie&n god oC war and hunting, Haraddai. The A.rabi&na explain the name

X
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according to Schrader and others, upon the confusion of the
Egypto-Nubian KeJ, im, with the Babylonian KaJ (Kassu~
But still more ancient than the Nubian im is the im settled
on the Erythrrean Sea, and especially the Persian Gulf,
which thence peopled Southern Arabia and North-Eastern
Africa, and everywhere disseminated a culture resembling the
Egyptian, with which it also, as the Oannes - myth says,
enriched Babylonia (see Lepsius' Nubia11. Grammar, and Geo.
Ebers in DMZ. xxxv. 213-216). Hitherto it was even
thought that the Ethiopian type could be recognised in the
features of Izdubar (Parailies, note 22), while now he is placed
as a Cossa.ean out of all connection with the Hamitic Cush.
But there are circumstances enough, to warn us against any premature judgment, such e.g. as that it has not yet been possible
to assign their ethnological place to the Cossaei, theh' language
being neither Sumerian nor Elamite or Median (Friedr.
Delitzsch, K988iur, 1884); that two Bab-ylonian provinces are
called Mduch,a and Makan, which are elsewhere the names
of Ethiopia and Egypt (PMailies, pp. 56, 129-131) ; that
the Greek legend of Cepheus and Memnon brings into manifold mutual relations Africano-Ethiopian and Central-Asian
matters.1
Till further notice we adhere, with Ideler,
Letronne, Lepsius, Brugsch, to the view that a connection
exists between the oldest Babylonian and the oldest Egyptian
civilisation. The authors of new industries are also introduced, iv. 20 sq., with n•n N.'IM, and ;!:11:1 tt'li1 recalls the new
beginnings related iv. 26, ix. 20. The new tendency which
arose with Nimrod was that of a iil!J, i.e. oC a man in power, who
by courage, energy and terror keeps the surrounding country
in subjection. He was in the first place a i~illt, mighty in
hunting (comp. ,~ ~. xxv. 27), a great hunter C,:¥ is a word
which first appears Jer. xvi 16). .As the added 'n
is taken

•~~?

by ~W\, the powerful, the bold, the stedfast; the nou-form would be like
niADl
and CNiAEll•
:v
..._ :1 See Hellnnikos in Steph. Byz. '·"· Xal.J..;.,, and J. Liiwenherz, die
.t'Ethiope,1 d11t· altkla&,iachen Kunse, 1861.
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from the popular mouth-for anything proverbial is introduced by ,~.~ @.-SJ!, like 1 Sam. x. 12 ; comp. N um. xxi. 2 7it does not mean contra Domin.um., as the Latin versions
understand the ba11Tlo11 of the LXX. : in a manner hostile to
and defiant of Jehovah, for which '?.f-;P (Isa. I.xv. 3) would
be expected rather than
(Luke xv. 18, l""'1rw11), nor,
according to Jehovah's will and pleasure, which neither
•~~? nor •~•P, can by themselves signify, but it is an
adjunct to -,,nm, which raises this to ideality (comp.
c•rbN~, Jonah iii. 3, and T<p 8e,j,, Acts vii. 20), or,
like e.g. 1 Chron. xii. 22, makes it superlative (Perizon.
Bochart, Rosenm. Kn. Dillm.). Jahveh Himself, the chief
and infallible appraiser of all things, regarded him as a hunting hero, and did not know his equal on earth. It is not the
hunting of men, but of beasts, the opposite of the peaceful
shepherd life, that is intended The constellation Orion (in
the Bible ~I?,) is by astrologers called Algebar (Algebra) in
the same sense. And because the hunting of animals is
intended, the continuation iJ:9~9 n ~ •i:rJ;ll seems extraordinary, and BUggests the view that ver. 9 is an insertion
which destroys the connection existing when vv. 8 and 10
are combined, as by Dillmann. But it·is just in the union of
the passions for the chase and for war that Nimrod is the
prototype of the Babylonio-.A.ssyrian kings,-the native legend
of Izdubar, the mighty hero of the chase and of war, who
subdued the country from the Persian Gulf to the .Armenian
mountains, and raised himself so highly in the estimation of
the gods, that Istar the sovereign of Warka desired, but in vain,
to have him for her husband, is here divested of its mythological accessories and brought down to the plain prose of
simple facts. What the narrative has in view is not the
greatness of Nimrod as a hunter, but his importance as the
founder of a state. The hunter without an equal was also the
first monarch. Four towns, of which Babel is the first, were
the n•~ of his kingdom, which does not here, as in J er.
xxvi 1, signify so much the temporal commencement as the

•~•?
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first component part, the primitive condition.. The name of
the country,
occurs, besides Gen. ::r:. ::r:i ::r:iv., only Josh.
vii 21 (mantle from Shinar); Isa. ::r:i 11 (as a land of the
dispersion); Zech. v. 11 (as a land of traders) ; Dan. i 2 (as
the land of Nebuchadnezzar). It is the same word as /nJ,mAr in
the self-appellation of the Babylonian and also of the Assyrian
kings, as "Kings of Sum~r and Accad," in which combination
Sum@r means North and Aooad South Babylonia. The form
,P?~ answers to the native form fungb-, which interchanges
with nmb, as di:n,gb, god, does with dim.Ar (Paradia, 198).
In its biblical use 1)1)~ has been generalized into the collective
name of Babylonia (of the 'Irdlf el-'aral>i, exclusive of Mesopotamia).1 The first of the four towns,~~. will be spoken of
when we come to the separation of languages and nations.
The situation of '!1;1$, Gr. 'Op·x,O,'I, is shown by the South
Babylonian ruins, Warka, on the left bank of the Euphrates.
This Erech or Uruk (whence ":'l'l~, Ezra iv. 9, those of
Erech, like Assurb. Sm. 2 5 Oo : arkaiti, she of Erech, ie.
the Goddess Nana), Sumerian Un'll,fJ, was in the Persian
period the sacred necropolis of Chaldea. i~tc has till now
been authenticated by the inscriptions only as the name of a
province ; as a town however it has been identified with
Agad@, which together with Sipar formed the double town of
Sepharvaim, north of Babel, on the left bank of the Euphrates
(Paradia, 198). Dr. Herm. Hilprecht has now discovered
Accad as also the name of a town in an inscription of
Nebuchadnezzar I., first published by him in 1883. It is
there said, Col. ii. z. 50: Sin u Belit alu .Ak-ka-di ilani sa
bit Habban,
i.e. Sin and the mistress of the town Accad (i.e.
...,
the Goddess Anunitum, i.e. Istar as the morning star), the
goddess of the house of Habban.1 n~~ here and Amos vi. 2

iv?,,

1 Perh&J?II however this is the original geographical meaning.
See Tiele,
Babylon~. Geach. (1886) i. 72 sq.

~j, in accordance with which Ephrem regards
this aecond town of Nimrod u A.char = Nisibia : the Nisibian dialect is also
1

The Syriac wrongly reads

called the A.oharian.
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n,n

The first of Nimrod's cities upon Assyrian soil is
with
1'1~.19 (comp. Dillm. ./Eth. Gramm. § 127c), but without the cause of this final sound being evident ; LXX.
writes Nu,evl (for whieh we have classically ,; Nivo~),
,and on inscriptions the name reads as NinA. or Ninua, compounded (if Sumerian) from Ni and nci, which seems to mean
place of rest (Paradus, 260), so that i"ru 1l might have been
It is etymologically
Hebraized with reference to ri,~, ~devoid of significance, that the name is written with the
ideogram of the dwelling and therein the ideogram of the fish
(Assyr. n'12n)-this is writing after the manner of the rebus or
logogriph.1 The ruins of Nineveh are marked by the village
Kujundshik on the left bank of the Tigris, opposite Mosul,
north of the Chausar, which there empties itself into the Tigris,
and by the hill Ne'bi, J,O,nWJ, situate south of the Chausar.
Henoe the town was cut through by the Chausar, the royal
palaces lying on both its banks. The name of the second
town, ,,~ n:3h:, means the broad place of a town-in which it
issues, i.e. the suburb of the city proper, probably (Parad.
2 61) the north - eastern suburb of Nineveh, the rtbtt Nina
lying towards the mountains (Asarh. i. 53). We have more
accurate information concerning the third city, n~~, according
to the inscriptions Calgu, built by Shalmanassar l, and restored
from its ruins by Asurn~irpal, situate in the sharp angle between the Tigris and the great Zab which flows into the Tigris,
where now are found the village and hill of Nimrod. It differs
from M?Q, 2 Kings xvii. G and 1 Chron. v. 26, the Assyrian
settlement of Israelite exiles, and from 1,n = Cilicia (DMZ.
1861, p. 626 sq.). Whether Ka>..a.X'lv~, the Assyrian province mentioned by Strabo, xvi. 1. 1, Kt&Aair,~ in Ptol vi
1. 2, is to be connected with ~ or with
must be left undetermined. On the situation of the fourth city, ~ the text
gives direct information. It lay between Nineveh and Kelsch,
I, like

mn,

1 HaMvy'a comparison of the Rabbinic n0:,n 1'~, u s..g. pc,0 ,,~, hill of
the poor=mn (mustard), is here in place; aee Wi-.ru-J.aft, KUf&d, Judefttlum
(1888), pp. 237-240.
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therefore on the east side of the Tigris between Nimrud and
Kujundschik, and the name (mistaken by LXX. Ven. for jci)
seems to be distorted from rla-bti (

= ~\

.

u,v~); monumental

literature however leaves us still in the lurch concerning this
town. .All the less can the statement n7"tft1
~i:, apply
to this forgotten Resen. Nor is the matter mended by
Hitzig's transposition (Daniel, p. 106 sq.), "and Nineveh
between Kelach and P..esen," for Nineveh already stands, 1 lb,
just where it is expected. It may now be regarded as proved
that the closing remark refers to the four cities taken together ;
the four by reason of their wide extension lay near to each
other and gave the impression of a great district, a combined
Tetrapolis. The narrator was writing at a time when this
great district of towers and palaces was not yet called per
synecdocken Nineveh as it was after Sanberib, and on the other
hand at a time when Asshur, which preceded the capita.ls
Nineveh and Kelach, and was the oldest capital of the
kingdom situated on the right bank of the Trigis southward of
the triangle of the Tigris-Zab, was entirely in the background.
It is also worthy of remark that the northern town DO.r
Sarruk@n, which together with the four forms a Pentapolis,
is left unmentioned ; it bears the name of its builder Sargon I.
CK.AT. 405), whose accession to the government falls in the
year 722.
Nimrod represents, not a single people, but a great empire ;
now follow, vv. 13, 14, the descendants of Mizraim, who
already by the plural form of their names announce themselves
as nations: And Mizraim begat the Ladim and the 'Anamim
and the Lehabim and the Naphtucl,,im and tlu Patlvru,im,
and tlu (Jasl,ucl,,im, 'UJhence 10fflt forth tlu Philistines a·nd tlu

,,p~

<Japhtorim.
The C'~ (Ohr. Chethib: c""n,) are mentioned
(Ezek. xxvii. 10) as an element of the army of Tyre, and
(Ezek. xxx. 5; Jer. xlvi. 9) of the army of Egypt; they were
evidently a warlike people whose chief weapon was the bow,
J er. ibid.; Isa. lxvi. 19. We do not however know what people
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is intended ; according to Movers, the old Berber stock of the
Lewata settled on the Syrtes ; according to Kn., the Egyptianized portion of the Semitic Lud settled in North-Eastern
Egypt (2 2b) ; according to Ebers, the original stock of the
Egyptians who were called Rutu (Lutu), which means men in
general (see Jesaia, 3rd ed. p. 690), all unsatisfactory conjectures. The D"t;)}l! also are still undiscovered. LXX. transposes
the word into 'Eveµ,eTt.e/p., which accords in sound with the
Egyptian emhit, north, whence Kn. understands the inhabitants of the Delta. Ebers on the contrary explains the name
according to the Egyptian an-aamu, wandering neat-herds, and
understands them as a portion of an Asiatic nomadic people
who settled in the marshes on the bucolic arm of the Nile and

C'~:'?

elsewhere. The name
occurs only in the ethnographic
table, but is certainly only another form for 0'~\~, Na.b. iii 9,
2 Chron. xii. 3, xvi. 8; Dan. xi. 43=Libyans, who are called
in Egyptian. i'emhu (Tehennu), but also Lebu (Lubu), perhaps
as inhabitants of a dry land (comp. Kopt. libe, thirst, and
the name of the stony deserts '-!i = ~).

The c•~~ are,

according to the interesting explanation of Kn. and Eb.,
the inhabitants of middle (Memphitic) Egypt, as ol (na) Tov
~ea, of Ptak or Hephaestos, whose Egyptian name is also
paraphrased in Phrenician MC. With these are fitly joined
c•;,~~. the inhabitants of 0 ~ pet-rls, the land of the south,
i.e. of Upper Egypt (Isa. xi 11, and twice in both Jeremiah
and Ezekiel). The explanation pa-Hatlwr (DMZ. x:u. 404),
which leaves the c, unexplained, is mistaken; r& means the
south, and nm is equivalent to ~c in the name Potiphar. The

=

0'".lzt?i are the sixth Misraite tribe.

The LXX, transposes
this into Xacrµ,ome(µ (Complut. Xacr'A.o,111.elµ), with which
nothing can be done. Since Bochart the Casluchim have
been regarded as the Colchians on the eastern coast of the
Euxine, but whence the 0 in the name 1 Stark, Ebers, Kn.
reply by the expedient that the Colchians originally settled on
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mona OasiU8, the name of which may be explained in Coptic

by Kaa-l6kh, Hill of drought, and that thus the D'roD::l are the
inhabitants of KC1CTIQl'r'Ct, the dry salt region of the Egyptian
Mediterranean coast, from the eastern limit of the overflow of
the Nile to the southem boundary of Palestine, who subsequently migrated to the Black Sea. Certainly the Colchians
were, according to the unanimous testimony of the ancients,
esteemed as .£gyptiorum antigua aobol• (Ammian, xxii 8;
comp. Avienus, v. 873 sq.: Oolchw / ~ Ezul al> .Aff!l'!IJJto).
It is not quite probable that they originally inhabited Casiotis
(see Alfred von Gutschmied in the Lu. Oentralblo.tt, 1869, Col
107 sq.); but Targ. Jer. ii. also translates 0,mc,::, by 'l0::l00,11,
ie. DOTaaxow'fr,u, inhabitants of the town of PentasclwiMB(n),
in the extreme north-east of :Egypt, distant five uxo,.,,o, from
Casius; in opposition to which Targ. Jer. i. has '=?1110,11, i.e.
Dwra'Jl'o>..i"Ta,, inhabitants of the five town land, ie. of Cyrenaica. Hyde Clark thinks he has discovered that a Caucasian
language, the Ude, strikingly resembles the Basmurian dialect
of the Coptic. The 0 ~ also are by some transposed to
Egypt, because they are called descendants of Misraim.
Saadia understands it of the inhabitants of .Dimjati (Damietta),
Dietrich (Merx' .Archw, iii 313 sqq.) of the inhabitants of the
region of Buto and the island Chemmis, not far from the
Sebennytic mouth of the Nile, explaining the name kaJ,,.pu-Jfldr,
ie. the district belonging to ~ar (Apollo); but then the
initial n of the god's name would have disappeared, which
is not a recommendation. Still less are the Cappadooians
intended, as was inconsiderately inferred by the ancients
(LXX. Deut. ii 23; Amos ix. 7; Targums, Syr. Jerome), from
the similarity of sound of the ll::l ; besides, Cappadocia is in
Hebrew always written with p. The consonants of ~ are
found together, though in a different order, in Oayrea.tal, comp.
by Krucke (Volkerla/el, 1837); but this is, according to
Plin. v. 33, the name of an otherwise absolutely unknown
Asiatic tribe. The most probable conjecture still is that
0'1"\Mll:I are the Crates (Kpij-r~. anciently Kov~nv); for (1) ac-
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cording to Dent. ii. 23, Amos ix. 4, Jer. xlvii. 4, the Philistines
migrated from iir-,'P- '~, and these are called, 1 Sam. :xxx. 14,
Zeph. ii. 5, Ezek. xxv. 16, Cl'l'.11~, which surely means Creoos.
(2) Extra-biblical information also connects Egypt, Crete and
Philistia: a myth in Diodor. Sic. lxvii. 70 says that Ammon,
being attacked by Saturn and the Titans, fled to Crete ; M1,11&)(1,
is, according to Steph. Byz., an ancient name of Gaza, and
was, according to Strabo, Ptolem. Plin., also the name of a
Cretan town. So too is ~a."JI.O.ua.pva., the name of a seaport
town on the north-west coast of Crete, which has a similarity
of sound with the name of the Philistines. It is also worthy
of notice that Tacitus, H-ist. v. 2, confusing the Jews with
the Palestinians= Philistines, makes the former immigrate
from Crete. According to what has been said, the relative
clause, Cl'M~EI CIW ,aa, il':'K, seems to have been removed from
its right place after 1:11,n~. The chronicler and the ancient
translators, however, already read it in its present position,
and it must be esteemed possible that the Philistines were
as to their origin an Egypto-Casluchian colony, who occupied
the southern coastland below Gaza, subsequently received
additions from Crete, and then, according to Deut. ii. 23, enlarged their district by destroying the 'Avvim (though not
entirely, Josh. xiii. 3) who had settled in the plain west of
the hill country of Judah. It may be a reminiscence of this
twofold descent which has been preserved in the distinction
of ci•nW)E) or 'J:l~f on the one side, and 'J:I:.~ or "}~ on the other.
The relative clause in itself declares only the local, not the
genealogical origin (comp. ver. 11 ; N ah. i. 11 ). The latter
however, and hence the Hamitico-Egyptian descent of the
Philistines, seems to be also intended, for we cannot assume
that the ethnographical table would leave the Philistines as
lvyevea.>.i,,y,,To1,.
Now follow the descendants of Canaan, the last named,
ver. 6, of the sons of Ham, vv. 15-19: ..4:n.d Canaan. begat
$£don and Chlth. And the Je1w.site and the Emori.te and tl,,e
Girgashite. And the Chivi.u and the .Arlcue and tlu Sinite.
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And the .Arvadite and tkB $emarite, and tlie If.amdthite: and
afterwards were the famuus of the Canaanite srpread alwoad.
.And the border of the Canaanite u:tended from ~ulon towarda
Gerar as far as '.A~, towards Sodom and '.Amora and .Admak
and fJeboim as far as Lwl. At the head of the names of
the eleven stands~ as the first-born. According to Justin,
xviii. 3, Sidon was the first city built by the Phcenicians, who
had extended to the Mediterranean, and named, as he tells
us, a pisci'u/m, ubertate, rather a pi,wdu, ~- The Phamieians
called themselves, from this their mother town, c•~,,'Y.
Whether the additional name n~ which it bears, Josh. xix. 28,
xi. 8, is a distinguishing attribute is questionable, since in
Sank. ii 38 a Great Sidon ($idunu rabu), an epithet denoting
superiority, and a Little Sidon ($idunu ~n.t), are distinguished
(KAT. 103). Homer, in the fliad and OdyBBe'!f, knows only
one ~,,&;,11, and not yet Tyre,1 which in the time of David
already begins to obscure the splendour of Sidon. Tyre is left
out or the table, because it was of only secondary importance
with respect to Sidon. Merx (BL. art. "Volkertafel "), following de Goeje, regards the names nti to ~".II), with the whole of
ver. 19, as a later insertion, because the geographical order of
the Canaanites is interrupted by the five names, and no ~~.
i.e. extension by means of colonization, is told of these Palestinian stocks. But nti at least should not be absent by the
side of ~- For as Sidon gives its name to the entire
Phcenician nation, so too does n!:I to the whole land west of
Jordan, which is called (Josh. i 4; comp. Judg. i. 26) o•r:u:,i:r r,~.
In Egyptian literature the (JJ,,aa appear as a powerful and
warlike people, dwelling as far up as the Orontes, and in
Assyrian mat ljlatU (l/atti) is the country and kingdom whose
capital is Carcbemisb, but the name extends thence to all
the countries on the other side of the Euphrates, between
the wilderness and the Mediterranean (Paradies, 269-273).
Probus indeed remarb on Virgil's Gwrgic,, ii. 116: ~ 8arf'Mll a.ppella,.
Homeru docu, quem ma.m Ennitu ,equitur cum dicit P - Barra.
ontffldo& Sarra is the old form of name for Tyrus in Enniua and Plautus, but
where did it occur in Homer I
1

ta.111 -
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Hence we see that the Hethitee were a great 1111d mighty
people which had branched off aa Car u to the west of
Jordan, while the root and stem of their power lay between
the Euphratee and Orontee. The book of Kings knows
of c~1'".I '?~ beside kings of Aram, 1 Kinga x. 2 9 (2 Chron.
i 17), and kings of Mi.zraim, 2 King, vii. 6, and in
the patriarchal history Hebron appears in the poseession of
the nn \)::1 (Gen. niii.). There is no perceptible reaeon for
denying the historical truth of the settlement of Hethites in
Palestine (Ed. Meyer, f 176, note), since wherever, aa in Gen.
xv. 19-21, ten, or Deut. vii. 1, seven, or ae in Ex. iii. 8, 17,
xxiii. 33, Deut. xx. 17, ■ix nations of Canaan are enumerated,
'~".11' are always mentioned first of all, or in the aecond or
fourth place, all sources agreeing that the Canaanite population of the West Jordan country was partly Hethite. The
enumeration of the eleven JP):i ,,::, here in the table ia so
peculiar with respect to xv. 19-21 and the other enumerations, that it ia an unjustifiable violence to reject all the other
names except ~ and nn (F.d. Meyer), or even only the five
from nn to 'VIM (Merx) as interpolated. nr.i is followed by a
third bl'Rnch of Canaan, 'i;,u;i::i, the Canaanite clan settled in
and about J eb0.1, the ancient name of Jerusalem, 1 Chron.
xi 4, to which belonged Aravna (Oman), u well as Uriah
the Hethite, the huabe.nd of Bath.aheb&. Fourthly, '"!b!f.',
neither Jebuaitee nor Emorites are miuing in any of the
three regiaters of the Canaanite tribes. The Emorite■, whoee
name may signify the dwellers on the mountain-top (see on
Isa. :nil. 9), were the most warlike and powerful of the
Canaanite tribes, and not only eata.bliahed themselves on this
aide of the Jordan, from Mount Ephraim southwazda, but
founded in Mosaic times two new kingdoms beyond Jordan
whoee capitals were Ashtaroth and He■hbon. Their language.
according to Deut. iii. 9, differed dialectically from that of the
Sidonian.a. Fif'lihly, '~1tlJ, le~ out when only six nations are
enumerated, were, according to Josh. xxiv. 11, apparently on the
west eide of Jordan, while according to the reading of Origen,
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Matt. viii 28 (I'eprye,,.,,.,,G,.,,), they were, on the contrary, on the
east side. Sixthly, ~,:,;:i, according to Ew. the inland Canaanites
living (mi:,) in town communities, who, eh. :uxiv., formed a
principality in Sichem, and according to Josh. iL 11, xi. 19,
a republic in Gibeon, and dwelt also (Josh. xi 3 ; Judg. iii. 3)
in Hermon and Lebanon. That '?'i!!ry, i~~i,, '~b1~i:t, 0•~~7~,
enumerated among the tribes at xv. 19- 21, should here,
where the genealogy of Canaan is given, be omitted is not
surprising, though it certainly is so that "1t:t, who there and
everywhere else are numbered with them, are missing. Perhaps
it is because the name is less that of a tribe than of the rural
dwellers in country towns (comp.
Deut. iii 5). Seventhly,
'i?;Vo;I, the inhabitants of "Ap/C'f/ ("Aptc,u, "Ap/CtJ.), Assyr. .A.r?cd
(Paradiu, 282), .Aram.
ecr,it_t (Bereihith Rabbah, c. xxxvii.
and elsewhere), the birthplace of the Emperor .Alexander
Severus, and a strong fortress first conquered by the Crusaders
1138, now Tdl '.Ar~ (see Robinson Smith's second journey,
1852). Eighthly, '?'!?rt, the inhabitants of the strong town of
Sin in the neighbourhood of 'Ar~a, of which Marino Sanuto
says: de C<Utro .A.rackaa ad dimidiam lt'IU',Q,m ut oppidum Sin, the
"Dorf Syn" of Breydenbach (1483), perhaps identical with the
.Assyrian "Sianu on the sea-coast" (Paradiu, 282), LXX. -ro'II
'Aaw.,,aio'II, compare the hill fortress ~w11a in Lebanon, Strabo,
xvi 2. 18. In the prediction of the retum of the dispersed of
Ierael, Isa. xlix. 12, these Sinites are too near to be intended.
Ninthly, "1'f)t_t~, LXX. oro'II 'Apa.8,o.,,, the people of "Apooo~1
,nt..t, .Assyrian .A.rvada, .A.ruada, according to Ezek xxvii., in
demand as seamen and soldiers. Tiglath Pileser I., according
to 1 R. 28, 2a, enters Aradian ships and sails out into the
great sea. .Arados lay upon a small rocky island (now Ruad)
on the Syrian coast opposite to .Antarados (.A.n!ar!UB, Tortosa).
Strabo, xvi. 2. 12, calls this maritime town of .Arados
Kap'llo~ (Kap'llfl), and describes this island of .Arados, xvi. 2.
13 sq. It was taken by Tutmes III., and again by Ramsos
IL Strabo's notification, "Fugitives from Sidon built, it is
said, the town,'' does not testify against its great antiquity.

-n,,

~t?1
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Tenthly, ''19~, LXX. TOI' l"fJAP"'°11, inhabiters of the strong
town of Simyra, south of Arados, north of Tripolis, Assyrian
$imirra, chiefly remarkable 88 the northern boundary of the
Lebanon.
Eleventhly, 'i:t9Qi:'.1, the inhabitant.a of ]!amatA
(i\......), .Assyr. .Amattv (Paradua, 275-279), Egyptian .lfemtv,
who formed an independent monarchy, eitending over the
middle and npper valley of the Orontes and a portion oC the
Mediterranean coast. In the Seleucidres.n era it received the
name of 'E7mf,a••"'• but has maintained ita ancient name,
transposed into 'Ap.d.0,, by Josephus, to the present time. Of
those descendants of Canaan we a.re told, 18b, that they were
afterwards spread abroad ,-it~, meaning they extended over
Canaan, i.a. the land west of Jordan. The author leaves out
of consideration the .Amorite kingdoms npon Bat&nrean and
Ammonito-Moabite soil, and fiiing the limit.a of the district
of extension in ver. 19, takea Sidon as the ex.reme northern
point, although Arka, .Ara.dos, Ham!th lie beyond Sidon
farther and farther northwards. He con.fines himself to
stating that the subsequent Holy Land, of which Lebanon
formed the northern boundary, was peopled by the descendants
of Canaan. He first draws a line from north-west to southwest, and thenoe crosses over to the south-east. The boundary
points are Sidon (N.W.), Gaza (S.W.), Lesha' (S.E.), and between,
to serve u marks of direction, Ger!r lying farther south than
Gaza (see ix. 1), and the four cities Sodom, Gomorrah,
Admah and Zeboim lying towards the south-east (see xiv. 2).
11~!! is an adverbial accusative: in the direction of thy
coming, like ver. 30, xiii. 10, x:x.v. 18, elsewhere also , ~ .
xix. 22, 2 Sam. v. 25, 1 Kings xvili. 4:6, and tt:J?, Num.
xiii. 21. The author transports himself back to the time when
those four cities of the Pentapolis had not yet been swallowed
up, they together represent the plain of the Salt Sea. As the
eitreme south-eastern point however he names (here only)
~. lying still farther eouth-e88t of the Salt Sea, which
according to undoubted tradition (Targ. Jer. 'l'.';~P.. and Jerome
in Qva,ti<mta, p. 17, ed. Lagarde) ia that KaU!.ppo'I
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(Ka.U,po'1) in the Wadi Zerka Ma.'tn, where at the foot
of a barren hill small streams of sulphu.retted water or the
temperattll'e or 70° R. pour forth from a hundred rents and
fissures (this was the bath which Herod visited without
result, shortly before his death, Joseph. bdl. jud.. i 83. 5).
Wellbausen requires for ~. as designating the north-ea.stem
boundary, n~ or D~, to Latish (Dan). But the preceding
iao bids us seek for »t? in a south-ea.stem direction, and
besides, ~Ip forms the locative
Judg. :r:viii. 7.
Close of the Elohietic catalogue of the Ham.ites, ver. 2 0 :
Tw are th.4 60"8 of Ham acrm-ding to familittJ, according to
fluir tO'll{fU,U, aft,r t'lwir co,u,tria, o,ft,r their natwn.a. The
conclusion to ver. 6 eq. (comp. the close, ver. 5), including, as
the text now exists, the Jahvistic extracts, vv. 8-19.
Third part: the Shemitee, vv. 21-31. Jahvietic transition, ver. 21 : And to Shem toaa 'born, to him al,o, t'h4
fathM- of all tM ,on, of Bbt:r, the elder broth.w o/ JepMIA.
tnn-D! stands here quite regularly for i~D!, ae at iv. 26. Shem
bears the honourable addition to his name, father of all the
i;~ •~,. i.is. not merely of the D'"!i~ in the narrower sense,
xl. 15, but of the whole Hebrew stratum of peoples, Num.
xxiv. 24.1
The seoond more particular designation, '".I'
,\iei:i nf;. is certainly occasioned by the fact that the genealogy
of Shem here takes the last place after that of Japheth and
Ham, thus giving Shem the appearance of being the younger
in respect of J apheth. LXX. Symm. Ven. Luth., the accentuation and both ancient and modem expositors (most recently
Kohler) actually oonstrue: brother of Japheth the great, i.e.
the elder. This is however contrary to the prevailing syntax
(see Nestle in .DMZ. xxxviii. 4:86 sq.), according to which

nr:z,

1 Aooording io Wetatein, i:::ip wu a oolleotln word of oolOGr, denoting tha
darlc-oolonred ; for the Arabian of Aden, Hadramt.nt and other place, in the
utreme 10nth, dilfera from the negro in nry little ehe than hia nobler oonnte-

nanoe.

A Syrian pronrb aya:

~
lJJ.~ \... i;Jl '.f:"JII _;:;,
..,

•·•· the dark-laoed, if they are not ill-used, ill-uae you.
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!,,iln belongs to the leading idea (and not like ,,,, Jer. xnii 7,
to the genitive); beaidee which mln cannot ?r • mean major
natK (mlZ:IMl.v.a), and Japheth as the elder brother muat
have been ,'esignated ~mn ~-~ (oomp. on the other hand,
xliv. 12; 1 Sam. xvii. 14). Shem i1 to both the Jahvist
and the Elohist, ver. 82, the first-born of Noah, the round
number five hundred in the latter passage being more
particularly fixed by :xi. 10 u 502. The Elohiatio cat&logue
of the Shemites, ver. 22 sq. Sons of Shem, ver. 22: &nu
of Siu• ar, 'Elam a,ul .Ahr and .A.rpaeUaa af&d Lwd and
Ara-. These five, as deaoended from Shem, are considered
aa a group of nations similar in origin, and hence, though not
neceaaarily, similar in le.nguage. The enumeration prooeeda
from east to weat, from the geographically and historice.lly

more remote to the nearer. In the
Accad. Alama (high-lying, highland),
conceived of together with c,;», to be
,. ,,
~• to peroeive, to know); the name

first place stands Cl?'!',
Aeeyr. Uamt1l (perhaps
high, remarkable, Arab.
of Susiana,1 i.tJ. of the

great plain and mountainous diatrict encloeing it on the north
and east, bounded on the north by Persia, in ancient Persian
uooga, whence Chuzietan, or airjama, arjama, whence ira",
the opposite of TB.rtn ; the kings of Susiana oa.ll themselves
kings of ...4.wn, which is translated by '1amt11, (Paradiu,
3 21 ). The Ko11eaeans, whose language was at the time still
indefinable, were nativee of the mountainous districts ; in the
plain however, which ia watered by the Choupea (Kerkha)
nnd Eulaos (Kartln), Shemitea had settled from ancient times.
Elam ia followed by
lying north-west of it, and signifying
here the people, u at 1 la the country. The extent of the
Assyrian kingdom varied under different rulers and at different times. Assyria proper, within the more comprehensive
and varying political limit.a (Strabo xvi 1. 1), is the district
about twenty-five miles long between the southern spurs of

,,i;~

i See Noldeke'• article, " Greek n1.tne1 of Sumana," in the RtpOrl qf tM
Gi¥ti"'1t:111. BcwAti,(c Socidf, 187', No. 8.
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the Armenio-Median mountains (the Zagros) and the Tigris;
...4.Tovpla, with the capit.al Ni11~ and '...4.8,ap,p,,i_ between
Lykos and Kapros (great and little Zab), He part.a of the old
Assyrian mother-country, which waa called non-Semitically
A-ttMr and Semiticized .Asshur, while A.,hur is the- name of the
national god, and as such signifies the dispenser of blessing, the
all-beneficent. Whether Asshur, the oldest city of the kingdom,
derived its name from the god (Schrader), or whether the god
had his name from the city as its pemonification or genius, is

1

doubtful Shem's third son is ir?P;~. the people of the north
Asayrian '.J.pf,a:rraxiT~, &11 Bochart already discemed, without
anything better having been placed in its stead. The situation answers to the plaee in the catalogue, and the names
concur, ,zi, fa.Ta, being an Armenian termination (Lagarde,
Sym.miaa, i 54; comp. Noldeke in the DMZ. xxxiii. 149); the
cuneiform .A.N'ap!}a (according perhaps to a more etymological
writing .Arab~), the Kurdish ....4.l~, the old Armenians ..4.lbac}&,
(Paradiu, 125) correspond with it. The second half indeed
of the word looks like the name- of the Chaldeee, whence it
has since Schlozer been explained "W':TEnllt, boundary (after the
.Arab. .;_), to bound) of the Chaldees, or otherwise as = "1tr.11::>i11t,
highland of the Chaldees. But the people dwelling in the Zagros
mountain-chain have indeed as such been called Kossii.eans
(Kas.,u), but never c,~v.,; this name adhering always to the
people of the low land, who certainly were sometimes subjugated
and ruled by the people of the mountains. The fourth place
among the sons of Shem is occupied by

-n,.

...

It is unnecessary

to follow with Kn. the Arabian legend, which makes

J) or

JI) the ancient Arabian stock (so that 'Amltk is son or
brother of this Latld)-"1'1, are the Lydians, though not yet
in the eubsequent limitation of the country of that name in
Asia Minor. They are named here with good cause, for a
well - testified connection existed between the Lydian and
Assyrian royal houses and the Lydian and Assyrian worship
y
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of the sun (see Baer on Herod i. 7). The Semitic origin cannot
seem surprising, for the West, southward of Mount Taurus, is
as especially Semitic as the East is Japhethic (.Aryan). The
Lydian language was not indeed a so-called Semitic one, but
this does not speak against the Semitic origin of the people
(see Wilh. Hupfeld, Eure. Herodotem, iii. p. 9). Lassen also
(DMZ. x. 382 sqq.) numbers the Lydians among the Shemites,
but incorrectly infers this from remains of the language
(e.g. a{ku>.:/J,;, priest=~ _y.~ father of the understanding!),
which on the contrary sound A.ryan (e.g. wapa.p,~'Jl'r/ =
p,oipa, Sauser. J)1'<imana,.a measure; old Persian farma,1111,, law).
Lagarde (in Ges. ...4.bh.) distinguishes an Iranian and a Semitic
element in the Lydio-Mreonian people. The last of the sons
of Shem is 0;~. the far-stretching peeple of the .Aramreans,
who dwelt in Syria and Mesopotamia as far as to .Armenia, and,
according to Stnbo, xiii. 4. 6, ol'iginally settled in Cilicia also•
.According to .Amos ix. 7, comp. i. 5, they migrated from the
district of the river Kur (Cyrus) in North .Armenia to the:r more
southerly abodes. In the Cllneiform monuments the .Arumu,
.Arimu, .Aramu reach to the borders-of Elam, the name of which
signifies highland cite too (with only a tone-long a) comes,
though not from m,, yet from cnac, whence ~C;t$, and might
mean highland (Paradies, 258); the name would then designate
the people acoording to this original North-Armenian dwellingplace.1 With 01~ \l~, ver. 23, the Elohist now gives the
nations that branched off from .A.ram. .And first >'»·' That
this is an .Aramrean stock is eorroborated also by xxii 21; while
on the other hand it remains uncertain whether from the Horite
)"llt, xxxvi 38, an old blending of Seirites (Edomites) with the
Ammrean r,», which certainly must, according to Lam. iv. 21,
1 Comp. Noldeke, "On the Namee of the .Anmean Nation and Language." in
DMZ. nv. 113 sqq.

1

Not=

1-P~ (which signi6ea-exchange, compensation for one who has died

away; aee Jellinek in Konuru Aama,ggU, 1878, p. 28), but

~Y,•

An '.A.Uf

ib11-Aram figures among the ancestor& of DamUCWI (in Joaepb • .JJ.fl/. i 6. 4 :

Ou,11 nltu "' T,-x..,,,,,.,, a.I A•,._,a,,).
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have subeequently to.ken place, is to be inferred. Wetset.ein
in his Commentary on Job baa shown it to be probable that
r,r ui the old name of the Damaacenian .Aram. which ext.ended
far southwards towards the :East Jordan land, and northward.a
in the direction of the Euphrates, abou.t half-way to T.admor
(see on this point Friedr. Deliti:sch, in vol. ii., No. 1, d. the
Zffllchrift ftJ,r Keu,chriftfim,c}w.ftfl), The prophecy r,w,,, Jer.
xlix. 2 3- 2 7, coincides with the handing of the cup of. fury to
r,rn r,M ,;;0-S:,, xxv. 20. The traditicm. which traaeposes the
scene of the book of Job to ancient Bate.nman soil in the Nulpra,
the most fertile part of the Hauran plain, 1eema to be really
well founded. By ~I\ the second sen. of Amn, has been
hitherto for the moat part undem.ood the Hylat<11 of Plin.
v. 19, i,. the inhabitants of the Hfl.le valley (O{iMfJ& in
Joseph. .Ant. :r:v. 10. 8), between Paleetine and Cool88yria (in
the narroweT ,ense) ; but the cuneiform inscriptions more
frequently name a country ~-Q.l(a (perhaps 10 called as a
district of sandhillJ) in connection with the mountainone land
Kaijar. Thie ie however TO M.iv'°" lpo~, the south-ea.stem
part of the Ta11l'1l8 chain lying on the Upper Tigris above
Nilibis; the Mygdoniua at Nisibie ii called &ft.er it in Syrian
the Mas river, Arab. (.)'o'½,A (DMZ. xuiii. 828). Undoubtedly by~ (wrongly written 1lt'9 in Chron.), here named
in the fourth place among the deeoendanta of Aram, ie meant
the poputhe people of tlli Mount Mash, and hence by
lation of the adjacent ]!~U.a.. Oonoeming ii;t! nothing that
commends itself, not to say satisftee, can be said. Josephus
explains it according to its sound of the Ba.1'Tpw,,,ot; Kn.

,,n

compares the

)l.i

of the Arabic legend. the ancestor of the

I

races J~ and ~~- The descendants of Shem through
Arpachehad, ver. 24: .And .A.rpachlad 'IMgat "&laJ,,, and "&!ah
btgat 'Eb~r.
Jahviatic in form, and though a parenthesis
derived from the Toledoth of Shem in eh. xi., yet a welloonsidered one, since ver. 21 leaves the relation of descent
between Eber and Shem uncertain. For the rest, Peleg is
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the son of Eber according to both sources, ver. 2 5 : And
to Eber were two 80"8 born, the name of the OM was Pel'{/,
f01' in J,,i, days the earth was divided, and the name of his
'brother waa Joktan. On the construction of the Passive with
n~~~ is said,
the .Acc. of ihe object, comp. iv. 18.
according to Keerl, of the division of the earth into several
continents ; according to Ewald, of the di vision of the earth by
Eber, as chief over existing mankind, among those living on
it. We would rather think, with Wetzstein, of a separation
by migration in different directions ; hut that leads to the
dispersion according to languages, related xi 1-9, for which
the appropriate word is l~l, comp. Ps. lv. 9, and the usual
post-Biblical appellation of that generation, and thus of the
contemporaries of Peleg, as M~?~i:iiJ ii'II, Hence r,tcn is, as at
ix. 19, xi 1, the population of the earth. The explanation
given of the name stamps l?t as the name of a person.
ll?lr, also is a personal name; be is the same person as l.:.>\bs;,.j,
who is esteemed the ancestor of all the primitive .Arabian tribes,
from which the extinct and subsequent, ie. the most ancient
and the more recent .Abrahamidic population of .Arabia, are
distinguished. ~P. might rather be a personification of the
land beyond, i.e. the trans-Euphratic region (Konig, Lihrgw.
§ 5. 3). Now follows the enumeration of thirteen sons of
Joktan, vv. 26-29, of which some may be names of tribes,
some of countries ; at least some may be pointed out as

ntt~

such. The first syllable in "11\C~ll:_t seems to be the Arabic
article, as in ~ f (levy, men in arms) ; the article ~IC however is North .Arabian, not Sabrean ; )le may also be the Divine

'l?t

name (DMZ. xxxvii. 18 ; Ges. § 35, note 1).
is Selef
of the .Arab. genealogies, the grandson of Himjar (DMZ.
xi. 153-155); mi,cl,,laf &kf is also the name of a district of
Jemen, perhaps the abode of the ?a>.a.'11"11110~ Ptolem. vi 7. 23,
whom Bochart already compares. n,c,Yn is known as the
':."1'

:- -:

name of a district (Himyar. n,c,r.i, in \\'ritten .Arabic .;,;~
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V. Baer (HiBtoriscke Fragen mit Hulfe der Natu,~jtm
beantwortet, Petersburg 1873) finally arrives at the result
that Ophir is the Xpvrrij XepuoV1Jcro<; of the ancients, the
island of Malakka (Chryse) forming a partition between the
Indian and Chinese seas, as Cameron in the Transactions, 1873,
p. 267 sq., that Ophir is Taprobane (Ceylon); Josephus however, Ant. viiL 6. 4, says, ~C:X,,eipa is the Xpvrrij ,yij of India,
the Xpvu;, -x,<»p• of Ptol. viii. 2. 17, the Indian gold land
situated westward of the Ganges in the territory watered
by the X0ef»111 (Ant. i 6. 4), and therefore by the Indus.
Hence Lassen's and Ritter's view, that Ophir is the coast land
at the mouths of the Indus, the nearest Indian coast for the
Phrenicians, is still that which oommends itself. Here dwelt
the people of .A.blvira, who were proverbial for their disregard of
what was most precious, and of whom Pantschatantra, ver. 88,
says: " In the land of Abhira, the shepherds sell mooncrystal for three oowrie shells.1 The fact that in later and
post - biblical times Abyssinia and Southern Arabia were
summed up under the general name of India (DMZ. xxxiv.
743) is not to the purpose. Here the western coast of India
is really meant, and hence we must, with Josephus, assume a
dissemination of the Joktanites as far as India, although in
ver. 30 this passing beyond Arabia is as much left out of
notice as, in ver. 19, are the passing beyond Sidon in the
north and Jordan in the west, when the Canaanite district
of diffusion is defined. Ophir is followed by "?"11J, which
already occurred at ver. 7, and was there referred to ~We do not believe that this name is a corruption of Kampila,
the name of the Darada country in North-Western India,
where gold is more abundant than in India and Iran. On the
one side however it is certain that an .Arabian n~n is proved
by xxv. 18; 1 Sam. xv. 7. Niebuhr (.A.rabien, p. 342) mentions
a Huweila lying on the coast in Bahrein, which corresponds in
• On the many hypotheses concerning Ophir, which it would be uselesa here
to record, see the abstract, " Ophir und Tarsus," by 7..ockler in the Beweia dea
Glaubem, 1874, p. 557 sqq.
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11 ), more strictly, the imposing promontory of the southeastern coast of Arabia, the Baa Sagar, on the other side of
which lies the region of frankincense so famed by the ancients
(Sprenger, § 128, comp. 111).
Here follows the Elohistic oonclusion of the list of the
Shemitee, ver. 31 : ~ are {Ju IJ0'1'8 of 8km according to their
fam.ilietJ, ac(JQ'f"di,ng to fh.dr tOfl.fl'l,lil, after their lands, according
to their natWM. Then the Elohistic conclusion of the whole
genealogical trilogy, ver. 32 : T7wM art1 tM familiu of the sons
of Noah, a,(X(Jf"d,ing to tluir g,:n,eratitnu, ajtw t/t.ei.r Mtwn&; and of
the# tMre flu nation, dwided ttpon t'lu t1arlh afur the flood.

THE CONJUSIOli OF TONGUES AND THE SEPARATION

o:r

NATIONS, D. 1-9.

Nothing in this 11eetion points to Q, while ver. 6 sq. is in all
re11pects eo similar to iii. 22 sq., that this already indicates J
as the narrator (comp. besides r,tt:i-,::,, la, ~?. 4b, and r~:1, Ba,
with iL 19, :x. 18). But both narrators having in eh. x.,
comp. ix. 19, explained the ramification of the post-diluvian
human family into three group11 of nation11 in a purely
genealogical manner, and carried them back to their descent
from the three sons of Noah, the question arises, whether and
how the explanation which here follow11, and according to
which a judicial interposition of God gave the impulse to the
origination of nations, is compatible with the former explanation of their origin. The answer lies in x. 25, according to
which the dispersion of the population of the earth had its
beginning in the days of Peleg (i.e. according to xi. 10, 12,
14, 16, in the fifth generation after the Flood). This dispersion, from which this generation is called by the Jews
n~~~i:i ,,.,, is more than an allusion to various abodes remot:.e
from each other. Even supposing that the N oachidre had from
the time of Peleg all divided from each other, the separat:.e
groups would not thereby have become different nations.
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They would by means of their oneness of language, and of the
opinion and feeling which is impressed on language, have
continued to be one united human family. For the root of
nationalities is, in the view of Scripture, that common
characteristic of internal, and thence resulting external
definiteness which finds its special expression in language.
Schilling calls the question, how nations originated, a g?eat
enigma, an enigma supposed to be solved by saying,
that as natural affection is the bond of union to the
family, so is law the bond of union to the nation; and
that unity of law, i.e. the form of government and legislation,
constitutes a nation. But this is only to explain the origin
of the nation,.not that of the nations, not what it was that
split the human family into nations instead of their becoming
a single nation. It was, as the account here following eh. x.
teaches, by a Divine interposition that the one human family
ceased to be one, and was more and more separated in thought
and aspirations in different directions, both linguistically
and locally. Thus the Divine impulse to the origination of
the nations, related xi 1-9, is not opposed to the preceding
genealogic deduction, and it is not even necessary to assume
that the extracts from J in x. 8, 10-12, must originally
have stood after xi 1- 9 (Dillm.). It is not necessary,
because J might first give a survey of the world of nations
derived from the three sons of Noah, in order thus to relate
by way of supplement how it came to pass that genealogical
became ethnological distinctions. It was by the abolition of
unity of language, that the unity of the family became the
multiplicity of the nations. That the narrative which follows
has in view such a completion of the ethnographical table is
at once shown, ver. 1: .And the whok W,rth, 'Wa8 one language,
and one and the same worrls. Kaulen (Die Sprachwrwi:rrung
~ Babel, 1861) rightly refers n~ie-, to the grammatical, and
0,-,_~1 to the lexical element: language in general (wordformation, syntax, pronunciation) and in particular (the names
of things) was the same. The form of sentence: the wl1ole
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earth was one language, is similar to Isa. v. 12: their feast is
lut.e and harp ; that in which the subject gains appearance is
made its predicate. Migration of certain N oachidre, ver. 2 :
.And. it came to pass, as they journeyed eastwards, tlud they
found a plain in the land of Sin'ar, and settled there.
The
verb 310) means to go forth (.A.ssyr. nisu), to go on, to go
farther.
The place of departure is left unmentioned, for
C1~!.? does not mean in the usage of the language from the
east (Kaul), but eastwards, ii. 8, xiii 11, and indeed so that,
as in C1~ '~7• xxix. 1, the east from a Palestiuian standpoint is
intended. It is moreover probable from J also (see on ix. 20)
that the land of Ararat was the first post-diluvian dwellingplace of men. Then as subsequently the migration of nations
was wont to follow the valleys of great rivers ; hence these
Noachidre, following the course of the Tigris and Euphmt.es
from the high land of Armenia, arrived in the "¥?,~. the plain
westward of the spurs of the Median mountains watered by
the Tigris and Euphrates, which approach each other more
and more nearly.
,~~~. Sumh, is in the title of the
Babylonian kings South Babylon (as distinguished from
Accad
North Babylon), here as well as at x. 10 the
whole of Babylon is so called. Herodotus (i. 178, 193)
says of Babylon :
'lf'E8'tp p.E"fa"Jl.rp ; and in the Talmud
and Midrash (see .Aruch under tlT I.) it is called C~ll ~ n:m,
the valley of the world. In this well-watered paradisaically
fertile vale they settled, and here they made preparations for
the erection of buildings, ver. 3: .And they said 01t6 to another:
Come on, we will make briclcs, and burn to burning. .And brick
serned them f&r stone, and aaphalt served them for mortar. The
imperat. of :in~ is :iri, give, allow, and with the intentional al,,
answers to the encouraging up I come on ! (comp. Latin wlo =
ce-dato, cette = cedate); M?~ has the tone on the penult., c:i on
the ult. ; nevertheless the tone of M?~ can under some circumstances (before tc, xxix. 21) move to the ult., and that of
,:i~ to the penult. (before words of one syllable, Job vi. 22).
Brick is called n~?.?, Assyr. libittu = libintu, as bleached in the

=
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sun, but perhaps as formed of clay by flat pressing, since the
Babylonio-Assyrian does not know the colour-word 1::i, to be
white, but bas for it the meaning to press flat (Paradus, 145).
They did not however use brick in this rough state, but
burned it to a burning (r:iile, is here not comburere but
adi,rere), i.e. they burned the shapen clay to 7r}.{1180, lnrral,
bricks in the proper sense, the opposite to the so-called airdried bricks of mingled clay and straw, Ex. i 14 and v. 7;
these burned bricks served them in the rockless but all the
more clayey alluvial land in the place of quarried stones.
And for mortar or cement they used, not ipn, clay, but
i';)IJ, asphalt, Assyr. amar = ?i,amar. The building was, as
Diodor. ii 9 says : &>..11 lE au<J,d'J\.Tov ,cal 7r'J\.{118ov 'lf'e<J,,'J\.oTexv"/JJ,€111/· Ha1c, says Trojus Pompejus in Justin, i 2, of
Semiramis, Ba'bylona condidit murumq-ue urbi cocto latere circumdedit, arenm 'Vice (instead of lime, ,co11{o.,;) bitumine interstrato, qum materia in illis locis passim invenitur et e terra
exaestuat. The scriptural statement does not exclude the use
of air-dried bricks and ordinary mortar, it only gives special
prominence to the new manner of building as calculated to
last for ever. For, ver. 4 : They said, Come on, we wi/,l build
a city and a tower with its top in the heavens, and we will
make us a name, that WB be not scattered over the face of the
wlwle earth. The imperf. n~r? and n~ are as much cohortati ve (see Ges. § 75. 6) as that with ah in ver. 3. In general

'U8

only the building of the tower of Babel is spoken of, but it
is a city with a tower that is here in question. The wordtJ
D~f~ irdtc,1 may be directly governed by l'U:ll : we will build
its (the tower's) top up to heaven; but perhaps we are to
conceive of them as a nominal sentence : et fastigium ejus sit
ad cmlum ,· the ::i is that of contact, as in f' ll~~- They fear
that unless they create for themselves some strong point for
a centre and support. they shall be scattered on all sides;
y.ia (properly dijfundi) has here the pregnant sense of a local
separation combined with loss of all connection. The usual
meaning of D~ ;, n~, to make oneself renowned, famous, does
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not well suit the negative object t1entence with f!,-0!? seems
t.o require here a more concrete sense, and the word ha.s
originally enoh an one, meaning something lofty (see on
Ps. viii 1), visible from a distanoe, especially a monument
(2 Sam. viii. 13; Isa. Iv. 13, lvi. 5). Henoe the reading
Dr! ,; Ml'll means here, aocording to it.a original full value
(Isa. lxiii 12; Jer. xxxii. 20; Neh. ix. 10; comp. o,e,,
2 Sam. vii. 23), to eet up a monument in one's honour, and
then, to acquire an honourable name. In this passage it is the
tower iteelf as high as heaven ill which the builders desire to
find a unifying support, a name comprising them all, that
they may not be lost in oppoeite directions (comp. Redslob in
DMZ. xxvi. 754). The town with thit1 magnificent tower is to
be a centre which shall do honour to them all, and secure them
againt1t the dissolution of their unity. The unity which
heretofore had bound t.ogether the hom&.R family had been
the acknowledgment and worship of one God, one and the
ame religion, and the mode of thought and action resulting
therefrom. This unity does not suffice them, they exchange
it for an external self-made and therefore ungodly unity,
from which the dispersion, which it was to prevent, proCognition of the state of affairs
ceeds as a punishment.
on the part of God, ver. 5 : 1'hffl Ja'lt,wl,, carM clown to
.w tli4 city and (lu t<1Wflr tDhid,, flu cl,,ildrm of men. had
built. The coming down of Jahveh (T1", as at Ex. xix. 20,
xxriv. 5; Nam. xi. 25, xii. 5; comp. also the going up of
Elohim, xvii. 22, :uxv. 13) means the self - manifestation
of the Omnipret1ent for and in acts of power, which break
through the course of nature and history.1 The Perf. "~ is
meant, according to Sb, of the commenced and in part
already executed building. Result of the judicial inquiry,
ver. 6 : .Aftd Jal,,w,, Mid: .&lt,old, OM ptwpk, and t'ky havtJ

God,-,-

l "Holy &riptare know, or ten n,,,,, or
the Vidlllllh Pirl>e or R.
Elie:cer, o. 1',--0ne in Pan.di-,, one at the time of the conf'oaion or tongues, one
at Sodom, one in the bnlh, one on Sinai, two at th• clening of the rook, tlfo
iR the tabernacle, and one in the lut day." TIM Theophany in Paradite u
purpoaoly not designated a M'M'•
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all one speech, and tM,a is tlteir beginning to do (the beginning
of their doing or undertaking), then there will not be witl,,..
holden from them (unattainable by them) all that they purJ>08e
to '11111,dertake. In the en populus unus et oratio una omnibus
CV has as supra-national a sense as at Isa. xl. 7, xiii. 5, where
it means all mankind (Acts xvii. 26). "! refers to the building
of the city and tower. c~,:i;:i has, like ~~,:i;:i, ;:i instead of
in the second syllable before the tone of the stem beginning
with a strong guttural; so too do we say and write 'l)h'l!;:i,
',riii•~i:i. An inference is drawn by l"IJ;I~ (like :xx. 7, xxvii. 8,
xiv. 8). \or, is lightened from 1?:Dt, like n?T?, 7a, from n~:i;i, and
~.~, ix.· 19, from n~, Ges. § 67, note 11. The partly
finished building shows what association can do. Sin has
taken possession of this association, it must therefore be
destroyed. This destruction is not merely the demand of
righteous retribution, but at the same time a wise educational
arrangement designed to check the fearful generality and
depth of the apostasy, to which such spurious unity would
lead. Judicial resolve, ver. 7: Come on, we will go down,
and there confound their language, so that they do not understand one the language of the other. In ver. 5 it was said ,'!~.!,
here il17?, Jahveh comprising the angels with Himself, as at
iii. 22 and i. 26, but here as ministers of His penal justice.1
c~ points to the self-made point of unity. ,~ is equivalent
to ita ut, like xiii 16; Deut. iv. 40; Ges. § 127. 3a.
Execution of the judicial resolve, ver. 8 : Then Jahveh scattered
them from thence ·upon tlie face of the whole earth, and they
left off to buud the city. Instead of continuing : Then J ahveh
confounded their language, the narrator declares at once the
result of the confusion of tongues. This was brought to pass
by the discord of minds which, because their thoughts and
aspirations were parted asunder in the most opposite directions,
were unable any longer to understand or make themselves

n

1

LXX. translates

>,u.,.,

••l

••,,.•fl••ns ,u,.xi.,,... -

the Jewish stateml'nt

(Bereahith rabba, c. 38, and elsewhere) that LXX. changed the plural into the
singular ia not confirmed. The Midraah Leka.ch tob (ed. Buber, 1880) takes
the plural as plur. majeatatia.
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understood by one another, such disharmony of thought and
speech resulting in local separation and cessation from the
common undertaking. It cannot however be meant that the
confusion of languages attacked individuals in their relations
to each other. )for in this way a formation of different
national languages would not have been arrived at. The
human family was shattered into single hostile groups, which
in consequence of their internal separation now separated
externally. Memorial character of the name ijabel, ver. 9 :
'l'kerefore its name was called Babel, for there Jahveh wnfounded
the language of the whole earth, and tlience did Jakveh scatter
them over the face of the whole earth. The verb ~~ is con-

ceived with the most general subject, like xvi 14; Deut.
xv. 2; Josh. vii. 26; Isa. ix. 5; Ges. § 137. 3. The city
was called ?~~. confusion, from >,:i .; ?J, with the fundamental
notion of the loosening of th~ coherence of a thing, so that
;~f =
as ~i:::i = :ift~, nilll?iQ = n\ll~~t.?. etc., Ew. § 158c.
The name Babel was a significant retrospect of the Divine
judgment interwoven in the origin of the world-city, and of
that tendency to anti-godly unity peculiar to it. It is not
opposed to this that the name meant something else in the
mind of the world-city. The Etymol. magnum derives it
a'1To Tov B~Xou, and so, according to Mas'tidi, -do Persian and
Nabatrean scholars. The writing of the inscriptions however
shows that the name is composed, not of :lf and?~, but of :1l
and ?tt, ilu, the general Divine name. It is correctly written (as
always in the Achremenidean inscriptions) Balnlu=B<ibi-ilu,
old Persian Babirus (Babairus),1 Accadia.n K.A.-DINGIB..A, gate
of God (Paradies, p. 213) ; :if (shortened to ~) is an appellation of the seat of government reaching from the hoariest
antiquity to the present day (DMZ. xxxiii. 114 sq.).
God's judicial interposition consisted, according to the
scriptural account, in the destruction of unity of langu&ooe.

'~?~,

1 In the Indian Pali legend the name is Babbu.
The )pgend eaya that •
crow was there worshipped, and that when a peacock was brought thither it wu
set in the \'lace of the crow.
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not in the destruction of the buildings. Henoe it is not
impo•ible that ruins of the building, or at le&11t traces of
the site, should have been preaerved. .And in eftiect there ia
among the ruins of Babylon, and indeed of Borai.ppa.1 on the
right bank of the Euphrates, a pyramidal mound of ruins,
conaiating of a far-reaching bue of about 6 0 feet high and
above 2000 in circumference, a cone-t!lhaped mass 200 feet
high piled upon it, and a tower-like top of 35 feet high
entirely formed of bricb, which admit no Jcind of vegetation,
with the exception of dry lichen-. This pyramid of ruins ill
called Bin Nim.'l'tlil (Nimrod's Tower). The An.bi regard it
as the Babylonian tower destroyed by fire from heaven. And
the black soorified and vitrified. maaaes which have fallen
down from the height and lie about iD. heaps at the foot
favour the notion. So much may at least be true, that this
is the locality of the tower ol Babel This pyramid of ruin1
ia the t.emple of Bel, described Herod. i. 181. It is ancient
Babylonian, for it wu not built, but restored, by Nebuchadne.r.zar, who placed upon it the tower-like top of the uppermost storey. He calls it in the inscription, in which he
boast.a of it, the " Temple ol the Foundation of the Earth,"
and the " Temple of the Seven I.amps of the Earth " (Schrader,
K.A.T. 121-127). With this agrees tile discovery by Henry
Rawlinson of a brick building ol. eev011. storey, with the
99ven planetary ooloum. The first storey blackened with
pitch = Satum, the aecond of orange - coloured bricks =
Jupiter, the third storey red= Man, tbe fourth certainly
originally gilt= the Sun, the fifth, sixth and eeventh storeya
had the colour of Venus, Mercury and t,he Moon (apparently
light-yellow, blue and silver), but eo fallen to ruins that
neither Bise nor colour could auy longer be di8C81'ned (see
Smith'B Ohald. ~ . eh. x.). From Herod. i. t8 we learn
that the rampart.a of Eobatan& showed the same seven colours.
There is yet another mound of ruins upon the soil and site
1

•ro.,,:i

In .&n!Mith nsbk, o. 38,
ill uplained with relinimce to the con= ..,o~ ; elao1rhtre dl.f!'emitly.
,

fuaion ol iooguea u

z
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of ancient Babylon, viz. that which is called JJabil; this is
the most uortherly, and situate within the circuit of the
ancient city. Rassam conjectures that these are the ruins of
the hanging gardens constructed by Nebuchadnezzar (Miirdter,
p. 250),
Independent non-Israelite reminiscences of the confusion of
tongues are up t.o the present time not yet pointed out. For
the Sibyl-myth, communicated by Joseph. .Ant. i 4. 3, known
as such also by Alex. Polyhistol' (Euseb. Ckron. i 4 and
elsewhere), is certainly a recast of the scriptural narrative.
Moses Chorenazi indeed relates (i 6) matters connected
with it, e ddeda mea ceteri,sque 'VtNC'iore Sihylla Beroaiana.
Richter has admitted the narrative into his Berosi 21UB mpersunt, pp. 21-23, and cuneiform fragments are in exist.ence
from which we infer, though only conjecturally, a BabylonioAssyrian counterpart of the scriptural narrative.
The
national languages themselves are, assuming its historical
nature, incomparably more important remains of the occurrence. Each of these languages is indeed the product and
expression of the mental and physical nature of the people
to which it originally belonged. But as Divine creative
words commence and cause the possibility of the natural
developments of all things within and beyond the six days'
work of creation, so too, acco~ing to the Scripture narrative,
was a judicial act of Divine power, the momentary and mighty
impulse of the natural development of languages. An act
which did not indeed shatter the one primitive language into
many complete separate languages, but into the beginnings of
many, which from that time forth continued t.o advance
towards completene.es. The one primitive language would
not indeed have remained in a state of stagnating immobility
even if this miraculous Divine interposition had not taken
place. In virtue of the abundance of human gifts and
powers, it would have passed through a process of continuous
self-enrichment, refinement and diversification. But when
the linguistic unity of mankind was lost, together with. the
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unity of their religious conaeiousness, a splitting up devoid of
unity and a falling into fragments devoid of combination, took
the place of diversity in unity. The primitive language left
behind it a stronger or weaker effect in the languages, which
arose together with the nation.e and na.tione.l ,eligiona ; but e.s
for itself, it died the death from which oompa:rative philology
is incapable of awakening it. Whether anything of its
concrete form may still be discerned in the background of
the most ancient languagee or not, is a question which may
be answered in the negativ.e or affirmative without detracting
from the historical nature of what is related Gen. :Ii. 1-9.
If it must be answered in the negative, this is conoeivable
from the circumstance, that according to xi. 1 divergency
preponderated in the separate languages now originating,
and that the common element which the developing nations
took with them into other lands was either so overgrown, as
civilisation advanced, as to be quite undisoemible, or entirely
disappearea. And if kindred elements a.re found in groups
of languages otherwiae fundamentally differing, this must
not withe•t fu.rther iavestigation be :refened to an. actual
primitive unity. All languages are indeed the werk or the
human mind, the works and acts of which with an essentially
equal organ of speech are everywhere analogous. Much that
is of kindred nature may be explained by the fact, that there
are languages which in the absence of mutual association
stand at the same stage of deTelopment and are allied to eaoh
other by unity of character, while other kindred features
are imparted by the intercolll'88 and commerce of nations.
Chance too produces similarities of eonnd by which superficial
knowledge is misled to combine what is unconnected and
fundament.ally different. The one original language is dead,
but not without hope of resurrection in the one fine.I language.
A prelude to this was the ,,j>.e,aaa.~ MM" of the Penteooetal Church. The unity of the original beginning lies
out.aide the science of language, and all the experiments of
Pasilalia (Volapttk) in anticipation of the unity of the end
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are but labour loet. It ia in another manner that the science
of language serves to prepare the way for that end. Since
philology baa, under the sway of Christianity, which embraces
all nations in loTe, become a scientific task taken up by
loving hands, the walla of partition erected by the Babylonian
oonlnsiou of ronguee have loet their impenetrability and
ruggedn888, and a foreign language has gained a power of
attraction great in proportion to it& former repulsion - a
repulsion which placed the people who spoke it among
barbarians, as rather ltammering and lisping than speaking
like human beinga.

V.
THE TOLEDOTH OF SHEM, XI. 10-26.
(Parallel JlMll8e, 1 Ohton. i t4---ll7.)

THI: Jahvistie eeotion, :».i: 1-9, giving more detailed information of the fact not.ed at x. 25, is now followed by an
Elohi.etio one, belonging to the aoafl'olding of Genesis and
forming its fifth main division. The t.enth member (Noah)
of the genealogical main line, eh. T., waa oonoluded ix. 28 sq.,
the lines collaterally deecending from Shem and hie brothers
were treated of in eh. x., as we were led to expect by the
previous remark!!, v. 32, ix. 18 eq. Now followe, in accordance with the oonetant hiet.oriographic method of Geneeie, the
continuation of the main line which baa in view Abraham,
and in him Israel The genealogy, xi. 10-26, has this in
common with oh. v., that it end!! in Terah as the father of
three eone, as the former ends in N ooh as the father of
three sons. Both aleo compute the years to and from the
birth of the firet-bom; but there is not in xi. 10-26, as in
eh. v., a eumming up of the whole duration of the life of the
fa.then by adding together the yean before this birth and
the remaining yean, which also is by no means necessary for
continuing the thread of the chronology. The Samaritan
vereion nevertheleee makes the two tablee uniform in this
addition also.
And beoa1198 this reckoning up of the
duration of lire ie omitted, the eight times repeat.ad stereotype ~ of eh. v. is alao le~ out, the several memben of
the table each ending with the formula, repeated also ob. v.,
nb;R a~~~
This is here repeat.ed eight times, for the
concluding member (Terah) is left here as there (Noah)
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uncompleted. Here however we have, not ten members, but
only nine.
If indeed the LXX. had the original text when it inserted
after .Arpachshad, both here and at x. 22, 24, a Ka,va11 (=
in eh. v., the son of Enosh, the father of Mahalalel) with the
year of birth 130, this genealogy of Shem would, like that of
Adam, consist of ten members. Demetrius in Euseb. Prq.
iL 21, the Book of Jubilees and Luke iii. 16 herein follow the
LXX., and Berth. Ew. Dillm. and others believ.e in the genuineness of this K~nan. But (1) since he is here the fourth from
Noah, as v. 12 the fourth from Adam, his transference thence
may be suspected ; and (2) there is significance in Abram but
not -in Tera.a being the tenth from Shem, as Noah is the t.enth
from .Adam ; for in Abram as in Noah a new beginning is
matured, and there is a decided separation between the old and
the new. The abstract of the chronicler, 1 Chron. i. 24-27,
knows nothing of K~nan and counts Abram as the tenth.
Mera T011 11aTa,c)\.vuµ,011-says also Berosus (in Joseph. .Ant.
i. 7. 2)-8EICQ.'T'[} 7evei, 'TT'apa. Xa).8alo,~ T£~ ~11 M,a,~ lwqp
,cat µkya~ ,cat Ta o/Jpa11ia lµ,1mpo~. This suits the Abraham
of the Bible and the legend. Hence the acute Sextus Julius
Afri.canus (see Gelzer's M<Yll,()!J'raph, p. 89) already rejects
Kawa.11 ; and even a Calovius, notwithstanding Luke iii 36,
passes upon him the sentence e:cpungend'lt8 est. He was
invented for the sake of making the tables in chs. v. and xi
uniform, and not for the sake of the 130 years which he contributes to the enlargement of the chronological network ; for
in the LXX. the 365 years, which according to the Hebrew
text elapsed from the Flood, or more strictly from the birth
of Arpachshad, to the migration of Abram, are raised to
1245; the Book of Jubilees, which reckons 642 years, and the
Samaritan, which reckons 1015 (see the following table), stand
midway. Bertheau, who in eh. v. decided for the text of the
Samaritan, here in eh. xi. regards that of the Hebrew as original,
and at least the age 70 of Terah at Abram's birth and the age
75 of Abram at the migration as traditional. It cannot be
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denied that here, as at eh. v., different calculations are before
us, which remain irreconcilable, so that a eettlad primleval
chronology, which can claim belief on the gr01md of anthority,
is out of queetion. We however give the preference, both
here and eh. v., to the Hebrew text, for in. it oh. ri, with its
865 years, forms an integral member of the 2666 years
of an
reckoned. from Adam to the exodus, which repreeent
ueumed. duration of the world of 4009 years. If we take a
survey of the striking synchronistio relations which result
from the long duration of the lives of Noah, Shem and
Arpachshad, i.g. that Shem lived to witn8118 the birth of all
the following eight patriarchs, the birth of Abraham, the birth
of Isaac, nay, even of Eee.u and Jacob, and that 'Eber also
aunived the birth of Abraham some years ; the queetion arise$,
whether the dat.ea were really set down with a consciousness
of th888 coneequenoes, and the oonjecture is forced upon us,
that the whole sum computed for the post-diluvian period
down to Abram is divided among the individual patriarchs as
repreeentativee of the epochs of this period, in which case
indeed the points of view and reasons of this manner of
division are not fully perceptible. In general, it is assumed
that the duration of life from Shem to Terah diminished, and
that in proportion as this took place marriage was hastened :
it is also explicable that ju.at at Peleg (comp. x. 25) the
length of life had fallen to about two hundred yoo.rs. But
theee points of view do not suffice for comprehending the
motley jumble of n11mbers, which for the most ])8lt betray
no kind of purpoee or design.
Shem's eon Arpaohshad, vv. 10, 11: Tlwtaard lM gd'Ml'atiom

f

year,

of SAMII: ShMtt, IOIJ,f one lr.11.ndr«l
old, aAll M bdgat ..4.rpach.aad tt00 ft!I/Jrl afar ~ .flood. ...4.nd ~ liwd ajw lr.d 'beflal
...4.~ jlw 1,.v.Mr«l years, a,ul lMgat
axd dauglr.ttrr1. If
Noah begat Shem, as v. 32 says, in his 500th year, Shem as
his firet-bom was in the second year after the :Elood (which

'°"'

the Talmud and Midraeh, misled by x. 21, miat.ake), not one
hundred, but one hundred and two years old, sinoe the Flood
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took place (vii. 11) in Noah's 600th year. Hence 500 is at
v. 32 a round number for 502 (see on x. 21), or ~"'I there is
to be strictly understood of beginning of origin, not of birth.
If Noah, when he begat Shem, had completed the 500th year
of his life, and Shem was born towards the close of his 501st
year, it is also comprehensible that the latter had, two years
after the commencement, not cessation, of the Flood, passed the
6 0 0th year of his life (Bengel, Kn. Dillm.). It is self-intelligible
that •r:i, could not be at once continued with after the title.
At v. 1-5 also, before the imperfects consecutive appear, a
circumstantial perfect is started with. That Arpachshad is
here designated as Shem's first-born is not in contradiction
with x. 22, where the descendants of Shem are introduced,
riot according to succession of birth, but from a geographicohistorical point of view. Shelah the son of Arpachshad,
TV. 12, 13: .And .A.rpachsad lived thirty-fi:ve yeara, atnd l>,,gat
•Selal],. .And .A.rpachlad lived after he be.gat •Selal],four l,:11,ndred
and three years, and begat sons and daughters. In ver. 12, and
again also in ver. 14, a circumstantial perfect is begun with
in the tone set at ver. 10 ; it is not till ver. 16 onwards that
the beginning with •r:i,, according to the scheme usual from
eh. v., is resumed. The name n~~ means, with reference to its
fundamental notion : a departure in consequence of a given
impulse, and applied to water: a :flowing forth (Neh. iii 15),
to plantB : a sprouting, to implementB: a shooting; applied to
persons, it would signify a sending away. 'Eber the son of
Shelah, vv. 14-15: .And •SelalJ, lived thirty years, and begat •Eber.
.And 'Sela}; lived after he begat 'Eber four hundrt,d, and tl,,ree
years, and begat sons and daug_hter&. Arpachshad having given
a name to a country at the southern extremity of the high
land of Armenia (x. 20), and 'Eber to a whole group of nations
(x. 21, comp. Num. xxiv. 24), Shelah too seems to have a
more than individual signification. Still no tribe or locality
can be pointed out to which the name rf?t/ adheres. Hence
Buttmann, Ewald, Bunsen take this proper name as a figure
of national facts. So too Knobel ( Volkertafd, p. 16 9) : "The
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name n5ei cmitains tlie allusion to the fact that in the eaTliest
times people migrated from iti,Eiitc, the Chaldrean ancestral
seat, and the name ,:w states the region in which they
settled, viz. Mesopotamia, for '1~!;:J ,~p is a frequent designation
of the country on the other side of the Euphrates (e.g. Josh.
xxiv. 2 sq., 14 sq.)." Mesopotamia is- so called from a Pales. tinian standpoint, while ,~ in its earliest historical sense
would designate the passing over the Tigris. The general
sense: "advance migration" (Paradies, p. 262), is here, where
,~,Elite transports us close to the great net of the two rivers,
probable. Nor does c~7~ CT!rJ?il) signify in general those
who migrate, but those who transmigrate. The name C":,?¥
however as an ethnographic name of Is11ael, which would according to the original meaning of t~e name of their ancestor, ,~.
signify those who came over the Tigris, has in the subsequent
usage of the language evidently the meaning: those who came
over the river, ie. the Euphrates,1 not (see on xiv. 13) those
who came over Jordan (Wellh. Reuss, Stade). Peleg the son of
'Eber, vv. 16, 17 : . ..A.nd 'Eber li'lled thirty-four years, and begat
Peleg. .And 'Eber lived after he &egat PBleg four hundred and
thirty years, and begal sons and dattghters. The name l~!I
means division, and is explained in this sense by the J ahvist,
x. 2 5. Whether the name of the Mesopotamian town ~a>.,ya.
(~a.X,,y,a), situated where the Chaboras :flows into the Euphrates,
has any kind of connection witll it is uncertain. Reu the son
of Peleg, vv. 18, 19 : .And Peleg lived thirty years, and begat
JUa. .And Peleg lived after ke begat Re',o, two hundred and
nine years, and begat sons and daughters. The name Urhoi
(Edessa) has nothing to do with \.11: (LXX. 'Paryav, comp.
•Paryo1117>.. = ~~. friendship of God, friend of God) ; Edessa
has been so called from the time when it was the capital of
'Oa-p""111~, or, which is more probable, the name arose from
Ka."A.">.-,pp011, for Edessa is also called 'A11Tt0XE"" ,; E'11'1
Ka)uppov (a fonts nominatfl., Plin. v. 24). Sprenger strays even
l

Comp. Bereahith mbba, c. :xlii. :

tnn~ ,mn

~lit) Ml!W ""1:U,

,-,:u, fl'".:l ri'~, i.e. as it is correcUy gl0888d : imn i.:iJI •J.:i
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as far as i_,.c:-) on the Shammar. Ser1lg the son of Re'd,
vv. 20, 21: And Ill-a lived thirty-two years, and 'b,,gat &rug.
And Rlu liffil after he begat &rag two hundnd and ~
yW,rs, and begat sons and daughters. The name lnif (comp.
Arab. sird,g, lamp) has adhered to the Mesopotamian province
and town of Sarug, a day's journey north of Harran ; the town
of Sarug is, according to its Greek name, Bd111tu of Osroene.
Nabor the son of Ser1lg, vv. 22, 23: And Serug liwd thirty
yW,rs, and begat Nri!J:or. And &rug lived after he 'b,,gat NaJ.!:or
two hundred yW,rs, and begat sons and daughter,. The nations
of whom Nabor is the ancestor are registered xxii. 20 sqq.;
but no people, country, or place carrying on his name can be
pointed out. Terah the son of Nahor, vv. 24, 25 : .And
Na'fi..m li'Ved twenty - nine yW,rs, and begat Ter4
And
Na'/}or li'Ved after he 'begat Tera'IJ one hundred and nineten
yW,rs, and begat sons and daughtwrs. The name M'JI!' is perhaps

the same word with the Babylonio-Assyrian name of the
antelope, turd,!J:u, Syr. tar1l!}a, Arab. arl!,, ur~t Kn. combines
with it (LXX. 9af,pa) the town Pharrana southwards of
Edessa upon Tabula Pentingeriana, xi d. Friedr. Delitzsch
notes a Mesopotamian name of a towa Til-sa-tur!i, The
sons of Terah, ver. 2 6 : And Tera!!, lived IJe'/)fflty yean, and
begat Abram, Nal.Jor and Haran. The genealogy consisting
of nine members closes with Terah; it points to Abram, just
as v. 32 does to Shem. The date here, as there, designat.es
the first-named as the first-born. The birth years of Nabor
and Haran are, like those of Ham and Japheth, without importance for the chronological progress of the history. This
genealogy closes with the ninth member, because the following
n,,~ were not to be entitled c,:nc ~ . but mn nrbin ; for the
chief personage of the section is Abram, the descendant of Terah,
whose historical importance consists in his being the father of
Abraham. If the section had had for its title, not mn rr6in,
but 1:1,:iec n,~, we- should expect the history of Abraham in
his descendants, while the history of Abraham is on the
contrary essentially his own.
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1 The Book of Jubilees offers at cha. viii.-xi. a fourth computation.
It
reckons from the birth of Arpachshad to Abram's migration 642 years, by
ascribing to Arpachshad 66 years at the birth of his first son, to Cainan (whom
be inserts with LXX.) 57, to Shelah 67, to 'Eber 68, to Peleg 61, to Re'i15G, to
Sertig 57, to Nabor 62, to Terah 70, and counting thence to Abram's migratiOD
to Canaan 75 yean.

VI.

THE TOLEDOTH OF TERAH, XL 27-XXV. 11.
i& nothing omitted between xi 2 6 and xi. 2 7.
Hence the general anticipatory statement of :ri. 26 and the
details of what itl there alluded to, beginning xi. 27, join
closely with each other. This shows us that the previous
history of Israel in Q consisted entirely o.f a series of n,,;,n,
rounded off and yet trenching upon each other. Within this
framework however the genealogy passed into historical narrative wherever material was at hand and the scope of the
work induced it. Now that the author has arrived at Abram,
this material begins to be more abundant. The title n~
rr:!';' n~ belongs t,o the whole following history of Abraham,
down to the new aections of the Toledoth of Ishmael and
Isaac. Hence a good port.ion of the historical matter in these
Toledoth certainly belongs to Q, but as certainly not the
whole, for ex.tracts from all sources, of which Genesis consists,
are inlaid in the panelling of the Toledoth. It was however
regarded as settled that not only the verse, with the title,
xi. 27, and xi. 32, which finishes off Terah as a member of
the genealogy, belong to him, but also that all between these
two verses is Elohi.stio (~.g. by Kayser, UrgucJ,.. p. 12), until
Wellh. and Dillm. here also carried on the unravelling process
to such an extent RB to leave only vv. 27, 31, 32 to Q as his
certain property, with some hesitation as to c.,,~
in
ver. 31. For the view that Ur of the Chaldees as Abram's
starting-point does not belong to the oldest form of tradition,
and was first inserted by R (the redactor) both here in
Elohistic and, xv. 7 and indeed xi 28b, in Jahvistic connection, is more and more gaining ground. There are however,
THERE

,,Nt>

.,
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as we shall see, no valid grounds for thus expunging a fundamental assumption of the previous history of Israel In
ver. 27 we again find ourselves on th·e soil of purely domestic
history, and learn what happened in the family of Terah,
Abram's father, down to the migrati0& to Harran in Mesopotamia. The three sons of Terah, ver. 2 7 : .And thue are tlu
gMIR,f'ations of Terah: Terah oegat ...4.bra,n,, Nahor <1.-nd Haran, and
Haran begat Lot. Each of the three is importaat to the sacred
history : Abram as the ancestor of Israel, N altor by reason of
his female descendants, who enter into the line of the promise,
Haran as the father -of Lot. The name Di:lM appears also
elsewhere in the Babylonio-Assyrian form Abu ramu (see
Schrader, art. "Ur," in Riehm's HW.). We know as little
why Terah gave his first-born this name, as why he gave the
second that of ii~, the snorter, and the third that of n~. the
miner. The Toi contained in this third name does not justify
the inference that it was originally meant of a tribe or country.
ni:t, with which Wellh. (Geach,. 325,Proleg. 330) arbitrarily confounds it, is an etymologically different word. The tie which
united Terah and his family to their home was loosened by an
early death, ver. 28: .And Haran died in tlu lifetinu of Terah
kia fatlur in the land of his birth, in Ur Casdim. He died •~~-½
of his father, so that the latter could and must behold it, hence
while he was yet alive (comp. Num. iii 4; Deut. xxi. 16).
That Haran died in the land of his birth was the more worthy
of note, because Terah his father afterwards died in Harran. The
land of Haran's birth, and consequently of Terah's dwelling, is
designated as D"'!~ ,~r:c. It is not surprising that LXX. translates xC:,pa, To,11 Xa>..&l.o,11,1 since it occurs nowhere else than
in the history of Abram as the name of a city. The synagogal
and ecclesiastical legend (see Beer, Das Leben .Abrahams nach
.A.uffa88Ung de,· jud. Sa,ge, 1859) read out of the ,,1t, that
Abraham was, as a confessor of the one true God and a denier
'According to this, Nicolaus Damasc. says, in J061lph. Ant. i. 7. 2, that
Abraham came la nil .,,_, ~..,, B~.,,.;;,., Xs.iJ.;.,,
i.e. from the land
of the Chaldees, reaching from and around Babylon. Comp. the designation
of Ethiopia as 4 1,ri, .Al,-11.-.-,11 in Thucydides, ii. 48.

.a.,,..,..,,"'•
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of ruins, el-M1l1Jluir,1 upon the right bank of the Euphrates, a
little southwards of the 31st degree of latitude. Here resided
the most ancient Babylonian kings ; here existed a very ancient
temple of the moon - god, restored by the last Babylonian
king; 1 here was a double water-way to north and south at
the disposal of traffic, viz. the Euphrates and the great
canal Pallakopas, which united North Babylonia directly with
the sea.• It is not yet determined what Ur signifies ; perhaps
it is South Babylonian, and equal to the North Babylonian
lru (Heb. i',V). The genitival definition Cl"!~ is intended to
designate the city as Babylonian, and is also sensu strictiori
appropriate, since the Assyr. m4t Kaldi, where it is distinguished from Kardunias, is a name of South Babylonia
(chief district .Bit-Jak,n). Dillmann alleges as a reason for
suspecting the antiquity and historical nature of the Cl'"IZ'!I i'IIC,
that the Cbaldreans Cl'"IZ'!I first occur in the Bible " after
J eremiah's time." But as Habakkuk mentions and describes
them, why should not the Jahvist, who elsewhere shows himself well acquainted with what is Babylonian, know of them?
Already in inscriptions of Rammannirari 111, 810-781, and
therefore long before the complication of Israel and Judah
with Assyria, Babylonia as a whole is called mdt Kaldi
., ,
1

This writing

811ggest&

the thought of ~ • red chalk, but it ia now

11 , ..

written

~I,

i.& built with pitch (asphalt) (Paradiea, p. 227), "the asphalt

city" (Schrader).
1 It is in striking agreement with this, that according to Eupolemna (in
Enaeb. Pr,zp. iL 17), who wrote after 150 B.c., o~,.., x..a.).;.,, waa also called

, ,

_r,il, to be hoary) is the Arabic name of the moon.
Comp. however Schrader, K.A. T. 180. Boecawen in bis article, "Historical
Evidences of the Migration of Abraham," 1886, shows that a very ancient
mutnal intercourse existed beLween Ur and Barran as the chief -ta of the
worship of the moon.
• Hommel, in a German essay published in London, Aug. 1886, remarks that
"Hebrew nomads could easily make a temporary settlement just in or near Ur,
the only ancient Babylonian city ou the western bank of the Euphrates, on the
borders of the Arabian desert inhabited by nomads. In the cities eut of the
Euphrates, on the contrary, they would soon have been identified with the
stationary population of Babylonia."
K.,._,t..,; __,,.:; (comp.
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(Paradia, 200, KAT. 181); Kadi,, is the Babylonian form of
the name, and Kaldi,, (by a similar change of sound, aa in
alpw.r for a.a#«r, I wrote) is the Assyrian. If the older

historical work of J (JB) testifiea, xv. '1, Ulat Abram came
out of
the like statement in the more recent one of
Q cannot be surprising. Dillmann feela the want of any
reconciliation in the preoeding accounts for the statement in
both, and thinb that J dates the migration of Abram into
Canaan from Harran as tlie dwelling-plaoo of his family. But
this ia the case only if we deny to him 1:1"1ir.:I i'lltc, xv. 7, and
do away with the linea of connection given xi 26 sqq.
Schrader rightly regarda (JLJ.T. 133) the departure of Abram
from Ur of South Babylonia as historically accredited by the
concurrence of Q and J (comp. N eh. ix. 7) ; and Kittel (" Die
Herkunft der Hebrier nach dem A. T.," in the 8ttt,d. au W-aritemb. JaJwg. vii. 1886), though he finds the equation: Ur
Caedim = Uru Mugheir • worthleee" for the connection
and comprehension of the biblical sources, revolts against the
assumption that t1"'1t,:J int is in the text of both narratives a
voluntary interpolation of B, and prefers to persuade himaelf
that J and Q thought of this Chald1e&11 Ur as eituat.ed north
or north - Wel!lt of Charran.1 Hence it ia agreed that the
ancestral home of the patriarchal family lay not in northwestem Mesopotamia, but in Chalda. proper. Marriages in
the family of Tarah, ver. 29: ..4.ftd ..4.lwane. axd Naltor took
t'Ji.em8d'Dt11
tM name of .Abram.'a fllt:fe tcu Sarai, and tM
natM of Na.ltor', "'V" eoa, NilcaA, tlM dmJ.gAtttr of Haran., th&
father of Mi.lea'/,. a11d of I,cal,,. We do not learn that Sarai
was the daughter of Tarah till we are subsequently told
so, 814; perhaps \nn, originally sfiood after "1r, and B
expunged it because it was not properly intelligible without
xx. 12. She was Abram's half-sist.er, of the ll&Dle father, but
not of the same mother.' Nahor married in Milcah his

Cl..,~ ,,M,

=

'°'"';

1 V. Bandillin alao tranafen it to Northem KNOpotuua (TMol LZ. 1880,
Col. 879).
1 In au:ch Jlllriag• with llilun among the Shemitel are ■till to be - ,
IICCOrding to the l'NmlCh• of the Du.tchmu. Wilbn and di, &otchman Bob.
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brother's daughter, both marriages being according to subsequent Jewish law, but not according to contemporary
opinion, incestuous. It is evident that Milcah is mentioned
because Rebecca the wife of Isaac was descended from her.
Hence it is needless to show (Wellh. Dillm.) that ver. 29
and xxii. 20-24 are from the same pen. The verse indeed
prepares also for xvii. 15, while to Iscah there is no further
reference.1 Was she Lot's sister and perhaps his wife (so
Ew.), and hence the ancestress of the Ammonites and Moabites7
Sarai's childlessness is already expressly dwelt on, ver. 30 :
And Sarai was barren ; she had no ckud. W ellh. Dillm. think
this statement premature in this place, but it is not so ; for it
states that Abram was childless when he migrated from Ur
by way of Harran to Canaan. ,~ is &1raf 'YE"/P·, for in 2 Sam.
vi. 23 the reading vacillates between ,}6~ and ,.~J. (from
,~ = i~). The call of God to Abram had not yet gone forth
when his transference from Chaldal8 to Canaan was already
being prepared for by God's providence, ver. 31: An«l
Terak took Abram kis son, and Lot the 8Q'1I, of Haran, kis
grands()'II,, and Sarai kis daughter-in-law, Aln·am's wi,fe, and
they went wii.h them from Ur Oasdim, to go to the land of
Canaan, and they came to Harran, and settled there. There
is no way of satisfactorily dealing with the lll!'I.C ~~- To
translate, with Knobel: they went with each other, is forbidden by the fact that the suffix may indeed ha.ve a
reflexive, but not a reciprocal meaning. If it is explained :
Terah and Abram with Lot and Sarai (Rashi), or 'IJ'ice -oersa :
Lot and Sarai with Terah and Abram (Keil), it cannot be perceived why they who departed are thus halved And if the
Smith (see Niildeke in DMZ. xl. 148 aqq.), traces of the matriarchate once
prevailing among them, and according to which only descent from the same
mother waa, u blood-relatioll8hip proper, valid for matrimonial and hereditary
rights.
1 We dispense with determining the meaning of the two names, but this
much ia certain, that n:i:i,c decidedly oomes from
= to counsel (whence

-pr,

T; •

the king as oounsell.or and decider,

r~'i', hu

n:,~, to behold.
2A

his name),

n~9~ Crom n:,0 or
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~l;I is referred to the unmentioned members of the family, or

to the bond-aervanta (xii. 5) of those mentioned, or if on the
other hand theee are made the subject, and CNC referred to
the four, no cause is st.at.ed and therefore no justification
afforded for eo doing. The text is probably corrupt (Olsh.
Schrad. Dillm.), and originally was ~ -~-~: and he, Terah,
went with them (Syr.), or ctiit M~'l: he, Terah, led them
forth (LXX. Sam. Jer.), which is the more suitable, since
the l of ,~. which bas got into the wrong place, is thus
also explained. Then too ie the question eet at rest as
to whether Nabor (whose name the Samar. inserts) went
with them. He did not go with them, but started afterwards, for the extreme point of thie journey was Harran,
and there we afterwards find (oomp. :u:vii 4:3 with :uiv.
10) Bethuel and Laban, the eon and grandaon of Nabor.
The migration of the Terahitee may be connected with that
northward tending movement of nations from the Persian Sea
(DMZ. :u::vii. 4:19), to whfob. belongs alao the emigration of
the Canaanitm (eee on L 6). The narrative however manifests here no interest in the history of the nations, but only
an interest in individuals ooncemed in the history of redamption. Harran (Heb. with compensatory lengthening 11':, Arab.

....

1.:)1.i-•

Xappa.,,

~ Mt<TO"IIVT"I'"'~

in Joseph.; Har-ra-nv. on

inscriptions) is the place where the great rc.ds divide, conveniently situated for trade (l'\n. from It/ in, to be narrow,
like the Englieb. ,trait) in North-western Meeopotaruia. It
was praised by Josh. (.Aflt. xx. 2. 3) as fertile, especially
in .Amomum, and ita site ie still marked by ruins southeast of Edeeaa (Orf&). It is the Kappa,', Carr~, in whose
neighbourhood Cruaus and Caracalla met with their ruin in
their expednions against the Parthiana, and it subsequently
formed the border-town of the Grreoo-Bysantine kingdom,
the walls of which were rebuilt by J ustinian. It was the chiaf
seat of the Sabians or Harranianl (deecribed by Chwolson,
1856), who poeaeesed there &81Lllctuary dedic:.ted t.o the moon-
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god, which they traced back to Abraham. Here Tarah died,
Y8l'. 82: .A7&d tM day, of Tttra'/,, wre tlOO huft<lr«l a!ld .foe¥ years,
mul T(J'l'Q,h dud it1 Harra'A. When ,he direction eubeequentJy
went forth to Abram, xii 1, to go to the land that God would
show him, the death of Terah appee.ra to have meanwhile
taken place. The Samar. changes this appearanoo into reality
by diminishing the duration of Terah's life to 146 years. In
the Hebrew text however it is 200 years; and if Tarah was
70 when be begat Abram (xi. 26), and the latter left Barran
at the age of 75 (xii 4-), Terah was then 145 years old, and
if be lived to be 205, survived the separation 60 years.
Jerome tries to make use of the expedient of dating the 7 5
years of Abram, not from his birth, but from hie preservation
from the furnace, this being, as it were, his new birth. Others
(e.g. M:eueel's Kird,,lidw HL.), by making Abram, in opposition to ver. 26, the youngest son of Terah, and born in hie
130th year. But the difficulty so violently got rid of does
not, on due oonaideration, exist at all The reason that
Terah's death ie related before Abram's call, :ia to be found in
the custom obeerved in Genesis, of entirely setting aside
secondary individuals and matters for the sake of being able
to devote uninterrupted aUention to the chief person and
chief matter. For Terah's importance with respect to the
history of redemption is absorbed in his being the father of
Abram, and dies out from the time that the new beginning,
to which Abraham is appointed, comes npon the scene. In
the speech of Stephen, Acts vii 4 (as also in Philo, i. 461,
Mang.), the aucoeeaion of the narrative i8 taken for the ncceseion of eventa.
The patriarchal history begiDtl with eh. xii. The result of
the aepuation of languages was the origin of nations, and at
the 81.Dle time the origin of heathenism. Idolatry took
poeeeeeion of the line of Shem also, and especially of the
Terahitee, Josh. :xxiT. 2, 14. It was shown Uiat neither
the :remembrance of the primitive reTelation which they took
with them at the dispersion, nor the law written in their hearts,
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was capable of securing the oontinuanoe of the true knowledge of God. If grace would prevent mankind from becoming
entirely a Maaa pwdita, it must separate one man, who baa
preaerved the knowledge and love of God, and make him and his
race the depositariee of the pure knowledge of God and of His
redemptive revelation. Thi.a one waa .Abraham, the ,~, of
Isa. li 2, Mal ii lli, who ia called to be the f,l~ /vyta of
Israel, the mediator nation for mankind. What was needed
on the pe.rt of .Abnt.ham, if be was t.o reoeive into himself
the fnndament.al new beginning, and to be serviceable to it,
waa above all thinga faith, and he became in eff'eot the man
of world-oonqnering faith, aa Isaac was the man of quietly
enduring faith, and J aoob the man of Wl'88tling faith. He
stands typically at the head of the patriarchal triad, for in
Isaac .Abraham's lo-ring endnranoe, and in Jacob Abraham's
hopeful wrestling, are but repeated. In Abraham faith ehow11
it.aelf in the whole plenipotence of itll individual element.a,
and he is henoe 'lraT71p
Tk1TM11Ta,i>, the ancestor
of Israel and the model of all believers.
The life of .Abraham is comprised under the title mM
mn n,,;v,, and rea.che11 from xi 22 to xxv. 18. When Ewald,
not recognising the decadal plan of Geneeia, a.eeert.a (Jahro.
iv. p. 40) that a title concerning Abraham oorresponding to
the titJ.ea concerning Isaac, xxv. 19, and Jacob, :xxxvii 2, i11
missing after eh. xi., and when Hupfeld (QuellM, p. 18) thinks
there is no other &Il8wer to the question, why there is no
title 0m.:111t nm-in n,iit, than that " this deficiency may at all
event& be explained," this rests upon a miaoonception of the
true sense of the formula. The n,,!ivi of Tarah intend to give
the history of .Abraham, and they make u11 expect it, because
the import.a.nee of Terah in the hilltory of redemption consist.a
in his being the lather of Abraham, and because the impulse,
given according to God's proYidence (xi 81) by him, goee on
in Abraham. The history which oommenoes from him is
concentrated in Abraham. The experiences of Abraham form
the essential and central oontenta of the Toledoth of Tarah,

'11lln•• ,.;,.,
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which oloee as genealogically at nv. 1-10 u they begin
genealogically at :ri. 27-32.
It is between this oommenoe:ment and cloee that the history
of Abraham advaneee in four periods, the commenoements of
which form the moet prominent event.a in the life of Abraham,
and are very important ooounenoes in the history of redemption. The first period, ohs. xii.-xiv., begins with the call of
Abraham and hi.a departure for the land of promise; the
second, ohs. xv.-:xvi., with the promiee of an heir and the eealing
of Abraham's faith by a oovenant; the third, cha. xvii.-xxi.,
with the change of his name and the institution of the sign
of the covenant; the fourth, ohs. xxii-xxv. 11, with the great
trial of Abraham'a faith and the oonfirmation of the promises
to him after he bad proved faithful The grounds of this
diTision are fumiahed by the fact.a of the history ; the first
and fourth parta are alao marked off', for the purpoee of
calling attention to them, by externally similar oommenoements, xv. 1, xxii 1.
The Toledoth frame ia by Q (A). Cha. uii and xxii are
whole and larger eectiona by this writ.er, xix. 29 is an
example of a certainly reoogni•ble fragment from this source.
The redactor (B) bad Q and had Jll before him, and these
two laat, aa it eeeme, already combined into a eingle whole.
The main portion of the hietory of Abraham, which ia worked
into the Elohil!tio frame, is derived Crom J (ll), at leut the
aections xii. 1-8, 9-20, che. xviii.-xix., oh. :u:iv., cert.ainly are
80.
Since Hupt (Q11aU11., p. 168), eh. XL (Abraham in
Gerar), together with xxi. 22 sqq. (the treaty with Abimelech),
has been regarded u the first certainly recognisable portion
or the eecond mohiat. For the rest, the analyail! into J, B,
and B must be content with not going beyond bare probability.
The history of Abraham and of the patriarchs in general
givee an impreeeion of being an account of actual pe1'80ns with
distinct individuality who lived on in the national tradition,
and of penonal experiences consistent with the cireumatancea
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of the times, and never appearing by their incredibility and
want of moderation to be a poetic reca.ating of perceptions and
thoughts into hiatoriee. Aooording to Goldsiher (Der Hytho,
bei tint. Hibrll~, 18 '76), Abram is the starry hee.Tene, and "the
smiling one (pl"IYI) whom the exalted father intended to slay,
or as it may have originally run, actually slew, is the smiling
day, or more precisely, the smiling evening sky, which in
its struggle with the night aky comes oft' the loser and is
defeated,. The utterly unfounded expedient of an actual
slaying, which alone makes ihis explanation by a nature-myth
poesible, should be taken into consideration. A pendant is
furnished by Grill's (l>it, BTfl'IXi.ur der Jle'MMN!it, 18 'l 5)
explanation of the death of the other spies while Joshua and
Caleb remained alive. • In this history," he says, " the
original myth seems to have described the speedy disappearance of the 1tan at the break of day and the contemporaneous and certain rising of the cool morning breeze; Caleb
is one of the two dogs comprising the duality of the morning
and evening breezes." Grill is distinguished from Goldzi.her
by his MCribing Sansorit as their mother tongue to the primitive Hebrew people, and seeing in the histories of the
patriarchs, nay, even in those of the J ndgea also, transformed
Sanecrit myth& Jui. Popper (Der Unprung da Hon-0thei.nnw,
1879) treada another pe.th in an e8118ntially similar spirit.
Abram is to him Hee.ven, which was reverenced by the most
ancient Semites, their oldest deity like DjiiAu-pitar, the
heaven-father of the ancient Indians. Dosy (lsmulitffl n
Mekka, 1864) moreover turns to account Isa. li. 1 sq. to
prove that Abram wae originally an object of worship and
indeed a at.one fetish like the Ka'ba, the black atone of Mecca.
and Sara consequently the cave in which it lay. Hitsig
(<h,cA,. i 41 sq.) thinks that because Abram sojourned in
~ t his name ought to be explained from the Koptic ape,
head, top, Latin spo::, and the Kopt. 1'6nai, man : he is the
man who wae invented for tl1e pnrp088 of having a beginning
for a new denlopment. .All theee are wild imaginations, on
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whose adornment much learning has been squandered, but
which are utterly devoid of any exact scientific proof.
It is indeed possible that the history of the patriarchs in
its present form may be in part the product of some legendary
or even mythic formation. But before we can acknowledge
the possible as the actual, we require proofs that legend has
here as there independently given shape to originally historical
material, or that myth has historically incorporated certain
ideas or abstractions. Many names of tribal ancestors in the
genealogies in Genesis being without doubt only ideal and not
real unities, it must be allowed to be possible that Abraham
should also be such an eponymous hero. In this sense it is
that Stade asserts (Gesck. 127 sq.) that Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob and Joseph are tribal heroes, Jacob and Joseph also
names of tribes; and further, that Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
were worshipped at renowned sanctuaries, among which that
of Abraham was the lenst famous. Also, that the Israelites
either derived from the Canaanites the heroic figure honoured
and celebrated in these places, or localized a Hebrew one
there; but in either case a pre-Egyptian sojourn of Israelite
families in the land west of Jordan is out of question, and a
sojourn of Israel in Egypt previous to their migration in the
first place to the country east of Jordan cannot be admitted.
To prove the share which the myth has in the history which
has come down to us, he himself constructs a mythic history of
most peculiar invention, built up upon the most daring denials.
For him the patriarchal preliminary stage of the Mosaic religion
has no existence. The epoch-making act of Moses was the
introduction of the worship of J ah veh as a tribal god, and this
he derived from the Arabian Kenites. A fancy picture upon
such a tabula rasa is not history saved but history ruined.
How much more moderate, and therefore much more
interesting, are the results at which Dillma.nn arrives, though
he starts from the " now self-intelligible premiss," that the
narratives concerning the patriarchs belong not to hist.ory
strictly so called, but to the region of legend. For-and
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this he places foremost among the tokens of the legendarythere is no single nation on earth to whom their true ancestor
can be historically assigned, and nations in general are not
formed after the manner of a family, but grow together from
all sorts of materials (comp. also Popper, ibi,d. p. 110, and
elsewhere). This must be conceded, but the nation appointed
to be the vehicle and mediator of the revealed religion is, as
is emphasized throughout the Old Testament Scriptures
(e.g. Deut. xxxii. 6), no mere formatio!1 of nature, and the
unique is just what might be expected in the manner in
which this nation originated, assuming indeed that a sphere
of grace above that of nature, and therefore a sphere of the
supernatural government of God above that of natural law, is
acknowledged. Besides, the migration of the Terahites is
already more than a mere fact of family history (see on xi 31).
And a shepherd-prince like Abraham, who can bring into the
field hundreds of bondmen regarded as incorporated into his
family, is even on that account developing into a tribe.
It is in this manner at least that many prominent tribes
among the South-African Bantus have originated from some
chief, and in conjunction with him. .And the family of Jacob
which settled in Egypt, which as a consanguineous kindred
numbered only seventy souls, grew there into a nation, not
merely from itself alone, but by the reception of all sorts of
foreign materials. Nature and grace co-operated. If the factor
of grace is deducted, Israel is, according to i\.mos ix. 7, Ezek.
xvi. 3, in its origin and composition a nation like any other.

THE CALL OF ABRAHAM, AND HIS ENTRANCE INTO THB LAND OF
PROMISE, XIL 1-9.

This first portion of the first section of .Abraham's life
relates the event which gave a new direction to his life when
well-stricken in years, and began to make it a fundamental
component in the history of redemption. It is derived from
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where dwell the father and dependants of the speaker, and
where he has himself taken root, though hia cradle may not
have stood there. Barran was a second home to Abram by
reaeon of the settlement of his family there, though he was
not himself born in the place. LXX. (Acts vii. 2) tranelate
«:al le ~ tT"'fYa•ta.'- tTou ; bot though ni,ic, bloodrelationship, Esth. viii. 6, may mean, as at &th. ii. 10, 20,
descent, and Gen. xlviii 6, posterity, it yet bas in combination with ,rittc a local eense (birth-place, home). The
land which Jahveh has in mind for Abram is as yet left
indefinite. The pilgrimage which he ia to enter upon is a
work of faith, which, renonncing eelf and every creature, obeys
the Divine impulse and direction. With this obedience is
combined the fulfilment of great promi.aea, ver. 2 : And I tcill
mak, of t~ a great nation. aff.ti blua t'lt.« aff.d ,na~ tay ,aanu
great, aftd bti thou a bltmff.g. The Divine address advances
from simple futures through the cohortative to the imperative,
as the strongest expression of the Divine purpose of grace-Nhjeh. b.iracM.\. ia a recapitolatory inference from the preceding
promises : he becomes a blessing in hiID.88lf and to others, in
that God bleasee him and makes his name great, eo that he
is universally acknowledged and esteemed as bleseed (Zech.
viii. 13; comp. Isa. xix. 24). The vene divider stands in
the right place. Abram becomes a sooree of blessing, from
whom the ble11&ing with which he is himself filled flows
onwards. The per&0nal blessing imparted to him has a
universal purpoee. How it is to go forth from Abram to
othen is told, ver. 3: Aw.a I M1ill "blas t ~ tkat b"laa th.te,
aw.a cu,.. him thal, dupi,,et'/,, t'lw, and itt. IJ&u Mall all f am.ilia
of tM «irtl,, l,la, tMffUdvu. The Targuma falsely translate
,~, propter u; it means ffl te pt:r te, not merely seoondary
cause, but mediatorship.
Abram becomes a mediator of
blessings for thoee in his neighbourhood, in that they, while
acknowledging him as blessed of God, are thelll80lves blessed,
and for thoee remote in time or place, in that the report· of
Abram's bleesing impels them to desire to share it. ~

,,1~.
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(prop. ttilipffld,N) was the more appropriate word for the
blasphemous cursing of men, ,"1'$ (on whioh eee rem. on iii. 14)
for the judicial infliction of a ouree on the part of God. And
how significant is it, that they who bless are spoken of in the
plural, and they who curae only in the singular I They who
cUJ'8e are only individuals who iaolat.e themselves from that
humanity wbioh is destined to inherit the ble88ing. In 3b
the development of the mediatorship of blessing awarded to
the patriarch is oontinued. The thought here expressed being
however, the Ni.ph. is understood, already intimated in ver. 2,
we cannot agree with Kautzech and Kobler, that the reflexive
meaning: they shall bless themaelves in (with) thee, produces
a tautology.
The series of these promiees which is Jahvistio
throughout is: xii. 3, xviii. 18, xxii. 18, xxvi. 4, xxviii. 14.
In these parallels to our passage we have in the place of ,iT,
now "IY,1),, now "IP,;!~ ,i:p, and in the place of the thrice
repeated Ni.pk.al \:l':~1, the Hi.thpad. \:l~~l'.11 twice, xxii. 18,
xxvi. 4. The change shows that the Nipl&al, is mea.nt to be
taken in a reflexive sense, though Kimchi (and also .Aben Ezra)
thinks be must take the HitApa. reflexively and the Nipk.
passively, but only because, as Efodi (1403) jUBtly points out,
be misconceives the originally reflexive nature of the Nip!,,.
Since the language poese11888 in ~ an unambignoos passive
of 11:!!, e.g. Num. xxii. 6, Ps. xxxvii 22, the Ni.ph. occurring
only in this promise will be the synonym of the Hithpa. with
which it is exchanged. The bevMJl'fYIO~uovr<U. of the LXX.
adopted in the New Testament (oomp. Wisd. :xliv. 21) does
not decide the question. The Hitlpa. has the meaning of an
operation of the subject upon itselr. It means to wish
oneeelf a blessing, Dent. xxi:x. 19, with :i, to wish oneself
the blessing whioh prooeeds from any one : mn,:,, Isa.
l:xv. 16, Jer. iv. 2, or which any one poM88988, :xlviii 20, or
both at once ; vi~. which any one poseesaea and e&ll.888, Ps.
lxxii 17 (compare the passages in an opposite senee, Ps.
cii. 9; Isa. lxv. 15; Jer. xxix. 22). We accordingly explain
the Niph.. also : God will bless those whom Abraham blesses,
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and it shall come to pass that at last all the families or the
earth shall wish and seek to participate in the blessing of
which he is the vehicle, which is the same as to say that
they shall be actually bleaeed in him. For that God will
bless those who recognise Abram as blessed and rejoice in
his blessing, immediately precedes, and the bMtdi.ctio ooti et
desiderii and the b.mdietio rei et effectm are always according
to the order of salvation involved in each other. The seed
of the patriarchs is Israel (Ps. cv. 6), which according to Isa.
xix. 24, Zech. viii. 13, comp. Jer. iv. 2, is to be a blessing
for the whole earth, but it reaches its climax: in Messiah the
King, Ps. lxxii. 17-Jesus the Christ is the aim of both the
seed of the patriarch, Gal. iii. 16, and of the woman, iii. 15.
The first act of Abram's obedient faith, ver. 4: .And .Abram
went, as Jakvm comma1'.d&d kim, and Lot totnt wiih, him, and
.Abram was ~ - fiw years old when 'Ju deparud from
Harran.. Here ie at onoe seen the true nature of Abram,
which makes him the father of all believers. Jahveh has
commanded, he replies by the obedience of faith, he acts
blindly according to God's directions, commending himself to
His guidance. His age is so exactly stated, because of the
new period in the history of salvation which dates from this
point. A more exact statement of those who went with him,
ver. 5: .And ,Abra11t, took Sarai kia wife axd Lot. h,i& brotMr's
son, and all tluir propt,rty which tl,ey had Made their oum
and tlu souls th&y had gotta in Harran, atld tluy departed to
go to the land of Canaan, and came to the land of Oa.naan.
The mode of expression is quite like xlvi 6, and especially
like xxxvi. 6 (comp. n~, x:xxi. 1). The living and personal
are distinguished from the dead and material possessions by
t~ a.nd ~7,1 the denominative ~ (to acquire) is found in
the Old Testament exolueively in Q. ~ means the persons
of the slaves (comp. LeY. xxii 11; Ezek. uvii 18); the slave
1 Paul Haupt combin• th11 word, Aaa. ruhall, with

!i'::r'I (M~i), in
•: 'I'

T :

the

-

all!lllmed original m•ning riding animal, and in proputy conmting of mch
(Hebraitri, 1887, p. 110).
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is in tl1e Israelite view more than res, the Ulpianic servua "cl
animal aliud could not be said, for the slave too is 1:11~. Num.
xvi. 32. Abram and those who followed him went to Canaan,
while Terah, who at first also intended to accompany them,
remained behind in Harran. Entrance into Canaan, ver. 6 :
.And .Abram went throogh the land as far as t/1,8 place of Sichem,
as far as the TerdJinth of Moreh, and the Canaanite toa8 then
in the land. Without knowing that Canaan was the land
intended by Jahveh, he passed through it to the quarter of
the subsequent Sichem (xxxiv. 2) (c~r D~i'f;', like Ex. iii 8, J,
therefore not like the Arab. malfam, holy place), on which
account Eupolemus says (in Eus. ix. 1 7), famrOij11ru avro11
irn-o ,roMCi>i upo11 'Af"Yap,,tv, and indeed as far as to the terebinth, or according to Deut. xi 30, the terebinths, of M.oreh,
where he rested The LXX. bas for ~tc. xiv. 6, n~~. xxxv. 4,
and n~, Josh. .xxiv. 26, -replf3w0~; and for fl'M (without
difference of vocalization), 8pvv, oak (like Syr. Saad.), for which
may be cited that Josh. xix. 33, Judg. iv. 11, interchange ~~
and ~,~. but &oaainst it, that~,~. Judg. ix. 6, certainly denotes
the same tree as, xxxv. 4,
and Josh. xxiv. 26, ~~- Now
the meaning oak being secured to ~~~ by ~~ ~~;~, and also
the meaning terebinth to"?~ by Isa. vi 13, we range~'~ and
,•~ with n~ as three names of the terebinth, and n~~ with
~~~ as two names of the oak ; hence the vocalization in one of
each of the two passages, Josh. xxiv. 26, Judg. ix. 6, and
Josh. xix. 33, Judg. iv. 11, is inaccurate.
Perhaps the
appellation itself vacillated (like that of lead and tin, of
basalt and iron), for the native evergreen oak species of Asia
and North Africa and the terebinths resemble each other in
the greyish green of their foliage and in their furrowed dark
grey barks, and the appellations n,ec, fl'M .., ,~, JT (comp.
J~) suit both trees in respect of their strong trunks and
hard wood. In Aramaic t?•t;e has become the word for a tree
in general, as 8p~ also is said to have originally designated
,ra11 f6}..o11 Ka& 8e118po11, and has returned to this general
meaning in the Gothic, Anglo - Saxon, Old Northern and

"?~,
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English (tru). 1 The remark, 6b, means to say, that the
country, and indeed the inland part, was not without owners
and inhabitants. Hence Abram was wandering about in it
as a stranger, and could not as yet call a foot's-breadth of it
his own. The Ttt points to a subsequent alteration of this
state of things. That it had come to pass in the time of the
narrator does not, though probable, necessarily result from
the rte; this probability however becomes a certainty through
the fact that all the three sources from which the Pentatench
is compiled belong to the period after the taking possession
of the land. The land was in the possession of the Canaanite&,
but Abram was in spirit to see in it his inheritance, ver. 7 :
And Jahveh appeared to Abram, and sai,d: To tl,,y w.tl will
I give this land; and there he built an altar to Jalwd,,, toko
appear,,</, unto him.
This is, apart from iii. 8, the first
Theophany related in Holy Scripture. Here for the first
time is the revelation of God accompanied by His rendering
Himself visible.
This word of God at the terebinth of
Moreb is the first foundation of Israel's legal right to Canaan.
From that time forth Abram knew that Canaan was the
Promised Land, and he erected upon the soil, hallowed by the
appearing and promise of God, an altar as a memorial consecrated to him (see the art. "Altar" in Riehm's HW.). He
could not however remain at this place of revelation ; the great
household and quantity of cattle for which the nomadic chief
had to provide required change of settlement, ver. 8 : And
he went forth from t'/,,e,n,u to the mountain east of Betktl and
pitclied his tent, Bethel on the weal and Ai on the eaBt, and built
there an altar to Jakveh and preached the name of Jakf,d,,.
The expression P~l,'!l. he made a start, started again, occurs
with ~~ only here and xxvi. 2 2. n)~ for ,~,., is the much
older manner of writing the suffix contracted from ahu. He

&tc,

1 In the Targnma (Samar. Jer.) i,~
xiv. 6) is, like ~:l in names of
places, tranalat.ed. by ,~c (plain) ; see Dillmann, "On Baal with the feminine
article (ti Mal.),n p. 19 ;,,·the separate impression er this Academical Discourae
taken from the collection of the Discourses of the Royal Pru.aaian Academy of
Sciences.
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pitched so that Bethel (the subsequently so-called ;~~~ everywhere, according to the Masorah, as e.g. in the ancient French
Codex in the Leipsic town library, to be written as one word)
lay on the west and 'Ai on the east, for Bethel and 'Ai are
neighbouring places, Ezra ii. 28; the former, the present Bb.(n,
lay east of 'Ai, the latter therefore in the neighbourhood of
the present large village of Der IXwan (Biideker, p. 216).
Having hallowed this resting-place also by the erection of an
altar, and by here in the silence of the mountain solemnly
calling upon and proclaiming the name of Jahveh, i.e. (see on
iv. 26) performing Divine worship, he continued his wanderings, ver. 9: And Abram departed, going farther and farther
tmoards the 80'UtJ,,. He continued to go southward, viz. to the
south of Canaan lying towards Arabia Petrrea (see XL 1).
"The employment of the word ~~ (dryness, drought) for
for west, a purely Palestinian usage
south is, like that of
of language " (Dillm. ; comp. Vatke, Einl. 3 8 7).

0:

SARAt'S PRESERVATION IN EGYPT, XII. 10-20.

The call of Abraham is now followed by a matter redounding
to God's honour but to Abram's dishonour. Genesis contains
three narratives of the kind. Sarai was twice (cha. xii., xx.)
and Rebecca once (eh. xxvi.) compromised by the patriarchs,
conscious of the attraction which the charms of their wives
would exercise upon the heathen sovereigns, letting them pass
for their sisters. God however interposed, and did not suffer
the degradation, by which these women would have forfeited
their destination to become the ancestresses of the chosen
race, to take place. The narrator in xii. and xxvi. is J, who is
thus convinced that an occurrence similar to that with Abram
and Sarai took place in the case of Isaac and Rebecca. On
the other hand, the style of statement in eh. xx. is unmistakeably that of the older Elohist (E), and the supposition is
suggested that the two preservations of Sarai are two different
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forms of tradition of one and the same occurrence. Here in
eh. xii Sarai is still of an age at which her abduction would
be indeed strange but not inconceivable; but in eh. xx. she
had reached, according to the connection in which the story
stands, her 90th year, and exceeded the period of susceptibility for sexual affection. Hence eh. xx. may originally have
occupied a different position in the life of Abram. On the
contrary, it cannot be inferred, at least with certainty, that
eh. xii originally stood after the departure of Lot related in
eh. xiii, from the fact that the latter is not mentioned, xii 10 sq.,
as the companion of Abram, and that in both xii. 8 and
xiii. 3 the scene is the district of Bethel, for not before eh. xiii
was it necessary to say that he was C;-rte,i~ '!J~i. It is enough
for us to know, that the three stories are three traditions furnished by ancient sources, that the redactor deserves our thanks
for uot suppressing one in favour of another, and that all
three display the Divine grace and faithfulness, which renders
the disturbance of its plan of salvation by human weakness
and sin harmless, nay, even serviceable to its accomplishment..
The faith which Abram evinced by obeying the injunction
of God is quickly put to the test. God seems to take away
again what He had just given, ver. 10: .And there f.D(l8 a famine
in the land, and .Abram went down to Egypt to B<joum there,
for the famine was sore in the land. A famine (.lf'?, so called
from extent and emptiness, the opposite of the plent/,8 fJffller
related with .:lm), the first occurring in the patriarchal history,
xxvi. 1, constrains him immediately to leave the land promised
to him and to go down to Egypt for fear of starvation ("n,.:, the
standing word for the journey from the hilly district of Canaan
to Egypt, the land of the Nile valley, as n~ is of the journey
back to Canaan), to tarry there for a time (~I, to sojourn as a
guest, or a resident under protection of government). Previous
agreement with Sarai, vv. 11-13: .And it r,ame to paBB, when he
was near to enter Egypt, he said to Sarai his wife: Behold f&OID,
I know that thou art a woman fair to look upon : and it sAall
co;ne to pass whcn the Egyptians see thee, and shall think: thia is
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hi& wife, they will kill 1M and leaw thu alit1e. Say, I pray flue,
that thou art my mter, that it may 1M well with me for th!J
aa~, and that niy IIOVl may lii,e becaUMJ of thu. The oombination aci~} ~P,1'.1 must be judged of according to Ges. § 1 l2. 2.
.Abram, about to enter Egypt, settles with Sarai, as had been,
according to xx. 13, agreed upon between them before their
departure for Canaan, that she, who was hie half-sister (see on
xi. 29), should say she was his sister (or. obliqua without \?J,
Ges. § 155. 4c), lest he should be killed for the sake of the
more easily seizing upon her, his wife, who was fair to look
upon. The style of J is here recognisable by the JahviaticoDeuteronomic ~~ and the exclusively Jahvistic acrn!i'.', llb,
with which the premiss of the request urged by a twofold t<?
opens, ver. 13. The perj. ronaec. n:iJ1 is the first stroke of the
apodosis, which begins with \l;m, like XXX. 41, uxviii 9;
1 Sam. xvi. 23; Amos vii. 2. Sarai, as appears from
xvii 1 7, comp. :rii 4, was then 6 5 years old ; but as she
lived to be 127, xiii 1, she was still in middle life, and not
having been weakened by child-bearing, her beauty had not
yet faded away; moreover the Egyptian women, although
the monumental paintings give them a paler red than the
men, were by no means of so fair a complexion as the Asiatic
Shemitese. The moral corruption which Abram, ver. 12,
assumes in F.gypt is also acknowledged elsewhere. He hopes
not only for safety, but for prosperity, from Sarai's saying
that she is his sister. Hence he is inclined to sacrifice his
wife's conjugal honour and fidelity to his self-preservation
and maintenance, at all events he prepares himself for being
obliged to do so. On this account Faustus the Manichrean
calls him faflWti#i.m.m mi11dinator. Augustine (c. Fau.atunl,
xxii 3) replies: Indi.t:avit ,ororem., Mn negamt uxorem; tacuit
aliquid veri, ,wn. di:cit aliquid falsi.. But it is no excuse
for him that he is able, not untruly, to call Sarai his nintt ; he
acts shrewdly, but through weakness of faith immorally. We
now further learn that the Egyptians were renlly captivated
by Sarai's beauty, for she went unveiled, as did also the

2B
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Egyptian women down to the time of the Persian dominion,
and that she was taken to Phamoh's harem. vv. 14, 15 : .And
it camt to pa88 tohffl .Abram toa3 ro,,u into Egypt, fhat flu
Egyptian.s &aw the tooman that iM wa, 'Vef"Y fair. And thi,
pri1&U1J of Pharaoh a-.iw her and prai.aed her to Pharaoh, anq
tht. womaff. toaa taken. into Pharaoh', ho1UtJ. Such pandering
on the part of courtiers is old and universal ; Ebers relates
an example from the Papyrus d'Orbenoy. The royal name
1"1Y1!ll is, sinoe de Rouge, explained as the great house= pher-iw
(per-iio); and aooording to Hompollo, i 62, 84>,,; .ea, o~o,; pkya,;
e11 µJu~ alrrov, is actually the hieroglyph of the /3a,qi>i.ew
,coup,o,cpa.To,p, which has been confirmed. But Josephus and
Eusebius are not wrong when they say that the name means
o /Jau,>...6,;. Otl.ro really means the king, then the kingserpent (o{Jtur,:,.,.{u,co,;), the inseparable royal attribute ; and in
a. more recent period of the language the Pharaonic name
seems (comp. Schwartze, Kopti.Aclw Gramm. p. 240) to have
been understood exactJ.y es the name of the king = pi.-ouro
(ph-ouro), acoording to which it is also Hebraized with
reference to .111, (J udg. v. 2 : duke, or he who stands at the
head of the people). Josephus calls the Pharaoh of Abram
~aptuJOO,q,;, Art.apanos in Et188b. Prmp. ix. 18, ~ape0mnr;.
That which Abram aimed at now takee place, ver. 16 : .And ht,
treaJed Abram well for her iah. and M had sheep and om,i
and attBU, a,ul malt ilat1es aftd fmiak 1latle6, and iht.-aBBU and
camdl.
Bich presents are made him, which he receives
without objection, thereby increasing his fault. The male and
female slaves do not stand in the place suitable to them.
Horses are not mentioned, nor do they appear on monuments
till the time of the Hyksoe. The camel however (ancient
Egyp. ~maar, lµimaa!, Coptic cam.om, caniatd), is nowhere
represent.ad upon Egyptian monuments, nor even mentioned in
ancient records (see Ag. Zribchr. 1864:, p. 21), so that the
mention of camels in this passage is surprising.1 Sheep on
1 On honN and camel, in Egypt and on the monuments, Brogacb,
W ~ I I C J O \ d . - N ~ 1855, p. 43 aq.; Did{l,g. G r ~ , 1848,
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the contrary are already found on the monuments of the
twelfth dynasty, and asses were still earlier bred in herds.
The asses of Egypt ,vere proverbially the largest, finest and
strongest. It was a rich and costly present that was thus
bestowed upon the brother of the fair Asiatic. Jahveh now
interposes and saves the woman thus compromised, who was
destined to become the mother of the son of promise,
vv. 17-19: And Jahveh, plagued Pkaraoh, and his lwuse wi.th
great plagues because of Sarai, Abram's wife. And Pharaoh
called Abram and said : What kast tlwu done unto me 1 Why
didst th01t not tell me that she was thy wife 1 Why saidst
thou to me : She is my sister 1 and I took her to me to wife-now then belwld tky 'U;'ife, take her and go. The verb ~~
appears here, where it is construed according to the schema
etymologicum, as denominative, but according to 2 Kings xv. 5

such is not the case. Antiquity was religious, hence Pharaoh
sees in the scourges inflicted on him and his, the consequences
of the last increase of his female court. He may have questioned Sarai herself, and she have been no longer able to
deceive him as to the fact of her being Abram's wife. He
gives her back to him with reproaches, and has him conveyed
to a distance, ver. 20: And Pkaraoh, ckarged men concerni1111
him, and they escorted him and h,is wife and all tkat belonged to
him.
No insulting transport is here intended by rfi!,p,
7rp<nreµ,7rew ; Pharaoh desired indeed to appease the wrath of
God, but certainly to send at the same time the cause of it
out of his sight. Abram might have excused himself, but is
silent, and thereby with shame and penitence condemns
himself. The story itself thus carries into effect the strictest
moral verdict. Prophecy shows no anxiety in acknowledging
such transgressions on the part of the patriarchs, Isa. xliii 27,
xlviii. 8. The fact however is related to us, not so much for
Abram's dishonour as for God's glory, who, as he called the
p. 14, and Ebers' art. ".,£gypten" in Riehm's HW., according to which the
camel was hardly introduced into Egypt before the close of the third century
before Christ. Pietschmann, in opposition to Wiedemann, accnses the author
of Gen. xii. 16 and Ex. iL 3 of ignorance.
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ancestor of Israel out of heathenism, so also protected the
ancestress of Israel in the hands of the heathen from the
desecration of that body, from which the sacred nation was
to proceed (Ps. cv. 13-15). Thus this second portion stands
side by side with the first ; the same grace which there
prevents Abraham here protects Sarai.
ABRilf'S SEPARATION FROM LOT, CH. XIIL

Ch. xiii., the third portion of the first section, relates
Abram's self-denying, peaceable behaviour towards Lot, and
the more definite and repeated promise made him of the
future possession of the land. The narrator is J, he is to
be recognised by the reference to the Paradisaic history,
1 Ob, by the promise of descendants as innumerable as the
dust of the earth, vv. 14-1 '7, comp. xxviii. 14, and by the
notification of a solemn act of worship at the resting-place of
the journey, 4b. We could not agree to the inference that
the history of Sarai's preservation originally stood after that
of the separation of Abraham and Lot, and hence the close
connection of eh. xiii. with xii. 10 sqq. also speaks for its
belonging to J. The mention of Lot, which there would have
been useless, was here, xiii. 1 and farther on, necessary. But
that vv. 6, llb, 12 are passages inserted from Q may be
regarded as proved since Hupfeld (Quellen, pp. 21-24); this
is placed beyond doubt by comparing xxxvi. '7 and xix. 9.
These two verses and a half might be removed without damage
to the connection. ,~~~~? '=l?.~ also is in the style of Q, comp.
Ex. xvii. 1; Num. x. 2, 12; this expression, so very appropriate after ver. 2, may have been inserted from Qin the text
of J. Abram leaves Egypt, vv. 1-4: And Abram went up
out of Egypt, he and his wife and all that wa.s Ms, and Lot
u-itk kim, to the south land. And Abram wa.s very rich in
cattle, silver and gold. And he went in journeys from the suuth,
land even to Bethel, to the place where kis tent had stood at the
beginning between Bethel aitd 'A i. To the place of the altar,
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'which he built there at first. .And Abram preached there the
name of Jahveh. .Accompanied as formerly by Lot (xii. 6),
he goes up again from the Nile vru.ley to the neighbouring
south of Canaan, much encumbered, rich in cattle (the article
is comprehensive of the species, Ges. § 109, note 1), silver
and gold (pecus and pe(;Unia, though not yet coined), and from
the Negeb he went on ''f~P?, "according to (in) his settings
out," i.e. by stations (halting-places in military diction), as he
was able and saw fit as far as Bethel ('11,'1 with the , drawing
a line of connection from the point of departure to that at
which he aimed), and indeed as far as the district between
Bethel and 'Ai, where he had built an altar {the second),
xii. 4, at his first sojourn. Here in the mountain solitude,
which had become dear to him, he again performed as
formerly a solemn act of family worship. The relative
sentence is not continued with K;P,~. but the repetition of
the subject calls attention to the beginning of a new sentence ;
the series, iv. 26, xii. 8, is here continued. The reason and
occasion of Lot's separation, vv. 5-7: And Lot also, who was
travelling with Abraham, had sheep and oxen and tents. And the
lund could not bear them that they should dwell together,for their
property was become great, and they could not dwell together. .And
there was strife between the herdmen of .Abram's cattle and the
he1·dmen of Lot's cattle. .And the Canaanite and the Pherimte
du:elt then in the land.
(for
according to Ges.
§ 93. 6. 3) are included also the people dwelling in the tents

In C•?~~

c•?~~.

~J,

(Arab. J:11).

The land did not afford sufficient nourishment

for so much cattle, nor space for the free movement of the
people. N~~. ver. 6, is masculine in form before n_~~. like
Isa. h:. 18, lxvi. 8; Zech. xiv. 10; Pa. cv. 30. Ver. 6 is
recurrently constructed like ii. 2, vi. 9, xxxv. 12; the expression is like xxxvi. 7. Hence there arose a strife between the
herdmen of Abram and Lot; for they not only straitened each
other, but were also straitened by the Canaanite and Perizzite
then possessing the land-a remark needed for illustrating the
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state of affairs. '?P..~i1i.:' sufficed for the mention of the population of the country at xii 6, here as well as at xxxiv. 30 ,:~:i
(see on x. 16 sq.) is added. Abram's proposals for peace,
vv. 8, 9: And Abram said to Lot: I pray thee let there be no strife
between me and thee, and between my herdrnen and thy herdmen,
.for we are brother men. Is not tlte wlwle land open to thee !
Separate thyself, I pray thee, from me : if to the left, I will turn
to the right ; and if to the right, I will tum to the left. The
combination r:i•,:i~ r:i•~~~ is appositional, like Num. xxii 14.
Not only a brother, but a brother's son, a cousin (a child of
brothers) and any near relative is called ntt. Abram and
Lot were really as the son and grandson of Terah in brotherly
relationship. Since then strife between them was unbecoming,
Abram, according to the unpleasant but well-proved rule,
divide ut maneat amicitia (Ambrose), proposes to his nephew
a peaceful solution of the inconvenient circumstances ~ .
like Ex. x. 28), and in an unselfish and peaceable spirit offers
him that priority of choice which was due to himself, the
elder, the uncle, and the leader. " Is not the whole land
;•i~?," means : is it not at thy disposal, xx. 15, xlvii. 6 ;
2 Chron. xiv. 6; Cant. viii. 12. ~Nb\v..:I and rt?!;:T are acc.
of direction, like x. 11, xii. 15. rt;,'!:'· and ~•t:t~i'.1, like Isa.
xxx. 21, elsewhere ~'N':'~'1:', ~-;,~;:i, are just such local deno, ,1..:I

minatives as the originally equivalent in meaning ~ \, to go
,~t:.,'S

to Jemen; r~I, to go to Syria.
Lot immediately agrees to the separation and chooses for
himself the best part of the country, but does so to his
great and almost utter ruin, vv. 10-12: And Lot lifted 11,p
his eyes and beheld tlte u·hole circuit of the Jordan, that it was
well watered land throughout, before Jahveh destroyed Sodom and
Gomorrah, resembling the garden of Jahvel£, the land of Egypt,
as far as to Zoar. And Lot chose for himse,lf the whole circuit
of the Jordan, and Lot departed eastwards, and tli,ey separated
one from the other. Abram occupied the land of Cat&aan, and
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Lot occupied the cities of the district of Jo1"dan and pitclied his
tent toward Sodom. The name l"!;!;:T ,~~ (1 Kings vii. 46, LXX.
Matt. iii. 5, ~ 7rep{xo,po,; Tov 'IopMvov), or more frequently
,?'.!J;:T (12b, like xix. 29), was borne by the territory lying on
both sides of the Jordan, the valley several leagues broad of
Kinnereth or of the lake of Gennesaret down to the valley then
known as the valley of Siddim, in which is set the bed of the
Jordan (now .J__,ill, depression, lowland, and which as ~,m
comprises its continuation as far as the .lElanitic Gulf). This
valley, which with its bare plains, its heights like sand-hills,
and the rankly luxuriant shrubs which hide the Jordan, now
gives a melancholy and sombre impression, was then, at least
so far as its southern part reaching down to Zoar ("?~~. versw,
like x. 19) is concerned, by reason of its almost tropical
climate and still existing abundance of water, as pleasant
and fertile, 'n )~~. LXX. m~ o 7rapa8e,ao,; Tov 8eov. In Isa.
Ii. 3, the garden of Jahveh, once situate in Eden, and in
Ezek. xxxi sq., D'~~ )~, is, as is evident from xxviii 13, the
garden of God in Eden, and hence the Paradise of the primreval
world. The ideal comparison thence derived is followed by one
more perceptible derived from the present, just as the reverse
order is observed Ezek. xiv. 14, where a hero of the past and
one of the present is followed by a legendary one. The
accentuation nicely inclines the definition of time towards
both comparisons, it hovers in the midst and shows itself
to be a more recent explanation. The expression is similar
to xix. 29a). The statement of direction, ,~ ~~~. fixes
the southern boundary of the famous district. The Syriac
reads W1ir (Tanis), and Trumbull (Quarterly Statement, 1880,
p. 2 51) conjectures that ,n is the name of the eastern
border-land of Lower Egypt; but comp. x. 19. In vv. 11, 12
from ,i;p~ to i?:!J;:T '".'.¥ (comp. xix. 29a) is from Q. The text
in J only furnished : Lot departed eastwards (D~, like
xi. 2), and pitched his tent (now here, now there) as far as
Sodom. And now to prepare for the history of the destruction of Sodom which is to follow, it is remarked, ver. 13:
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And the inhal:>itants of Sodom were tv-icked, and sin1&81's against
Jaliveh exceedingly. Not to Jahveh, i.e. in His eyes, but?, like
xx. 6, xxxix. 9; Ps. li. 6. Ezekiel enumerates, xvi 49, four
radical sins of Sodom, and among them is luxury ; the occurrence, eh. xix., shows that sins of the flesh were especially
current among them, the heat of the climate, the luxuriant
fertility (shown by eh. xiv.) and the numerous population of
the country all favouring moral degeneration. While Lot
exposes himself to the danger of dwelling in such cities, the
inland country of Canaan proper between Jordan and the
Mediterranean is left to Abram without his interference. Lot
now forms of his own choice a lateral branch separated from
the race of the promise. Abram is alone, and it is to him, the
one (Ezek. xxxiii. 24), that the promise applies. This is now
renewed, vv. 14-18: And Jahveh said to Abram, afte:r Lot's
separation from him : Lift up now thine eyes and look from tlte
place where thou art 1wrthward and southwa1·d and eastward
and westward. For the wlwle land whicli thou sc.est, to thte will
I give it and to thy seed for ever. And 1 will make thy suit
like the dust of the earth, so that if a man can number the dust
of the earth, thy seed also ma.y be numbered. Up, go thro'll{Jh
the land, long and broad as it is, for I will give it thee. We
expect ci::iK~K 'n icK~, or 'n icK ci:lK ~K,, the existing order
places the determining subjects opposite each other: Lot
chooses for himself, J ahveh chooses for Abram (comp. Ps.
xlvii. 5). By Divine dispensation he has won Canaan anew,
its possession is now anew confirmed to him-this is the
third among the eight revelations of God in the life of Abram
(xii. 1, 7, xiii. 14, xv. 1, xvii. 1, xviii. 1, xxi. 22, xxii. 2),
and one of the four revelations in word without an appearance
of God. To him and to his posterity, which as yet has
neither present nor prospective existence, will God give for an
everlasting possession this land lying round about the heights
of Bethel in its whole extent, northwards and southwards,
eastwards (~~.. al w_ays with Tsere, as only besides MYJi;!.

Judg. iv. 9, with

nr-1~. ver. 10, like n~,i:i. xix.

6) and west-
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wards (like xxviii. 14). He will make his seed like the dust
of the earth (like xxviii. 14 ; comp. ·with these two J ahvistic
passages, N um. xxiii. 10, the thing promised as it were in
miniature) as little to be counted (ut si quis pulverem terrm
rxt., "lf~, like xi. 7, xxii. 14, xxiv. 3, not: quem pulverem, in
which case ini)1?7 would follow without r,tu, 1!)Jrntt). He is
to walk through the land at his will, joyful through faith,
in the consciousness of the claim awarded him. The promise
already sounds fuller, more developed, and more capable of
appropriation tl1an in the first portion. Abram's settlement,
ver. 19 : And Abram moved his tent, and came and d1celt
under the ]l[amre-Terebintlis ·in Hebron, and built there an
altar in honour of Jahveh. In conformity with the invitation,
ver. 17, he pitched his tent here and there in the land, ever
drawing nearer to his provisional goal (as tt:l!' seems to state),
until he settled more permanently in the grove of. Terebinths
at Mamre (xiv. 13, xviii. 1, comp. xiv. 24), in the district of
the ancient Hebron (Num. xiii. 22), whero he built an altar
to the Lord, the third since his entrance into Canaan (xii.
7, 8), and proclaimed and called upon the name of the God
who had anew acknowledged him. .Altar and sacrifice nowhere
appear in combination except at xxii. 9 in the patriarchal
history, the period ante legem. This consecrated place became
the firm point whence the promise of the possession of the
]and was realized. Here did the patriarchal family dwell
longest and most willingly, and here did they bury their dead
For the cave of Machpelah, of which we shall hear eh. xxiii.,
lay opposite the It~'?~ '.~i~~ (for which Q, xxiii. 17, xxxv. 27
and elsewhere has simply M~Pt:l), and both belonged to Hebron
itself, which in ancient times extended farther than now, and
was indeed no hill-city properly so called, but stretched at
least to the Rumeidi-mount. Tradition has transposed Mamre
to the height of Ro.met el-OhaUl. There stood an ancient
terebinth, which was, under Constantine, enclosed within the
walls of a splendid Basilica. The ruins of this Basilica are to
be distinguished from the foundation walls of a more ancient
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heathen temple visible on the north-west, for these enormous
indestructible walls and masses of hewn stone are devoid of
any token of ecclesiastical architecture (see Rosen, "The Vale
and nearest Surroundings of Hebron," DMZ. xii. 477 eqq.).
Tradition designates the ruins of the Baailica as " the house
of Abraham." But JU.met el-Chaltl lies eome miles north
of Hebron itself, which is incompatible with the statements
concerning the situation of Ma.mre and the cave of Machpelah.

ABRAM: AS A HERO IN TH1I: SERVICE

or

PBILANTHBOPY AND HIS

DKTING WITH ll:ILCHIZJ:Dl!:11:, CH. XIV.

The peaceful history of eh. xiii, which made us acquainted
with the pacific disposition of Abmm, is now followed by the
history of a war, the first met with in Holy Sc~pture. This
first war is a war of conquest, waged for the subjugation of
foreign nations and States ; the world - empire, which subsequently made Israel also the aim of its conquering power, is
here already in course of development. So far as we have
already become acquainted with .Abram, he haa shown himself
obedient, thankful, unselfish, submitting to Divine guidance,
and, when he has offended by acting independently, penitently
returning to his former attitude. We here see his faith, in
virtue of which he obtains the victory over self, gathering itself
up in God and breaking forth in an act of love that overcomes
the world. The leader of :flocks appears as a leader of war
app681'8, while aiding kings against kings, in a greatness
surpassing them all ; for the three dignities, the prophetic,
priestly and royal, which are separated in the times of the
law, are still united in the patriarch& It is by means of
the progress of .Abram's biography that one typical ·image is
connected with another, for oh. xiv. presupposes the separation
of Lot from Abmm, stands in a connection of sequence with
it, and is thus not merely its ethical oounterpart, but also its
historical continuation.
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This fourteenth chapter, with its abundance of else unknown historical and geographical detail, is as unique in the
connection in which it is found, as J udg. ix. (on the kingdom
of Abimeleoh) is in the history of the Judges. But even
apart from particulars relat.ed only here, this oh. xiv.
furnishes a completion of a special kind to the picture
afforded of the patriarch by what else is related of him.
This leads to some special source for what . is here related,
and we can understand how Knobel at this fourteenth
chapter hit upon the conjecture, that the 'n n,1,mt) ~llO (the
war-book as he briefly calls it) of Num. xxi. 14 was the
document from which the narrator derived this history. He
esteems the Jahvist to be the narrator, and we regard this as
more correct than to say that it is the older Elohist, who
reproduces this history from an ancient source. For this
latter opinion, advocated by Dillmann, proceeds from the
nrbitrary assumption, that the meeting with Melchizedek,
n. 17-20, is a more recent addition worked into the history.
For it bears the stamp of equal antiquity, forms the climax
and focus of the whole, and contains nothing that tells against
its being an essential element of it. When Dillmann infers
from the glorification of Salem, i.e. Jerusalem, as the scene
of the interview between Abram and the venerable priest,
that the narrator must have been a Judrean, it may be replied,
that according to his view O (J) as distinguished from B (E)
is shown to be a Judrean book of history. But if vv. 17-20
are not to be lopped oft then the Divine name nni\ which in
ver. 2 2 is in relation to 19 sq. too characteristic to pass for
an insertion, excludes B.1 In favour of O'a authorship is
also t.be close connection of this history with the preceding,
especially with the Jahvistio fundamental component, xiii.
12 eq. It is also O who calls Abram's dwelling-place in
1 Sufficient proofa or any kind of eitraet from E (B) preTious to oh. XL are
indeed lacking (Kut'nen, Kul.. 18, note 8}. But eh. xx. showing itself to b0,
not a commencement, but a continuation, it ia 4 priori probable that p1niou1 to
eh. xx. ia to be found matter derind from E and perhape t'ntered Hl J, like

,.g. XT.

li,
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Hebron tticc •,,,tt (uot simply tticc, like Q), xiv. 13, comp.
xiii. 18, xviii. 1, and who like the Deuteronomist knows of
nc,oc and c•,:i~ as towns belonging to the Pentapolis, xiv.
2, 8, comp. x. 19; Deut. xxix. 22, comp. Hos. xi. 8. He
may also be recognised by "!rt'~ as a surname of Abram
(comp. xxxix. 17; Deut. xv. 12 and elsewhere), and by his
uaming the border town I"! without addition (like Deut.
xxxiv. 1). Nor does '1f?~, xiv. 24, comp. xli. 16, safely
lead to B; see the Introd. to eh. xli. N; too, which .A (Q),
like all the works of the most recent period of the language,
is certainly fond of using, is no specific token of a source,
but is found also in the promise, xv. 14, recorded by (J or B,
but by no means by .A, expressing as it does a notion (moveable property, substance, post-biblical c•~~'?) for which
biblical language has no other word ; it is only tbe verb ~,
that is exclusively .A's. The explanations of names, vv. 2, 7,
8, 17, show that the original passage bas been gone through
by a more recent hand, who may here and there have also
adjusted the language to what was subsequently common usage.
Among critics of the old school, eh. xiv. won so much respect
from Ewald, that he was inclined to regard it as a fragment
of an ancient Canaanite historical work. Tuch's classical
article also on this history in DMZ. i 161 sqq., is pervaded by
the conviction, that we have here a historical memoir which
speaks for itself ; he, like Ewald, regards Salem as the Salumias
of the Jordan valley lying beyond Scythopolis. Hupfeld,
without entering into any criticism on what is related, considers eh. xiv. as an indivisible whole taken from the Jahvistic
work. Hitzig however goes to the extreme of depreciation
when he sees in the expedition of Chedorlaomer, which
takes place in a fourteenth year, an adumbration of 2 Kings
xviii 13, thrown back into past times, and explains eh. xiv. in
general as a more recent legend, which could not have been
fashioned into its present form till after Salem was hallowed
by the presence of Jahveh (Gesch. i. 44 sq.). There is but
a fluctuating boundary between a legend of this kind and
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literary fiction with a tendency. Noldeke ( Untersuchungen,
1869) arrives at the result, that the history, eh. .xiv., is
throughout the spontaneous creation of its narrator, and the
person of Melchu:edek a magnificent invention. Ed. Meyer
{Gud,,. § 136) is of the same opinion, only he expresses himself in a far more depreciatory manner. Reuss receives from
the whole the impression d'un ~ n t ,ou, la forme de
parabole. Modem Pentateuoh criticism, which received its
first impulse from Reuss, ooDBidem eh. .xiv. as one of the
most recent portions of Genesis, not inserted till it.a latest
edition, and to which may be applied the epithet.a awarded
to Melcbizedek, a,raTt»p ap,~Tt»p a1ywfa.A.o"f'/To<; (Wellhausen,
Compotritioff. ck H(J;X(l,teudta, i 415; GuchicJ,J,e Iaraila, 1878,
p. 362).. Ed. Meyer draws from it the further conclusion,
that the particulars of the narrative are utterly unhistorical,
but also that the names of some of the kings being authenticated by cuneiform inscriptions, the author had acquired in
Babylon accumte knowledge of the most ancient history
of the country, and induced l;iy some unknown motive has
interwoven Abram into the history of Kudurlagamar ( Ge.sch.
t.1.M.Altertuma, i 1884, § 136); while Hommel in an essay, Die
altbabyl. &hriftcknkmiiler al8 Zt:ugen far die 'lnblisdu Wahrhcit,
finds the political situation into which oh. xiv. transposes us,
as "a1'8 ckm Lib gu,ch.nitteA," with regard to Babylonian circumstances after the Elamite conquest. As Diestel already in
the tUtlUChen Jahrb. riv. p. 345, so too is Dillmann in fuvour
of the historical cha.meter of the expedition and the power of
the ancient Elamite kingdom which extended to the Arabah.
The central point of the queetion is the person of Abmham.
Dillmann, because he does not agree with the dissolution of
the patriarchal legend into cloud and vapour, also judges more
justly and moderately concerning what is related in eh. xiv.
But when, as b;r Wellhausen (Prokgomtn11,, 1883, p. 337 sq.),
the historical nature of the person of Abraham is denied, and
an inclination shown to regard him as the spontaneous
creation of arbitrary invention, the historical nature of the
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by Orientals) contains, 88 has been settled since Oppert,
the name of the Susianian deity lagii.mar ; Kudur-Mabuk
and Kudur-Lagamara are Elymaic kings, who in very ancient
times reigned also over subjugated Babylonia (Schrader,
K.AT. 2nd ed. p. 316b). tri-Aku, king of Larsa.m, is called
on inscriptions son of Kudur-Mabuk, and the latter is called
"Lord of the Western land," which especially means Palestine.
Instead of ~J:I, the LXX. has ,v,n, BapryA, explained by
Lenormant 88 tur-gal (great son). D~I is singular, as the name
of a country ; Lenorm.aut understands by it the Semitic races
of Northam Mesopotamia, and thinks that this D~I has been
corrupted from the national appellation Gut, with the countrydeterminative Kl found on imcriptions (see on the other hand
Paradua, p. 233 sq.). The four names of the kings of the
Pentapolis mean, according to Hitzig, " blasphemer, rogue,
serpent's tooth, and scorpion's poison ; " but this has only the
value of a poor witticism. That the names Y.!! and ll~~
acoord in sound with VI and w, might, inet.ead of being used
against their historical nature, be explained, if it were necessary, as a phonetic variation (comp. '~-?~, Isa. vii 6). The
fact that the narrat.or leaves the fifth king, the king of Bela,
unnamed, shows that what he does not know he will not
invent.. IC';:t in the comparison, lt,>f=ir,, is one of the eleven
IIC"n occurring as Chethib in the Pentat.euch. It is not strange
to find five kings in so limited a space. Ee.eh more important
Canaanitish town had, M the book of J oehua shows, its king ;
the Phrenici.ans were fond of organinng themselves into small
independent kingdoms, united only by alliance. Thus four,
and indeed incomparably more powerful kings, took the field
against five at the Lower Jordan, ver. 3: .All tMat marched
togdnw tow,ard, tM ~ of Siddim, thil i, tM Salt &a.
The verb i:ln means elsewhere also, e.g. Ex. xxvi 3, " to enter
into alliance:' and aoquires here, by mea.n.s of ~ (adtJersus,
like Josh. x. 6), the meaning of combined hostile movement
towards an object of attack. This ia D",\91:1 P9P, which is
gloaeed id tit mars &Jlan,,, more accurately : the fertile valley
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in which the plain of the Jordan is continued, and which
subsequently became the Salt Sea. Onk. Sam. Aq. Saad.
translate: field-valley, Symm. Theod. Jer.: forest - valley
(aACTQJV, not aAQ>V), Targ. Jer. : garden -valley, LXX. 77]11
<f,apa'Y"fa T~v aAV1C~11 (perhaps confusing ,,b', lime and salt).
In Assyr. siddi means a district, and especially a district on a
river's bank (A.SS'!Jr, Lesestucke, 3rd ed. p. 146), whence we
may explain it as "Valley of the river's bank." Occasion
of the expedition, ver. 4: Twelve years had they (the five)
served Cked01·laomer, and in the thirteenth year they rebelkd.
In ver. 1 the kings are named in alphabetical order ; we see
here however that it was Kurdurlagamar who was properly the
ruler, J udg. iii 8, of the "Western Land" (Schrader, KAT. 136),
and who undertook the war. As Israel had in the early period
of the Judges been subject for eight years to a Mesopotamian
ruler, Judg. iii. 8, so was the Pentapolis twelve years under the
dominion of an Elamite sovereign, who had taken possession
of the district of the five towns, here placed in the fol'eoaround
because of Lot's captivity, and of the surrounding countries. The
possession of the Arabah, i.e. of the great deep-sunken valley
to the north and south of the Dead Sea, was of great value to
a conqueror of Upper Asia, because" this was the road traced
out by nature itself, which, starting from the Elanitic Gulf,
and cutting through the great wilderness watered by the Nile
and Euphrates, was the means of intercourse between Arabia
and Damascus, and because at no great distance from the
south-west border of Canaan, and near to the Idumean mountains, is found the point of intersection of the roads that lead
from the coast of the Mediterranean to Arabia, and from
Middle Egypt to Canaan" (Tuch). After a twelve years'
subjection, the five kings revolted in the thirteenth year
from their oppressor ; n~~ M")_!ftr~tp is the acc. of time, generally of the duration of time, here of the point of time for
n~~ M:!~-V-~~:;i~, as the Samar. reading is, or m ~ ~p:;i~.
The army of the four kings marched along the great road from
Damascus and rapidly advanced to the banks of the Jordan,
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ver. 5 : ....4.nd in the fourteenth year (J}w1Q1'laomer came, and
tlte i-ings that were with him, and smote tlu Rephaim in
AsterothrKarnaim, and the Zuzim in Ham, and the Emim in
the plain of .Kiriathaiim. Ashteroth-Karnaim, the ancient
city of the Rephaites (so called according to Schrader from
~.)• to be high), was first smitten. It was named after the
niii,~, worshipped under the image of a horned bull's head,
and therefore even .then not as the morning star, but as the
moon-goddess, and was subsequently the capital of Og. It is
mistakenly identified by Wetzstein with Bostra as= M"!T;I~~.
Josh. xxi. 27, whose ruins, Tell 'Astera, have been discovered
in Haudn, 1:f leagues from the ancient Edrei.1 The
next to fall was the town of the Zuzim, called Ham (for
which Jer. in the Qualstiones has en, per heth), perhaps the
later Rabbah. of the Ammonites, and thence c•i,r = C~t'?!,
Deut ii. 20, in the neighbourhood of the Jabbok; then
the Emim (C•r;,•~, elsewhere C•f?~) in the plain (M.1~ with a
firm Kametz, and as ver. 1 7 shows, also a firm I instead of
ii = ai) of Kirjathaiim, discovered according to Eus. and J er.
four leagues west of MMeM. under the name Ifurijat. The
Pentapolis was now first of all compassed, and the eastem
border of the mountain followed, where the army encountered
the Horites, ver. 6: And (they smote) the Horites in thtir
Mount &'ir unto El Pdran, which is by the wilderness. Ed.
Meyer (Gescli. § 136) asserts that the tribes of the Rephaites,
Zuzim and Emim never existed But what of the Horites 1
For the existence of these primitive inhabitants of the land
of Edom being incontestably witnessed to (xxxvi 20 sqq.; Deut.
ii. 12, 22), the three others will be no merely ~iry forms,
especially as they are so accurately defined according to their
dwelling-places. The termination of c1~~7 is a suffix; the
in~errupted genitive combination, "their mountain of Seir," follows the scheme :ip31• •n•,:i, Lev. xxvi. 42 (see Psalmen, 4th ed.
1

On

niiJ;I~ (plur. emimntia) and

M;flF~, ABsyr. ilt.a.r, istaritu, see DMZ.

xxiv. 660, and Zimmem, Ba.byl. BU88p8Q.lmen (1885), pp. 88-40, who approve11
of Schlottmann's derivation from,~, to unite (copulare).
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Kadesh-Barnea," in the Quarterly Statement, 1881, and his
illustrated work, Kadesh-Barnea : its Impo1'tance and Probable
Site, New York, 1884. Wetzstein thinks he has discovered
it in -!(adus, a day's journey south of Hebron within the wilderness, which terminates at the ~in-Walle; but this ~fts, testified by Ma:\cdist, would be too near to the sou them border of the
Holy Land, not to mention other objections (see Kohler, Gesclt.
i 11 7 sq.). Arrived at Kadesh through the wilderness, the
confederates " smote all the country of the Amalekites," i.e.
the portion of this wild and dangerous primitive people (see
on xxxvi 12) settled in the northern part of the Tih westward of Kadesh, whose subjugation was demanded by the
object of the undertaking, and likewise the Emorites in
Jfazazon - Tamar. This ,'?I!' I~~ is, according to 2 Chron.
xx. 2, 'Engedi on the western side of the Dead Sea;
Engaddum--says Pliny, H. N. Y. 1 7 - oppidum fuit secundum ab Hierosolymisfertuitate palmetorumque nemmious. i,wn,
amputatio, is the name for the artificial fertilization of the
female date-palm by the insertion of a cut-off stalk laden with
male flowers into the flower sheath of the female. Hence the
name is the equivalent for palm cultivation.1 Knobel combines Hazazon Tamar, not with Engedi, but with ,~1;1, Ezek
xlvii. 19, xlviii. 28, Thamaro, Thamara., on the road from
Hebron to Aila, because, he says, Engedi was too far north
But this reason does not outweigh the testimony of the
: chronicler.
The confederates having also smitten the
. ··:.&morites, who awaited their attack in the impassable rocky
· : ilistrict still called '.A.in 'Gedi, turned thence to ·Gor to
chastise the revolted Pentapolis, vv. 8, 9 : .And there went out
the king of Sodom and the king of Gomorrah and the king of
Admah and the king of Zeb<iim and the king of Bela', whicli
is Zoar, and set the battle in array against them in the val,lt:JJ
of Siddim. .Against Chedorla' omer king of Elam and Ti<t al
king of Goiim and .Amraphel king of Skin'ar and Ariveh ki1VJ
1 See Theob. Fischer, Die Dattelpalme, 1881, and Noldeke on this work in
the GG.A. 1881, p. 1222 sqq.
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of Ellasar-four 7.,-ings against tlie .five. The names of the
four kings are here given in like copulation as at ver. 1, but in
reverse order. The closing words are intended to call attention, by way of an exclamation (comp. John vi. '71), to the
unequal and decisive battle. Overthrow of the Pentapolitans,
ver. 10: And the valle11 of Suldim was full of bitumm springs,
and tlie 1.,-ings of Sodom and Gmnorrah fled and fell into them,
and the rest fled to the mountains.
Originally i,c, c,c i,c
;,icv (LXX. Samar.) certainly stood instead of mcv, c,c i,c.
The king of Sodom being still alive at ver. 17, it is not so
much the persons of the kings themselves as their followers
who are intended. The two kings were the most import.ant
With their flight the overthrow was decisive. The troops for
the most part sank in the numerous excavations which, at the
time when the Siddim valley was not yet swallowed up by
the Salt Sea, were still to be seen, and from which naphtha or
earth-oil, i.e. fluid asphalt or bitumen, flowed. These asphalt
pits are now covered by the waters of the Salt Sea; but on the
occasion of earthquakes enormous pieces of pure asphalt (the
"Jews'-pitch," so highly appreciated in the Middle Ages) make
their appearance ou the surface torn from the bed of the sea;
elsewhere they would sink, but here the salt and even
bituminous water, by reason of its greater specific gravity,
bears them up (Furrer in Schcnkel's BL.). The custom of
the language distinguishes "1!:t~. well-spring, from itc3, -ri:.i, pit,
and especially rain-water pit (see Hitzig on Jer. vi. 7). The
combination ff,pea-ra, ff,peaTa (acrcf,a:>..Tov), as the LXX. may
originally have run, is a co-ordination like Deut. xvi. 20 ;
Joel iv. 14; comp. the genitival subordination, Job xx. 17;
Ps. lxviii. 34.
Those Pentapolitans who escaped death
by the sword or by sinking, escaped rryi;:,, towards the
mountain (= harrah instead of the more usual i11~':'), i.e. to
the defiles of the l\foabite mountains. The victorious army
returned laden with prey, vv. 11, 12: And they took all the
goods of Sodom and Gomorrah, and all tltefr store of provi'sum,
and departed.
And tliey tool. Lot and Ids goods, Abram's
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The
victors, for the sake of chastising and weakening the resubjugated kings, plundered the two most important towns,
and Abram's nephew who dwelt in Sodom was thus taken
captive.
The text of ver, ·12 has fallen into disorder.
The apposition should come after t:i,~, and the explanatory sentence before ,:,~,. With this booty they retired
along the valley of the Jordan,1 vv. 13, 14: And there
brother's son, and departed, and he dwelt in Sodom.

came one that had escaped, and told it to Abram the '11»-i;
and he dwelt under the terebinths of Mamre the Emorite,
the brother of Eskol and the brother of 'Aner, and these were
confederates of Abram. Abram heard that hi,s brother '/Ca&
taken captive, and he led forth his men trained to arms, wko
1oere born in hi,s hmtse, three hundred and eighteen, and pursued
as far as Dan. Abram is called '1t~~. not as the man from

,~f' ,~~.

Jordan (Stade, Ed. Meyer), but as one who migrated
from the other side of the Euphrates, LXX. o 7rEpch'TJr;, Aq.
,repai,T'TJ<;, Jer. Transeuphratensu (see on xi. 6). t:i•~~;:t (comp.
Ezek. xxiv. 26 sq., xxxiii. 21 sq.) answers to the Arabie

., ,
j;,

which also signifies him, or collectively those who

escaped. The expression, M":'t '~P,~. means the confederates
(comp. M''}f ~¥~. Baal of the covenant, J udg. ix. 4 ; Baal as the
god of the covenant, ibid. ix. 46), different from M\1:l 'J:l (A~ts
iii 25), which means those standing in similar covenant
relation. MM has here, as the repetition •,:,~,1 shows, the vague
refers, as ver. 24 shows, to all
sense of a near relative.
three, To save Lot, Abram drew forth (like the sword from
its scabbard, Ex. xv. 9 ; Lev. xxvi. 33, or the spear from the
BovpoBl,""1, Ps. XXXV. 3) 318 r1•m, of his men dedicated or
trained (to the profession of arms), viz. \n'~ ~•?~ (slaves) born
in his house, i.e. not first purchasecl (xii. 5, xvii. 12, 23). The
LXX. translates ~ptOµ,,,.,cre after the reading P"l,.!1 (Samar.), he

cm

1 Comp. on the contrary the Excursus on Zoar in GenuiR, p. 565 : "The
oastern coast of the Dead Sea has never had a road ; on Seetzen's caprice :
scrambling forwards to come there, see Burckhardt's Syrien, p. 661."
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. carefolly. must.ered. (Black) slaves born within the tribe
itself are still regarded for their attachment and bravery as
"
the stay and prop of the tribe, and are called ~)l..\i, they

.

,

who sun-ender their lives as a ransom Oi""l~). With these
troops he surprued the army which had already reached Dan
at the north- eastern border of Canaan, ver. 15: And lu
di.tndtd him«lj again.It them by night, he and hi.a ,en,ant,, att.d
aTMU tktm and pKrsvul tMfl~ to Ifooa.Ji., whidl. i, on the twrlh of
Daf'IUUC'UJ.
He surprised the army, intoxicated with success
and expecting no enemy on it.a rear. by night, and in separate
detachments, and pursued it to Hobe.h, which lies very
near, and northward of Damascus. Recovery of the booty,
nr. 16 : A'lt.d M lmrught back ail tht gooda, and alao Lot hi.I
brofkw and hi.a good, 'bro1'{lht M back, and (At, women oho, and
tAe pwplt. That a large army, suddenly surprised by a small
be.nd, can be put to flight ia shown, fJ.g., by the history of
Gideon (J udg. vii.) ; besides, the boat enc.amped at Dan need
not be regarded as the entire army. The reaBon why f'!,
which was formerly called~] or c~, and did not receive this
name till after its conquest by the Danites (Josh. xix. 47;
,Jndg. xviii. 29), is thus named without further comment in a
narrative elsewhere eo free from anticipations, must certainly
be that the gloss bas in this instance supplanted the name
g1088ed. For what other Dan could here be intended than
this north-eastern border city 1 When Joseph. A1i.t. i. 10. 1,
says: o/nmi ,j hipa Toti 'Iop8&:11ov TPO<TtJl'fOpt!vrr,u '7n7Y'l,
thus much is trne, that one of the three sourcea of the Jordan
is actually at Dan, now Tell il-J{d4i (which, is the aame as
r,i:i ~i,), another at Paneas (Banw),1 a third at Hasbeia; and
the firat is now called il-Ldddff., and regarded as the main
source of the Jordan (&ci.n - BO.diker, p. 279). The most
ancient Jewish glosses also point to the neighbourhood of the
1 Hmi apringa forth from a cave now almost filled up with rubbish the
eouroe or the Jordan, u the Sebene-Buh, a aource or the Tigria (A•yr. r'- 611i
•ci tldr ~ t ) , does from a grotto on the nNld to :&neroam
Schrader on the
Cuneiform inacriptiona of thill grotto, 18815).
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sonrces of the Jordan, by explaining r!, by c,,~~~ (Paneas) or
r,~Di""J r, (Cresarea Philippi) ; comp. Burchard.us, ~ M<mtt Sion,
xi 12 : Dan q1U1: ,r,unc .&lenaJI (i.e. Ban,iatf) dicitur sive
Co,;11a:rui Philippi. There was also somewhere a ~ I'!, 2 Sam.
xxiv. 6 ; but t.o understand it as this when the addition fV' is
absent, and t.o place it accordingly, is both unnecessary and unjustified. Nor can a second more north-westerly Cceleeyrian
Dan-1.aiish-Leshem(Reggio, Schultz and others) be admitted, for
the valley :&thr-~, named from the well 'En rahnb, the most
import.ant in the land of Suet, refers, Judg. xviii. 28, not t.o the
whole of Ccelesyria, but t.o the most southerly portion of this
vale-land (t_U;JI) beyond the Leontes.

There lay Re~8b, not

far from the. road to Hamath, Num. xiii 21.
But the
fugitives purposing to go, not t.o Hamath, but t.o Mesopotamia, would therefore go round the southern base of Hermon
to come eastward from the Antilibanus and past Damascns
to the great Syrian desert.
Salutation of the victors by the king of Sodom, ver. 1 7 :
Tlun wnt out the king of Sodom to mut him after hi.a rttum
from the wnqll.Ut of Chd.orla'omer and of the king, that w.,re with
him, in the TJalky of •&11oeh, tohicl,, i.tr tlt.t. kiff!I'• role. Certainly
the king's vale where Absalom erected a pillar for himself,
2 Sam. xviii. 18. According t.o Joseph. ..4.nt. vii 10. 3, this
marble pillar was two stadia from Jerusalem, which would
apparently make the king's vale the same as the vale of
Kedron. The pyramidal - shaped monument at the lower
bridge of the Kidron, which is called Abaalom'1, doee not
indeed look like an ancient Israelite one, and it might be
thought that Absalom erected his pillar on his own estate in
Be.al Hazor, which seems to be designated (2 Sam. xiii. 2~)
by Cl:1~~CI\', as near t.o the Ephraimitic border, and therefore
as a Benjamite locality. The circumst.ance however that the
incident with Melohizedek king of Salem falls between the
encounter, ver. 17, and Abram's transaction, ver. 21 sqq.,
with the king of Sodom, speaks in favour of the situation of
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the king's vale being in the neighbourhood of J erusa.lem. 1
It is indeed questionable, whether the Salem of Melchizedek is
Jerusalem; there is a village of Slllim, which may be observed
on the road from NA.bulUB (Sichem) to Beisa.n after a ride of
50 German miles (Badeker, p. 231), a Selim in the plain of
Jezreel, between which village and the village of SelA.fe
stretches a small valley (ibid. 241), probably the aliM,v
°Xa)..~µ,. Judith iv. 4, and according to the 01Wffl,. of Eusebius
revised by J er. a Salumia.s, lying 8 Roman miles south
of Scythopolis (oomp. c,,~, DMZ. xxviii. 146), which
Jerome mistakenly identifies (see Mtihlau, art. "Aenon,"
in Riehm's HW.) with the °Xa)..el.µ. of John the Baptist, and
where in his days were shown the ruins of the supposed palace
of Melchizedek.
Overwhelming reasons decide for the
opinion of Josephus, that Salem wa.s Jerusalem. We may
conceive with Eupolemus in Eusebius, Prap. ix. 17 (who however, following perhaps the Samaritan view, transposes the
meeting with Melchizedek to the neighbourhood of the
'.A.nap,tt-P), that Abram had gone through Samaria on his
way home to Hebron, intending to dismiss at some convenient
place the captives with the booty to their south-eastern home,
or that he was following the valley of the Jordan towards
Sodom, to take back the captives and the booty himself (Tuch).
In either case J erUBalem wa.s not too far out of the road for
the king of Sodom to go to meet him from the south-east, and
Melchizedek on hearing the report which would precede him
of Abram's return as conqueror, to hasten to salute him from
Jerusalem on the opposite side. In that case Cl~, Ps. lu:vi. 3,
would not have become the poetical name of the city when
it had not been its more ancient one. The reference too to
Melchi.zedek in Ps. ex. is explained by the city of the kingdom of promise and the city of Melchizedek being one and
the same. It is just because the existence of Jerusalem
reaches back to such hoar antiquity that the gates of the
1 See Ginaburg's article on the monument of Abalom in the journal i\)t)M,
1872, p. 25!1.
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fortre!s of Zion are called Cl~ll '!:II;!•. Ps. xxiv. 7. Extant
Jewish tradition in the Targums, the Midraeh, the &pher
hajaiAar, esteems the Salem of Melchizedek as indisputably
identical with J emaalem. Finally, the name ?1;~~' as
similar in sound with the name of ~~"'I~, " king of
Jerusalem," Josh. x. 1, favours this view.
The meeting with the priest-king of Salem, ver. 18: And
MJch~ king of Salem 'brouglu forth bread and wine, and
M wa.r tlu prim of the M01Jt High God. ~'~ ~ a.e a proper
name bas no article ; but ~•~ in other usage also rejects the
article. According to Sanchuniathon in Euseb. Prrzp. i. 10,
the Phrenicians called God the progenitor or Uranus and
Gaia 'EAJ.Ow ~iCTTOi; while, on the other hand, Elonim
"e-Elo,wth or Hanno the Carthaginian in the Poonulus or
Plautl18 has nothing to do with 1'1~, but means, as the epitaph
of Eehmunazar shows, " gods and goddesses." rr,11 as used
here by Melchizedek, if it does not mean the absolutely One, is
yet no mere comparative for Him who is higher than others,
but the Highest, therefore the God of gods. He brings forth
bread and wine from his capital to refresh and honour the
returning and courageous deliverer. Those who were delivered
were indeed his fellow - countrymen. With gratitude to
Abraham he combines thankfulness to God, who had made
him the instrument of such mercy, vv. 19, 20a: And '/u
bku«l him, and 1v.1.id :
Br.t-d ~ Abraham of tM Moll Hig1,, God,
T1w ~ of 1wa- a11d eartl;
.,(Tad bl-t ~ fk Mott lligl& God.,
Wlw hath ddiwred thi,u; opprUIIOf' into thy MIid !

The form of this double berachah is throughout poetic : in it
we have ~•>F ~~. at least for Israelites, a poetic sound, Ps.
lxxviii 35, lvii. 3; ;g~, used here only for lf'.l.3 or n~, is more
significant than either, denoting Him whose t~P., creature and
property, the world is; 11';? for 11•~~~. and t!'? an exclneively
poetical .word (to give, here: to deliver up, Hos. xi. 8, in a
connection referring back to Gen. xiv. or Deut. xxiL 22: to
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give up; Prov. iv. 9: to present). The language of Canaan
(Isa. xix. 18), which is appointed to be the sacred language,
is in these-h-w/M:,o, evx,at (Philo, Opp. i 538) already being
transformed into a vessel of honour. The language of him
on whom a curse was inflicted appears here as the language
of the blessing of him who was bl8888d. Abram thus blessed
by Melchizedek in his tum does him homage, ver. 20b: And
M ga~ him the tenth of all. In acknowledgment of his
priesthood he gives him the tenth of all, i.e. the tenth of all
the goods recovered from the enemy, which as 110parated from
the whole is M representing the whole God's portion in the
person of His priest. On the other hand, he refuses for himself any share in the booty, vv. 21-24: ...4.Ad the king of
Sodom ,aid to Abram: Gi~ me tht, ,ouu (fhe peraons), and
kup the gt:J<><U for thy,elf. But .A.'bram said to the ki1ig of
&dom: I ha1Je lifted vp my' haftd to Jall:cieh, the Moat High
God, the Creator of heaf1ffl and Mrfl,, : If I fr<mt. a thread to a
shoe latc'hd., if I take anytM.ng t,J,,a,t i, Ui.ine-lut flwu iJwuJdut
,ay: I ha1Je madt1 Abram rich. Nothing fo-r me! only what the
urmnta ltaTJe Mien, and the porlion. of the mm that went with
me - A.Mr, Blkol, atu:l Hamre, let them take tMir portwm.
He swears with uplifted band (,, c,,n, while on the contrary
it is always ,, IICifl when it is God who swears), a very
ancient gesture of the so-called corporal oatb. This is the
first mention of an oath by God ; oaths have become a
necessity since.
Sin has destroyed the interchange of
absolutely unshaken confidence between man and man and
between God and man. The negative oath begins with Cl;t,
with an ellipsis of the supplementary sentence : may such
and such a thing ho.ppen to me, Ges. § 155. 2/. To J'I'~ ~
he adds n,n\ designating Him who had revealed Him.self to
him as the God of salvation, as the Yost High God. Neither
a thread nor a shoe-latchet ('1F1 • • • 'P., both . . . and also,
Dent xxiL 10; Isa. xxii. 24; comp. F.cclns. xlvi. 17; here, by
reason of the negative oath implied in D~: neither •. , nor),
i.e. he will not aooept even the most worthl888 fragment or
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the booty, nor let himeelC be enriched in this manner. No,
from ~~=~~. and \':!P,, like xli. 16,
he will take nothing
as an adv. whereby we reject anything, properly let it not
come, or: if it comes t.o me); he only requeets that the three
companions who have marched with him may be remembered.
We here first learn of the accession of these men, and perhaps
of their people, t.o the 318 born in Abram's house. The
narrative adheres t.o Abram and to what is t.o his honour.
That he will take nothing on this occasion, while he allowed
himself t.o be so abundantly gifted by Pharaoh, shows him, as
Haese remarks, " inwardly more elevated and advanced than
in, the days of his self-incuned humiliation in Egypt."
What has just occurred is both a prelude and prefiguration
of the fact, that the seed of Abraham will come forth vict.orious
from the conflict with the world-power for their own !!alvation and that of others. It is just now, when .Abram has
shown hiDl.8elf as much raised above men as helpful to them,
that the mysterious figure of Melchizedek comes forth from
a hidden background without any intervention, as without it
he again disappears---& figure seen for a moment significant
for ever. This Melchizedek, of whom we know neither the
whence nor the whither, is in the midst of heathen surroundings a vehicle of the pre-bee.then faith, a servant of the Most
High God, a king who exercises the priestly office not
merely as a king, or as a father of a family does as such,
for in this sense Abram too wu lilt~ and priest, but who
according to ancient Phcenician custom unites in himself the
office of king with that of priest, and is hence expressly
called, as Abram never is, r,JD. By this priest-king, who has no
authority to point to from descent and law, the ancestor of
Israel, of Levi and of Aaron, the father of the nation of the
promise, of the priesthood and of the Law, allows himself 1io be
bleeeed. And not only so, but Abram, in whom is comprised
that priestly race which is to receive the tenth, gives to this
priest-king the tenth of all the spoil. There is a royal priesthood outside the law-predicted by this typical history, as

rm~
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the Epistle to the Hebrews explains-to which even Abram
and his seed must bow, to whom even the Levitical priesthood must do homage ; for just where Abraham appears at
the most ideal elevation, Melchizedek stands beside and
towers above him. Melchizedek is like the setting sun of
the primitive revelation made to men before their separation
into nations, the last rays of which shine upon the patriarch,
from whom the true light of the world is in process of coming.
This sun sets to rise again in antitype in Jesus Christ,1 when
the preparatory epoch of Israel shall have passed. In the
light of this antitype the gifts of Melchizedek acquire a
typical significance. They foreshadow the gifts which the
exalted heavenly Priest-King brings in love for the refreshment of those who al'e of the faith of Abraham.
1 The Zend religion also expects a future ruler, who as the antitype or
Zarathustra shall unite in himself the royal aml priestly offices (DAIZ.
xl. 109).
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